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The exclusion of women from the civic sphere is a familiar topic in many areas 

of feminist scholarship.  I extend this question to Rossini by examining how four of 

his operas reflect rules governing female public speech.  Chapter One considers La 

donna del lago (1819) and Matilde di Shabran (1821), in which such rules are stated 

explicitly within the world represented on stage.  I focus on the rondò finales in order 

to examine how the female protagonists speak in public in the face of wider cultural 

norms which reduce female speech to wordless and revelatory vocalization.  Chapter 

Two turns to the Act II finale of Rossini’s Otello (1816) and the confrontation 

between Desdemona and her father, Elmiro, especially the moment in which she seeks 

his forgiveness, and he refuses it.  I read this moment through the reception history of 

Desdemona’s aria, and through Marco Beghelli’s work on the musical emblems of 

ritual in nineteenth-century Italian opera.  A close review of Beghelli’s work reveals 

that composers drew on these musical emblems to different ends when female rather 

than male characters were the speakers.  Desdemona turns to such rhetoric when her 

final chance to speak in public collapses.  Chapter Three traces how Rossini’s 

Maometto secondo (1820) develops the public voice of its female protagonist, Anna 

Erisso, both in the changes it introduces into the traditional story of her martyrdom, 

and in the ways Rossini scores her recitatives.  I read Rossini’s accompanimental 



 

strategies in light of Metastasio’s famous letter to Hasse on the recitatives of Attilio 

Regolo.  Yet a moment in the Act II finale raises questions about Anna Erisso’s 

decision to kill herself, as if her public voice had failed to secure for her an 

autonomous voice.  In Chapter Four, I argue that the scenes that establish Anna 

Erisso’s standing as an agent and a public speaker are retracted in Rossini’s Venetian 

and Parisian revisions.  I treat the printed librettos of other contemporary revivals as 

documents of the reception history of the Neapolitan version, records of productions 

that preserved what Rossini would elsewhere eliminate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 We are considering four operas Rossini composed between 1816 and 1821, 

and their female protagonists.  One of the four operas, Matilde di Shabran, is a 

melodramma giocoso, and was written for the Teatro Apollo in Rome (February 

1821).  The others were written for Naples: the melo-dramma La donna del lago 

(November 1819), the dramma per musica Otello (December 1816) and the dramma 

per musica Maometto secondo (December 1820).  Each of the four operas has its own 

theatrical geography.  Matilde di Shabran is an escape narrative, in which the female 

protagonist leads the community out of the home (the castle) of her misanthropic 

antagonist; her victory consists in upending his politics by getting him to fall in love.  

La donna del lago follows the final days of a faltering Scottish rebellion: the King 

exerts his power over all of the exiles, and the survivors are brought back to Court, 

some as prisoners, and one as a supplicant.  The title of the opera is a nickname for a 

daughter of one of the rebel leaders, a woman of legendary beauty, and the King’s 

longing to see her with his own eyes sets the opera and the defeat of the rebels in 

motion.  Otello is an exogamic transit story in which the female protagonist moves 

from the home of the father to the home of the husband.  Maometto secondo is a 

tactical retreat from history into the imagination: its goal is to craft a retaliatory 

narrative in the small, one which leaves the broad strokes of history unaltered, but 
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which invents a humiliating sub-plot for Maometto, and spares the leaders of the 

Venetian colony of Negroponte their miserable fate.1 

The central work in this dissertation is Maometto secondo.  It appeared too late 

to figure in any significant way in Stendhal’s Vie de Rossini, and apart from a single 

additional performance in the summer of 1825, Maometto secondo was given at the 

Teatro San Carlo in Naples only in its first season.2  Rossini revised the opera for 

Venice in December 1822, and again for Paris as Le siège de Corinthe in 1826.3  

These three versions—especially their varied endings—feature prominently in this 

study.  In Naples, the female protagonist (Anna Erisso) takes her own life after 

engineering a way for the captured Venetian leaders to return to battle; she waits to 

kill herself until Maometto confronts her, and she takes an unusual, private revenge 

against him by revealing that she had a Venetian husband.  In Venice, the rescue of the 

Venetian leaders is enough to turn the tide, and they, in turn, rescue Anna; what had 

constituted her revenge in the Neapolitan version devolves into a happy marriage, and 

                                                
1 For a history of the European stage and the gendered aspects of its represented 
spaces, see Hanna Scolnikov, Woman’s Theatrical Space (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1994).  
2 Stendhal did not see it, but spoke well of the bass who sang the title role, Filippo 
Galli, and of the librettist, Cesare Della Valle.  Maometto secondo and Matilde di 
Shabran are two of the operas Stendhal passes over quickly in a brief, late chapter, 
“Concerning eight minor Operas by Rossini.”  Semiramide is one of the others.  
Stendhal, The Life of Rossini, trans. Richard N. Coe (London: John Calder, 1985 
[1824]), 392-396.  Philip Gossett numbers Maometto secondo among the “works that 
have no history.”  See Philip Gossett, “History and Works That Have No History: 
Reviving Rossini’s Neapolitan Operas,” in Disciplining Music: Musicology and Its 
Canons, eds. Katherine Bergeron and Philip V. Bohlman (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992), 95-115.   
3 The definitive account of the sources for Maometto secondo and Le siège de 
Corinthe is Philip Gossett, The Operas of Rossini: Problems of Textual Criticism in 
Nineteenth-Century Opera (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1971), 455-487.  
A translation of the Parisian version prepared by Calisto Bassi, L’assedio di Corinto, 
began to appear in Italian theatres early in 1828, but Rossini had no role in its 
preparation. 
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the Venetian version ends with a celebratory rondò finale borrowed from La donna del 

lago.  In Paris, the invented heroic action of the Neapolitan and Venetian versions 

disappears, and while Pamyra (Anna) announces her eagerness to take revenge, she 

never does; all the while the sources offer ambiguous and conflicting cues on whether 

or not Pamyra kills herself in the last scene, as Corinth falls.4 

The endings differ—but differences elsewhere in the opera between the three 

versions are enough to suggest that the character who survives in the Venetian version 

is not the same as the one who takes her own life in Naples, and similarly, the one who 

may or may not kill herself in the Parisian version differs again from her precursors.  

The set of differences we will focus on concern agency, public speech, and the status 

of the female protagonist as a public speaker within the world represented on stage.  

While the exclusion of women from the civic sphere is a familiar topic in many areas 

of feminist scholarship, it is seldom recognized as a relevant issue in opera criticism, 

and it has not been broached as a topic in Rossini studies.  Sometimes this exclusion 

takes the form of a prohibition against female public speech.  In La donna del lago and 

Matilde di Shabran, rules governing female public speech are explicitly invoked 

within the on-stage world.  In Mosè in Egitto (Naples, March 1818), the Egyptian 

Pharaoh repeatedly admonishes his wife to be quiet when she tries to advocate for 

Moses and the Hebrews, while the female protagonist, Elcìa, withdraws into a 

narcissistic reverie after her lover (Osiride, the son of the Pharoah) is struck down, 

seemingly oblivious to the wider political conflict raging around her.  In Semiramide 

                                                
4 There is as yet no critical edition for Le siège de Corinthe.  On the final scene and its 
ambiguities, see Anselm Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera: Music Theater in Paris 
in the Nineteenth Century, trans. Mary Whittall (Chicago and London: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1998 [1992]), 63-121, esp. 76-79. 
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(Venice, February 1823), the first act is framed by multipartite public scenes in which 

the Babylonian people gather to hear Semiramide announce whom she will take for 

her new husband.  However, both of Semiramide’s attempts to address the expectant 

crowds are interrupted by supernatural calamities.  The final scene of Rossini’s first 

opera for Naples, Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra (October 1815), is instructive, too, 

illustrating how the experiences of the theatre audience and the on-stage audience can 

drift apart.  For the theatre audience, Elisabetta’s voice dominates the final scene; 

however, in the libretto and in Rossini’s autograph, her last quartina is marked as an 

aside.  The other characters on stage celebrate the Queen’s splendour, but as far as 

they are concerned, at the last, they are speaking alone; the Queen herself isn’t saying 

anything at all.  

 A central concern, then, for our study of the female protagonists of Maometto 

secondo and Le siège de Corinthe will be to trace which scenes of public speech the 

three versions of the opera have in common, and which scenes (or details within 

scenes) any one of the three versions has to itself.  These scenes include sections in 

both lyric and recitative verse, and one of the arenas in which differences between the 

operas play out is Rossini’s management of the orchestral accompaniment of the 

recitatives for Anna and Pamyra.  Rossini’s nine Neapolitan operas on seria and 

semiseria subjects (composed between 1815 and 1822) use orchestrally-accompanied 

recitative throughout.  When Rossini composed for other Italian theatres, he followed 

their local practices, and used both continuo-accompanied and orchestrally-

accompanied recitative for buffa, semiseria and seria works.5  Rossini’s 

                                                
5 Rossini sometimes delegated the composition of continuo-accompanied recitative to 
a collaborator, as he did for L’Italiana in Algeri (Venice, May 1813), Il barbiere di 
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contemporaries sometimes objected to his turn to the more modern practice.  

Concerning an 1824 revival of Maometto secondo for the Teatro alla Scala in Milan, 

an anonymous reviewer in the Corriere delle dame complained of the opera’s 

“clamorous, deafening and unbearable concepts,” the “weightiness of all this 

instrumentation,” and the “heaviness produced by having the recitatives orchestrally 

accompanied [istromentati] from start to finish.”6  Rossini’s tireless champion, 

Giuseppe Carpani, numbered “the terrible roaring of the instruments, which 

sometimes deafen the audience” among the composer’s faults, but with respect to 

Zelmira, Rossini’s last opera for Naples (February 1822), even Carpani appreciated as 

praiseworthy novelties passages where “the word is fired with enthusiasm and is made 

menacing and terrible, [and so] the orchestra surges, flares up and rages with it, 

battling as a good ally at its side, and with such ardour that it seems to contend with 

the voice on the field of honour for the victory.”7   

 In the non-Neapolitan operas where both continuo-accompanied recitative and 

orchestrally-accompanied recitative were available—for instance, Tancredi (Venice, 

February 1813) or Bianca e Falliero (Milan, December 1819), Rossini would 

sometimes use both within the same scene, transitioning from continuo-accompanied 

recitative to orchestrally-accompanied recitative in step with something in the drama.  

In the Neapolitan operas—and in Semiramide, which also uses only orchestrally-

                                                                                                                                       
Siviglia (Rome, February 1816), La Cenerentola (Rome, January 1817) and La gazza 
ladra (Milan, May 1817).  On this practice, see Philip Gossett, Divas and Scholars: 
Performing Italian Opera (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 246-254.  
6 The August 21, 1824 review from the Corriere delle dame is reproduced in Marco 
Emanuele, L’ultima stagione italiana: Le forme dell’opera seria di Rossini da Napoli 
a Venezia (Florence: Passigli Editori, 1997), 290-291. 
7 Giuseppe Carpani, “Al direttore della Biblioteca Italiana sulla Zelmira [Lettera VII],” 
reproduced in Carpani, Le Rossiniane ossia Lettere Musico-Teatrali (Padova, 1824), 
119-164; here, 155 and 126. 
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accompanied recitative—the string orchestra predominates in accompanying the 

recitatives, but at some point in the recitative verse of all of the Neapolitan operas, 

Rossini drew on some component of the wider orchestra (or the full orchestra).  In 

some operas—Armida (November 1817), Ricciardo e Zoraide (December 1818), La 

donna del lago and Zelmira, the wider orchestra is little used in recitative 

accompaniment.  In others—especially Maometto secondo and Semiramide—the full 

orchestra is deployed repeatedly, and the division between the string orchestra and the 

full orchestra becomes the more flexible heir to the older accompanimental resource 

(the division between the continuo group and the string orchestra).8   

 One of the functions the wider orchestra takes on in this context is closely 

linked to the rhetoric of public speech.  In the Introduzione of Maometto secondo, 

Paolo Erisso, the governor of the besieged Venetian colony of Negroponte, is 

reporting to the other military leaders of the city on the deteriorating situation, and 

how disease and famine threaten “il popolo innocente.”  For these three words, Rossini 

doubles the vocal line with three trombones, two bassoons, and a serpentone, and once 

Erisso completes this thought, the full orchestra enters, overtaking his last syllable.  As 

Erisso continues to describe the scene, other punctuating gestures for the full orchestra 

follow.  Passages of this kind lead Marco Beghelli to describe Erisso’s role as “a song 

                                                
8 For a detailed summary of eighteenth-century views on the function of the orchestra 
in accompanied recitative, including the views of Rousseau and Metastasio, see Laurel 
Zeiss, Accompanied Recitative in Mozart’s Operas: “The Chef d’Oeuvre of the 
Composer’s Art” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina, 1999). 
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[canto] which unfolds almost entirely in an anguished declamation, a continuous 

recitative however finely elaborated.”9   

 The Introduzione establishes a clear connection between Erisso and 

orchestrally reinforced declamation.  Rossini soon complicates this, and it becomes 

unclear whether the full orchestra will reinforce or amplify Erisso’s voice alone.  In 

his first dialogue with his daughter (Anna), Erisso presses her to marry one of the 

other Venetian leaders (Calbo) without delay, so she may have a “second defender” 

during the siege.  At first, their recitative is accompanied by the string orchestra.  

However, once Anna resolves to disclose that she is already committed to someone 

else, the full orchestra returns, and it accompanies much of their remaining dialogue.  

The same orchestral forces which underscored Erisso’s public “anguished 

declamation” continue to sound with equal vehemence in the gaps between Erisso’s 

questions and Anna’s replies.  The nature of the public voice of Anna Erisso is the 

central interpretive problem of the Neapolitan version of Maometto secondo, and this 

escalation in the orchestral accompaniment, which marks the moment when Anna 

declares that she “must no longer remain silent,” is its ambiguous first signal.  The 

ambiguity comes from a decision a theatre audience cannot make on first hearing, or 

really on any number of hearings: does the resumed grandeur of the wider orchestra 

disclose something about Anna Erisso, or does it imply instead a bridge between her 

father’s public and domestic voices?  In this scene, I will argue, we seem to face an 

orchestral proof of a pledge Anna offers to her father later in the first act—that he will 

see “how closely the daughter resembles the father.”   

                                                
9 Marco Beghelli, “Quando Maometto sbarcò a Venezia,” in Gioachino Rossini, 
Maometto II.  Rivista “La Fenice prima dell’Opera,” 2004-2005, no. 4, ed. Michele 
Girardi (Treviso: L’Artegrafica S.n.c., 2005), 25-44; here, 35.    
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 Our focus on public speech is influenced by recent work in feminist 

philosophy and feminist ethics, especially the work of Diana Meyers on personal 

autonomy and “speaking in one’s own voice,” Adriana Cavarero on the importance of 

speakers disclosing themselves to each other in a moment of “reciprocal exhibition,” 

and Judith Butler on the difficulties involved in “giving an account of oneself.”  In the 

Neapolitan version, Anna’s pledge to “resemble” her father returns in a crucial 

moment in the Act II finale, but in such a way that it is not noticed by anyone in the 

on-stage audience.  I argue that in the Act II finale, there is a moment in which Anna 

gives a private reason for her actions, a reason that differs from the reasons she states 

publicly, and that may reflect her father’s wishes in place of her own.  Meyers, 

especially, stresses the importance of having a public voice in developing an 

autonomous voice, and the vital role of the chance “to communicate what [one is] 

doing and what [one stands] for to others.”10  In the verse drama that Rossini’s 

librettist Cesare Della Valle was developing at the same time he was preparing the 

libretto, the last lines of the play belong to Anna, and she explains in a kind of prayer 

why she has done what she had done (“Grant me your forgiveness, Heaven, if I have 

taken my own life.  Between infamy and death I have chosen death.”).11  The original 

closing lines in the printed libretto for Naples—which differ from the lines Rossini 

set—also belong to Anna, and there, too, Della Valle gave her the chance to explain 

                                                
10 Diana T. Meyers, Gender in the Mirror: Cultural Imagery & Women’s Agency 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 21.  See also Meyers, Self, Society and 
Personal Choice (New York: Columbia University Press, 1989). 
11 “Il tuo perdono, / Ciel mi concedi, se m’uccisi io stessa. / Fra l’infamia e la morte io 
morte ho scelto.”  Cesare Della Valle, Anna Erizo, in Della Valle, Tragedie di Cesare 
della Valle, Duca di Ventignano, Vol. III (Rome, 1826 [1823]), 81-137; here, 137 (V, 
ii).  On the dating of the drama, see Beghelli, “Quando Maometto sbarcò a Venezia.” 
28-33. 
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her actions (“And you who presume to conquer Italy, learn you now from an Italian 

woman that this is still a nation of heroes.”).12  However, in the crucial moment in the 

Neapolitan version when Anna may be taking her father’s voice for her own, Rossini’s 

setting implies that the other women on stage do not hear her.  Only the theatre 

audience can hear what she is saying, making of this moment a theatrical trace of a 

disclosure that does not happen in the world represented on-stage. 

 Despite the profoundly coercive environment in which the Neapolitan Anna 

Erisso must make her choices, does it nevertheless make sense to think of her in the 

terms Meyers proposes to describe personal autonomy in general, that is, as an 

example of “someone who in some respect has a sure sense of personal identity and 

who sometimes manages to act accordingly”?13  Can we infer from the fact that the 

Neapolitan Anna has a prominent public voice that she also has an autonomous voice?   

By posing this question I pursue a different line of inquiry than the one 

pursued by Mary Ann Smart with respect to formal irregularities in the writing for 

Lucia in Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor (Naples, September 1835).  Such formal 

irregularities, Smart suggested, understood as “the moments in which [Lucia] stretches 

the boundaries of her musical world,” might “release her from her bonds, however 

temporarily… [and allow the critic] to speak for her, to let her sing for herself.”14  

                                                
12 “E tu che Italia… conquistar… presumi… / Imparar or tu… da un’itala donzella / 
Che ancora degli eroi la patria è quella.”  The Neapolitan libretto is reprinted in Tutti i 
libretti di Rossini, eds. Marco Beghelli and Nicola Gallino (Milan: Garzanti Editore, 
1991), 651-668; here, 668 (II, vi). 
13 Meyers, Self, Society and Personal Choice, 9. 
14 Mary Ann Smart, Dalla tomba uscita: Representations of madness in nineteenth-
century Italian opera (Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University, 1994), 48-49.  Without 
referencing the last scenes of Lucia di Lammermoor, Gossett reads the proliferation of 
formal irregularities in Donizetti as the composer’s attempt to distance his own writing 
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Here, I discuss aspects of Matilde di Shabran, La donna del lago and Otello in order 

to develop an interpretive context privileging articulacy and public speech within the 

world represented on stage, and to allow this context to support a close reading of 

Maometto secondo—understanding “close reading” foremost as the kind of work a 

production team faces in doing a new staging of a repertory opera.  For each of the 

four principal operas we are considering, I review both the foundational texts of 

Rossini scholarship (works by Stendhal, Gossett and Giuseppe Radiciotti) and 

contemporary Rossini scholarship (especially the comparative surveys by Paolo Isotta, 

Alessandro Baricco and Daniela Tortora) for assessments of the actions and the speech 

acts of the female protagonists within the on-stage world.15   

In the first chapter, I focus on the rondò finales of Matilde di Shabran and La 

donna del lago—the two operas in which rules governing female public speech are 

invoked within the on-stage world—in order to resist the idea that the only way to 

think of the public articulacy of their respective female protagonists is as a euphoric 

eruption of wordless sound—“an enormous musical mechanism that lifts the opera by 

force,” as Baricco describes the logic of the rondò finale—once the appetite for 

narrative expires.16  I argue that the familiar operatic turn away from the verbal text 

                                                                                                                                       
from “the musical balance and formal symmetry […] so essential to Rossini.”  
Gossett, Divas and Scholars, 269-270. 
15 Giuseppe Radiciotti, Gioacchino Rossini: Vita documentata, opere ed influenza su 
l’arte (Tivoli: Arti grafiche Majella di A. Chicca, 1927); Paolo Isotta, “I diamanti 
della corona.  Grammatica del Rossini napoletano,” in Isotta, Gioachino Rossini.  
Mosè in Egitto.  Moïse et Pharaön.  Mosè (Turin: Unione tipografico-editrice torinese, 
1974), 143-346; Alessandro Baricco, Il genio in fuga: Due saggi sul teatro musicale di 
Gioachino Rossini (Turin: Einaudi, 1997); Daniela Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini 
serio: Le opere della maturità da “Tancredi” a “Semiramide” (Rome: Torre d’Orfeo 
editrice, 1996). 
16 Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 71-73. 
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(which Catherine Clément famously critiqued on other grounds)17 should be viewed 

with suspicion for being uncomfortably close to a venerable cultural stereotype 

describing how men listen to women’s voices, the stereotype Cavarero critiques,  

 
according to which, in her erotic function as seductress… the woman appears 
first of all as a body and as an inarticulate voice.  She must be beautiful, but 
she must not speak.  What she can do, however, is emit pleasing sounds, 
asemantic vocalizations, moans of pleasure.18 

 

Carpani captured some sense of Rossini’s skill in satisfying this appetite for “pleasing 

sounds” when, in an oft-cited riposte to an anonymous German critic of Tancredi, he 

suggested that the central feature of Rossini’s writing for the theatre was “cantilena, 

and cantilena always, cantilena beautiful, cantilena new, cantilena magical and 

cantilena precious.”19  In the case of the rondò finale of La donna del lago, the 

appetite for the wordless female voice has a proxy within the on-stage world—

“Uberto,” the King of Scotland, whose need to see and hear Elena again seeks 

satisfaction in the rondò finale.  While the display of vocal beauty will remain a 

perennial point of entry for anyone staging Rossini, in the first chapter I argue against 

taking the satisfaction of the appetite for wordless female song as the disclosure of 

                                                
17 “In opera, the forgetting of words, the forgetting of women, have the same deep 
roots.”  Catherine Clément, Opera, or the Undoing of Women, trans. Betsy Wing 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988 [1979]), 22. 
18 Adriana Cavarero, For more than one voice, trans. Paul A. Koffman (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2005 [2003]), 107. 
19 Carpani, “All’anonimo autore dell’articolo sul Tancredi di Rossini inserito nella 
Gazzetta di Berlino, No. 7, 1818,” in Carpani, Le Rossiniane, 61-96; here, 74.  
Carpani’s reply sought to answer an iterative string of questions from the author of the 
anonymous article: “What is there of substance in this bladder of arias, Rossini’s 
Tancredi, what is there that is splendid in this so-called “meteor in the modern Italian 
sky,” what is there of value in this “everything and nothing,” what is there of beauty in 
this “musical coquetry,” what is there of the unattainable in the “non plus ultra of 
today’s Italians”?”  “Bladder of arias,” “vescica d’aria,” is likely a pun on the Italian 
“vescica d’urinaria,” “urinary bladder.”  
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identity that the King wants it to be.  I argue that the verbal text—a second point of 

entry for Rossini’s production teams—can harbour moments which escape “the King’s 

ear,” moments of address and declamation when a character manifests an action or an 

agenda of her own. 

 In the second chapter I use the second act finale of Otello to two purposes.  I 

draw on the nineteenth-century reception history of the finale to argue that theatre 

audiences better remembered the moment in which Desdemona sought her father’s 

forgiveness than the moment in which she broke off this attempt and took up his 

vehement musical language.  I call upon nineteenth-century accounts of performances 

of this scene by Maria Malibran, Giuditta Pasta, Henrietta Sontag, Pauline Viardot and 

others to corroborate this apparent preference, and I read two Delacroix paintings of 

Desdemona and her father from the early 1850s in light of a scene in the first act of 

Jean-François Ducis’s 1792 adaptation of Othello, where Hédelmone (Desdemona) 

seeks her father’s permission to speak to him in public, and he refuses her.20  Here I 

argue that the closing sections of Desdemona’s aria (the Act II finale) are best 

understood in light of the refusal scene in Ducis.  The second goal of the chapter is to 

consider the moment in which Desdemona adopts the musical language of her father 

as an instance of parlar ampio, “full” or “heightened speech.”  Beghelli introduced 

this term in an important 1994 essay on Rossini’s role in codifying the rhetoric of 

nineteenth-century Italian opera, and then reworked the idea substantially in his 

                                                
20 On Ducis’s adaptation as the model for Rossini’s librettist, Francesco Berio di Salsa, 
see Roberta Montemorra Marvin, “Il libretto di Berio per l’Otello di Rossini,” in the 
Bollettino del centro rossiniano di studi, XXXI (1991), 55-76.  
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comprehensive 2003 work on the “musical emblems of ritual.”21  I use the musical 

examples gathered in Beghelli’s 2003 study as a representative sample of the repertory 

in order to raise a question he did not: how are the musical emblems of ritual used 

when female characters are the speakers?  Does Desdemona’s turn to this rhetoric in 

the second act finale belong to a recognizable paradigm?         

 In the third chapter I consider the place of Anna Erisso in historical and literary 

accounts of the siege of Negroponte, before taking up her actions within the on-stage 

world in the Neapolitan version of the opera, as well as certain aspects of her musical 

representation along the lines indicated above.  I consider Rossini’s use of the wider 

orchestra in light of the most detailed eighteenth-century account of recitative 

accompaniment—Metastasio’s letter to Hasse on how he might use the orchestra for 

the recitatives of Attilio Regolo.  In addition to the orchestration of the recitatives, I 

focus on Anna Erisso’s role in the civic debate in the extended Terzetto (the 

Terzettone, N. 3) in the first act, taking note of two places where Rossini introduced 

supplemental texts for Anna that allayed the starker difference between her and the 

others on stage implied by the libretto; I also focus on the moment of heteronomy 

when Erisso and Anna’s wishes seem to blur in Anna’s private remarks in the Act II 

finale.  

 In the fourth chapter, I turn to Rossini’s Venetian and Parisian revisions of 

Maometto secondo, and I trace the fate of the details that establish Anna Erisso’s 

unusual prominence as an agent and a public speaker in the Neapolitan version.  In the 

                                                
21 Marco Beghelli, La retorica del rituale nel melodramma ottocentesco (Parma: 
Istituto nazionale di studi verdiani, 2003).  See also Beghelli, “La retorica del 
melodramma: Rossini, chiave di volta,” in Gioachino Rossini: 1792-1992 Il testo e la 
scena, ed. Paolo Fabbri (Pesaro: Fondazione Rossini, 1994), 49-78. 
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Venetian revision, some of Anna’s actions are still present in the narrative but lose 

their force in the theatre since they are narrated, and are no longer staged—pushed 

aside to make space for a confrontation between the male antagonists that, in the 

Neapolitan version, does not happen.  As an aspect of the reception history of the 

Neapolitan version, I consider other productions of Maometto secondo in which 

Rossini did not participate (1822-1827), and in what respects these other productions 

kept the role of Anna Erisso intact.  Le siège de Corinthe goes still further than the 

Venetian revision in repositioning Pamyra with respect to gender norms by reducing 

her role in the action, and by turning over more stage time to her father (Cléomène), to 

the husband her father prefers for her (Néocles), and to the new role of the Greek 

patriarch, Hiéros.  In Pamyra, the exemplary and openly public aspects of Anna Erisso 

are almost entirely rescinded, a dimension of the revision best captured in the new 

divertissement of the Parisian second act, where a series of dances in celebration of her 

imminent wedding to Mahomet takes the stage, while Pamyra watches, saying and 

doing nothing.22 

 

                                                
22 Gossett notes that in a summer 2000 production of Le siège de Corinthe for the 
Rossini Opera Festival in Pesaro, the soprano Ruth Ann Swenson declined to stay on 
stage during the divertissement: “[Once stage director Massimo] Castri departed… 
Swenson informed Michele Pertusi [Mahomet], five minutes before the beginning of 
act 2 at the second performance, that she planned to exit as soon as the “ballet” began.  
He could follow or remain in solitary splendor.  Off they went.”  Gossett, Divas and 
Scholars, 20-21. 
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*    *    *    *    * 

 

A note on sources: since the appearance of Gossett’s dissertation and the launch of the 

Edizione critica delle opere di Gioachino Rossini in 1979 (and the subsequent launch 

of The Works of Gioachino Rossini in 2007), critical editions of six of Rossini’s 

Neapolitan operas have been published: Otello (ed. Michael Collins, 1994), Armida 

(eds. Charles S. Brauner and Patricia Brauner, 1997), Mosè in Egitto (ed. Charles S. 

Brauner, 2004), Ermione (eds. Patricia Brauner and Philip Gossett, 1995), La donna 

del lago (ed. H. Colin Slim, 1990) and Zelmira (eds. Helen Greenwald and Kathleen 

Kuzmick Hansell, 2005).  Critical editions of Maometto secondo (ed. Hans Schellevis) 

and Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra (eds. Patricia B. Brauner and Anders Wiklund) are 

scheduled for publication under the auspices of The Works of Gioachino Rossini in 

2015 and 2016, respectively.  I am grateful to Hans Schellevis and Bärenreiter-Verlag 

for making available extensive excerpts from the unpublished score of Maometto 

secondo, and for the permission to cite examples from this score.  There are as yet no 

preliminary critical editions available for either Le siège de Corinthe or the original 

Roman version of Matilde di Shabran.  For Le siège de Corinthe, I have made use of 

the Garland facsimile of the 1826-1827 Troupenas printed orchestral score, and for 

Matilde di Shabran, I have made very spare use of a Kalmus reprint of a nineteenth-

century Italian piano-vocal score published by Carli.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 

WORDLESSNESS AND ARTICULACY 
 

IN MATILDE DI SHABRAN AND LA DONNA DEL LAGO 
 

 
 
But woman could never become just a sign and nothing more, since even in a 
man’s world she is still a person, and since insofar as she is defined as a sign 
she must be recognized as a generator of signs.  In the matrimonial dialogue of 
men, woman is never purely what is spoken about; for if women in general 
represent a certain category of signs, destined to a certain kind of 
communication, each woman preserves a particular value arising for her talent, 
before and after marriage, for taking her part in a duet. 
 
Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Kinship (1969 [1949]) 
 
 
The descent of the Sirens into the water, their metamorphosis into fishlike 
creatures, is in fact accompanied by their transformation into very beautiful 
women.  This process corresponds… [to] the stereotype according to which, in 
her erotic function as seductress, as an object of masculine desire, the woman 
appears first of all as a body and as an inarticulate voice.  She must be 
beautiful, but she must not speak.  What she can do, however, is emit pleasing 
sounds, asemantic vocalizations, moans of pleasure. 
 
Adriana Cavarero, “The Fate of the Sirens,” For more than one voice: toward 
a philosophy of vocal expression (2005 [2003]) 

 
 
 
 
 “Le femmine son nate / Per vincere e regnar”: women are born to triumph and 

to reign—these are the final lines of Giacomo Ferretti’s melodramma giocoso Matilde 

di Shabran, o sia Bellezza e cuor di ferro (Matilde di Shabran, or Beauty and the 

Heart of Iron), set by Rossini for the Teatro Apollo in Rome in the winter of 1820-21.  

The lines are a part of the rondò finale for Matilde, but they are also sung by the seven 

male principals on stage, whose individual voices are folded into a larger 

homogeneous group, including a chorus of villagers.  The presence of a responding 
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group is hardly unusual in the cabaletta of a rondò finale; yet what prompts these 

particular characters to say these particular words?  Is it an agreement, or a 

concession?  Something else?   

The scene is a night scene in an alpine, gothic setting.  The lovestruck 

misogynist Corradino (the “Heart of Iron” of the alternate title) has been tricked into 

believing that Matilde is a traitor, and he has ordered his court poet, Isidoro, to preside 

over her execution—to have her thrown into the “abyss,” a “wild river” near the castle 

of Corradino’s enemy, Don Raimondo.  Isidoro returns with an elaborate report of 

Matilde’s death—a false report, of course—and when Corradino receives proof of her 

innocence, he despairs, and he comes to the same spot to end his life in the same way.  

At this moment, Matilde and her allies reveal their deception, and the odd lovers—

who bear a passing if gender-inverted relationship to Petruchio and Katharina, the 

lovers and adversaries of The Taming of the Shrew—are re-united.  Their 

reconciliation follows, and we seem well on the way to the kind of Bakhtinian 

liberation Paolo Gallarati describes as the achievement of Rossini’s “carnavalesque 

trilogy” of L’italiana in Algeri (Venice, May 1813), Il barbiere di Siviglia (Rome, 

February 1816) and La cenerentola (Rome, January 1817): “every difference comes to 

be… annulled between the observer and the observed: the jokes played… [provide] an 

occasion of vital regeneration, both for those who played them, and for those upon 

whom they were played.”23 

 In all of this, Corradino has little to say.  Matilde’s return from the dead seems 

to leave him capable of only very short sentences.  He asks her forgiveness, pointing 

                                                
23 Paolo Gallarati, “Per un’interpretazione del comico rossiniano,” in Gioachino 
Rossini, 1792-1992: Il testo e la scena, ed. Paolo Fabbri (Pesaro: Fondazione Rossini, 
1994), 3-12; here, 9. 
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out that he is at her feet—a visual reprise of another scene of surrender in the first act, 

where Corradino kneels before Matilde, and removes his armor and weapons at her 

command—and she interrupts him so as to dictate her terms.  Corradino’s near-silence 

represents a broad reversal.  His realm is one of prohibitions, an idea established in the 

opera’s first scene when a group of villagers approaching the entrance to his castle 

comes upon a display of stone tablets and “military trophies.”  These tablets warn that 

“whoever enters uninvited will have his head smashed in,” and “whoever now disturbs 

the peace will die here of hunger and thirst.”24  The allusion to Dante is lost on the 

villagers, as they cannot read, and so the tower-keeper, Ginardo, reads the inscriptions 

aloud to them; but he only succeeds in driving them off when he adds that there is 

something still worse about his master—namely, that “Il feroce Corradino / Odia il 

sesso feminile” (“The ferocious Corradino despises the feminine sex”).25  Corradino, a 

kind of anti-Don Giovanni—inasmuch as his “Leporello” boasts that his master 

despises all women—announces further prohibitions in person.26  When Corradino 

first meets Isidoro, he denounces him for his “weak, effeminate name,” and he warns 

him that “it is a crime to speak in my presence.”  In the second act of the Neapolitan 

                                                
24 “A chi entra non chiamato / Sarà il cranio fracassato,” and “Chi turbar ora la quiete / 
Qui morrà di fame e sete.”  The opera was revised for Naples in November 1821; in 
the Neapolitan revision, the poet Isidoro reads these inscriptions aloud a second time 
during his entrance scene.  On the allusion to Dante, and intertextuality in the opera, 
see Fabio Rossi, “Quel ch’è padre, non è padre…”: Lingua e stile dei libretti 
rossiniani (Rome: Bonacci, 2005), 110-120, especially 114-117. 
25 In the Neapolitan and Viennese revisions, this warning is given by Corradino’s 
doctor and teacher, Aliprando.  The Viennese version was part of the series of Rossini 
operas presented at the Kärtnerthor theatre in the spring of 1822.  On the Neapolitan 
and Viennese revisions, see Reto Müller, “Matilde di Shabran Number Three, Or: 
Viennese Version — Ideal Version?,” in the CD liner notes to Matilde di Shabran (dir. 
Francesco Corti; Bongiovanni, 1998), 19-22. 
26 Ginardo: “Belle o brutte, / Se son donne le odia tutte.”  (“Beautiful or ugly, if they 
are women, [Corradino] hates them all.”); I, i. 
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revision, Corradino reflects in private that “it is a great crime to be a woman [at large] 

in the world”: 

 
CORRADINO   Dovea appena in vederla 
    Usarle il mio rigor; se non per altro, 
    Perchè femmina ell’era; questo sesso 
    Dovrebbe da per tutto esser proscritto; 
    L’esser femmina al mondo è un gran delitto.27 
 
 
CORRADINO:  As soon as I saw [Matilde] I ought to have been severe, if for 
no other reason than that she was a woman.  This sex ought to be proscribed 
everywhere.  To be a woman in the world is a great crime. 
 

 

 This is the world in which Corradino has suddenly grown quiet.  The Conte 

Asdrubale, the gentler bachelor in Rossini’s earlier melodramma giocoso, La pietra 

del paragone (Milan, September 1812) is characterized as “a rich nobleman, reluctant 

to marry, not on account of an absolute aversion to marriage, but because of the 

supposed difficulty in finding a good wife.”28  In Corradino’s world, severity and 

misogyny are public policy, conjuring all the attendant anxieties and paranoia around 

the enforcement of his prohibitions.  Unsurprisingly, Corradino is also a 

hypochondriac.  Ferretti, though, says little as to the origins or the history of 

Corradino’s misogyny.  Corradino’s doctor, Aliprando, tells Matilde in private that 

Corradino “was promised in marriage [by his family] in order to conclude a war.”29  

While Corradino “gave his assent,” he “withdrew it immediately on account of his 

                                                
27 II, viii. 
28 “Il Conte Asdrubale, ricco signore, alieno dall’ammogliarsi, non per assoluta 
avversione al matrimonio, ma per supposta difficoltà di trovare una buona moglie.” 
29 Aliprando: “È una certa contessa / Biliosa per natura / Cui fu promesso Corradino in 
sposo / Per finire una guerra.”  (“There is a certain countess, bilious by nature, to 
whom Corradino was promised in marriage in order to conclude a war.”); I, vii. 
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invincible horror of the feminine sex.”30  If we borrow Lévi-Strauss’s terms, we could 

say that Corradino was “misassigned” in the “matrimonial dialogue of men”: he was 

“spoken of” as if he were a woman, and he was given in marriage, leaving him in the 

grip of a masculine hysteria, determined to order the world around him more rigidly.  

In this instance, Roger Parker’s idea of “night visitors,” shared musical elements 

between chronologically adjacent operas, has an interesting application.  The 

orchestral accompaniment of Corradino’s first closed melody (“L’ira mia tu provar tu 

dei,” within the Quartetto, N. 4) is similar to the orchestral accompaniment within the 

Scena e Finale secondo of Maometto secondo (N. 11), where Anna Erisso confronts 

Ottoman soldiers (“Si, ferite: lo chieggo, lo merto”).  In their respective scenes, both 

Anna and Corradino strive to appear “unwomanly” in public.31 

 But what does Matilde ask from Corradino?  What are her terms?  Corradino is 

to “open his heart to goodness,” and to make peace with his enemy, Raimondo.  

Corradino quickly agrees.  Matilde, in her turn, gives herself to Corradino, thanks her 

friends and co-conspirators individually, muses in an aside on her defeated rival (the 

Contessa to whom Corradino had been betrothed), and begins to plan her wedding: 

 

CORRADINO     Eterna pace io giuro. 
    Matilde?  Ebben? 
 
 

                                                
30 Aliprando: “Corradino / Dette l’assenso, e il ritirò all’istante / Per l’orrore 
invincibile / Al sesso femminino…”; I, vii.  Fabio Rossi discusses an unset 
“diagnostic” aria for Aliprando, “Giove un dì fremendo in collera,” (I, x) in which the 
doctor explains to Corradino the symptoms of having fallen in love.  See Rossi, “Quel 
ch’è padre, non è padre”, 62-64. 
31 The first act finale of Matilde di Shabran is also organized around a musical theme 
shared with Maometto secondo.  On “night visitors,” see Roger Parker, Remaking the 
Song: Operatic Visions and Revisions from Handel to Berio (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2006), 22-41.  
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MATILDE     Son tua, son tua per sempre. 
    Grazie, caro Edoardo. 
    Medico, abbiamo vinto. 
    (ad Isidoro)   Per le nozze 
    Da te voglio un sonetto.  (Ah manca solo 
    A tanti miei trofei, che la Contessa 
    Viva mi veda, e sposa a lui.)  Signore, 
    L’affanno terminò, trionfa amore.32 
 
 
CORRADINO:  I swear eternal peace.  Matilde?  Well then?  MATILDE:  [to 
Corradino]  I am yours, I am yours forever.  Thank you, dear Edoardo.  Doctor 
[Aliprando], we have won.  (to Isidoro)  For the wedding, I want a sonnet from 
you.  (Ah, the only thing missing amongst all of my trophies is for the 
Contessa to see me alive, and married to him.)  Signore, sorrow has ended, and 
love triumphs. 
 

   

If we look at the complete verbal text of the rondò finale, Corradino’s 

continuing reticence and subordination are clear.  His remaining lines are sung only as 

part of a male group.  In the tempo d mezzo, Matilde elicits concise and unanimous 

answers from the male principals (including Corradino), asking them to concede that 

no one ought to feel ashamed for being in love.  We might say this exchange 

contributes towards achieving the kind of utopian compromise Gallarati describes.  

Where the gigantic, progressively more bewildering ensembles of the rest of the opera 

had offered intricate if simple counterpoint at often dizzying tempos, the responses of 

the ensemble in the rondò finale are homophonic and well-regimented.  After the slow 

movement, Ferretti has Matilde ask the group to ratify all that she has said, asking 

“Non è vero?” (“Isn’t it true?”), and Rossini has Matilde vary and repeat the 

question—“Dunque é vero?” (“So it is true?”)  In both instances, the men say their 

                                                
32 II, xvii. 
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simple answer twice in reply—“Anzi è verissimo” (“Oh, it is very true.”)  The more 

complex ensemble polyphony of the rest of the opera is gone.     

In Alessandro Baricco’s elegant account of the theatrical logic of the Rossinian 

rondò finale, the credit for its unifying and liberatory work falls solely on the “music,” 

however imprecisely defined: 

 

[The] Rossinian archetype unleashes the violence of a long and vertiginous 
finale [,…] an epilogue which has the tone of a triumphant redundancy in the 
form of a rondò.  It is like an enormous musical mechanism which lifts the 
opera by force, setting it upon the liberatory flight of the happy ending.  It is no 
longer a time for ideas, for signifying: it is the event, transfigured into a 
musical celebration, that bursts into that little forest of symbols, uprooting as if 
by magic the foolish grass of sorrow. […] It is the power of music, and nothing 
besides, that is called upon to unravel the plot. […] In this sudden blinding of 
whatever name, concept [or] symbol in favour of the pure explosion of a 
musical power, [… there is] the intuition that the only possible form of 
liberation from the aporias of being is in their representation; that it is from the 
act of the one who narrates that all stories are saved; that there is no horror 
which remains intact as such after it has been pronounced.33 
 
 
 

We could say with Baricco that the vocal display shown by the soloist of a rondò 

finale is a kind of articulacy, a way of saying what it is possible to say about the 

“aporias of being.”  And yet it is a short move from this kind of hermetic affirmation 

of the power of music to the stereotype of the female body Cavarero describes as the 

site of inarticulacy, of “pleasing sounds” and “asemantic vocalizations.”  Wagner, in 

one of his appreciations of Wilhemine Schröder-Devrient, appreciated that “she knew 

how to use her breath so beautifully, and to let a true womanly soul stream forth in 

                                                
33 Alessandro Baricco, Il genio in fuga: due saggi sul teatro musicale di Gioachino 
Rossini (Turin: Einaudi, 1997 [1988]), 71-73.  
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such wondrous sounds.”34  However, in the case of Matilde’s rondò finale, it is worth 

noting that its verbal text carries forward a feature of the final lines of her recitative—

that is to say, Matilde is always addressing someone or some group in particular: in 

the tempo d’attacco (the first quartina) and the slow movement (the second quartina), 

she is addressing Corradino.  In the tempo di mezzo, she is addressing the group of 

men she quizzes, and in the cabaletta, she addresses the other women in the on-stage 

world.  Matilde’s aria is in the second person: 

 

MATILDE   Ami alfine?  E chi non ama? 
    Ama l’aura, l’onda, il fiore. 
    Se di te trionfa Amore 
    Non ti devi vergognar. 
 
    Agli affanni suoi segreti 
    Son soggetti anche i guerrieri, 
    Senz’amore alcun non speri 
    Sempre in calma respirar. 
 
    Non è vero? 
 
EDOARDO,     Anzi è verissimo.  
CORRADINO, 
GINARDO, 
ALIPRANDO e 
RAIMONDO 
 
MATILDE   Dunque è vero[?] 
 
EDOARDO [et al]      Anzi è verissimo. 

 
 
ISIDORO   Ancor io dovetti amar, 
    E sette anni singhiozzar, 
    Senza mai nulla sperar 
    E fu cosa da crepar. 
 
 

                                                
34 Wagner’s remark is cited in Susan Rutherford, The Prima Donna in Opera, 1815-
1830 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 238.    
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CORO ed EGOLDO  Dunque al castel talora 
    Verrem da voi, signora, 
    E niun ci scaccierà? 
    Eguale avete l’anima 
    Del volto alla beltà. 
 
MATILDE   Tace la tromba altera, 
    Spira tranquillità. 
    Amor la sua bandiera 
    Intorno spiegherà. 
 
    Femmine mie, guardate: 
    L’ho fatto delirar. 
    Femmine, siamo nate 
    Per vincere e regnar. 
 
IL CORO e GLI ALTRI Le femmine son nate 
    Per vincere e regnar. 
 
 
MATILDE: [to Corradino] So you are in love at last?  And who is not in love?  
The breeze and the wave and the flower are in love.  If love triumphs over you, 
you should not be ashamed.  Even warriors are subjects to their secret sorrows.  
Without love, no one may hope to breathe calmly.  Isn’t it true?  EDOARDO 
[et al]:  Oh, it is very true.  MATILDE:  So it is true?  EDOARDO [et al]:  Oh, 
it is very true.  ISIDORO:  Even I had to love once, and to sob for seven years, 
with nothing to hope for; it was a thing that could kill you.  CHORUS and 
EGOLDO:  So, when we come to your castle from time to time, Signora, no 
one will chase us away?  You have a spirit to equal your face in beauty.  
MATILDE:  The proud trumpet is silent, tranquility prevails.  Love will spread 
its banner all around.  Women, look: I have made him delirious.  Women, we 
are born to triumph and to reign.  CHORUS and OTHERS:  Women are born 
to triumph and to reign.35 
 

 
    

At times, allocution may be “out of a job where music is concerned,” as Jankélévitch 

suggests; but his remark does not touch upon the question of music as an element in a 

scene of address in the theatre.  Regardless of the intelligibility or the unintelligibility 

                                                
35 In the original printed libretto for Rome, the last two lines of Matilde’s second 
quartina (i.e., the last two lines of the slow movement) are, instead, “Anche i medici e 
i poeti / Son costretti a sospirar” (“Even doctors and poets / Are obliged to sigh”), 
remarks in all likelihood addressed to Aliprando and Isidoro.  II, xvii. 
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of the sung text for the theatre audience, the grammatical person of an aria’s verbal 

text has obvious implications for a staging.36 

 Now we return to the final lines of the libretto.  Rossini treats them 

conventionally, and uses them in two places.  The lines are repeated four times in the 

midst of the cabaletta as the ritornello.  Here, the lines precede—and in the on-stage 

world, possibly occasion—Matilde’s second statement of her lyric material (“Tace la 

tromba altera”).  During her extended coda, the lines return in choral counterpoint.  A 

short instrumental postlude follows, making use of the topical overlap between the 

music of weddings and military pageantry.37 

 Nonetheless, the apparent consensus in the verbal text masks a crucial 

ambiguity.  While the narrative victory Matilde and her allies have achieved is in part 

a victory over the schemes of a jealous female rival (the Contessa), the final scene is 

organized around a different victory, the victory over Corradino’s paranoia, his hatred 

of human tenderness, and over misogyny more generally.38  Yet the celebration is 

                                                
36 “The singer may well look at me while her mouth is open in song, but she does not 
speak, not to me.  [… The] raucous cry in the second of Ravel’s Chansons madécasses 
is not apostrophizing any particular individual among all those who hear it: no one is 
designated by the cry; it concerns no one.  Allocution—the communication of 
meaning and the transmission of intentions—is out of a job where music is 
concerned.”  Vladimir Jankélévitch, Music and the Ineffable, trans. Carolyn Abbate 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003 [1961]), 20.  
37 Richard Osborne suggests that the martial postlude has something to do with 
Matilde’s verse “The gloomy trumpet is silent” (his translation of “Tace la tromba 
altera,” the first line of her second quartina): “After Matilde’s declaration […] is it 
entirely coincidental that Rossini chooses to end the opera with a brief marziale?”  
Osborne, Rossini: his life and works (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007 [1986]), 
297.   
38 Compare Heather Hadlock’s gloss on Mary Hunter’s view of the “master narrative” 
of eighteenth-century opera buffa, “the carnivalesque one of ‘uncrowning the king’: 
exposing the ruler’s selfish motives and the arbitrary basis of his power, correcting his 
excesses, and re-integrating him into society.”  See Heather Hadlock, “Opera and 
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ultimately fractured along gender lines.  In the cabaletta, Matilde describes her victory 

in stark terms.  We might compare the tone of her earlier remark to Corradino (“If love 

triumphs over you, you should not be ashamed”) with the tone of the remarks 

addressed to a subset of the on-stage audience—an audience of women (“Women are 

born to triumph and to reign,” and Matilde has “made [Corradino] delirious”).39  

Moreover, in the opera’s original, Roman version, these women say nothing in 

response, as Rossini and Ferretti followed the local practice, and wrote for a chorus 

without women.40  In the libretto, the list of characters separates the “coro di armigeri 

e di villani” (chorus of armed men and men from the village) from the “villanelle che 

non parlano” (village girls who do not speak), much in the same way that Rossini and 

Ferretti distinguished the “dame che non parlano” (women who do not speak) from the 

“coro di cortigiani del Principie” (the chorus of male courtiers of the Prince) in La 

cenerentola, ossia La bontà in trionfo for the Teatro Valle in Rome in January, 1817.41 

                                                                                                                                       
gender studies,” in The Cambridge Companion to Opera Studies, ed. Nicholas Till 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 257-275, here 267.  
39 On the introduction of misogyny into the story as an explicit theme, see Marvin 
Tartak, “Matilde and her cousins: A study of the libretto sources for Rossini’s Matilde 
di Shabran,” Bollettino del centro rossiniano di studi (1973, 3: 13-23).  See also 
Marina Marino, “Morlacchi e Pavesi: due occasioni di confronto,” in Francesco 
Morlacchi e la musica del suo tempo (1784-1841): Atti del convegno internazionale di 
studi, Perugia 26-28 ottobre 1984, eds. Biancamaria Brumana and Galliano Ciliberti 
(Florence: L.S. Olschki, 1986), 29-38.   
40 In the Neapolitan revision, Rossini added a closed number for female chorus in Act 
II, “Mandare a morte / Quella meschina,” yet this decision does not appear to have 
affected the final scene.  Riccardo Frizza’s 2004 recording of the Neapolitan version 
(Decca) does not use female chorus in the rondò finale, neither does Francesco Corti’s 
1998 recording (Bongiovanni) of a reconstructed hypothetical Viennese version.    
41 On the musical resources and preferences of the Roman theatres, see Bruno Cagli, 
“Le “licenze” romane di Rossini,” in Convegno di studi: Rossini a Roma — Rossini e 
Roma, 25 marzo 1992, ed. Francesco Paolo Russo (Rome: Fondazione Marco Besso, 
1992), 17-34, esp. 33-34.  Rossini composed three other operas for Roman theatres: 
Torvaldo e Dorliska (Teatro Valle, 26 December 1815) and Il barbiere di Siviglia 
(Teatro Argentina, 20 February 1816) do not call for either a female chorus or non-
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 In the light of this theatrical asymmetry—the men on stage respond to Matilde, 

while the women on stage say nothing—even the conventional aspects of the music 

and the scene become potential provocations to those responsible for staging the 

opera, or, to call upon the terms Richard Schechner uses for thinking about non-

original stagings in the theatre more generally, even conventional aspects become 

opportunities for “re-scening.”42  The men seem to learn their words from Matilde, 

perhaps carrying forward the question-and-answer games of the tempo d’attacco, in 

which Matilde leads, and the men follow.  In Act I, Corradino’s physician, Aliprando, 

had spoken of Matilde assuming the role of Corradino’s teacher.43  But the verbal texts 

of closing tutti or choral ensembles in Rossini seldom shadow the words of the soloist 

in the manner they do here.  The rondò finale of Matilde di Shabran, then, might seem 

to harbour an instance of what Rossi has identified as a buffa-semiseria genre marker, 

the use of discorso riportato (reported or indirect discourse) as an “exhortation to 

speech,” albeit an instance in which the explicit hortatory signal is missing from 

Matilde’s own words: she does not say, “repeat after me,” but those who speak on 

stage respond as if she had.44  But again, the group Matilde addresses and the group 

                                                                                                                                       
speaking female comparse.  The libretto of Adelaide di Borgogna (Teatro Argentina, 
27 December 1817) calls for a “coro di damigelle” (chorus of young women) in a 
scene for Adelaide (I, xiii).   
42 Richard Schechner, “Drama, Script, Theater, and Performance” (1973): “The work 
of those doing the production is to re-scene the play not as the writer might have 
envisioned it but as immediate circumstances reveal it. […] The original vision is tied 
to the original matrix, and decays with it.”  Rpt in Schechner, Performance Theory 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2003 [1977]), 66-111; here, 78. 
43 “Sì, vezzosa Matilde, a voi confido / Di Corradino la testa” (“Yes, charming 
Matilde, I entrust to you the mind of Corradino”).  I, vi.  
44 Rossi, “Quel ch’è padre, non è padre”, 102-104.  Rossi’s two “hortatory” examples 
are drawn from the early farse, L’equivoco stravagante (Bologna, Teatro del Corso, 26 
October 1811) and La pietra del paragone (Milan, Teatro alla Scala, 26 September 
1812).  In L’equivoco stravagante, Ernestina (contralto) commands a group of 
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which answers her are not the same.  And what is more, the men learn only her 

words—not her music.  Nothing in what they sing reflects her varied and often florid 

style; theirs, instead, is syllabic and largely unchanging.   

The ritornello, unsurprisingly, is built around a crescendo, featuring vocal lines 

at first in a conventional, staccato and syllabic parlante style, in which multisyllabic 

words are broken (and their whole text consumed), a style feature usually taken today 

for an assault on sense and semantics.  (See Example §1-1.)  In the second half of the 

ritornello, the gapped, staccato style disappears.  The men sing complete words and 

their single complete sentence, driving towards a half-cadence with music similar to 

the music a subset of this group (the villagers and their leader, Egoldo) had earlier 

used at the close of the tempo di mezzo.  The half-cadence in the ritornello, though, is 

no longer in the home key (E major), but in the relative minor (C-sharp minor)—a 

little harmonic rebellion quashed by the clarinets, in a reprise of their two-measure 

gesture which marked the end of the tempo di mezzo.  (See Examples §1-2 and §1-3.)  

For a stage director expecting to find in this rondò finale a tidy and unfractured 

“occasion of vital regeneration,” this harmonic dissent on the part of the men is a 

detail worth noticing.45   

                                                                                                                                       
soldiers, “Dite come dico io: / Viva la guerra e amor” (“Say as I do: long live war and 
love”), II, xiii.  In La pietra del paragone, the Marquesa Clarice (also a contralto), in 
disguise as her long-lost twin brother, commands a group of soldiers, “Ciascun con me 
ripeta: ‘Marte trionfi, e Amor’.” (“Each one of you repeat with me: ‘May war triumph, 
and love.’”), II, xv.  Concerning the value of reported or indirect discourse as a genre 
marker, Rossi suggests that “evidently Rossinian opera seria prohibits “discorso 
riportato” as an element too realistic, conversational [dialogico], metalinguistic (since 
it underlines what has already been said) and metatheatrical (since it stages [inscena] 
what has already been said.)”     
45 Shortly before the slow movement begins, the relative minor is briefly tonicized 
when Matilde tells Corradino that he “must not, must not feel ashamed” (“Non ti devi, 
non ti devi vergognar”); II, xvii. 
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 Some writers discount the dramatic, signifying possibilities of the ritornello 

with crescendo.  Paolo Isotta writes that “[whenever Rossini] inserts one of his 

hypnotic crescendos into the midst of a cabaletta, […] any character, anything that is 

being sung, comes to be dragged into a vortex, in abstract intoxications.”46  While 

making exceptions for scenes with metatheatrical elements in Rossini’s comic operas, 

Gianni Ruffin has argued more recently along the same lines: 

 
[Generally] the mechanizing procedure of the crescendo seems nothing more 
than the most radical and evident outcome of a musical dramaturgy devoted to 
the pursuit of a dissociation between the [verbal] text (or the action) and the 
music.  The crescendo is a moment of the depersonalization of song; of the 
reification of the music, which takes possession of the action and the stage, 
blocking [the stage action] at its pleasure after vertiginous and obsessive 
repetitions; it is the rejoicing of sound at the expense of drama, the revenge of 
musical asemanticity upon textual signification, of the gratuitous upon the 
necessary, of the irrational upon the rational.47   

 

In this instance, too, we seem to face a metatheatrical exception to the proposed rule, 

in which “the iconic possibilities inherent in the traditional ingredients of the [musical] 

dramaturgy” are being exploited.  For what stage work could the “traditional 

ingredients” (the crescendo, the fragmentation and repetition of the text) be doing?  

Are the words difficult, even embarassing for the men to say?48  Are the words 

                                                
46 Paolo Isotta, “I diamanti della corona.  Grammatica del Rossini napoletano,” in 
Gioachino Rossini.  Mosè in Egitto.  Moïse et Pharaön.  Mosè, ed. Paolo Isotta (Turin: 
Unione tipografico-editrice torinese, 1974), 143-346, here 255. 
47 Gianni Ruffin, “Drammaturgia come auto-confutazione teatrale: aspetti 
metalinguistici alle origini della comicità nelle opere di Rossini,” Recercare IV 
(1992), 125-163; here, 148-150.  Ruffin analyzes the crescendo in the final section of 
the Introduzione in Act I of Il barbiere di Siviglia, in which Almaviva fears the 
growing noise made by his hired street musicians, as they thank him more and more 
fervently for his having paid them. 
48 Rossi remarks that “in Matilde di Shabran, the greater part of [the verbal] 
hesitations and suspensions is motivated by the state of mind of the protagonist 
Corradino”; but Rossi has little to say about a wider topic he acknowledges—the 
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unfamiliar, infantilizing?  Have the men regressed and become children, who at first 

break words into single sounds, but once a phrase is learned, quickly enjoy its 

repetiton, regardless of the immediate context?  Even the mundane interjections 

composers routinely introduce into the sung text (“sì! sì!”) can be pressed into service 

here as eager, self-congratulatory accretions for Matilde’s singing subordinates.  Is the 

ritornello a kind of tantrum?  Or is it a scene of language acquisition, in which the 

men’s simple vocal phrases pale beside Matilde’s more sophisticated utterances?49  

Have the men become puppets, or marionettes?  How does our understanding of their 

behaviour affect the way we think of how Matilde is speaking and singing? 

 

 

Eloquent silence and the ear of the King 

 
Her voice had a plebeian touch, as if it belonged not to her but to someone else 
she carried inside.  That was when the last shadow of a doubt disappeared from 
my soul: I preferred her asleep. 
 
Gabriel García Márquez, Memories of my melancholy whores (2005 [2004]) 
 
 
Lydgate, in fact, was already conscious of being fascinated by a woman 
strikingly different from Miss Brooke: he did not in the least suppose that he 
had lost his balance and fallen in love but he said of that particular woman, 
“She is grace itself; she is perfectly lovely and accomplished.  That is what a 
woman ought to be: she ought to produce the effect of exquisite music.” 
 
George Eliot, Middlemarch (1874) 

                                                                                                                                       
“repetitons of fragments of words, not necessarily explicit in the libretto, but only in 
the musical score.”  Rossi, “Quel ch’è padre, non è padre”, 163-164.    
49 In her study of La donna del lago, Christina Schiffner appeals to Friedrich Kittler’s 
work on the role of the mother in language acquisition in the nineteenth century.  
Schiffner, Singing Silence, Silencing Noise: Rossini’s Opere Serie for Naples, 1815-
1822 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 2009), 92-94 and 119-
134. 
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 After the Roman premiere in February 1821, Rossini revised Matilde di 

Shabran twice in the following eighteen months—for the Teatro del Fondo in Naples 

in the fall of 1821, and for the Kärtnerthortheater in Vienna in April 1822.50  The 

Neapolitan revision was the more extensive, as Rossini replaced or eliminated five 

modest numbers.  In the Roman version, three were composed by Giovanni Pacini, 

and two were numbers Rossini had adapted from his 1818 Neapolitan opera, Ricciardo 

e Zoraide.51  While neither revision appears to have affected the rondò finale, 

commentary on the opera often reflects dissatisfaction with the ending.  Stendhal 

dismissed the opera in two sentences, calling the music “pretty,” and the libretto 

“execrable.”52  Rossi, who suggests that Corradino is a “prototypical figure” of the 

Rossinian world—inasmuch as he demonstrates the “topos” of the “death of love”—

seems to long for a different ending: he offers that Corradino’s capitulation” in the 

final scene is “imposed by the happy ending and the topos of the overwhelming power 

of feminine cunning.”53  Writing a little over a century after the premiere, Rossini’s 

                                                
50 In Vienna, the opera was given in 1822, 1824 and 1827 under the title Corradino, 
ossia: Bellezza e cuor di ferro.  Michael Jahn, Die Wiener Hofoper von 1810 bis 1836 
Das Kärtnerthortheater als Hofoper (Vienna: Verlag der Appel, 2007), 256. 
51 Pacini supplied three numbers in Act II; from Ricciardo e Zoraide, Rossini 
borrowed a chorus in Act I, and an Act II aria for Corradino, “Matilde, anima mia.”  
The overture, which is present in all three versions, is a recomposition of the overture 
to Rossini’s pastiche opera, Edoardo e Cristina (Venice, Teatro San Benedetto, April 
1819).  For the Roman version, Rossini did not compose the continuo-accompanied 
recitatives: see Philip Gossett, “Serafin’s Scissors,” in Divas and Scholars: 
Performing Italian Opera (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), esp. 248-251.  
Jürgen Selk’s unpublished critical edition (1996) uses the Neapolitan version as its 
basic text. 
52 Stendhal, The Life of Rossini, trans. Richard N. Coe (London: John Calder, 1985 
[1956, 1824]), 394. 
53 Rossi, “Quel ch’è padre, non è padre”, 60: “Corradino… is a fundamental, 
prototypical figure of the Rossinian canon, because he incarnates, with his conduct, 
the topos of the death of love [il topos della morte dell’amore]…  His misogyny, his 
incapacity to let himself yield [andare] to emotions and to pity, in fact, prevent him 
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biographer Giuseppe Radiciotti suggested that, in general, the music of the opera was 

“somewhat shabby,” and that Matilde’s rondò finale was “common,” lacking the 

“grace and elegance of so many other of Rossini’s rondò finales.”54  Radiciotti did not 

connect these summary criticisms to either the words Matilde sings, or to the 

blemishes against universal happiness in the situation depicted in the on-stage world.  

 In the first sentence of its July 1822 review of the Viennese premiere, the 

Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung referred back to the French opera that served as the 

model for Rossini and Ferretti’s likely intermediate sources, Étienne Méhul’s setting 

of François-Benoit Hoffmann’s comédie, Euphrosine, ou le Tyran corrigé (1790).55  

The plots are similar; we might compare their final scenes:   

 
 
EUPHROSINE  Livrons-nous aux transports que ce jour nous  
         inspire; 

Mes Soeurs, il nous promet le destin le plus 
     doux! 

    C’est maintenant que je puis dire: 
    Coradin sera mon époux. 
 
CORADIN   Entrez mes bons amis, partagez mon bonheur. 
 
CHOEUR   Ah! monseigneur, mon bon seigneur, 
    Tous vos voeux sont comblés, recevez notre 
         hommage. 
 

                                                                                                                                       
initially from falling in love with Matilde, and then [prevent him] from pardoning her 
(except for the final capitulation, imposed by the happy ending and by another topos 
of the overwhelming power of feminine cunning.)”    
54 Giuseppe Radiciotti, Gioacchino Rossini: Vita documentata, opere ed influenza su 
l’arte (Tivoli: Arti grafiche Majella di A. Chicca, 1927), Vol. 1, 421. 
55 “Nachrichten,” in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (July 1822: 28), 456-459.  In 
1830, Ferretti offered an account of the genesis of the libretto, and claimed that the 
source was “one of our old Italian comedies by an unknown author titled ‘Corradino 
the Terrible’.”  Ferretti’s account is reproduced in Annalisa Bini, “Echi delle prime 
rossiniane nella stampa romana dell’epoca,” in Convegno di studi: Rossini a Roma, 
165-198, esp. 187-189.  On Ferretti’s sources, see Tartak, “Matilde and Her Cousins.” 
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CORADIN   Oui, mes amis, partagez mon bonheur; 
    Je suis bien plus heureux que sage.56 
 
CHOEUR   Ah! monseigneur, mon bon seigneur, 
    Tous vos voeux sont comblés, recevez notre 
         hommage. 
 
CORADIN   Par un brillant lumen57 célébrons ce beau jour; 
    Je veux qu’auprès de moi le bonheur vous  
         rassemble. 
    Mes amis, nous vivrons ensemble, 
    Et ce lieu fortuné deviendra le séjour 
    De l’Amitié, de l’Hymen, [et] de l’Amour. 
 
CHOEUR, [then ALL] Oui, nous vivrons ensemble, 
    Et ce lieu fortuné deviendra le séjour 
    De l’Amitié, de l’Hymen, [et] de l’Amour.58 
 
 
EUPHROSINE:  Let us abandon ourselves to the delights this day inspires; my 
sisters, it promises us the sweetest destiny!  Now, I can tell you: Coradin will 
be my husband.  CORADIN:  Enter, my good friends, and share my good 
fortune.  CHORUS:  Ah!  My Lord, my good Lord, all of your wishes are 
fulfilled; receive our homage.  CORADIN:  Yes, my friends, share my good 
fortune; I am truly happier than I am wise.  CHORUS:  Ah!  My Lord, my 
good Lord, all of your wishes are fulfilled; receive our homage.  CORADIN:  
By [such] a brilliant [wedding torch] let us celebrate this fine day.  I wish that 
good fortune should gather you all near to me.  My friends, let us live together, 
and this blessed place will become the home of friendship, marriage and love.  
CHORUS [then all]:  Yes, let us live together, and this blessed place will 
become the home of friendship, marriage and love. 
 

 

                                                
56 In the livret, Coradin’s line is “Je fus bien plus heureux que sage” (“I was truly 
happier than I was wise.”  See Euphrosine / ou / Le Tyran corrigé / Comédie / En 
Trois Actes et En Vers (Paris, 1791), 52; III, xxiii. 
57 In the livret, Coradin’s line is “Par un brillant hymen célébrons ce beau jour” (“By a 
brilliant wedding torch, let us celebrate this fine day”).  Euphrosine, 52; III, xxiii.  
58 In the livret, the closing chorus has an additional line between the first and second 
line as shown here: “Le bonheur nous rassemble,” “Good fortune brings us together.”  
The text as shown here follows facsimile of the printed orchestral score, Euphrosine: 
ou le Tyran corrigé (New York: Garland, 1980), 233-242.  Coradin’s remark, “I wish 
that good fortune should gather you all near to me,” is set as a parlar ampio gesture, a 
small token of his undiminished authority.   
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The distance between Ferretti’s finale and Hoffmann’s is striking, especially in terms 

of the balance between what Euphrosine [Matilde] and Coradin have to say.  

Euphrosine addresses the women on stage, as Matilde does, but her remarks are more 

politic than polemical.  Euphrosine confines herself to the topic of announcing her 

own engagement.  In what follows, though, Coradin retains the principal individual 

public voice in a way Corradino does not: Coradin is the one who pronounces the 

benediction upon the scene, and, unsurprisingly, the act of choral fealty is directed 

towards him, and not her.  Euphrosine’s public voice retires once she announces her 

marriage, and the ensuing celebration is untroubled, consensual and general, not 

marbled by the inversion of speaking privileges seen in Ferretti and Rossini.  It might 

seem at first that this gap between the behaviours of Euphrosine and Matilde within 

their respective on-stage worlds corroborates Herbert Lindenberger’s remark about the 

“aggressive” aspect of Rossini’s female protagonists, an aggressiveness reflected in 

the vocal virtuosity these roles demonstrate.  From this perspective, Euphrosine’s 

retiring agreeableness makes Matilde seem still more disturbing. 

 In pursuit of this context—a context of alternate endings—we might also take 

note of a passing remark in Radiciotti.  He claimed that Matilde’s rondò finale was cut 

for performances in Vienna “and elsewhere,” with the rondò finale of Rossini’s La 

donna del lago (“Tanti affettti in tal momento”) substituted in its place.59  There is 

                                                
59 Radiciotti was probably wrong about this substitution in Vienna.  Lucia Marchi of 
the Center for Italian Opera at the University of Chicago indicates that an 1822 
German libretto for Vienna preserves in translation a version of the original rondò 
finale (“Daß nichts an Krieg uns mahne / Die Ruhe herrscht hier”); however, Marchi 
also noted that an 1822 production for Florence carried out the substitution Radiciotti 
described.  A review of the 1822 Viennese production in the Allgemeine musikalische 
Zeitung (July 1822: 28; 456-459) concludes its account of the music by alluding in a 
slightly confusing way to a different borrowing from La donna del lago (“ein Sextett 
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some irony in prospect of this substitution, as the second act of La donna del lago has 

been the target of much criticism.  Radiciotti argued that the “rubbish and the slowness 

of the libretto” (“delle spezzature [sic] e delle lungaggini del libretto”) in Act II “did 

not excite the inspiration of the composer, who, in the absence of inspiration, ran back 

to the rhetoric and the display of vocal ornamentation.”  He considered the rondò 

finale for Elena “an aria di bravura and nothing besides.”60   

Had the substitution Radiciotti indicated taken place, it would have been 

entirely in keeping with Rossini’s own practices.61  Three months after the Neapolitan 

premiere of La donna del lago (September 1819), Rossini re-worked its rondò finale 

with a new text for the final scene of Bianca e Falliero (Milan, Teatro alla Scala, 26 

December 1819), and three years later, he re-used the rondò finale again, with its 

original text and music largely intact, for the Venetian revision of Maometto secondo 

(La Fenice, 26 December 1822).62  There is something unsettling about this.  Although 

                                                                                                                                       
und Corradins Rondo sprachen am meisten an; letzteres schiffte von der Donna del 
lago herüber”), but there is no mention of the rondò finale.  For the eight 
performances in April and May 1824, Jahn indicates that the opera closed with a duet 
from Armida sung by Giovanni David and Girolama Dardanelli.  See Jahn, Die Wiener 
Hofoper, 256.  Hegel remarks in a letter to his wife dated September 29, 1824, that the 
second act “ended with a duet for [Dardanelli and David],” again saying nothing of the 
rondò finale from La donna del lago.       
60 Radiciotti, Gioacchino Rossini, 387.  Gossett takes a similar line on the deficiencies 
of Act II: “Unfortunately for the survival of [La donna del lago], its second act, both 
dramatically and musically, is a most unworthy successor to its first.”  Gossett, The 
Operas of Rossini, 433. 
61 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 20-24; Isotta, Gioachino Rossini, 160-161.  Hilary 
Poriss notes that Marilyn Horne and Cecilia Bartoli have used the rondò finale from 
La donna del lago as the interpolated aria in the lesson scene of Il barbiere di Siviglia. 
Poriss, Changing the Score: Arias, Prima Donnas, and the Authority of Performance 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 136. 
62 Gossett describes a revision of “Tanti affetti in tal momento” associated with the 
soprano Teresa Giorgi-Belloc which first appears in 1821 (Milan), a revision which 
preserves some of the text of the original rondò finale, but none of the original music.  
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Gossett suggested long ago that it was best to think of any Italian opera in the first half 

of the nineteenth century “as a collection of individual units that could be rearranged, 

substituted, or omitted depending upon local conditions,” the frequency with which 

this rondò finale recurred begins to create suspicions, as if the routine practice of 

substitution might mask something compulsory in this particular instance.  What kind 

of limiting or channelling of female public speech might we be witnessing? 

 On first hearing, Elena’s rondò finale might seem to mend the divisions 

apparent in the final scene of Matilde di Shabran, effecting an all-encompassing 

peace, and removing any lingering traces of dissent or derision.  Its verbal text, at 

least, seems to embrace the ideals of “grace and elegance” Radiciotti esteemed.  For 

Daniela Tortora, trying to reconcile the circulation of the rondò finale as a substitute 

aria with its place within La donna del lago, Elena’s rondò finale is both an intrusion 

of “bel-cantistic furor” along the lines Baricco suggests, and the completion of a 

particular lyric trajectory for Elena.  This trajectory begins in the opera’s first scene.  

The setting is dawn in the Scottish Highlands, and groups of hunters, shepherds and 

shepherdesses yield the stage to Elena, the daughter of a Scottish nobleman (Douglas) 

in exile from the court who has joined a Highland rebellion against the King.  She 

laments that her lover (Malcolm) has not returned, and the vocal style of her relatively 

sunny lament—a barcarole which is lightly scored and predominantly syllabic—

suggests a simply disclosed intimacy, a private guilelessness.  Its status as an instance 

of stage song is only disambiguated later.  For Tortora, the style of Elena’s cavatina 

(mm. 316-379, the Andantino within the Introduzione, N. 1) exemplifies a “gentle 

                                                                                                                                       
This revision does not appear in the critical edition of La donna del lago.  See Gossett, 
The Operas of Rossini, 440-442.   
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suggestiveness” far removed from the vocal style of the opera’s final scene, when 

Elena’s “true nature” is disclosed in what Tortora describes as “a gesture precious and 

regal”: 

 
[The] possible placement [of Elena’s rondò finale] in the heart of different 
dramatic contexts allows reflection upon its particular formal nature, beyond 
the practical, of the number itself.  It contains a hymn to the recomposition of 
the emotions, to the regaining of equilibrium between the elements in play, 
each satisfied in the reciprocal content of the others.  It is a standard [“È un 
pezzo standard”] to the degree that it functions optimally at the margins of 
diverse narratives, provided that the narrative events are built around a prima 
donna of prodigious vocal gifts.  The true nature of the protagonist [and] 
Elena’s inner inclination towards bel-cantistic furor emerge in all of their 
splendour in the course of this finale, where the gentle suggestiveness of her 
singing, emanating from the first measures of the opera, is transformed into a 
gesture precious and regal (in this instant her stature appears much greater than 
that of the sovereign [to say nothing of the status] of the young and even 
valorous lover, Malcolm.63 
 

 

Whatever the nature of this trajectory, its endpoints (the cavatina and the rondò finale) 

seem for Tortora to be determined strictly in the behaviour of the singing voice; the 

other elements of the theatrical spectacle are allowed to fade into the background, 

leaving her narrow, sweeping claims about the proposed elevation in Elena’s stature 

unopposed, and the elevation itself unintegrated into the narrative the singing is held 

to annul.  It’s as if Elena and her voice are simply there for our scrutiny within the on-

stage world; but this isn’t so. 

 Both scenes have a unique common witness in the on-stage world—the 

Scottish King, Giacomo.  The rondò finale is witnessed by the gathered court, as the 

King “makes a show of his clemency” to Elena’s father and to her lover.  However, 

                                                
63 Daniela Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio: Le opere della maturità da 
“Tancredi” a “Semiramide” (Rome: Torre d’Orfeo-editrice, 1996), 214. 
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only the King—roaming the Highlands in the guise of a lost hunter, Uberto—takes in 

Elena’s first scene, and his first lines—an aside directed to no one—reflect the effort 

he has made to discover her: 

 
UBERTO   (Eccola! alfin la rendi 
    All’avido mio sguardo, o Ciel pietoso! 
    No, non menti la fama, 
    Anzi è minor di sua beltade il grido.)64 
 
 
UBERTO:  (There she is!  At last, o merciful Heaven, you have yielded her to 
my avid gaze!  No, her reputation did not lie; on the contrary, the report was 
less than her beauty.) 
 

 

Rossini provides brief entrance music for the King after Elena’s cavatina, establishing 

the timing of his entrance, and yet the return of the vocal material of the cavatina in 

their subsequent duettino creates the misleading impression that the King had been 

there all along, and that he has heard everything, as the theatre audience has.65  This is 

our first evidence in the opera of the fascination Elena exerts within the world 

represented on stage, as if the theatre audience were aligned with the voyeur King, and 

as if we were to hear the “gentle suggestiveness” of her singing from his perspective.  

But this fascination has something of the figure of the Siren about it: a women’s 

chorus in Act I compares the ardour Elena inspires in the clan leader, Rodrigo, to the 

Ossianic lovers Inibaca and Tremmor.66  Baricco suggests that Elena’s effects are 

                                                
64 I, ii. 
65 After the close of the cavatina, there is a thirty-measure fanfare for six horns sul 
palco, and then, a fourteen-measure recitative for Elena (“Sull’alta rocca già le fiere a 
domar”), with string accompaniment.  The entrance music for the King follows—
scored at first for homorhythmic strings, bassoons and trombones (m. 424 and 
following).  
66 “D’Inibaca, / Donzella,” I, vi. 
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universal, and that her presence influences the vocal behaviours of the male 

characters: 

 
Over everything, the sentiment of love prevails: love duets abound, and male 
characters even abandon the usual exhibitions of heroism in order to give 
themselves over [per farsi possedere] to the tenderness of affection or the 
intensity of passion.  It is as if the fascination Elena exerts over everyone 
imposes an instinct to desire, dissolving the prose of the real to the point that it 
disappears.67 

 

Isotta, too, invokes the force of the rondò finale in effecting the dissolution of the real:  

 
[In] the positive catharsis of the acrobatic rondò of Elena—a flood of 
fioritura—the rondò finale nevertheless attains the fairy-tale unreality of… 
opera seria in its finest moments.68 

 

“It is no longer a time for ideas, for signifying,” was the way Baricco described the 

advent of the rondò finale and its ornamental vocalism, and this erasure of the text and 

of signification is either decried as a compositional fault or welcomed as a moment of 

theatrical euphoria.69 

 In Act II, while his true identity is still unknown to Elena, the King defends his 

love for her along the lines Baricco describes, as if she “imposes an instinct to desire 

[over everyone],” and as if she were responsible for the kind of attention paid to her 

(“Who could resist your eyes?  And who could see you without loving you?”).70  

While Tortora suggested that the rondò finale “contains a hymn to the recomposition 

                                                
67 Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 116. 
68 Isotta, Gioacchino Rossini, 233-234. 
69 Schiffner, like Tortora, reads the rondò finale as the completion of a trajectory, of 
Elena’s turn from a “role as musical instructor” in which she “intuits [but does not] 
create” her own music, to a role as a “minstrel,” through which she “can demonstrate 
her own artistic skill.”  Schiffner, Singing Silence, Silencing Noise, 127 and 136. 
70 “De’ tuoi bei lumi / Chi resiste al poter?  E chi vederti / Può senza amarti?”  These 
verses appear near the close of the scena in the Scena e Terzetto (N. 10); II, i.    
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of the emotions,” this seems a much better description of the striking moment in the 

Andantino of the Terzetto in Act II (“Nume! se a’ miei sospiri”), the moment when the 

King pledges—in an aside—to allow “virtue to triumph over love,” as he lurches from 

one paroxysm to the next in the spaces between the phrases of Elena’s benevolent 

prayer.  Here, Rossini’s setting implies that the King is experiencing a kind of turmoil 

to which Elena isn’t party at all.  (See Example §1-4.)   

 With respect to the rondò finale, we might even say that the King acts as the 

agent of the theatre audience within the on-stage world.  When the rebellion fails and 

the action moves to the royal court for the opera’s final scenes, the King has already 

provided Elena with both the means to gain access to the King (a royal ring he claims 

“the King” has given to him, “Uberto”) and the reason to do so (to secure the release 

of the King’s prisoners, including her father).  When Elena approaches the palace, the 

King is informed of her arrival before she comes to the stage—a detail with 

consequences.  And yet to say only that Elena arrives to petition the King for 

clemency is to overstate her agency and to mischaracterize her function in the scene.  

Tottola’s synopsis in the printed libretto steps around the question of what Elena is 

doing: 

 
The royal forces meanwhile have defeated the warriors of the clans, and all 
succumb to the reign of Giacomo, who, making a show of his clemency, 
forgives everyone, embracing Douglas himself, and, overcoming his own 
feelings, joins Elena and Malcolm in an indissoluble bond.71     

  

                                                
71 “Le regie schiere intanto vinsero i guerrieri del Clan, e tutto soggiacque all’impero 
di Giacomo, che, facendo pompa di clemenza, perdonò tutti, accolse nelle sue braccia 
lo stesso Douglas e, superando i suoi affetti, strinse in laccio indissolubile Elena e 
Malcolm.”  Andrea Leone Tottola, “L’autore a chi legge,” rpt in Tutti i libretti di 
Rossini ([Milan]: Garzanti, 1991), 613. 
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The King has made the transit from rival lover to rival father, taking upon himself the 

paternal right to bestow Elena once he (the King) has killed her father’s own choice 

for her husband (the leader of the clans, Rodrigo).  Nonetheless, the King’s fascination 

with Elena endures, a hyperbolic appetite the rondò finale expands to try to satisfy. 

 Inasmuch as he is a figure for this indefatigible appetite, we can consider the 

King a fictional precursor of the critical conceit about how song functions in isolation 

in the Rossinian finale, a figure with a narrowly conceived, finicky hunger for vocal 

luxury.  These are the terms in which Hegel described the pre-eminence of “singing 

per se” for which “all else has been created” in his letter of 29 September 1824, 

speaking not of Elena’s rondò finale, but of a duet Rossini had introduced into Act II 

of the revised Matilde di Shabran.  Hegel saw two performances in Vienna, and he 

tried to convey to his wife the particular grounds for enjoying and even prizing 

Rossini’s music: 

 
Signora [Girolama] Dardanelli was lovely, singing exquisitely with [Giovanni] 
David…  Now I completely understand why Rossini’s music is bad-mouthed 
in Germany, especially in Berlin.  For just as satin is only for the ladies and 
pâté de foie gras only for connoisseurs, so this music is created solely for 
Italian voices.  It is not for the music as such but for the singing per se that all 
else has been created.  Music having validity for itself can also be performed 
on the violin, on the grand piano, and so on, but Rossini’s music has meaning 
only as sung.  It is when David and the amicable Dardanelli sing together that 
one really ought to see if the composition measures up.  If only I could hear 
this piece once more!72 

                                                
72 Hegel: The Letters, trans. Clark Butler and Christiane Seiler (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1984), 624-626.  For the Neapolitan revision, Rossini added the duet 
“Da cento smanie, e cento.”  Jahn indicates that the opera closed with a duet from 
Armida in its April and May 1824 performances.  Jahn lists 28 performances in total 
over the opera’s three seasons, including performances on August 26 and September 
9, 1824.  Jahn, Die Wiener Hofoper, 256.  Compare de Van: “Music, especially song, 
“robs” the words of the product of their long journey toward meaning and plunges the 
listener into a state of unreasoning enjoyment.”  Gilles de Van, Verdi’s Theater: 
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Something goes awry when Hegel compares the uses of satin, pâté de foie gras and 

Rossini’s music, as if the relative positions of commodity, performer and consumer 

were unstable and misaligned.  Rossini’s music is “for” Italian voices, which is, in 

turn, for someone else; satin is “for the ladies,” who are in turn, for someone else. 

 But even while defending Rossini, Hegel seems to feel the need to argue the 

difference between his music and “music having validity for itself.”  The former is an 

extravagance which, if encountered under less than ideal circumstances, is without 

meaning.  We encounter a similar idea—that luxury can also harbour a kind of 

poverty—in Herbert Lindenberger’s essay on Rossini and Shelley, where 

Lindenberger refers to the cabaletta of Elena’s rondò finale in isolation.  Lindenberger 

poses a question which appears to be about permanent, invariant features of Rossini’s 

music for the theatre, and his answer sets it in opposition to music that enjoys “validity 

for itself”: “And what shall we say a Rossini aria represents or expresses?  Certainly 

not an individual character the way that a late Verdi or Mozart aria does…”  However, 

having posed one question, he seems to answer another, one for modern audiences 

only: how does a late twentieth-century audience hear a Rossinian rondò finale “with 

the voices of present-day Rossini singers in our ears?”  He does not signal that the 

question has been changed, and where a close reading of Elena’s rondò finale might 

have happened, there are instead general remarks decrying text repetition, self-

borrowing, “excess” and the “aggressive playfulness” of female voices in Rossini: 

 
In a hurry to complete a new opera for Milan, Bianca e Falliero, [… Rossini] 
simply transferred the music from Elena’s finale, composed for Naples just 
three months before, to Bianca’s finale, which… used a new set of words to 

                                                                                                                                       
Creating Drama through Music, trans. Gilda Roberts (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1999 [1992]), 49. 
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suggest jubilation.  [… Today we hear] these and other solo finales… not so 
much as expressions of particular texts or even emotional stances such as 
jubilation but as assertions of a purposeful, sometimes even aggressive 
playfulness that constantly reminds us that it is speaking a world we can 
simply label “Rossini” and, when persuasively performed, that we can even 
call “performance” or “opera-in-general.”73     

 

In this line of thinking, there are no words to be conveyed or to shape the stage action; 

affect doesn’t endure, even as a kind of caption, as it, too, is vulnerable to the 

apotheosis of the lyric voice, of singing per se.74  But under the sort of picture we are 

assembling of the status of the verbal text, this hardly matters.  In the cabaletta, 

Elena’s words are few, even before the kinds of critical stances which discount their 

relevance in the theatre have been elaborated.  For Lindenberger, we are in the 

presence of a wordless euphoria of some kind, whether we think of it as Baricco’s 

“vertiginous… triumphant redundancy,” Gallarati’s Bakhtinian compact, or as an 

instance of something more “graceful and elegant,” something which better complies 

with the rules governing female public speech, and which better conforms to 

expectations about the effect a woman ought to have—as Eliot has her Lydgate 

describe it to himself—“the effect of exquisite music.” 

                                                
73 Herbert Lindenberger, Opera in History: From Monteverdi to Cage (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1998), 100-101.  By considering only the cabaletta, 
Lindenberger directs attention away from the more extensive revisions elsewhere in 
the rondò finale.  Gabriele Dotto notes that, as an example of self-borrowing, the 
rondò finale of Bianca e Falliero seems “to be a [new] version developed from the 
rondò of Elena”; Gioachino Rossini, Bianca e Falliero o sia Il consiglio di tre, ed. 
Gabriele Dotto (Pesaro: Fondazione Rossini, 1996), xxviii.  
74 Schiffner suggests that there is an alibi for Elena’s florid vocal writing in Walter 
Scott’s source material: “Her coloratura personifies the silence of Scott’s heroine, 
obliterating the meaning of language through sheer sound that approximates 
wordlessness.  Yet at this moment she is not only at her musically most ornate, but 
also her most controlled.  Though she may seem to toss off her excited, jubilant runs 
carelessly, such lightness belies the effort and precision needed to execute this 
complex coloratura.”  Schiffner, Singing Silence, Silencing Noise, 90-91. 
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 Radiciotti, however, implied that the complete rondò finale was replaced in 

Vienna, not the cabaletta in isolation.  Moreover, the final scenes of La donna del 

lago include not only the rest of the rondò finale, but also a reprise of Elena’s 

cavatina, sung not by Elena, but by the King.  It is an off-stage stage song, with a new 

text on the same topics (morning and the distant lover) Elena sang of in Act I.  Like an 

establishing shot, this reprise qualifies everything that follows: it is another device the 

King uses to engineer the final scene.  Tortora suggests that when Elena arrives and 

hears the reprise coming from off-stage, Elena and the theatre audience share the same 

perspective.  Schiffner makes a similar assumption and supposes that with the off-

stage song, the King can “indulge in private musings… ensconced in his new musical 

identity.”75  Rossini and Tottola, however, take the trouble to separate Elena and the 

theatre audience.  Before the reprise, the King is informed of the approach of a woman 

“weak from tears,” who has requested an audience.  The King withdraws, thus 

delaying their encounter, and delaying the disclosure of his identity, so he may 

conduct a test of her feelings.76  If Elena’s cavatina is taken for an unmediated 

expression of her feelings, the King’s reprise is a counterfeit, and it is revealed as such 

to the theatre audience; it is not exactly false, but it is not sincere, either.  He pretends 

to be overheard.  Another King—the paranoid, phantom protagonist of Calvino’s 

story, “A King Listens”—puts the matter well: while brooding on a singing voice he 

believes he hears, Calvino’s King speculates that “the voice could be the equivalent of 

                                                
75 Schiffner, “Singing Silence, Silencing Noise,” 132. 
76 As the King withdraws, he says to himself that he will determine “what distance 
there is between my [own] heart and yours, woman!” (“Quale distanza / V’ha del mio 
core al tuo, donna! vedrai.”), II, iv. 
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the hidden and most genuine part of the person.”77  Elena’s dismay at hearing 

“Uberto’s” familiar voice (“He has not forgotten me?  And he sorrows because of me?  

What am I to hope for?”) is the first in a series of shocks the King administers; her 

confusion is cultivated.78  When “Uberto” comes to the stage, his true identity is 

revealed through an a vista scene change that reveals to Elena and the theatre audience 

the “magnificence” of the throne room and the King’s retinue.  Once the King has 

pardoned her father and her lover in her presence, his final question to Elena (“Is there 

anything else you wish?”) is a further demonstration of a willingness to exhaust her 

desires, and to leave no part of her unexamined. 

 The rondò finale begins as an extended answer to the King’s final question, in 

which the explicit addressee (the King) is twice indicated and once named within the 

primo tempo (“Tanti affetti in un momento,” Allegro).  The tempo di mezzo is the 

ensemble’s collective reply to Elena, though not a specific reply to anything she has 

actually said.  In the cabaletta, addressees disappear altogether, from both Elena’s 

                                                
77 Italo Calvino, “A King Listens,” in Under the Jaguar Sun, trans. William Weaver 
(San Diego: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1988 [1986]), 31-64, here 53.  Cavarero 
begins For more than one voice with an extended meditation on Calvino’s story, but 
she does not mention a perplexing detail: the original story is written in the second 
person.  Once, in the sixth sentence of the story, the narrator refers to him or herself in 
the first person (“I am still speaking of your right arm”), but the prevailing atmosphere 
is one of ambiguity: are we to understand that the second-person text addresses the 
reader, or is the second-text person text more like a playscript, something the reader in 
reading addresses to someone else?  This ambiguity about the site of the voice features 
within the narrator’s remarks, too: “You want absolute proof that what you hear comes 
from within you, not from outside?” (49), or “… you were never sure you had really 
heard [the woman’s singing voice] and had not imagined it, desired to hear it, the 
dream of a woman’s voice singing in the nightmare of your long insomnia” (53).  
Rossini and Tottola’s King—in the midst of a scene he has created, in which all are 
“the servants of the King’s will”—finds in Elena a proxy upon whom he can project 
an image of his own irresistible will.  The last line he says to her in private, while still 
in disguise, is a question: “E chi sa da opporsi a’ desideri tuoi?”  (“And who [has ever 
known how] to oppose your wishes?”); II, vi.  
78 “Né mi pose in obblio? / Di me si duole! e che sperar poss’io?”  II, v. 
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exclamations and her concluding rhetorical question, and the ensemble’s reply, 

sapping the allocutionary sincerity out of the formal exchange between the soloist and 

the ensemble: 

 
GIACOMO     Altro a bramar ti resta? 
 
ELENA   Io… Sire… qual piacer!… qual gioia è questa! 
 
    Tanti affetti in un momento 
    Mi si fanno al core intorno, 
    Che l’immenso mio contento 
    Io non posso a te spiegar. 
 
    Deh! il silenzio fia loquace… 
    Tutto dica un tronco accento… 
    Ah signor! la bella pace 
    Tu sapresti a me donar. 
 
TUTTI col CORO  Ah sì… torni in te la pace, 
    Puoi contenta respirar. 
 
ELENA   Fra il padre e fra l’amante 
    Oh qual beato istante! 
    Ah! chi sperar potea 
    Tanta felicità! 
 
TUTTI    Cessi di stella rea 
    La fiera avversità.79 
 
 
GIACOMO:  Is there anything else you wish?  ELENA:  I…  My Lord…  
What happiness!  What joy is this!  So many emotions in a single moment 
make themselves [felt] within my heart, that I cannot explain to you my 
immense happiness.  Deh!  May my silence be eloquent… and may everything 
be said in words that are cut short…  Ah, my Lord!  You knew how to give to 
me a beautiful peace.  ALL, with CHORUS:  Ah, yes… may peace return to 
you, so you may breathe contentedly.  ELENA:  Between my father and my 
lover, oh what a blessed moment!  Ah!  Who could ever have hoped for such 
happiness!  ALL:  May the evil star of haughty misfortune cease. 

 

                                                
79 II, vii. 
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 The final remarks of the tutti seem at best an indirect engagement with 

anything Elena has said, even if their non-specific, sympathetic well-wishing 

continues to sound the note of concern for Elena’s well-being expressed in the tempo 

di mezzo (“Ah, yes… may peace return to you…”).  Tortora suggests that Rossini uses 

the juxtaposition of Elena’s final word (“felicità,” “happiness”) and the ensemble’s 

final word (“avversità,” “adversity” or “misfortune”) as an emblem of a division 

between Elena’s “dream” (to be reunited with her lover, Malcolm) and a conjectured 

desire, her “tacit attraction for the sovereign… which subtly animates the entire 

drama.”80  Tortora’s suggestion about the implications of the rhyme is devoted to 

shoring up the idea of the governing force of this “tacit attraction.”  Nevertheless, it is 

consistent with the idea of action within the on-stage world having ended before the 

rondò finale begins.  It is consistent with the idea that as Elena begins to sing, there is 

nothing left to be said or to be done. 

 Still, Elena is called upon to answer the King’s question, and in many respects, 

her answer is unremarkable.  Its vocabulary of “affetti,” “contento,” “padre e… 

amante” seems a good demonstration of Beghelli’s notion that versi lirici in Rossini 

abound in “redundant texts, awash with words necessary only to sustain melody.”81  

Not all of her words, though, are repeated as often others.  Not all of them share the 

indiscriminate work of “sustaining melody” equally.  In the first seven of the eight 

verses of the primo tempo (“Tanti affetti in un momento”), only five words (“che 

l’immenso” and “io non posso”) are repeated at all, and these are repeated only once.  

                                                
80 Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio, 215. 
81 Marco Beghelli, “The dramaturgy of the operas,” in The Cambridge Companion to 
Rossini, ed. Emanuele Senici (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 85-
103; here, 87.  On the prevalence of lexical formulas in the Rossini libretti, see Rossi, 
“Quel ch’è padre, non è padre”, 25-28. 
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Everything else in the first seven lines is said and sung only once.  The words of the 

eighth and final verse (“Tu sapresti a me donar”)—the verse in which Elena addresses 

and thanks the King (and publicly christens his actions as savvy, appropriate giving)—

are treated differently, as Elena repeats them against a progressively denser orchestral 

accompaniment.  Rossini achieves a kaleidoscopic effect by taking a rhythmic figure 

present in the strings from the outset, and rotating the figure among the woodwinds, 

thereby introducing a proliferation of different timbres as these few words are uttered 

and re-uttered.82  (See Example §1-5.)   

 The moment of deference and gratitude is prolonged.  Amongst Elena’s words, 

then, there is a small, preferred subset available for repetition.  Even if “it is no longer 

a time for ideas,” choices continue to happen with respect to which words Elena 

repeats, and which words she doesn’t.  If we then turn to the cabaletta verses, and 

consider how Elena signals her own position between her father and her lover, we 

might recall Mladen Dolar’s remarks on how the restricted vocabulary of a speaking 

machine (a parleur) built by Wolfgang von Kempelen in the 1780s displays “the 

posture of devotion… [and] submission, be it [submission] to the abstract beloved or 

to the actual ruler.”83  For Dolar, this envoiced posture, produced by the machine, has 

the effect of disclosing a subject speaking in its own voice: 

                                                
82 Senici similarly traces word repetition in Luisa Miller’s aria, “Tu puniscimi…,” in 
Emanuele Senici, “Words and Music,” in The Cambridge Companion to Verdi, ed. 
Scott Balthazar (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 88-110.  
83 Mladen Dolar, A Voice and Nothing More (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2006), 8.  Dolar’s account of the parleur is itself an iterative warren of citations: 
he cites Herman Parret (La voix et son temps, 2002), who in turn cites Charles Gottlieb 
de Windisch (Lettres de M. Charles de Windisch sur Le joueur d’échoes de M. De 
Kempelen, 1783), who, presumably, transcribed the utterances of the parleur.  Dolar 
lists these fragmentary utterances offered by the speaking machine from its “posture of 
devotion”: “Vous êtes mon ami (“You are my friend”), “je vous aime de tout mon 
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It is as if the voice could subjectify the machine, as if there were an effect of 
exposure—something becomes exposed, an unfathomable interiority of the 
machine irreducible to its mechanical functioning, and the first use of 
subjectivity would be to throw itself at the mercy of the Other, something one 
can best do with the voice, or can only do in one’s own voice.84 

 

The limited vocabulary of the parleur has its counterpart in the unchanging words on 

the three stanzas of the cabaletta.  Tortora’s suggestion that Elena’s rondò finale 

displays her “inner inclination towards bel-cantistic furor” has its counterpart in 

Dolar’s idea that the subject can only “throw itself at the mercy of the Other… in [its] 

own voice,” and that Elena’s exposure is total: she can withhold nothing of her desires 

in the face of the questioning of the King.   

The impression of transparency, and an eager listener’s belief that disclosure 

has happened despite the limited vocabulary of a speaker parallels the famous scene in 

The Sandman, and the terms in which Hoffmann’s protagonist later reflected on his 

first meeting with the mechanical doll, Olympia: 

 
[It] seemed to him as if she expressed thoughts about his work and about all his 
poetic gifts from the very depth of his own soul, as though she spoke from 
within him.  This must, to be sure, have been the case, for Olympia never 
spoke any word other than those already recorded [“Ah, ah!”].  But even in his 
clear and sober moments… when Nathaniel was conscious of Olympia’s utter 
passivity and taciturnity, he merely said: “What are words?  Mere words!  The 
glance of her heavenly eyes expresses more than any commonplace 
speech…”85 

                                                                                                                                       
coeur” (“I love you with all of my heart”), “papa, maman, ma femme, mon mari, le 
roi, allons à Paris” (“Father, mother, my wife, my husband, the King, let us all go to 
Paris”), as well as these three Latin tributes: “Leopoldus Secundus,” “Romanorum 
Imperator” and “Semper Augustus.”  
84 Dolar, A Voice and Nothing More, 8. 
85 E.T.A. Hoffmann, “The Sandman,” in Tales of E.T.A. Hoffmann, eds. and trans. 
Leonard J. Kent and Elizabeth C. Knight (Chicago and London, 1984 [1969], 93-125, 
here 118.  Walter Lydecker, the protagonist of Otto Preminger’s Laura (1943, after the 
1942-43 novel by Vera Caspary) recalled evenings spent with the title character in 
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We might consider the rondò finale of La donna del lago as a Rossinian exemplar of 

this configuration of male reveries and fascination in the face of restricted female 

articulacy, understanding Elena’s candidacy in the group to depend upon either the 

management (and the extent) of text repetition within a restricted vocabulary touching 

on preferred topics, or a theory of how a rondò finale functions in the theatre after the 

drama has ended, without words (without signification), and on the strength of 

“singing per se.”  A separation is being worked out between one norm of public 

discourse and another, with the women, as Lévi-Strauss intimated in a different 

context, “destined to a certain kind of communication,” a communication marked by a 

kind of muteness which nonetheless is held to disclose best an interiority in an attitude 

of devotion.  Presumably this is the same kind of separation the nineteenth-century 

soprano Marie Bashkirtseff had in mind when she wrote that “singing is to a woman 

what eloquence is to a man: a power without limits.”86 

 In the opening section of Elena’s rondò finale, however, this separation 

between two discourses is not clean.  The King’s reprise of Elena’s cavatina melody is 

one long-range gesture across the opera.  There is another such long-range connection 

a director staging the opera might consider.  When Elena sings of her wish that “her 

silence be taken for eloquence” (“Deh! il silenzio fia loquace…”), a certain illogic is 

being risked, given the vocal extravagance of what follows.  And yet Elena might not 

merely be taken for being modest.  Her words echo what her father said to her in the 

first moments of the Act I finale, and they reintroduce a topic addressed earlier in  

                                                                                                                                       
similar terms: “I read my articles to her.  The way she listened was more eloquent than 
speech.  These were the best nights.” 
86 The Journal of Marie Bashkirtseff (1887), published posthumously; see Susan 
Rutherford, The Prima Donna and Opera: 1815-1930 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 73. 
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Act I: how Elena (or how women more generally) ought to speak in public.  When 

Elena does not accept the marriage he has arranged between her and the clan leader, 

Rodrigo, Douglas upbraids her for speaking out of turn, and for suggesting that the 

marriage be delayed; he admonishes her to be silent.  This is the close of his recitative, 

and the first quartina of his aria: 

 
DOUGLAS     Sul labbro tuo stranieri 
    Son questi accenti, e fia l’estrema volta, 
    Ch’io da te l’oda.  Ad obbedirmi apprenda 
    Chi audace mi disprezza: 
    Onte a soffrir non è quest’alma avvezza. 
 
    Taci, lo voglio, e basti; 
    Meglio il dover consiglia: 
    Mostrarmi in te la figlia 
    Degna del genitor.87  
 
 
DOUGLAS:  These sounds are strange upon your lips, and may this be the last 
time I hear this from you.  May anyone who dares to defy me learn to obey me: 
this soul is not used to suffering shame.  Be silent, I wish it, that is enough; 
may your duty advise you better: show to me in you a daughter worthy of her 
father. 

 

 In the Act I finale Douglas continues to monitor her public silence, and he does 

so in words which are more clearly the model (“Loquace è il suo silenzio”) for Elena’s 

words in the rondò finale.  Rodrigo’s warriors have assembled, both to witness 

Douglas bestow his daughter, and to prepare for battle.  Elena enters with her servant 

Albina, and the chorus of clan warriors entreat Elena to show her face, for “it is of 

such beauty.”88  She says nothing in reply, and when Rodrigo addresses her directly 

                                                
87 I, viii. 
88 “Vieni, o stella — Che lucida e bella / Vai brillando — Sul nostro orizzonte! / Tu 
serena — Deh mostra la fronte / A chi altero — È di tanta beltà” (“Come, o star — so 
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before the gathering, Douglas replies in her stead, inserting himself into what might 

have been her place in the conversation: 

 
RODRIGO   Quanto a quest’alma amante 
    Fia dolce un tale istante 
    Non può il mio labbro esprimerti, 
    Né trova accenti Amor. 
    Ma che? tu taci, e pavida 
    Il ciglio abbassi ancor? 
 
DOUGLAS   Loquace è il suo silenzio; 
    Il sai; loclinia vergine 
    Gli affetti suoi più teneri 
    Consacra al suo pudor.89 
 
 
RODRIGO [to ELENA]:  My lips cannot express how sweet an instant such as 
this is to a soul who loves, nor can love find its words.  But what is this?  You 
are silent, and your timid glance is still lowered?  DOUGLAS:  Her silence is 
eloquent; you know—a virgin of Loch Linn consecrates her most tender 
feelings to her modesty. 

 

Schiffner suggests that with his intervention, Douglas is “[explaining] why Elena was 

not responding to her would-be suitor Rodrigo,” but since Douglas has already 

reproached Elena once for disobedient speech, it seems more likely that his 

intervention is pre-emptive: Douglas is enforcing her silence, rather than merely 

remarking upon it.90  In the remainder of the first act, Elena speaks on her own only 

once—five verses, in which she tries to prevent Malcolm from coming into open 

conflict with Rodrigo.  Twenty-five of Elena’s other twenty-eight verses in the Act I 

finale are asides.  She also has five verses in which she speaks aloud with everyone, or 

                                                                                                                                       
lucid and beautiful / Go [forth], shining — on our horizion! / Serene woman — ah, 
show your face / To any haughty man — how beautiful it is.”)  I, x. 
89 I, x. 
90 Schiffner, Singing Silence, Silencing Noise, 94-95. 
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with the other women on stage.  The only public stanza for a solo female voice in the 

finale is given to Elena’s servant, Albina (“E vinto il nemico”). 

 If we accept that Elena, in asking for her “silence to be taken for eloquence,” is 

referring back to this moment of Douglas’s public criticism, what are the 

consequences?  What did Rossini make of this moment?  (See Example §1-6.)  The 

two consecutive verses (“Deh! il silenzio fia loquace…” and “Tutto dica un tronco 

accento…”) are treated in parallel, and for each verse, an iambic chord pair (the 

dominant seventh, scored ombrally for woodwinds and brass, marked ff) sounds in the 

space Rossini opens within each phrase, supplanting the steady, even pizzicato figure 

in the second violins which marks beats two and three in each measure.91  The short 

initial phrases—without a melodic kernel, in Colas’s terms—are present in the primo 

tempo from Elena’s first vocal entrance, and they are consistent with the idea of 

progressive melodic development.  With the well-meaning badgering of the chorus in 

the tempo di mezzo in mind, (“Ah sì… torna in te la pace / Puoi contenta respirar”), we 

might feel encouraged to take the progressive melodic development of the cabaletta as 

an index of the restoration of Elena’s physical calm (the recomposition Tortora 

mentions).   

But are the short vocal phrases and the iambic chord pairs of Example §1-6 

well understood as signs of physical distress?  These chord pairs form a local gesture, 

                                                
91 When an accompanimental orchestral gesture echoes the close of a preceding vocal 
phrase, Damien Colas calls such an orchestral gesture a “counter-desinence.”  In this 
instance, something plainer fills this space where a more identifiable instrumental 
echo might have happened, a modest impoverishing by Rossini of one 
accompanimental norm.  See Colas, “Melody and ornamentation,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Rossini, 104-123.  Compare Colas’s remarks on his Example §8.3, 
phrases excerpted from Isabella’s Cruda sorte,” from L’italiana in Algeri; 108.  In the 
critical edition of La donna del lago, the editor provides the initial pp dynamics for the 
string parts at measure 4; the ff dynamics for the iambic chord pairs are Rossini’s. 
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and they introduce a specific colour that Rossini invokes nowhere else in the rondò 

finale.  In his setting of these two verses, Rossini leaves the prevailing string texture 

undisturbed, and while there are variants in the vocal writing, they are modest.92  

When Rossini composed ornaments for other singers, in this section the variants were 

again confined to elaborations of the second florid desinence (the word “accento”).93        

 These two poetic verses are not repeated: once Elena has presented them, she 

returns to the opening melodic idea in order to begin her extended profession of 

gratitude to the King (“Ah signor! la bella pace…”).  Formally, this is an unsurprising 

return; nonetheless, it implies some kind of oppositional logic—but what kind of 

opposition?  What might these two iambic chord pairs in the previous section be 

arrowed towards?  Mary Ann Smart suggests looking for connections between 

orchestral gestures and physical incidents or actions on stage not otherwise elucidated 

in stage directions.  We might regard the iambic chord pairs in this light, as orchestral 

tokens, “shudders of shock and fear.”  There is much in the Act I finale and much else 

in Elena’s rondò finale which could be well read after this conceit.94  There is a series 

of grand, fortissimo gestures in the rondò finale, beginning with the introductory three 

                                                
92 In the second of the two verses, “Tutto dica” has a lowered scale degree six in place 
of the diatonic sixth in the first phrase (“Deh! il silenzio”).  In the anacrusis within the 
second of the two verses, a broken turn begun on appoggiatura (“un tronco ac-…”) 
replaces the plainer dotted rhythm on scale degree five in the first phrase (“sia lo-…).  
Example §1-6, mm. 12-16.  
93 Gioachino Rossini, La donna del lago, ed. H. Colin Slim, (Pesaro: Fondazione 
Rossini, 1990), vol. 3, 896-897.  For the Parisian and Forli variants, see m. 16.  The 
variants proliferate in the repetitons that follow (“Tu sapresti a me donar”). 
94 Mary Ann Smart, Mimomania: Music and Gesture in the Nineteenth-Century Opera 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), 69-70.  In the Act I finale of La 
donna del lago, there is a sequence of iambic chord pairs for full orchestra over 
sustained tremolo strings, underscoring the moment in which Rodrigo and the 
gathered clans—having sworn an oath to battle unto death—strike their shields with 
their swords (N. 7, especially mm. 432-439). 
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iambic chord pairs, scored for full orchestra, that separate the King’s final question to 

Elena (“Is there anything else you wish?”) from her reply.  These introductory chord 

pairs have a very unusual approach to the dominant (mm. 1-3: VIIo7/V, IIø7 in first 

inversion, V7), disorienting, non-functional voice-leading in the bass, and a broad 

registral-timbral shift in the strings between the second and third chord pairs.  (See 

Example §1-7.)  At the close of the tempo di mezzo, a set of three chords introduces 

the banda Rossini uses to (in turn) introduce the cabaletta (mm. 63-64, V, Io7 over a 

dominant pedal, V7).  At the beginning of the tempo di mezzo (mm. 30-31) there is a 

unison fanfare for brass and bassoons, which has its own peculiar harmonic aspect: the 

fanfare sounds the unharmonized mediant of the key in which Elena is cadencing—but 

the fanfare does not support the cadence.  (See Example §1-8.)  The fanfare uses the 

unharmonized mediant as a new local dominant, and launches a sequence on the way 

to an affirmation of the home dominant for full chorus and orchestra, a point of arrival 

Rossini marks “tutta forza,” to dispel the effect of an extended wobbling between the 

dominant and a neighbouring harmony, flat VI.  These are the emphatic resources with 

which the court expresses its wish that Elena should “breathe contentedly.”  (See 

Example §1-9.)  There are also isolated chords for full orchestra in the cadenzas of the 

primo tempo and each variation stanza within the cabaletta, which appear to serve the 

more common function of delineating the silence in which a soloist’s voice sounds, 

although the chords in the cabaletta variation cadenzas have a further feature—they 

sound after (instead of on) the downbeat.  (See Example §1-10.) 

 It should be clear even from this cursory inventory of fortissimo orchestral 

gestures in the rondò finale that there is a lot of noise in play, making Lindenberger’s 

remark about vocal aggressiveness seem partial at best.  It should be clear, too, that the 
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iambic chord pairs we are considering are, as intrusions, comparatively slight, and 

while prominent timbrally and dynamically with respect to the local prevailing string 

accompaniment, they are free of the heavier orchestration and the disorienting, fleeting 

dissonances heard elsewhere in the rondò finale.  Yet whatever their character, the 

verbal echo on “eloquent silence” they delineate implies a transient stage action 

involving her father, perhaps a moment in which Elena addresses her father, while she 

continues on another, public level, to be addressing the King.   

The revised version of the rondò finale Rossini prepared for Bianca e Falliero 

offers supporting if circumstantial evidence, inasmuch as Bianca addresses her father 

(Contareno) directly and explicitly.  While she addresses the fifth and sixth verses (the 

verses that harbour the iambic chord pairs) to her lover (Falliero), the general topic 

remains her submission to her father’s authority: 

 

CONTARENO    Bianca! dal padre 
    Fuggir tu vuoi? compier potrai tu stessa 
    La mia vergogna estrema? il mio rossore? 
    Rispondi… 
 
BIANCA     Ah, padre!.. mi sprezza il core. 
     
    Teco io resto: in te rispetto 
    La cagion dei giorni miei; 
    Se crudel con me tu sei, 
    Figlia amante io sono a te. 
 
    (a Falliero) 
 
    Tu lo vedi, o mio diletto: 
    Non nascesti, oh Dio, per me.95 
 
 
 

                                                
95 II, xiv. 
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CONTARENO:  Bianca!  You wish to flee from your father?  Will you 
yourself make my shame more extreme?  My embarrassment?  Answer…  
BIANCA:  Ah, father!… my heart is breaking!  I will stay with you: I 
acknowledge you as the cause of my life; if you are cruel with me, nonetheless 
I will be a loving daughter to you. (to Falliero)  You see, then, o my delight—
oh God—you were not born for me.  

 

(See Example §1-11.) 

 If this moment in La donna del lago is one in which Elena divides her 

audience, and under the scrutiny of the King and the gathered court, introduces a 

private message to her father—an element beyond the display of “singing per se”—

then she moves beyond a simple compliance with the King’s command to speak.  She 

moves beyond her wordless exposure as a figure of fascination for the King, and she 

becomes more than a display of his clemency before the court.  The specific character 

of this moment of private address (how disruptive or how conspicuous it is; whether it 

is a moment of license, or pardon, or defiance, or a blessing sought and granted or 

sought and denied) cannot be fixed outside of the context of a particular staging.  It 

can only be determined in the context of a production as part of the work of re-scening 

which Schechner describes, dependent upon theatrical elements that exceed the verbal 

and musical texts—the positions, the postures and the lighting of the actors on stage, 

the timing and the scale of their movements with respect to one another, the direction 

in which the actors are looking when they speak, and so on.96  But the possibility that 

Elena is addrsssing someone other than the King who mandated her public reply and 

in so many ways provoked her is the crucial point: Elena’s address to her father is a 

                                                
96 Compare Antonin Artaud: “How does it happen that in the theater… everything that 
cannot be expressed in speech, in words, or if you prefer, everything that is not 
contained in the dialogue… is left in the background?”  See Artaud, The Theatre and 
its Double, trans. Mary Caroline Richards (New York: Grvoe Press, 1958 [1938]), 37. 
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challenge to the idea that the only avenue open in which a woman may speak in her 

own voice is this mute yielding up—either through silence, or through the proffering 

of inarticulate sounds—of “the hidden and most genuine part of the person.” 

 Smart’s reflections on music and gesture in the photographs by the nineteenth-

century parapsychologist Albert Aiglun de Rochas pivot around similar questions 

about display, immediacy and the circumvention of control.  Smart explains how 

Rochas prepared two sets of photographs of a test subject (a professional actress) 

reacting to various musical stimuli; one set was taken while the actress was under 

hypnosis, and Rochas claimed that this set, unlike the control group taken while the 

actress was conscious, revealed “a kind of uninhibited ballet of the soul”: 

 
Rochas’s experiments overstep the bounds of theatrical naturalism by several 
degrees, for although his subject is an actress, the point of the exercise is 
precisely that she is “really” doing these things; that is, responding directly to 
the musical stimulus rather than consciously putting herself on display or 
polishing a performance for the audience.  As with Charcot’s clinical studies, it 
is precisely this voyeuristic intrusion into the intimate space of the female 
subjects that makes the representations so titillating.  Not only is the female 
form displayed for observers, but we are given the impression of having full 
access to her interior self: the splayed poses of the visible body, whether of 
actress or hysterical patient, are taken as convincing representations of the 
character within.97 

 

In order to “see the distance between Elena’s heart” and his own, the King complicates 

her arrival with his off-stage song, delays the revelation of his identity, and feigns 

severity with her father and her lover.  Even the orchestra and its episodic noise, in 

this way of thinking, serve the King in his examination of Elena, to the extent that the 

orchestra is subsumed into the work of provoking her to unmediated disclosure.  

Rochas used hypnosis to the same end, to guarantee that his actress would respond 

                                                
97 Smart, Mimomania, 19-20. 
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immediately, “rather than consciously putting herself on display.”  What Rochas 

sought to secure by method, the King seeks to secure by manipulating the narrative, 

making the rondò finale into a precursor of one of Rochas’s photographs.   

Somewhere between Rochas’s test-subject and Elena is the figure cut by 

Wilhelmine Schroeder-Devrient in an account of her first performance of Leonora in 

Fidelio, in particular, the moment in Act II when Leonora threatens Pizarro: 

 
When… I ought to have sung the ominous words, and pointed the pistol at the 
Governor, I fell into such utter tremor at the thought of not being perfect in my 
character, that my whole frame trembled, and I thought I should have fallen.  
Now, only fancy how I felt when the whole house broke forth into enthusiastic 
shouts of applause…  So that which I could not attain with every effort of 
mind and imagination, was produced at this decisive moment by my unaffected 
terror and anxiety…  This result… taught me how to seize and comprehend the 
incident, so that which at the first representation I had hit upon unconsciously, 
I adopted in full consciousness ever afterwards in this part.98 

 

Whatever its factual basis, this second-hand first-person account attests to the wider, 

fantastic appetite for the experience of inarticulate immediacy, here understood as 

what Schroeder-Devrient’s fans got to enjoy in the guise of an anecdote about a 

singing actor’s technique.  For Calvino’s King, the encounter with an inarticulate 

singing voice was both a relief from paranoia and a vindication of paranoia, inasmuch 

as the King’s surveillance culminates in a quintessential if untestable experience of 

disclosure.  The plight Hegel signalled at the end of his letter on Matilde di Shabran 

was that he wanted to hear the voices of David and Dardanelli again, and could not do 

so.  Calvino and Tottola’s Kings do not know this kind of denial.  There is no voice 

they cannot command to appear.  We might see Elena, or Euphrosine for that matter, 

                                                
98 Schroeder-Devrient’s account is reproduced in Ellen Creathorne Clayton’s Queens 
of Song (1863).  See Rutherford, The Prima Donna in Opera, 237-238. 
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as reflections of a broader cultural appetite for female silence, reflections of an anxiety 

that a certain kind of female speech not happen—a speech that might disturb a reverie.  

Lydgate has an idea of what he wishes to hear; so does Garcìa Marquez’s 

nonagenarian protagonist, who, when he thought of his teenage lover, understood that 

“he preferred her asleep.” 

 There remains Elena’s verbal echo, the orchestral gestures that Rossini set 

beside it, and the possible stage actions built around them—a heterogeneous moment 

that resists at least a little Isotta’s general claim about the static quality of aria 

movements in opera seria.99  When Elena’s rondò finale circulates to other operas, 

some or even most of the words and music endure, but this echo disappears—or 

rather, the echo remains, but that which it echoes disappears.  Elena’s counterparts 

cannot be finessing the same terrain on the same terms, as the revisions for Bianca e 

Falliero illustrate.  If Elena’s rondò finale were to take the place of Matilde’s, then 

another Rossinian self-borrowing would surface: the overture to Matilde di Shabran, 

refashioned from the overture to Rossini’s Edoardo e Cristina (April 1819), begins 

with the “tre colpi” of Example §1-7.  In a performance of Matilde di Shabran with 

Elena’s rondò finale for its ending, the first and last closed numbers would begin with 

the same unusual progression in the same key.  The phrase “The most eloquent 

silences” turns up, too, in Matilde’s Act I “inventory” of the devices she will use 

against Corradino, in the opening of a duet with Corradino’s physician, Aliprando: 

 

                                                
99 “Opera seria does not represent, therefore, characters in motion, but affects in their 
static exemplarity, and this remains a reality even if the form of the aria became 
complicated to the point of being able to conceive in a single aria the representation of 
two or more contrasting affects.  Even this became a convention…”  Isotta, 
Gioacchino Rossini, 162. 
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MATILDE   Di capricci, di smorfiette, 
    Di sospiri, di graziette, 
    Di silenzi eloquentissimi, 
    Di artifizi sublimissimi, 
    Quali Armida l’inventò, 
    O un poeta li sognò, 
    Io ne ho tanta quantità… 
    Corradin si piegherà, 
    Al mio piè si prostrerà, 
    Piangerà, sospirerà, 
    Schiavo mio restar dovrà.100   
 
 
MATILDE:  Of caprices, little grimaces, sighs, little charms, the most eloquent 
silences, the most sublime artifices, which Armida ever invented, or a poet 
ever dreamed, I have [all of these] in such quantity…  Corradin will give in, he 
will prostrate himself at my feet, he will weep, he will sigh, he will have to be 
my slave. 

 

Matilde’s strategy against Corradino is theatrical—a volatile, sensory and provocative 

onslaught to overcome his paranoia and lead him to discard his prohibitions.  But her 

reference here to “silenzi eloquentissimi” would not support a complex scene of 

divided address analogous to the one we are considering in the rondò finale of La 

donna del lago. In her original final scene, Matilde is not subject to the same scrutiny 

as Elena is, despite Corradino’s outlandish, faltering sovereignty.  There is no one in 

the on-stage world to whom Matilde might need to send a furtive message while 

otherwise maintaining a proper decorum before a public authority.  Matilde, at least in 

her own rondò finale, can say what she likes, and to whomever she likes.  With such a 

substitution, Matilde’s role would seem to gain the odd trajectory of opening with a 

boastful promise to subjugate Corradino, while closing with a rondò finale displaying 

an apparent retreat, and a much more complicated take on subjection.  The simple and 

extravagant victory Matilde proclaims in the original ending would vanish. 

                                                
100 I, vi. 
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 In the silence of the “villanelle che non parlano” in the rondò finale of Matilde 

di Shabran, or in the echo of Elena’s father’s words in her primo tempo, there is 

something outside of the general celebration, something apart from a lyric euphoria 

capable of sweeping all before it, something not in thrall to a drive-laden attention.  

Tortora’s claim that Elena’s rondò finale works equally well elsewhere suggests that 

we are always ready for the kind of disclosure the King commands, whether it is 

coupled to the transformative arc Tortora describes or not.  It is a different kind of 

“law of the itinerary” from the one Jankélévitch describes, where the song of the sirens 

is an obstacle to be surmounted: in Tortora’s scheme, the lyric is instead the 

destination, as if the theatre audience had its best avatar from within the Rossinian 

world in Armida’s enchanted spectator, Rinaldo.101  Isotta writes of the way Rossini’s 

opere serie assume the aspect of “a pendulum [oscillating] between two opposed 

extremes… between moments of dramatic business and moments of pure exaltation in 

abstract musical beauty.”102  But Elena’s verbal echo opens up possibilities, and 

highlights the discrepancy between the open message of her verbal text (the promise 

of brevity, of silence) and the lavishness of the singing which follows.  A question for 

those staging the opera now is whether the performance of the final scene coincides in 

every moment with what the King wishes for—is it an unmediated and exhaustive 

display triggered by a wave of provocations, or is there a residue, something he has 

                                                
101 “The mermaid sirens, enemies of the Muses, have only one goal: to reroute, 
mislead and delay Odysseus.  In other words, they derail the dialectic, the law of the 
itinerary that leads our mind towards duty and truth.”  Jankélévitch, Music and the 
Ineffable, 3. 
102 Isotta suggests that Rossini’s Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra marks the emergence 
of this oscillation, the “opera a pendolo.”  Isotta, Gioacchino Rossini, 218. 
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not commanded to appear: is there choice, deliberacy, discursive facility and 

competence? 

  

 
Speaking without words, and the idea of speaking in one’s own voice 
 
 
It is agreed that a beautiful woman has a melodious voice; if, since the world 
began, we had heard all beautiful women call to us in trumpet blasts and greet 
us like bellowing elephants, we would have associated the idea of bellowing 
with the idea of a beautiful woman…  In a Marx Brothers’ film a man thinks 
he is going to take a woman in his arms but instead gets a cow, which moos.  
And through a conjunction of circumstances which it would take too long to 
analyze here, that moo, at just that moment, assumes an intellectual dignity 
equal to any woman’s cry. 
 
Antonin Artaud, “Metaphysics and the mise en scène” (1938) 
 

 

 Artaud’s two aphorisms on convention and the female voice—on the pairing of 

visual beauty and melody, and on the scene in Monkey Business (1931) that let him 

compare a moo and “the intellectual dignity of any woman’s cry”—appear 

incidentally in one of a series of essays in which he argued against the hegemony of 

dialogue in critical writing about the theatre: there was, he argued, a tendency for 

“everything that is not contained in the dialogue… [to be] left in the background.”  

Artaud was protesting the privileges of language, calling for the release of anarchic 

play into the world of arbitrary signs (hence his invocation of Monkey Business and 

the Marx Brothers) in order to renew theatre through the exploration of the mise en 

scène, searching for the properly theatrical poetry he called “the poetry of space.”  The 

suggestion we are pursuing here—that the verbal echo within Elena’s rondò finale and 

its allocutionary dissent remain renewably open and indeterminate until the scene is 
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staged—is a suggestion offered in the same spirit, with this twist: the echo hinges 

upon the status of the verbal text.  Where Artaud’s mischievous aphorisms seem to 

rely upon the idea that women’s voices are either stranded outside or exalted beyond 

language, we are resisting the full force of these moves, resisting what de Van called 

the “plunge… into a state of unreasoning enjoyment.”  To adopt the point of view of 

the King—the King’s ear, we might say, an ear disposed to hear a subject “throw 

herself at the mercy of the Other… something she can… only do in her own voice”—

is to adopt the point of view of the theatre audience.  A stage director, responsible for 

the mise en scène and its moments of address, might not want to part with the verbal 

text as quickly and as completely as much Rossini scholarship seems to do. 

 We might turn back to Baricco for an elegant and representative formulation of 

the turn away from the verbal text, a passage which Senici makes use of, shorn of its 

nuances:      

 
Not only does flashy [sgargiante] Rossinian coloratura remove from the words 
the expressive support of the melody: more radically, it boycotts their 
signifying function.  It is an obvious assessment, but in its way revealing: 
subjected to the proper rhythms [cadenze] of a trill [gorgheggio], of a series of 
scales, of a [melodic] figure fashioned from [a series of] repeated notes, the 
words unravel, they are undone, they become incomprehensible.  Immersed in 
the vortex of virtuosity, the word sheds [esala] its proper significance.103 

 

Senici gives Baricco’s remark a wider application: 

 
[Rossini’s] music is openly anti-realistic because openly anti-mimetic: its 
repetitive mechanisms highlight the gap between the stage and the real world, 
forcefully negating any realistic dimension to the musical action unfolding on 
the stage.  Alessandro Baricco emphasizes how this anti-mimetic quality rests 
on what he calls Rossini’s “sabotage [boicotta] of the signifying function of the 

                                                
103 Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 34.   
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words,” which are treated mostly as phonetic support for the music—hence the 
critical importance of coloratura in Rossini’s vocal aesthetics.104  

 

Senici leaves the reader to infer that the words become “mostly phonetic support for 

the music” in general, a balance (or imbalance) captured in Beghelli’s notion that, in 

Rossini, words and music are joined in a “morganatic marriage,” a marriage between a 

“woman of low rank” and a “man of higher rank.”105  We are some distance from the 

claim Senici advances elsewhere about Verdi’s theatre, his claim “that words and 

music… can never be fully understood in isolation.”106 

 When Colas brackets off the verbal text, it is a pragmatic move, delimiting the 

kind of analysis he does in an essay devoted to demonstrating Rossinian principles of 

melodic construction.  But he also represents the analytical premise as a general 

aesthetic doctrine, lending it the character of a robust limit, without making any 

provisions for either situations in which the verbal text retains some force in 

performance, or how music does its wider work in the theatre: 

 
The exaltation of symmetry and reiteration, on which Rossinian melodic 
language rests, bespeaks an idea of beauty conceived from the harmony of 
proportions and the necessary relationship of the parts to the whole.  We might 
say, then, that Rossini believed in the immanence of Italian musical art: the 
work owes the effect it produces in the listener—in particular, the aesthetic 
effect sought by the composer—only to its internal formal qualities.  In 
Rossini’s music, therefore, expression does not flow from the text.107 

 

In a short essay from the 1850s, Schopenhauer, too, prized the independence and 

vitality of Rossinian melody along similar lines.  He recounted the tale of a great 

                                                
104 Senici, “Introduction: Rossini’s operatic operas,” in The Cambridge Companion to 
Rossini, 1-8; here, 4. 
105 Beghelli, “The dramaturgy of the operas,” 86. 
106 Senici, “Words and music,” 88. 
107 Colas, “Melody and ornamentation,” 105.    
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victory which one of “Rossini’s wonderful melodies” won against the mockery of 

“mean” and “worthless fellows”—ceding no function to the verbal text—some forty 

years or so after the melody was written: 

 
At a large choral society dinner I once witnessed how [a group of German 
musicians] seemingly chanted through the menu to the melody of his immortal 
“Di tanti palpiti” [from Rossini’s Tancredi].  Impotent envy!  The melody 
overpowered and engulfed the vulgar words.  And so, in spite of all envy and 
jealousy, Rossini’s wonderful melodies have spread over the whole globe and 
have refreshed and regaled every heart, as much as then as they still do today 
and will in secula seculorum.108 

 
 
In another essay in the same collection, Schopenhauer was even more blunt, on one 

occasion referring to “the sneering contempt with which the great Rossini has 

sometimes treated the text,” and on another, sounding a nostalgic note reminiscent of 

Hegel’s longing to hear David and Dardanelli again.  Decrying “the shallow 

compositions of today,” Schopenhauer pleaded, “Give me Rossini’s music that speaks 

without words!”109  

  Neither Colas’s careful analysis nor Schopenhauer’s enthusiastic, passing 

references to Rossini require any consideration of how Rossini’s music functions in 

the theatre.  Colas appeals to the idea of a pleasure induced in a listener that “[needs] 

                                                
108 Arthur Schopenhauer, “On Judgement, Criticism, Approbation and Fame,” in 
Parerga and paralimpomena:  Short philosophical essays, Vol II, trans. E.F.J. Payne 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974 [1851]), Ch. XX, 453-478, here 462. 
109 Arthur Schopenhauer, “On Metaphysics of the Beautiful,” in Parerga and 
paralimpomena, Ch. XIX, 415-452, here 431-435.  Schopenhauer’s remark on 
Rossini’s “sneering contempt” for the text occurs in the midst of a long paragraph 
which begins with a discussion of musical settings of the Mass, and ends with a 
protest against long evenings at the opera at the Teatro della Valle in Rome: “the last 
act of an opera is […] as a rule, a torment to the audience and an even greater one to 
the singers and the musicians.”    
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no justification,” while Schopenhauer goes so far as to protest the intrusion of other 

theatrical elements upon the pleasure to be had from the music: 

 
Indeed it can be said that opera has become the ruin of music.  For not only 
must the music bend and sumbit in order to suit the development and irregular 
course of events of an absurd and insipid plot; not only is the mind diverted 
and distracted from the music by the childish and barbaric pomp of the scenery 
and costumes, the antics of the dancers, and the short skirts of the ballet-girls; 
no, but even the singing itself often disturbs the harmony, in so far as the vox 
humana, which musically speaking is an instrument like any other, will not co-
ordinate and fit in with the other parts, but tries to dominate absolutely.110 

 

In his 1836 “conversation” with Antonio Zanolini, Rossini took a different view: 

though most of Zanolini’s questions concerned music and imitation (and in reply, 

Rossini asserted that in most respects music was not an imitative art), when Rossini 

spoke on music in the theatre he discussed it in terms of its joint effects with drama 

and painting.  He lauded its capacity to provide the “moral atmosphere” surrounding 

the characters when the forms of expression idiomatic to music, words and painting 

were joined together.111 

                                                
110 Schopenhauer, “On Metaphysics of the Beautiful,” 434. 
111 “La musica produce effetti maravigliosi quando si accompagna all’arte 
drammatica, quando l’espressione ideale della musica si congiunge alla espressione 
vera della poesia, ed alla imitativa della pittura.  Allora, mentre le parole e gli atti 
esprimono le più minute e le più concrete particolarità degli affetti, la musica si 
propone un fine più elevato, più ampio, più astratto.  La musica allora è, direi quasi, 
l’atmosfera morale che riempie il luogo, in cui i personaggi del dramma rappresentano 
l’azione.”  (“Music produces marvellous effects when it accompanies the arts of 
drama, when the ideal expression of music is joined with the true expression of poetry 
and the imitative [expression] of painting.  Thus, while the words and the action 
express the most minute and most concrete particularity of the affects, music pursues a 
more elevated goal, more ample and more abstract.  Music is, then, I would say, the 
moral atmosphere which fills the place in which the characters of the drama represent 
the action.”  Zanolini’s “Una passeggiata in compagnia di Rossini,” is reproduced as 
Appendix I (III), “L’ideale estetico di Rossini (1836)” in Luigi Rognoni, Rossini 
(Turin: Giulio Einaudi editore, 1977 [1956]), 373-381; here, 379.  
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 This balanced multivalence does not always hold the critical stage.  In the 

closing pages of his comprehensive study on ritual and the rhetoric of melodrama in 

nineteenth-century Italian opera, Beghelli compares the way dedicated, sacred 

languages function within ritual to the way the verbal text functions in opera, 

inasmuch as the words in ritual and opera “[surrender their] primary function, that of 

communicating, in order to assume overwhelmingly a second function, that of 

doing.”112  Where Artaud protested the hegemony of the dialogue in spoken theatre, 

Beghelli tracks dialogue’s consumption in opera, celebrating even more pointedly the 

hegemony of the music which digests the verbal text.  Within one passage, Beghelli 

cites two mid-twentieth-century Verdi scholars, Gabriele Baldini, and then, at greater 

length, Bruno Barilli, from an essay on Verdi’s Il trovatore.  Beghelli introduces 

Barilli with a citation from Baldini: 

 
Read in this light, opera will not appear to us as a narration of dramatic events 
conducted through music, but [as the] succession of musical events, of 
sonorous figures sustained by a libretto that comes to be [according to Baldini], 
“swallowed by the music and, in and of itself, once the opera is completed, 
vanishes”: 
 

Song overtakes the text, it expels it, it destroys it: music makes the 
drama by itself.  The event draws all of its virulence from rhythm, and 
one cannot narrate it, or explain it by means of words…  The 
misshapen [barocco] libretto is nothing but the occasion that provokes 
the explosion, and behind that [explosion], falls annihilated (a confused 
dispersion of rhymes, syllables and stammerings), to disappear forever 
without a trace.  What’s done is done: the libretto no longer exists.113 

                                                
112 Marco Beghelli, La retorica della rituale nel melodramma ottocentesco (Parma: 
Istituto nazionale di studi verdiani, 2003), 491. 
113 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 489-490.  Gabriele Baldini, Abitare la battaglia.  
La storia di Giuseppe Verdi, ed. Fedele d’Amico (Milan: Garzanti, 1970), 235; Bruno 
Barilli, “Il trovatore”, in Il paese del melodramma, eds. Luisa Viola and Luisa 
Avellini (Turin: Einaudi, 1985 [1940]), 92.  
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Baldini and Barilli’s remarks antedate the rise of multivalent criticism in the 1980s; 

they are of the same generation as Auden’s comment (which Beghelli also cites), that 

“a librettist’s verses do not address the public; they are in reality a private letter from 

the librettist to the composer.”114  In this light, a reader might suppose that Beghelli is 

arguing a narrower point, namely, that it is the verse structure of the libretto which is 

“overtaken,” “swallowed” and “annihilated.”  But if Beghelli does have this narrower 

scope in mind, he does not say anything to help his reader prefer this reading to a more 

general one on the subordinate status of the verbal text, and its limited function in the 

theatre. 

 A focus on compositional history (“a librettist’s verses do not address the 

public”) risks losing sight of the other users of the verbal text, namely the performers 

and those on a production team who support and shape their work on stage, for whom 

the verbal text remains a perennial point of entry into the contemporary rehearsal and 

performance of repertory opera.  We glimpse this other audience in an account of a 

performance of Rossini’s Otello in 1825.  On first glance, it seems another affirmation 

of the marginal status of the verbal text.  In the Memoirs of Madame Malibran, a 

volume attributed to the Countess de Merlin “and other intimate friends” published in 

London in 1844, we read how… 

 
One evening Otello was to be performed: Garcìa, who had been much out of 
humour during the day, was to play the part of the Moor, and his daughter that 
of Desdemona.  In the scene in which Otello seizes Desdemona for the purpose 
of stabbing her, Maria perceived that the dagger which her father held in his 
hand was a real instrument of death, and not one of those sham weapons used 
by actors …  Maria beheld the deadly weapon approach her bosom, and, 
frantic with terror, she uttered the words, “Papa!  Papa!  por Dios no me 

                                                
114 W.H. Auden, The Dyer’s Hand and Other Essays (London: Faber and Faber, 
1963), cited in translation in Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 490.   
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mates!”  Poor Maria’s terror, as may readily be supposed, was unfounded.  
Garcìa had no intention of murdering his daughter.  The fact was, the stage-
dagger being mislaid, her merely made use of his own as a substitute for it.  
When Madame Malibran related to me this anecdote, I inquired what the 
audience thought of her strange exclamation.  “Oh![”] replied she, “no one 
seemed to be aware that anything extraordinary had occurred.  My terror 
appeared to be nothing more than what was incidental to my part; and as to my 
speaking Spanish, no one had the least suspicion it was not very good 
Italian.115 

 

Malibran, at least the “Malibran” who is a presumptive joint author of these 

posthumous memoirs, reports that her audience did not notice she had switched 

languages, to say nothing of her having addressed Garcìa as “Papa” rather than 

addressing Otello as her husband.  It’s as if Malibran-as-Desdemona were wobbling 

between the “not me” and the “not not me” positions which describe the “double 

negativity” of the performer proposed by Schechner, and as in the account Schroeder-

Devrient offered of her first performance in Fidelio, the theatre audience mistakes an 

experience the performer considered her own (it happened to the “not not me”) for the 

experience of the character (it happened to the “not me”).116  This aspect of 

                                                
115 Countess de Merlin, Memoirs of Maria Malibran, Vol. I (London, 1844), 31-32. 
116 On this “double negativity” of the “not me” and the “not not me,” see Marvin 
Carlson, Performance: a critical introduction (London: Routledge, 2004): “Schechner 
has memorably expressed this “binocular” situation in terms of a double negativity.  
Within the play frame a performer is not herself (because of the operations of illusion) 
but she is also not not herself (because of the operations of reality).  Performer and 
audience alike operate in a world of double consciousness… [in a] “not me… not not 
me” quality of performance.”  Carlson, Performance, 48-49.  Schechner’s own 
presentation of the conceit takes its point of departure from the experience of 
rehearsals and explorations of plays in workshops before performances: “During 
workshops-rehearsals performers play with words, things, and actions, some of which 
are “me” and some “not me.”  By the end of the process the “dance goes into the 
body.”  So Olivier is not Hamlet, but he is also not not Hamlet.  The reverse is also 
true: in this production of the play, Hamlet is not Olivier, but he is also not not Olivier.  
Within this field or frame of double negativity choice and virtuality remain 
activated…  Olivier will not be interrupted in the middle of “To be or not to be” and 
asked, “Whose words are those?”  And if he were interrupted, what could his reply 
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performance complicates the question of what it means to speak in one’s own voice in 

a theatrical context.  Nonetheless, Malibran’s story relies upon her confidence that her 

improvised words would be understood by her father.   

 Dolar and Baricco allow us to advance one theory of what it means to say 

someone is speaking in his or her own voice in a Rossinian context, either in assuming 

a posture of devotion before a King and reiterating a few words, or in adopting 

wordless “singing per se,” offering sound in the face of “the aporias of being.”  In 

either case the on-stage audience and the theatre audience may revel in the display of 

“the hidden and most genuine part of the person,” or in other words, in the exposure of 

an “unfathomable interiority.”  To adopt this stance—at least with respect to the final 

scenes of Matilde di Shabran and La donna del lago—entails forgetting something 

that the protagonists of the two operas have not forgotten, that is, that there were or 

there yet remain in the on-stage world rules governing female public speech.  Matilde 

and Elena’s actions take place against the backdrop of these rules.  Matilde has 

overthrown the local government, she has “corrected” the misanthropic tyrant.  The 

villagers express their relief that “when we come to your castle from time to time, 

Signora, no one will chase us away.”  Isidoro the poet picks up a permanent gig, while 

Matilde herself gains the right to public speech, demonstrated in the way she addresses 

everyone in the on-stage world, even the other women who do not answer her.  Elena, 

too, while obeying a royal command, displays an interest in addressing one person and 

then another within her on-stage world.   

                                                                                                                                       
be?”  Richard Schechner, “Restoration of Behavior,” rpt in Between Theater and 
Anthropology, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985 [1977]), 35-116; 
here, 110-111. 
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Cavarero, following Arendt, rejetcs the idea that personal identity is a hidden 

“substance” which another surreptitiously discerns.  She rejects the idea that the 

narcissistic reverie of Calvino’s King, in which he meditates on the singing voice of an 

unseen woman and the possibility that it might disclose to him a unique individual, 

will function along the lines the King supposes.  Cavarero prefers to emphasize the 

moment of “reciprocal exhibition,” and the act of showing oneself to others:  

 
[For Arendt… human beings] have the privilege of appearing to one another, 
distinguishing themselves in their in-born uniqueness, such that, in this 
reciprocal exhibition, a who is shown to appear, entirely as it is.  As Jean-Luc 
Nancy also emphasizes, ‘for the one who exists, what matters is existence, not 
essence’; that is, at stake is a uniqueness of personal identity, which, far from 
being a substance, is of a totally expositive and relational character.  From 
birth, everyone, as a unique existent, shows who he or she is to others.117   

 

In an oft-cited passage, Maria Lugones and Elizabeth Spelman argue along similar 

lines: 

 
For it matters to us what is said about us, who says it, and to whom it is said: 
having the opportunity to talk about one’s life, to give an account of it, to 
interpret it, is integral to leading that life rather than being led through it…  We 
can’t separate lives from the accounts given of them; the articulation of our 
experience is part of our experience.118   

 

To suppose that Rossini’s music “speaks without words” stops short of saying that his 

characters do the same.  While the encounter with another voice (real or imagined) and 

the experience of being captivated by another voice can trigger in the listener a 

                                                
117 Adriana Cavarero, Relating Narratives: Storytelling and selfhood, trans. Paul A. 
Kottman (London and New York: Routledge, 2000 [1997]), 20. 
118 Maria Lugones and Elizabeth J. Spelman, “Have we got a theory for you! Feminist 
theory, cultural imperialism and the demand for “The Woman’s Voice”,” in Women 
and values: readings in recent feminist philosophy, ed. Marilyn Pearsall (Belmont, 
CA: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1986), 19-31; here, 20. 
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vertiginous experience of doubt, confusion or euphoria,119 a stage director can still 

look to the verbal text and the mise en scène in order to show a theatre audience when 

female characters may move outside the realm of the King’s ear, and address others in 

the on-stage world as they decide, negotiating or complying with the rules governing 

female public speech as they judge best.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
119 “You want absolute proof that what you hear comes from within you, not from 
outside?” (Calvino); “It seemed to him… as though she spoke from within him” 
(Hoffmann); “Her voice had a plebeian touch, as if it belonged not to her but to 
someone else she carried inside…” (Garcìa Marquez); “I choose hysteria, the blessed 
quality of being other.  I identify with them, with them alone, their long battle, their 
flight; […] I know they come back to life in me, I will endlessly sing to keep their 
trace alive” (Clément).  Clément, Opera, 176. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 

DESDEMONA, HEIGHTENED SPEECH 
 

AND THE PROBLEM OF THE FEMALE RITUAL VOICE 
 

Why do you consult [women’s] words when it is not their mouths that speak?  
Consult their eyes, their colour, their breathing, their timid manner, their slight 
resistance, that is the language nature gave them for your answer.  The lips 
always say “No,” and rightly so; but the tone is not always the same, and that 
cannot lie.  Has a woman not the same needs as a man, but without the same 
right to make them known? 
 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, “Book V,” Émile (1762) 
 
 
Her silence suggests that she is certain of my departure.  She dreams of my 
rival, and no longer has a care for me.  (Looking towards the bed curtains.)  
How much you deceive yourself!  Now he lies buried in the ground… what 
have I said?  Ah, you alone strike back against my crime!  ([Otello] 
approaches the bed as quietly as possible, and opens the bed curtains, the 
greatest possible tumult in his heart.)  What do I see!  Alas!... those eyes, 
although they are still closed, still speak to my heart!  That face, in which 
nature has impressed its most beautiful gifts, strikes at me, detains me. 
 
Francesco Berio di Salsa, Otello, III, iii (1816) 
 
 

 

 On April 1, 1853, Eugène Delacroix recorded in his journal his impressions of 

a performance of Rossini’s Semiramide, which he had seen at the Théâtre des Italiens 

the previous evening.  Much of the journal entry is a meditation on memory, and how 

memory and forgetting are intertwined, one of Delacroix’s favourite themes.  He 

recalls how an art critic who greeted him at the theatre did so “with an amiability one 

would scarcely expect from a man who… has been offering me up as a sacrifice at 

each Salon [for thirty years].”  Of another who asked to call on him, he writes that “he 

is a young man whom I recall having seen, without knowing where, and without 
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knowing his name; that form of distraction is frequent with me.”  When he turns to 

speak of Rossini and the opera, this filter is still in place.  He looks back to the critics 

in the 1820s who “forgot to criticize… the point to which he is Romantic,” inasmuch 

as Rossini “breaks with the ancient formulas… [for] it is only with him that one finds 

those pathetic introductions, and those passages, often very rapid… which summarize 

a whole situation for the soul, and do so outside of all the conventions.”  His remarks 

on Semiramide are as appreciative, but still less specific: 

 
The memory of that delightful music… fills me with satisfaction and gentle 
thoughts on this next day, April 1.  What remains in my mind is simply the 
impressions of the sublime, which abound in that work.  On the stage, the 
padding, the transparent planning, and the routine of the master’s talent chill 
the impression; but when I am away from the actors and the theatre, memory 
melts the general effect into an ensemble, a few divine passages transport me 
and, so doing, remind me of the character I had in my youth.120         
 

 

 Elsewhere in his journal for 1853, Delacroix praises the entrance music for 

Oroe and his fellow priests in Act II, scene iv—the scene in which the young soldier, 

Arsace, learns that he is the son of Semiramide and her murdered husband, Nino—but 

on these other occasions, no particular “divine passage” is identified, or even hinted 

at.121  In the April 1 entry, Delacroix only refers to a particular musical passage in a 

more sentimental context, in the recollection of a moment of compulsive humming, 

and a vigorous, opaque declaration of love—a passage not from Semiramide, but from 

Rossini’s Otello: 

 

                                                
120 Eugène Delacroix, The Journal of Eugène Delacroix, trans. Walter Pach (New 
York: Covici, Friede, 1937), 289-291. 
121 Delacroix, Journal, 293 (April 15, 1853) and 351 (November 26, 1853). 
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The other day, [Baron Charles] Rivet came to see me and, looking at the little 
Desdemona at the Feet of Her Father, he could not prevent himself from 
humming the Se il padre m’abbandona, and the tears came to his eyes.  It was 
for our happy days together.  I was not his equal, at least not in tenderness and 
for many another quality, and how much I regret not having cultivated that 
pure and disinterested friendship!  He still sees me, and with pleasure, as I 
have no doubt; but too many things and too many years have separated us.  A 
few years ago, he said to me, recalling that period of our intimacy at Mantes: “I 
loved you as one loves a mistress.”122 
 

 

Desdemona’s words “se il padre m’abbandona” (“If my father abandons me…”) 

appear in the second act finale of Otello five times: once, in a florid consequent phrase 

in an Andantino where the melodic kernel is a series of descending tirades (mm. 195-

197), and in the other instances, in a repeated pair of syllabic settings which sound 

unsettlingly in brief orchestral caesuras (mm. 199-201 and mm. 215-217), lingering 

for a moment on a pre-cadential iii# before the prevailing Allegro agitato tempo of the 

aria as a whole is resumed.  These unadorned vocal interruptions, through which 

Desdemona effects a moment of fleeting stillness, resemble the syllabic setting of 

Otello’s blunt answer to his rival, Rodrigo, which Stendhal so admired, in the first act 

finale.  Stendhal suggests that here as well, for the words “se il padre m’abbandona,” 

“Rossini rises magnificently to the height of the occasion.”123    

 While this passage and the Finale Secondo as a whole have been 

overshadowed in more recent evaluations by the third act, Desdemona’s aria was often 

esteemed by critics in the nineteenth-century.  Writing of Pauline Viardot’s début in 
                                                
122 Delacroix, Journal, 290 (April 1, 1853). 
123 “In the cantilena which forms the setting of… “Virtù, costanza, amore,” Rossini 
may be hailed as a serious rival of Mozart; that is to say, he managed to scale the same 
heights as the great German composer precisely in that field where Mozart himself 
came nearest to perfection.  There can be nothing finer in all the art of music, nor 
truer, not more exact in reproducing the natural ring of passion, nor more dramatically 
effective, than this passage[.]”  Stendhal, The Life of Rossini, trans. Richard N. Coe 
(London: John Calder, 1985 [1956, 1824]), 227 and 231-232. 
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1839, Alfred de Musset described the aria as “a touchstone with which to judge a 

singing actress.”124  Castil-Blaze, writing in 1828 for an audience familiar with the 

Parisian Desdemonas of both Maria Malibran and Henriette Sontag, considered it 

worthwhile to give at some length “a bit of advice to present and future Desdemonas” 

on where to breathe in the extended roulade which follows “the syllabic and solemn 

phrase, Se il padre m’abbandona.”125  In Antonio Cazzaniga’s 1843 essay “Il 

dilettantismo musicale,” the “obstinate” and “infuriating” question of who sang the 

aria best is to be resolved only when “the daughter of the master sets herself to sing Se 

il padre m’abbandona in exactly the way it was sung by [Rosa] Morandi, [Maria] 

Malibran and [Giuditta] Pasta.”126  With respect to this “terrible” and “celebrated” 

passage, Le Guide musical took note of an innovation introduced by Adelina Patti in 

1874.  She paused before the word “m’abbandona,” “as if the idea of separation for 

Desdemona from her father could not be expressed in words.”127  And for the 

“Contessa Leonelli,” a minor character and unfortunate operatic débutante in the 1842 

novella, The Protégée, it was “the beautiful passage, Se il padre m’abbandona, with 

which [Giuditta] Pasta used to electrify the house, [and which made] her [own]  

failure… complete.”128  In The Protégée, the famous third act isn’t even mentioned.    

                                                
124 Alfred de Musset, “Débuts de Mademoiselle Pauline Garcìa,” rpt in Oeuvres de 
Alfred de Musset (Paris, 1867), 724-727; here, 726. 
125 Castil-Blaze, L’Eco, 51, April 28, 1828.    
126 Antonio Cazzaniga, “Il dilettantismo musicale,” rpt in Molte frasche e poche frutta: 
Scritti editi e inediti, Vol. 1 (Milan, 1843), 43-52; here, 50-51.  Desdemona’s aria is 
the third of three pieces named in the essay; the others are Tancredi’s “Di tanti 
palpiti,” and a Mozart “Miserere.”   
127 Le Guide musical, Vol. XX (7), February 12, 1874, [p. 8]. 
128 The Protégée appeared in The Court, Ladies’ Magazine, Monthly Critic and 
Museum, attributed to “Mrs. T. R. Edmonds,” in consecutive issues in July-September, 
1842, 1-122; here, 54.   
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 Delacroix’s journal entry, though, is looking elsewhere: it is a nostalgic 

miniature, a melancholy hall of mirrors: “divine passages,” Delacroix writes, “remind 

me of the character I had in my youth,” and he infers that a similar sentiment explains 

Rivet’s tears before the painting of Desdemona and her father.  This is the logic of the 

journal entry, too, inasmuch as Delacroix “corroborates” his reading of Rivet’s tears 

with another, older recollection of estrangement—that is, with Rivet’s remark that “a 

few years ago,” he had loved Delacroix “as one loves a mistress.”  Some kind of 

analogy or transference seems to be in play, too, between Desdemona’s abjection at 

the prospect of being abandoned by her father, and the misery Delacroix and Rivet 

separately share in their drift away from their idealized, more intimate past. 

 Delacroix is known to have painted versions of this scene between Desdemona 

and her father on at least two occasions, around 1851 and 1853, and Lee Johnson 

states that in 1855-56, Théophile Silvestre referred to these two paintings by the same 

title Delacroix uses in the journal entry, “Desdemona at the feet of her father.”129  In 

both the 1851 painting (Johnson 309) and a surviving copy of the 1853 painting 

(Johnson L152), the relative positions of the two central figures suggest an ongoing, 

incomplete action.  In the 1851 painting, Desdemona, in the lower centre, is turned out 

partially towards the viewer, while her head is turned up towards her father.  Her right 

hand reaches between his extended arms towards his face, while her left arm is 

                                                
129 Johnson implies that Rivet examined the second of the these, the smaller of the 
two, which was “well advanced by the autumn of 1852, but… not finished before 
April 1853.”  He notes the likely connection of this (now) lost painting (L152), both to 
a surviving, doubtful work (R47) and to a “pen-and-ink study from Delacroix’s 
posthumous sale (R700),” which he includes in his account of L152 as Figure 61.  Lee 
Johnson, The Paintings of Eugène Delacroix: A Critical Catalogue, 6 vols., (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1981-1989).  See also Théophile Silvestre, Histoires des 
artistes vivants français et étrangers: Études d’après nature (Paris, 1856), 81.    
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extended but unraised: 

   

 

 

Figure §2-1.  Delacroix’s “Desdemona at the feet of her father” (c. 1851; Johnson 309) 
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Her position, the fallen headscarf in the foreground, and the use of spare architectural 

elements and onlookers to establish the interior background recall Delacroix’s 1834 

engraving, “Le chant et la folie d’Ophélie.”  The layout, topic and gestural 

composition recalls another of Delacroix’s 1834 engravings, “Hamlet et Ophelie”:130   

 

 
Figure §2.2.  Delacroix’s engraving “Hamlet et Ophélie” (1834) 

 

                                                
130 The background figures in the 1851 painting, according to Johnson, are identified 
in a handwritten note on a sheet of sketches: “Le groupe d’Othello tout à côté, caché 
par un angle du mur.”  Johnson, The Paintings of Eugène Delacroix, Vol. 3, 130.  In 
the 1834 etching, Ophelia holds a long piece of fabric in her right hand, and it extends 
to the floor in the foreground.  See http://www.histoire-
image.org/pleincadre/index.php?i=1050  
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The typical melodramatic gestures of the scene are apparent as well in Jean-Baptiste 

Greuze’s “La malédiction paternelle” (1777), in particular the pairing of the father and 

a daughter who kneels before him as an intercessor, as the father tries to rise from his 

chair, both of his arms extended towards a departing prodigal son:131   

 

 

 
Figure §2-3.  Greuze, “La malédiction paternelle” (1777) 

 
 

                                                
131 Diderot has written an appreciation of a related sketch: see “Greuze,” rpt in 
Diderot’s thoughts on art and style: with some of his shorter essays, trans. Beatrice L. 
Tollemache (London, 1893), 105-114, esp. 109-111 (“Another sketch: ‘The 
Ungrateful Son’.”).  “He is the first of our artists who has made a picture show forth 
some moral and suggest a story.”       
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The father’s arms in the 1851 painting are fully extended, but where Greuze has the 

father reach towards someone across a room, Delacroix’s hover above her face. 

   

          

 

Figure §2-4.  The surviving copy of Delacroix’s lost (?) 1853 painting (Johnson 
L152), “Desdemona at the feet of her father” (Johnson R47)  
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 If we allow the copy (Johnson R47) and the related pen-and-ink study to stand 

in for Delacroix’s lost 1853 painting (L152), we see the two figures have shifted 

positions, giving the centre to neither, and that her father, who appears to be backing 

away, has raised his right hand over Desdemona.  Her pose is again precarious, and 

she is angled away from the viewer.  The angle is more pronounced in the study: 

                   

 

Figure §2-5.  Delacroix’s pen-and-ink study for the lost painting L152 
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Delacroix owned a copy of the 1844 set of engravings of scenes from Othello by 

Théodore Chassériau, which included this scene between Desdemona and Othello:132 

 

Figure §2-6.  Chassériau’s 1844 engraving of Othello and Desdemona 

 

Chassériau’s set did not include a scene between Desdemona and her father together, 

but the image of Desdemona and Othello, unlike Delacroix’s images of Desdemona 

and her father, has a static, unmoving quality, and a modest, shallow background.  

With reference to the copy of Delacroix’s 1853 painting, Peter Brooks called the poses 

                                                
132 The background figures in R47 are “to one side, hidden by the corner of a wall,” as 
Johnson notes with respect to a sketch for the 1851 painting.  Chassériau’s engraving 
is one of fifteen depicting scenes from Shakespeare’s Othello.  Jay M. Fisher, 
Théodore Chassériau: Illustrations for Othello (Baltimore, 1979), 14-15.  Plate VII, 
the image of Desdemona kneeling beside Othello, corresponds to Act III, iv, l. 97, 
Othello’s exit (“Away!”) when Desdemona is unable to produce the lost handkerchief. 
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“more than simply theatrical: [they are] stagey.”  The painting, Brooks suggested, 

“strives towards making the canvas legible as, precisely, the paternal malediction.”  

Unlike the Delacroix history paintings Brooks focuses on, Delacroix did not provide 

an extended, complex caption for either of the Desdemona paintings.  Brooks added 

that the 1853 painting “[really] needs no accompanying text since the narrative 

situation is so evident.”133  Nevertheless there is disagreement about the scene 

depicted.     

 Delacroix seems to have considered doing another version in 1858, as he 

included “Brabantio maudit sa fille” in a long list of possible subjects in his journal, 

using the name of Desdemona’s father as it appears in Shakespeare.  Johnson suggests 

that the 1853 painting was exhibited in 1858 under the title, “Malédiction de 

Desdémona par son père,” and this is the title he uses in his catalogue raisonée to refer 

to both the 1851 and 1853 paintings and their copies (“Desdemona cursed by her 

father”).134  Because this second title seems to clarify what it is her father is doing, it 

has been used to argue that both the 1851 and 1853 paintings depict a moment in the 

first act finale of Rossini’s opera—where Desdemona’s father Elmiro curses his 

daughter on learning of her engagement to Otello—rather than the moment in the 

second act finale (as Rivet’s humming implies); Merchant argues along these lines.135  

Marco Grondona calls upon Delacroix as a kind of rebuttal witness against nineteenth-

                                                
133 Peter Brooks, History Painting and Narrative: Delacroix’s Moments (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1998), 26-27. 
134 See Johnson, The Paintings of Eugène Delacroix, Vol. 3, 278-279, entry L152. 
135 Christina Merchant, “Delacroix’s Tragedy of Desdemona,” in Shakespeare Survey 
21 (1968; 79-86).   
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century critics of the second act finale (chiefly Stendhal), and for the use he wishes to 

make of it, Grondona needs Rivet to have hummed “correctly.”136   

 However, any attempt to prove that only a single scene informs Delacroix’s 

treatments is more complicated than either Merchant or Grondona acknowledge, for 

there seem to be elements in the paintings drawn from neither Rossini nor 

Shakespeare, but from Jean-François Ducis’s 1792 loose adaptation of Othello, which, 

as Roberta Montemorra Marvin has shown, served as a model for Rossini’s librettist, 

Berio.137  Ducis substitutes a jewelled headscarf (“un bandeau de diamans”) and an 

intercepted letter for the handkerchief in Shakespeare as the instruments with which 

Pézare (Iago) incriminates Hédelmone (Desdemona):   

     

 

 
Figure §2-7.  Delacroix, “Desdemona at the feet of her father,” Johnson 309 (detail) 

 
 

Berio made use of an intercepted letter, too, but changed its addressee and its contents; 

he did not use the headscarf, preferring instead to have Iago present a lock of 

                                                
136 “For a “contemporary” reception of the [return of Elmiro in the Act II finale] which 
understood its centrality with respect to the plot, one ought to consider instead [of 
Stendhal’s “useless reproaches” of the librettist, Berio] the painting by Delacroix… 
together with what the painter recorded in his own journal.”  Marco Grondona, Otello, 
una tragedia napoletana (Lucca: Libreria musicale italiana, 1997), 67.   
137 Roberta Montemorra Marvin, “Il libretto di Berio per l’Otello di Rossini,” in 
Bollettino del centro rossiniano di studi, XXXI (1991), 55-76. 
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Desdemona’s hair to Otello in order to corroborate the genuineness of the letter.  The 

headscarf, which figures in five scenes in Ducis, becomes a more general, ominous 

emblem.  Near the end of Act I, once Hédelmone has made it clear to her father, 

Odalbert, that she will not renounce Othello, Odalbert remarks that she wears the 

headscarf as “a sign of [Othello’s] conquest,” and he says to Othello that “your hands 

have attached misfortune to her face.”138  A headscarf appears in the foreground of 

both the 1851 painting and the copy of the 1853 painting—not in any apparent 

connection with a particular incident in Ducis, but perhaps as the sort of emblem of 

misfortune Odalbert describes.139   

 If we return to the question of what Desdemona’s father is doing, then we find 

in this scene in Ducis another possible reading of Delacroix, especially with respect to 

the positions of the central figures in the 1851 painting:          

 

 HÉDELMONE     O my father! 
    I know that this warrior, overwhelmed before  
        you, 

     Does not flatter himself entitled to see himself  
         my spouse. 
     But throughout Venice his victory is vaunted. 
     You yourself speak of his glory every day. 
     The perils of his fate have drawn me to him. 
     I will not deny it: I was touched 
     By the stories of a hero my country honours; 
     I hear them no more, and I would again. 
     Why, if by his valour so similar to our ancestors, 
     Is he no more than a despicable African in your  
         eyes? 
     All the Senate esteems him, and the people adore 
         him. 
                                                
138 Jean-François Ducis, Othello, ed. Christopher Smith (Exeter: University of Exeter, 
1991); I, vi, ll. 193-195, and l. 212.    
139 On the headscarf and its resonances for Ducis’s original audience, see Reeve 
Parker, Romantic Tragedies: The Dark Employments of Wordsworth, Coleridge and 
Shelley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 62-78, esp. n. 6, 239-240. 
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     Ah, may the voice of your own child calm your  
         anger! 
     Allow me… 
     (She goes to throw herself at the feet of her 
         father.) 
 
 ODALBERT:   (Stopping his daughter.) 
      I forbid you to embrace my knees.140  
 
 
 
Most of this scene in Ducis is a dialogue between Moncenigo (the Doge) and 

Odalbert. Hédelmone has two brief asides, a remark to Hermance (Emilia), and an 

answer to a direct question from her father that he interrupts almost immediately.  

Hédelmone also has this one extended speech.  Othello and others are present, but they 

say nothing.  With the failure to secure this position before her father, Hédelmone’s 

chance to speak in public is suspended. 

 In the modern reception history of Rossini’s Otello, Grondona’s endorsement 

of the return of Elmiro to the stage at the end of Act II is unusual.  There are few kind 

words for it.  In some respects, Elmiro’s return is the vestige of an important 

secondary plot in Ducis: in Act I, Odalbert breaks with his daughter in public, much as 

Brabantio does in Shakespeare, and as Elmiro does in Rossini.  In Act III, Odalbert 

returns, continuing to pressure Hédelmone to marry as he wishes, and asserting that he 

“reclaims all of his rights.”  Odalbert insists that she sign a letter without first reading 

it (a letter in which she repudiates her engagement to Othello).141  Hédelmone signs 

the letter as he wishes, but when she refuses the suitor he prefers, he reiterates his 

break with her in more absolute terms: 

 

                                                
140 Ducis, Othello, I, vi, ll. 158-172. 
141 Ducis, Othello, III, iv, ll. 737. 
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ODALBERT   I am free.  So, I no longer have a family; 
    It is in vain that I believed I would find again my 
        daughter. 
    I blush, I renounce my disgraceful mistake. 
 
    (He returns to Hédelmone the letter he had had  
    her sign; she takes it back.) 
 
    Go on, take back your letter: I take again my 
        fury.  
    Cherish, cherish for a long time this ingrate   
        whom I abhor. 
    The abyss beneath your feet has not yet opened: 
    It will open.  Go, I am leaving, do not fear my  
        anger; 
    Follow your disgraceful husband to the end of  
        the universe. 
    I cede you, it must be, but it is to his rage. 
    I abjure everything, nature, honour, duty, nation: 
    I have nothing more to lose.  Farewell.  You will 
        judge  
    This African tiger that I leave in your arms.142 
 
 

  

After his exit, Hédelmone soon receives news that Odalbert is slandering the state for 

allowing her marriage to Othello to proceed, and this in turn induces her to scheme 

with the Doge’s son Lorédan to rescue her father from civil jeopardy.  Except for 

Odalbert’s (Elmiro’s) return to the stage, none of this is in the opera.  In the first four 

scenes of Act II, Desdemona, Emilia and Rodrigo (Lorédan / Cassio) all refer to 

Elmiro’s enduring anger, and the calamity his arrival would trigger.  In the two 

instances when Emilia alludes to him, it is in the form of a conditional without a 

consequent: “But if you are taken by surprise, if your father…” and “Alone… what to 

do!  If her father were to arrive?…”143  Ferruccio Tammaro describes an 1835 

                                                
142 Ducis, Othello, III, iv, ll. 837-848. 
143 “Ma se sopresa sei, se il genitore…” and “Sola… che fo! Se giunge il padre?...”, in 
II, iii and II, iv, respectively.  
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production in which Elmiro did arrive, as an aria was added for him at this point; in 

other productions, the first four scenes were sometimes cut, eliminating the minimal 

attempts to keep Elmiro in view.144  The only remnant in the opera of Odalbert’s anger 

and Hédelmone’s scheme to assuage it is Elmiro’s return to the stage, along with the 

angry, prophetic tone of his verses.145    

 This fray in the narrative web continues to trouble critics: Montemorra Marvin 

refers to the “defects of the first two acts” without qualification.  Tortora’s critique of 

Berio is tempered by a lukewarm appreciation of what Rossini was able to do in spite 

of this flaw in the libretto: 

 
The participation of Elmiro appears less convincing: the entrance of the 
character in the course of the Act II finale serves to make the whole [scene] 
shift newly towards the dark tones of the drama after the uplifting outcome of 
the duel [between Rodrigo and Otello].  In substance it is a belated entrance, 
tacked on poorly by the librettist, and that one can only justify from a dramatic 
point of view with difficulty; the composer probably adopted it here because it 
would turn out to be useful to have the occasion to foreshadow the imminent 
catastrophe through the cruel paternal warning.146   

 
 

Stendhal ceded the effectiveness of this sudden “shift… towards the dark,” but in 

other respects his antipathy towards the prominence of Elmiro in both the first and 

                                                
144 Grondona, Otello, 52.  On the insertion aria for Elmiro, see Ferruccio Tammaro, 
“Ambivalenza dell’Otello rossiniano,” in Il melodramma italiano dell’Ottocento: 
Studi e ricerche per Massimo Mila, [editor not indicated] (Turin: G. Einaudi, 1977), 
187-236, esp. 207-208.    
145 Elmiro’s quartina (after Desdemona’s first statement, “Se il padre m’abbandona, 
Da chi sperar pietà?”) best displays this prophetic tone: “No, che pietà non merti. / 
Vedrai fra poco ingrata! / Qual pena è riserbata / Per chi virtù non ha.” (“No, you do 
not deserve pity.  You will soon see, ungrateful woman, what pain is reserved for 
those who do not have virtue.”  II, xi. 
146 Daniela Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio: Le opere della maturità da 
“Tancredi” a “Semiramide” (Rome: Torre d’Orfeo editrice, 1996), 156. 
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second act finales is extravagant, and even if he admired the music, he longed openly 

for the words in both scenes to be replaced: 

 

… [The] musical setting of [Elmiro’s] words: “Empia, ti maledico!” should 
logically have accompanied some such phrase as “Out of my sight!  I do no 
longer love thee![,]” which Othello, blinded with rage, should have thundered 
at Desdemona…  I feel so strongly about this disastrous incompetence [on the 
part of the librettist, Berio,] that I sincerely hope that one day some charitable 
soul may devise a new set of words, which shall in the end make some sense 
out of Rossini’s music. 
 

 

The second act finale is marred by the same sort of blemish:  

 

… [It] is to her lover, half-mad as he is in his jealous obsession, and not to her 
father, that Desdemona, her family lost and her reputation gone, must address 
her complaint: Se Otello m’abbandona, / Da chi sperar pietà? [If Otello 
abandons me, from whom may I hope for pity?]147 
 

 

 Baricco also couches the return of Elmiro as a kind of intrusion, but where 

Stendhal sees only Berio’s shortcomings, Baricco treats Otello as a pasticcio of two 

separate, interlocking stories—an “ancient” [i.e., eighteenth-century] archetypal story 

of the lovers and the obstacles to their happiness which all of Rossini’s non-comic 

operas embody (the “Rossinian archetype” around which these operas orbit), and a 

“modern” story, a “psychological drama” whose completion is both a departure from 

and the ruin of the archetypal story.  For Baricco, Elmiro’s return is a reversion that 

“carries the opera back to the Act I finale”:   

 

To seal the act is the entrance, unexpected and a little gratuitous, of Elmiro: it 
is the gesture with which [Berio] recuperates the archetypal story after having 

                                                
147 Stendhal, The Life of Rossini, 227-228 and 231-232.  
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permitted a prolonged holiday among the temptations of the psychological 
drama.  It is a recovery at the last possible moment, played out in a pair of 
hasty and menacing measures: but to Rossini it must have seemed providential: 
for all practical purposes it carries the opera back to the Act I finale, a little as 
if everything since then had never happened…148    
 
 

Isotta, too, says that the Act II finale “carries [the audience] back to the heights of the 

Act I finale,” even as he skirts the question of the specific narrative function of 

Elmiro’s entrance, lauding instead the role of Desdemona’s aria in establishing her 

“musical importance” for what follows in Act III.  There is some irony in this: Isotta 

regards Otello, as Baricco does, as a departure for Rossini; it isn’t what Isotta calls an 

“opera a pendolo,” an opera which oscillates between drama and moments of “refuge” 

in “abstract musical beauty.”  According to Isotta, this sense of “refuge” in the “bello 

ideale” is almost entirely suspended in Otello, and yet here, in this instant where the 

narrative pretext for Elmiro’s entrance has dissipated, the atmospheric effect is one of 

heightened narrative specificity, as if he arrived to great purpose.149   

 The weak narrative differentiation between Elmiro’s entrance here and his 

function in the first act finale receives one of its purest expressions in a short memoir 

by Castil-Blaze, who, in the course of praising the work of Luigi Lablache, simply 

conflates the two scenes: 

                                                
148 Alessandro Baricco, Il genio in fuga: due saggi sul teatro musicale di Gioachino 
Rossini (Turin: Einaudi, 1997 [1988]), 97. 
149 “However it is especially with Elisabetta, regina d’Inghilterra [1815] that 
Rossini’s opere serie begin to assume the aspect of a pendulum oscillating between 
two extreme opposites…  It is certain that in this opera one notices perfectly a very 
sharp and radical rupture between moments of dramatic involvement [momenti 
d’impegno drammatico] and those of the pure exaltation of abstract musical beauty: so 
much so that one is led to think that in this it has gone beyond the conventions of 
traditional opera seria.” Paolo Isotta, “I diamanti della corona.  Grammatica del 
Rossini napoletano,” in Gioachino Rossini.  Mosè in Egitto.  Moïse et Pharaön.  Mosè, 
ed. Paolo Isotta (Turin: Unione tipografico-editrice torinese, 1974), 143-346; here, 
218.  On Otello’s “exemption,” 220-221; on the Act II finale, 223-224. 
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His [great] and majestic height, his beautiful form, expressive, noble, 
imposing, give to the father of Desdemona a dramatic importance which one 
doubts it [to have had] before Lablache accepted this secondary role.  The 
superb scene of the curse, the one in which Desdemona, struck down by the 
threats of Elmiro, lets escape the cry of despair: Se il padre m’abbandona! has 
never produced more effect than when Mme Malibran has been supported by 
this virtuoso.150 

 

 

However theatrically effective Elmiro’s “belated” entrance is, however tenuous and 

clumsy its narrative force is judged, its chief function is a discursive one.  His arrival 

creates the place from which Desdemona can vie for public speech.      

 The first four scenes of Act II take place in a room in Elmiro’s palace, and the 

final six in a “garden in the home of Otello.”  These are intermediate spaces between 

the more public venues that predominate in Act I (scenes i-iii: a room in the Senate; 

scenes xi-xiii, a “public hall magnificently adorned”) and Desdemona’s bedroom in 

Act III.  The two settings of Act II themselves map out a kind of exogamic transit for 

Desdemona from the house of the father to the house of the husband.  Elmiro’s arrival, 

following as it does on those of Emilia, a women’s chorus of “damigelle” 

(bridesmaids, or damsels) and a men’s chorus of “confidenti,” lends the garden a 

quasi-public character, alongside its less manifest role as the home of Otello.  Castil-

Blaze’s remarks on Lablache are suggestive: he claims that the success of Malibran’s 

performance in this scene depends upon playing against Lablache.  Within the on-

stage world, Elmiro’s return creates the place for Desdemona to engage in public 

speech, the place for her to at least attempt filial compliance, speaking from Dolar’s 

“posture of devotion.”  This is the place from which Hédelmone tried to placate 

                                                
150 Castil-Blaze, “Lablache,” in Revue de Paris, quatrième année, III (1832), 211-228, 
here 227.   
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Odalbert, a place of few words, of direct address and submission.  It is the place from 

which Lina, the female protagonist of Verdi’s Stiffelio, cries out “Gran Dio! Gran 

Dio!” in the opera’s final scene—her only “public” words—as she crawls across the 

floor of a church towards her ex-husband (a minister) during a service, as he reads 

from scripture.151         

 This is also the place which Delacroix’s painting of Desdemona and her father  

commemorates so vigorously, regardless of which scene or scenes served as his 

subject.  It is the place Rivet’s humming commemorates, too.  At least, in his journal, 

Delacroix recorded no wish to correct or to amend what his friend had implied, and 

remembered.  Since this place is so well remembered, it is unsurprising to see 

Tammaro characterize Rossini and Berio’s Desdemona as “a completely passive 

being, in a perennial state of prostration, always wallowing in voluptuous poses of 

sorrow or suffering.”152  It is unsurprising, too, that Zanolini, in his famous 

“passeggiata” with Rossini (published in 1836), did as others did, and referred to 

Desdemona’s aria by the words of this one part, or at least, he referred to the part as if 

it were the whole: 

 
[Zanolini:]  Pardon me.  It seems to me that one praises song all the more, 
when it better imitates the way in which our emotions are expressed.  When I 
hear Desdemona’s aria “Se il padre m’abbandona,” so beautifully sung by 
Malibran, by Grisi [and] by Pasta, a tenderness fills my heart, for that melody 

                                                
151 In “Lina Kneels: Gilda Sings,” Roger Parker compares the “aria-less” final scene of 
the divorced adulteress, Lina, to the abundant lyricism of Gilda in her final scene in 
Rigoletto.  However, Parker does not pursue the idea that Lina’s radically curtailed 
public speech forecloses the space in which an aria might have happened, while Gilda 
and her father speak (and sing) in private; this seems a missed opportunity, in light of 
the lengths Lina goes to in Act III to secure the right to address Stiffelio.  See Parker, 
Leonora’s Last Act: Essays in Verdian Discourse (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1997), 149-167.  
152 Tammaro, “Ambivalenza dell’Otello rossiniano,” 203.  
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imitates the deeply moving lament of an unhappy woman in prayer [pregare].  
[¶]  I watched [Rossini] intently, waiting for his mouth to break into a smile 
anew, but he, continuing to stay serious, replied: “Music can imitate 
imperfectly only that which truly produces sound: rain, thunder, a storm, a 
sorrowful whimpering, a noisy party.  Song—yes, song—by its nature 
expressive, in a certain manner imitates declamation.  But it is a capacity so 
limited that one cannot take it for the essential attribute of imitation.153 
 

 

There is a resemblance between the terms in which Delacroix praised Rossini in his 

journal entry of April 1, 1853 (Rossini’s capacity for “summarizing a whole situation 

for the soul”) and the terms in which Zanolini praises what he takes for imitation, a 

topic which provides the substance of their exchange; yet here, too, with respect to the 

aria, this part throws the rest into shadow.   

 In this chapter, we will be examining one of these parts in shadow.  It is a 

detail in the fifth of six brief sections that follow the caesura separating the noise of 

Elmiro’s entrance from Desdemona’s reply, twelve measures in all, in the midst of the 

last sixty-five measures of the second act.  The aria is formally complex.  Grondona 

divides it into a “symphonic recitative,” a “crescendo,” and “the aria, or better, its 

second [sic] section” (i.e., the final sixty-five measures).  Independently of his first 

parsing, he also sketches out a diffuse “rondo-like” formal plan based on 

accompanimental material, but his sketch leaves unexamined the many suspensions 

and resumptions of the principal orchestral textures he identifies.154  For a set of CD 

liner notes, Gossett appealed to solita forma concepts, but then chided Rossini for the 

length of the “tempo di mezzo” [Grondona’s “crescendo”], judging that “the composer 

                                                
153 Antonio Zanolini’s “Una passeggiata in compagnia di Rossini,” is reproduced as 
Appendix I (III), “L’ideale estetico di Rossini (1836)” in Luigi Rognoni, Rossini 
(Turin: Giulio Einaudi editore, 1977 [1956]), 373-381; here, 377. 
154 Grondona, Otello, 64-70. 
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rarely loses his sense of proportion to this extent.”155  Tammaro suggests that the aria 

as a whole is “a typical opera seria Allegro agitato,” but he doesn’t identify any of its 

predecessors.156  Isotta had previously made a suggestion along the same lines, writing 

that the orchestral and vocal character of the opening sections (Grondona’s 

“symphonic recitative”) placed the aria finale “in the line of the grand “agitato” arias 

for women in the manner of Cherubini and Spontini.”157   

 If there were well-known generic models, these appear to have been forgotten 

by the 1830s.  De Musset, writing in 1839, offers the frankest acknowledgement of the 

internal complexity of aria and the last sixty measures: 

 

The aria Se il padre m’abbandona is among the most bizarre of pieces; it is a 
mélange of the most simple phrases and of the most convoluted difficulties.  
The situation forces the actress to be as touching as possible, and at the same 
time, hardly has she sung the first notes, when the vocal line captures her and 
throws her into a deluge of fioritura.158        
 

 

In nineteenth-century Paris this juxtaposition of “simple” declamatory phrases and 

“difficult” florid phrases drew more notice than the formal intricacies of the aria, as it 

resumed a long-standing disagreement about vocal music in the theatre: “when the 

simple phrase arrives,” de Musset continues, “one is at the opera; however, as soon as 

the difficult presents itself, one is at a concert.”  Castil-Blaze, as we noted above, 

offered practical advice to singing actors on how to manage these roulades.  Berlioz is 

said to have used the closing section of Desdemona’s to make a musically precise joke 

                                                
155 Philip Gossett, “Rossini’s Otello,” in the liner notes for Otello (Philips, 1992; 
conductor Jesús López Cobos), 6-13, here 11-12. 
156 Tammaro, “Ambivalenza dell’Otello rossiniano,” 211. 
157 Isotta, “I diamanti della corona,” 223. 
158 De Musset, “Débuts de Mademoiselle Pauline Garcìa,” 726.    
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on a familiar theme (how ludicrous vocal ornamentation is in the theatre), by replacing 

her  words, “da chi sperar pietà?,” with “je m’en fiche pas mal!” (“If my father 

abandons me, I don’t give a toss!”).159  Radiciotti writes that Fétis defended the 

dramatic appropriateness of the florid writing, noting that it “possesses the character of 

that nervous agitation which desperation puts into the soul.”160       

 Three of the six brief sections within Desdemona’s reply to her father 

foreground these “bizarre” oscillations between syllabic and florid vocal writing.   But 

there are other musical elements contributing to the “moral atmosphere” of 

“desperation.”  The third and fifth sections form a pair: each follows an instance of 

Desdemona’s famous phrase, and in the fifth section, (mm. 223-234) Desdemona’s 

vocal line differs in a striking way from her line in the third section.  The third section 

lasts eight measures (mm. 207-215), and  despite its brevity, it has some of the 

character of a cabaletta ritornello: 

  

ELMIRO:   No, che pietà non merti. 
    Vedrai fra poco, ingrata! 
    Qual pena è riserbata 
    Per chi virtù non ha. 
 
DAMIGELLE:  Come cangiar nel petto 
    Può il suo paterno affetto 
    In tanta crudeltà? 

                                                
159 Castil-Blaze, L’Eco, 51, April 28, 1828.  On Berlioz’s alternate, comic text, see 
Janet Johnson, “The musical environment in France,” in The Cambridge Companion 
to Berlioz ed. Peter Bloom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 20-37, 
esp. 26-27.  In a journal entry dated January 17, 1856, Delacroix noted that Berlioz 
was “unbearable” at an evening salon, for “his outcry against what seems to him 
barbarism and the most detestable taste, the trills and other ornaments especially 
prevalent in Italian music.  He does not even spare them in the ancient authors, like 
Händel; he turns his wrath against the grace notes of the great aria of D. Anna.”  See 
Delacroix, Journal, 503. 
160 Giuseppe Radiciotti, Gioacchino Rossini: vita documentata, opere ed influenza su 
l’arte, Vol. I (Tivoli: Arti grafiche Majella di A. Chicca, 1927), 256-258. 
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CONFIDENTI :  Se nutre nel suo petto 
    Un impudico affetto, 
    Giusta è la crudeltà.161   
 

 
ELMIRO:  No, for you do not merit pity.  You will soon see, ungrateful 
woman, what pains are reserved for those who have no virtue.  WOMEN:  
How can the paternal affection in his heart change into such cruelty?  MEN:  If 
she has welcomed into her heart an immodest affection, then this cruelty is 
just. 
  

 

For this section, Rossini uses the verses provided by Berio—a quartina for Elmiro, 

who enters first, and terzine for the men’s and women’s choruses to express their 

outrage or their satisfaction with Elmiro’s severity.  In this section, Rossini gives 

Desdemona single words that do not appear in the libretto: “Padre!  Perdono!  

Perdono!  Pietà!”162  Rossini provides for Desdemona a direct and blunt appeal to 

Elmiro’s sympathies, but subsumes her declamation in a complete vocal and orchestral 

counterpoint.  (See Example §2-1.)    

 In the fifth section, Rossini uses the same verses for the men’s and women’s 

choruses as in the third section, but for the two principals, Berio provides new terzine: 

 

DESDEMONA:  Palpita il cuor nel petto, 
    A quel severo aspetto 
    Più reggere non sa! 
 
ELMIRO:   Odio, furor, dispetto 
    Han la pietà nel petto 
    Cangiata in crudeltà.163 

                                                
161 II, xi.  
162 In the Act I finale, Desdemona and Elmiro’s last lines outside of the quartina 
shared with the full ensemble use these words:  “DESDEMONA: Padre!..  ELMIRO:  
Non v’è perdono.”  These words close both an introductory, kinetic section at the top 
of the stretta (mm. 464-466), and the ritornello within the stretta (mm. 500-502). 
163 II, xi. 
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DESDEMONA:  My heart beats [so] in my breast, at such a severe [look on 
Elmiro’s face], it no longer knows how to control itself! [My heart no longer 
knows how to endure!]  ELMIRO:  Loathing, fury and spite have changed the 
pity in my heart into cruelty.  

 
 

This choral entry is a formal and textural anticipation, as it sounds in time with the 

fortissimo orchestral entry in the last two measures of Desdemona’s solo section (mm. 

221-222), making Elmiro and Desdemona’s subsequent entries more difficult to 

discern.  Nonetheless there are three details to notice: first, Elmiro’s third line, which 

completes his thought, is only introduced in the following, cadential section (mm. 235-

242), where he repeats the line and its last two words several times.  Second, Elmiro’s 

vocal line here resembles his vocal line in the third section very closely, even if the 

harmonic context has changed: this section has the character of a pre-cadential cell, a 

“penultimate” aspect Rossini often uses in a cabaletta or stretta in order to signal the 

advent of a coda and its closing cadences.  Except for the first act Duettino for 

Desdemona and Emilia, every number in the opera to this point uses such a pre-

cadential cell.164 (See Example §2-2.)  

 The third and crucial detail in all of this is Desdemona’s part.  Tortora has 

subjected this section, and the closing section of the aria finale as a whole, to closer 

scrutiny than anyone else.  Tortora notices the character of Elmiro’s vocal material in 

the third section (“[each phrase] is characterized by one repeated note with a closing 
                                                
164 These pre-cadential cells are five to ten measures in length, and often include a 
striking rhythmic or harmonic detail, the most famous of these in Otello being the 
sequence of five parallel dominant seventh chords over a chromatically ascending bass 
in N. 8, the Terzetto for Rodrigo, Otello and Desdemona. In this section of the Act II 
finale, the striking detail is the chromatic approach to the dominant six-four, 
articulated at the half-measure and scored for trombones and unison chorus, while the 
principals and the balance of the orchestra remain with a tonic pedal in a variety of 
rhythmic and ornamental guises.  As in every other instance, this pre-cadential cell is 
immediately repeated. 
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octave descent”), and in a footnote, she suggests that it draws upon a rhetorical topos 

identified by Marco Beghelli called parlar ampio, “a rhetorical topos comparable to a 

sacred gesture.”165  In the fifth section, Elmiro’s vocal line continues to have this 

“sacred” character, but here, Desdemona “mirrors” or “answers” Elmiro’s part phrase 

for phrase, a brief overlapping canon hidden within the texture that ends with an 

orchestral caesura and her cadenza.  Tortora notices that Rossini does not set the first 

line of Desdemona’s terzina (“Palpita il cuor nel petto”), but she says overlooks the 

local change in her vocal writing.  What are we to make of this?  If Elmiro’s vocal 

writing continues to connote “a sacred gesture,” then has Desdemona also taken up 

this rhetoric of authority?  To what end?  What are we to make of the orchestral 

caesura Rossini introduces within this section, a gap which allows Desdemona’s 

unaccompanied voice to sound again, manifesting one more time the oscillation 

between syllabic and florid vocal styles, but which makes room for her coloratura 

instead of her words?             

 

 

Marco Beghelli’s two theories of parlar ampio 

 

Singing con tutta forza ought not to be put into use except in those moments  
when the action and the words require it, and we often have such moments in 
impressive scenes, and in which (when truly one feels with spirit that which is 
said) the energy transports us away [by] particular forces, putting fibres and 
nerves in such tension that voices come from us which we do not have in 
nature. 
 
Nicola Tacchinardi, Dell’opera in musica sul teatro italiano e de’ suoi difetti 
(1833)  
 

 

                                                
165 Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio, 163-164. 
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Everything [in the second act finale of Otello] is therefore created only to 
prolong the suffering of Desdemona and to offer thus to Rossini, in a clumsy 
and almost certainly involuntary manner, the chance to create an episode of 
sufficiently ample dramatic intensity…  The act thus concludes in a climate a 
little artificially amplified, from the moment that the action is kept in and still 
[itself] maintains an ungainly stasis; characters lament, become cross, they 
make threats, but they always remain fixed, still bound to the clichés of classic 
opera seria. 
 
Ferruccio Tammaro, “Ambivalenza dell’Otello rossiniano” (1977)   

 

 

 We argued in the first chapter that the vocally extravagant finales of La donna 

del lago and Matilde di Shabran ought to be read in light of the rules governing 

female public speech which were stated explicitly within the on-stage world.  Given 

the wider cultural stereotype according to which women “must not speak,” but can 

“emit pleasing sounds,” we argued for caution in accepting lyric prominence in the 

theatre at face value as a demonstration of public articulacy.  No one within the on-

stage world in Otello states the prohibition against female public speech with the dark 

comic hyperbole of Corradino in Matilde di Shabran or with the hectoring, paternal 

severity of Douglas in La donna del lago.  Nonetheless these rules are still in force.166  

In this chapter, we are considering a further implication of these rules: we are 

considering Rossini’s use of a set of musical emblems bound up with public address 

and non-lyric, declamatory vocal writing—the set of emblems which, in aggregate, 

Beghelli identified in a 1994 essay as parlar ampio, full or heightened speech—and 

we are scrutinizing a particular cluster of these emblems in the Act II finale which 

                                                
166 In his study of Rossinian libretti, Rossi writes that “reading them all at once [tutti 
d’un fiato]… the impression one gets is of a great stylistic homogeneity, almost as if 
they were all written by the same hand.”  See Fabio Rossi, “Quel ch’è padre, non è 
padre…”: Lingua e stile dei libretti rossiniani (Rome: Bonacci, 2005), 25-28; here 25.  
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seem to pass from Elmiro to Desdemona, to assess how this move evades or complies 

with the rules governing female public speech. 

 When Beghelli introduced the concept of parlar ampio, he drew from a larger 

work then in progress, a comprehensive work on rhetoric and ritual in nineteenth-

century Italian opera, which appeared in 2003.  In the 1994 essay, he referred to parlar 

ampio as a “particular manner of expression,” and he referred to its membership in a 

hypothetical “series of stereotypical musical terms” (“una serie di ‘lemmi’ musicali 

stereotipati”), forms and formulas which could conceivably be compiled into “an ideal 

musical lexicon of the most common topoi.”167  The essay served as a sketch of this 

lexicon.  Beghelli stopped short of claiming that this ideal lexicon operated along the 

lines of a differential, synchronic system in the sense of a “universe of topic” in classic 

instrumental music as defined by Agawu.  He stopped short of declaring the presence 

of a langue, even if there seemed to be a parole to be surveyed.  Instead of appealing 

to a more overt structuralist framework, Beghelli referred to “sonorous gestures,” 

“musical terms” (“vocaboli musicali”) and compositional “tactics” and 

“procedures.”168   

 With respect to parlar ampio, Beghelli’s chief concern was diachronic: he 

wished to show that “Rossini’s protagonists speak musically … a language in many 

cases still quite different from the language with which Verdi’s characters express 

themselves:” 

 

                                                
167 Marco Beghelli, “La retorica di melodramma: Rossini, chiave di volta,” in 
Gioachino Rossini, 1792-1992, il testo e la scena, ed. Paolo Fabbri (Pesaro: 
Fondazione Rossini, 1994), 49-77. 
168 Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classical Music 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 30 and 127-129. 
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One sees this in the particular manner of expressions belonging to the sphere of 
ritual, of the sacred, of the emphatic, of the authoritative, [all of] which pertain 
to a heightened linguistic level, not to a quotidian one, which for convenience I 
will call here parlar ampio.  And it is not only a matter of a certain amplitude 
measurable in decibels, but also and even more so in hertz, that is to say in a 
vocal movement which covers a conspicuously broad section of the vocal 
range. 
 
Melodramatic parlar ampio reflects, therefore, the emphasis of authoritative 
speech, the grandeur of the one who pronounces it, the sacredness and the 
ineluctable nature of the words expressed, the force of the utterance 
commensurate with the effect one wishes to achieve.  All this, in the strongly 
syllabic language of melodrama in the mid-nineteenth century, will translate 
musically into stentorian recitation upon a note struck again and again, 
denoting the solemnity and the ritual force of the words pronounced, sealed by 
the interval of “power” par excellence: the leap of a descending octave, which 
furnishes the vocal gesture with the necessary breadth.  All will come to be 
realized rigorously without orchestra, so as to infuse the situation with that 
certain hieratic quality… inherent in song deprived of accompaniment.169  
 

  

What distinguished parlar ampio in a Rossinian from a Verdian context, Beghelli 

argued, was Rossini’s frequent recourse to two other musical resources—a variety of 

wide melodic cadential intervals, and diminution—to display authority, resources 

which Verdi would later spurn.  Beghelli suggested that “for a Rossinian King who 

wishes to make heard his proper authority over his subjects, descending melodic 

leaps… will need therefore to be a twelfth or a fifteenth,” and that Rossini’s singers 

will tend to cancel (annulare) these intervals with diminution, either composed by 

Rossini, or improvised by the performers.170     

                                                
169 Beghelli, “La retorica di melodramma,” 72. 
170 The example Beghelli used to represent these Rossinian tendencies was the 
coronation of the usurper Antenore from the Act I finale of Zelmira, “Sì, filgi miei, di 
Lesbo” (I, ix); Beghelli, “La retorica del melodramma,” 73.  When he returned to this 
example in 2003, he noted in passing that Antenore is “reciting” the part of the King, 
an acknowledgement of its particular dramatic context.  Marco Beghelli, La retorica 
della rituale nel melodramma ottocentesco (Parma: Istituto nazionale di studi verdiani, 
2003), 457-458.   
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 In this preliminary sketch of the lexicon, parlar ampio was the most intricate 

of the musical terms inventoried, and it had the strongest implications for how a 

composer would set the verbal text.  The three principal examples of parlar ampio 

offered in the 1994 essay were commands, and in two of the three commands, the 

speakers name the addressees: Filippo, in his first entrance in Verdi’s Don Carlo, 

dismisses the Comtessa d’Aremberg from the court for having left his wife, the Queen, 

unattended;171 the Podestà, in his extended first scene in Rossini’s La gazza ladra, 

pressures Ninetta to respond more freely to his advances; Moïse, in his first entrance 

in Moïse et Pharaön, chastises the women and the old men of the “Madianites” for 

their despair and their tears.  Each of these three examples features the “stentorian 

recitation” and the closing octave descent Beghelli describes.  Furthermore, two of the 

three sound for the most part during orchestral caesuras, while the third sounds against 

“an orchestral tremolo and the blare of brass (two other important ritual emblems for 

nineteenth-century Italian melodrama).”172   

 These examples return in 2003, but no longer as examples of parlar ampio, a 

redistribution that reflects the dissolution of parlar ampio as Beghelli framed it in 

1994.  Where in 1994 parlar ampio was an aggregate of signifiers, in 2003 it is 

restricted to the closing octave descent alone.  As a result, Beghelli can acknowledge 

the much wider use of the closing octave descent in the nineteenth century in a 

continuum of expressive contexts.  The latent idea of a preferred cluster of musical 

ritual emblems to “[reflect]… the emphasis of authoritative speech” is rescinded: 

 

                                                
171 Beghelli cites the Italian translation of Don Carlos.  Beghelli, “La retorica del 
melodramma,” 72-73. 
172 Beghelli, “La retorica di melodramma,” 76.  
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For the most part, the leap of an octave nevertheless denotes all that which we 
could define as parlar ampio, where one measures the fullness not only in 
decibels, but also and above all in terms of hertz, that is to say, in an excursion 
of the voice which covers an ample section of the [singer’s] range.  [¶]  The 
nineteenth-century case history, the direct descendant of passages like the 
entrance of the Mozartian stone guest… is rather vast, and ranges from the 
simple onomatopea of a bare cry, launched in full voice either in fear… or in 
sorrow… , or from the marvel provoked by an unexpected action or 
revelation… , arriving in the end at the emphasis of authoritative discourse 
variously articulated, through a whole series of intermediate situations, where 
the various signifieds assumed by such a musical gesture tend to overlap and to 
slip by metaphor from one to the other.173 
 

 
The older conceit is never explicitly retracted, and some vestige of the hierarchy 

attached to it lingers when he introduces “conative acts,” that is to say, “all those 

expressions which serve to exercise a psychological pressure… where the person who 

speaks is placed on a ritually superior level to the recipient of the message.”174  

Nevertheless this revision and the continuum of “intermediate situations” it advances 

create a problem for anyone who, as Tortora did, would try to use the concept as 

Beghelli framed it in 1994.  This revision creates a stumbling block, too, for anyone 

who would take up a question Beghelli’s analyses create without addressing—that is 

to say, under what circumstances do female characters access these musical emblems?  

When they do so, do these characters achieve anything akin to the “ritually superior” 

standing Beghelli suggested in 1994, before the old aggregate sign was dissolved? 

 Female characters figure in each of the three principal examples Beghelli 

offered in the 1994 essay—but as addressees, not as speakers.  Let’s look at one of 

these.  The role of the Comtessa d’Aremberg in Verdi’s Don Carlo is a non-speaking 

role, confined to the second section of Act I.  With Eboli and the ladies of the court, 

                                                
173 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 116-117.  
174 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 270. 
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she awaits the Queen (Elisabetta) outside a convent “where only the Queen of Spain 

may enter.”  The Comtessa remains on-stage during Eboli’s “Canzone del velo,” but 

does not join in the singing, as the women’s chorus does (and the page, Tebaldo).  

Carlo arrives, and while Carlo and Elisabetta speak, the others distance themselves.  

The libretto indicates that the Comtessa and the other ladies-in-waiting are 

“embarrassed” by this conduct (“a distanza, impacciate del contegno che debbono 

avere,” “apart, embarrassed by the behaviour they must assume”).  Carlo flees in 

despair just as the King arrives to find the Queen unattended.  The Comtessa steps 

forward, “trembling,” when the King asks the Queen who ought to have been in 

attendance.  The King banishes her, and the Comtessa “dissolves in tears.”175  Verdi 

uses the parlar ampio gesture to set the King’s verdict on the Comtessa’s fate. 

 The nature of the on-stage space in which all of this happens is peculiar—a 

public space adjacent to a radically private space reserved for the Queen; it is the 

space in which the “game” of Eboli’s stage song has just taken place.  At the same 

time, the Queen’s privacy is infiltrated, monitored and maintained by the King by 

means of her attendants, or at least, that is the King’s understanding.  Once the 

Comtessa is banished, the Queen addresses her directly, even though her remarks 

about the “unworthy outrage” of her banishment are also for the King’s benefit.  After 

                                                
175  This incident plays out differently in Schiller in several respects: Carlos departs on 
account of the approach of the King; when Philip arrives, and asks who ought to have 
been in attendance, the Queen intervenes before her ladies-in-waiting can respond, and 
explains that a Marchioness had withdrawn at her command; there is no banishment, 
and no exit (other than Carlos’s) set in motion by the King’s arrival.  Instead, the King 
discusses his anxieties over the Queen’s fidelity in her presence, and the presence of 
the wider court.  He muses that other men will rule over his lands one day, but he then 
takes the Queen’s hand and says “This, this is mine alone, Elizabeth is Philip’s 
property.”  The end of the scene takes this up again, as Philip leads the Queen away.  
Don Carlos, A Tragedy, trans. Simon Sabba (Paris, 1821), 52-53 (I, ii). 
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presenting the Comtessa with a gift, and trying to console her, the Queen leaves.  All 

the while the Comtessa says nothing.  The wider scene is plainly not ruled in a simple 

way by invariant rules governing female public speech, even if it harbours in the 

figure of the Comtessa a hyperbolic proxy for the strict adherence to such rules.  The 

presence of rival sovereigns complicates the nature of the space around them as well.  

Nonetheless, the predicament of the Comtessa represents well the subordinate place of 

female characters in the scenes Beghelli considered in 1994.    

 In 2003, the number of musical examples proliferates.  While about a third of 

the examples which involve female characters position them as addressees rather than 

speakers, the clear subordination of the addressees evidenced in the 1994 examples is 

not always demonstrated.  In other examples, the relative status of the speaker and the 

addressee is plain, as when Almaviva orders the servant Berta to open the door to him, 

Wurm orders Luisa Miller to write the letter which will discredit her in the eyes of her 

lover, Rodolfo, or when Riccardo urges the sorceress Ulrica to finish her prophecy, 

even though she has yet to recognize him. 

 The relative status of the speaker and the addressee is also clear in the smaller 

group of examples of female characters in prayer, “conative acts in the face of the 

transcendent,” where the “imperative” aspect of the conative act has lapsed, leaving 

the vocative act of the supplicant.176  In another group, this hierarchy is subverted: a 

                                                
176 In the main text, Beghelli points out that the preghiera usually becomes the 
occasion for a closed lyric number, and he mentions several examples in Verdi for 
both male and female characters.  However, where he provides musical examples, two 
demonstrate female characters in a kind of declamatory delay at the edge of a lyric 
number: Desdemona’s “Ave maria” in the Verdi Otello, and its possible antecedent in 
Zerline’s bedside prayer in Auber’s Fra Diavolo.  In a third example, from the first act 
of Ponchielli’s La gioconda, the “Ave maria” begun by La Cieca (the blind mother of 
the title character) is a counterpoint to the plotting of the state informer, Barnaba, and 
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group featuring moments where Beghelli suggests strong emotions prevail, and control 

is lost.  These examples demonstrate the broader uses of wide melodic intervals in 

their respective vocal parts—usually the closing octave descent of parlar ampio—but 

now in contexts “deprived of their ritual connotations [and thus a] symptom of an 

uncontrolled emotion.”  Some are brief: one is Linda’s “cry of bewilderment” in Act II 

of Donizetti’s Linda di Chamounix, when Linda’s father comes to her door in Paris, 

and does not recognize her.  Another is Azucena’s recollection of the sound of her 

mother’s voice in the moment she called on Azucena to avenge her death, a 

recollection “between a memory and a hallucination.”177   

 Other examples offered to show a loss of control are a little more extended: 

Beghelli describes Abigaille’s first entrance as an anachronistic instance of  

 
parlar ampio with [extensive] vocal ornamentation… reduced to 
characterizing frenzied gestures, overbearing leaps or outbursts of anger, where 
the great excursions of the voice seem to depict metaphorically a loss of 
control [seen in] very strong emotions.178 
 
 

Beghelli suggests that a brief episode in the mad scene of Lucia di Lammermoor 

shows Lucia “fallen into madness, [hurling] disordered octaves, read in this instance 

as sudden, uncontrolled leaps of the voice, owing to her loss of reason.”  This episode 

is the one in which Lucia relates how an unnamed spectre rises to separate her from 

Edgardo.  The octave leaps and chromatic motion of this passage resembles the close 

of the tempo d’attacco of the Act I finale of Rossini’s Semiramide, in which 

                                                                                                                                       
the prayer is overtaken, ultimately by the arrival of a festive crowd, but first by 
Barnaba’s vow to possess La Cieca’s daughter.  Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 79, 
299-303.         
177 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 121-123. 
178 This scene is the close of the scena, Nabucco, I, v, where Abigaille threatens 
Fenena and Ismaele).  Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 461-462. 
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Semiramide’s promise to “return” her murdered husband’s son, Nino, to the 

Babylonian people triggers lightning and the “subterranean rumblings” that herald the 

public appearance of her murdered husband’s ghost.  In both of these instances, the 

“uncontrolled” voices of the female protagonists sound at the advent of their spectres, 

and the sound of a strong female public voice inverts, and through a kind of 

ventriloquism, the scene becomes an anarchic demonstration of the powerlessness of 

the speaker.  We might think of Azucena’s voice, and its response to the voice of her 

absent mother in the same way. 

 Beghelli draws the most ambiguous example in this group of “uncontrolled 

speech acts” from the second act finale of Mercadante’s Il bravo.  The speaker is 

Teodora, and in this scene, she enjoys a kind of limited domestic sovereignty: she is 

the hostess of an opulent masked ball in her own home.  She is much else besides—the 

unknown and estranged wife of the title character, who in turn took up his work as a 

state assassin (many years before the action of the opera begins) when blackmailed by 

a Venetian council for having murdered his wife (he believed her to have died).  She is 

also the mother of Violetta, a young woman whose first protector, Maffeo, is 

murdered in the first act on behalf of a Venetian patrician, Foscari, who had once 

pursued Teodora (whose real name is also Violetta), and who now pursues her 

daughter.  Violetta, in turn, is under the protection of the Bravo, who escorts her—

both are in disguise—to the masked ball, so mother and daughter may be re-united, 

even though the circumstances of their prior separation are never made clear.  Finally, 

as a hostess, Teodora is lauded as a great hedonist, even if her own immersion in the 

world of pleasure is never demonstrated on stage.   
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 Teodora and Violetta both feel ashamed to be re-united in public in the midst 

of the party.  When Teodora asks the guests to leave, they refuse, prompting what 

Beghelli calls her display of “desperation, where so many exasperated gestures of the 

octave are the culmination of a grand dramatic tirade, somewhere between a cry of 

sorrow and a curse”:179         

 
TUTTI    Suoni, faci. 
 
TEODORA     Ebben, li avrete. 
    Ma tremar di me dovrete, 
    Sì, tremar, o infami, voi… 
 
GENTILUOMINI  Un insulto? e il soffriam noi?.. 
 
TEODORA   Io piangendo vi pregai, 
    Per mia figlia scongiurai; 
    Anche un Dio così pregato, 
    Dio mi avrebbe perdonato. 
    Irrideste il mio dolore… 
    Irridete il mio furore: 
    Vili, o nobili, vi grido, 
    Vi disprezzo, vi disfido, 
    Vendicate il vostro insulto! 
    (si presenta intrepida innanzi a loro) 
 
CAVALIERI   Sì: vendetta. 
 
DAME:     Sangue? 
 
BRAVO:       Olà!.. (si frappone) 
    È una donna. 
 
GENTILUOMINI    (Io fremo.  Inulto.) 
 
FOSCARI, CORO  (La sua morte scritta ell’ha.)180 

 
 

ALL:  Music, torches!  TEODORA:  Very well, you shall have them.  But you 
ought to tremble before me, yes, tremble, villains, you…  GENTLEMEN:  

                                                
179 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 120-121. 
180 II, iv. 
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Such an insult?  And we are to endure it?  TEODORA:  Weeping, I asked you, 
I implored you for my daughter; even a god asked in this way, a god would 
have pardoned me.  You mocked my sorrow, you mock my rage: I call you 
cowards, you nobles, I despise you, I defy you to avenge your insult!  (She 
presents herself fearlessly before them.)  NOBLES:  Yes, vengeance!  
WOMEN:  Blood?  BRAVO:  Oh! (coming between them.)  She is a woman!  
GENTLEMEN:  (I rage—unavenged!)  FOSCARI, OTHERS:  (She has 
written her own death sentence.) 
 

 

 Beghelli confines his remarks to the four measures near the close of the tempo 

di mezzo, the four repeated closing octave descents which set Teodora’s words, “Vili, 

vi grido, vi disprezzo, vi disfido!”  (See Example §2-3.)  Had he not done so, the 

differences between Teodora’s speech and the other examples he offers (examples of 

ritual emblems shedding their “oratorical valence” in certain contexts, and “assume a 

purely emotional [valence]”) would have been more apparent.181  Where all but one of 

the other examples are brief, reactive interjections embedded in dialogue, Teodora’s 

speech is an organized, uninterrupted public denunciation of the nobles who have 

“insulted the sorrows of a mother,” a denunciation heard within the scene as a 

challenge wanting to be answered—even if the Bravo’s remark that “she is a woman” 

is an attempt to disarm the situation.  Beghelli’s concession that Teodora’s peroration 

                                                
181 Beghelli cites five other scenes in this section, two of which we have already 
noted—Linda’s “grido di stupore” in Linda di Chamounix (“Oh Dio!”) and the 
“consternation” of Elaisa in Mercadante’s Il giuramento (“Giusto Dio, che miro!.. e 
come…”).  The others: the Flying Dutchman’s first lines very late in Act III, when he 
overhears Erik claim that he and Senta had been engaged (“Verloren!  Ach! 
verloren!”); Rodrigo’s alarmed response to Don Carlo, who has declared his love for 
his father’s wife (“Tua madre!  Giusto ciel!”); Don Ruiz di Padilla, the father to Maria 
Padilla in Donizetti’s Maria Padilla, explains his predicament—he believes his 
daughter to be the prince’s mistress—in confidence to someone at court, and his 
thoughts wander between thoughts of tenderness and anger (“Perfida!”).  This rebuke 
comes the near the close of his scena, the second scene of Act II, and is the only one 
of the other “purely emotional” outbursts which is a part of a longer speech.  Beghelli, 
La retorica della rituale, 120-124.    
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falls “somewhere between a cry of sorrow and a curse” is a kind of misdirection, 

inasmuch as the closeness of her speech to more ordinary ritual speech acts is not at 

issue.  What is at issue is his gloss of the speech as a “purely emotional” outburst.  

Part of the difficulty in naming well what it is Teodora accomplishes with this speech 

is linked to the ambiguity of her status and the ambiguity of a domestic party as a 

public private space.  Retrospectively, it is easier to regard the speech as an emotional, 

uncontrolled outburst in light of the stage action which follows: Teodora exits, returns 

to the stage with a lit torch, and sets her own home on fire.  It is a challenge—a public 

statement of her contempt: as she is despised, so she despises Foscari and the others.  

Her speech, then is a conative act, an attempt to “exert a psychological pressure” on 

others.  It is more of a declaration than a command, or an argument.  It is a declaration 

of outrage that the talisman of motherhood has been ignored.  

 In Beghelli’s 2003 account, then, female characters figure in examples related 

to his older conception of parlar ampio in a few principal groups—as addressees, 

witnesses, supplicants in prayer, and speakers who lose control of their voices in the 

face of strong emotions.  Teodora, and perhaps three other examples remain stranded 

outside these groups.  Amneris has the first of these: at the close of her scena at the top 

of Act IV, she instructs the guards to bring Radames to her.  Beghelli uses her 

command to illustrate parlar ampio—it’s his first example, and it is unproblematic.  

It’s hardly representative, though, of Amneris’s status in either this scene or the scenes 

which follow, detained as she is in the grand domestic space on stage, outside of the 

space where Radames’s trial goes forward (and where ritual and its musical emblems 

abound).  What her command displays well are the limits of her authority.  The curse 

she pronounces upon Ramfis and the other priests at the close of the scene is more 
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representative—a moment of importless vehemence, a curse which goes 

unacknowledged, and which has neither uptake nor consequences within the 

narrative.182   

 The second example difficult to classify is the music for the witches from Act I 

of Verdi’s Macbeth, in particular, the music of their formal greeting of Macbeth and 

Banquo, and the music of their three initial prophecies.  In this case, there is no 

question of the status of the witches being limited or compromised elsewhere in the 

opera; they are secessionists, who are not parties to the presumptive social contract.  

The difficulty with the music of the witches in a study of female public speech in the 

theatre is the difficulty Banquo notes at their first encounter—it isn’t clear whether or 

not the witches are women (“You should be women, / And yet your beards forbid me 

to interpret that you are so”), and this is a detail Piave’s libretto preserves.183 

 The third and most complex of these examples is the encounter between Don 

Alvaro and Leonora di Vargas in the final scene of La forza del destino, a scene that 

hinges upon the failure of a disguise and the recognition of a voice.  Leonora, who has 

taken refuge for many years as a hermit on the grounds of a monastery, is summoned 

by the cries of a stranger who has fought a duel nearby, and who now seeks someone 

                                                
182 Compare Teodora’s return to the stage and Amneris’s anathema at the close of 
Aida, IV, i. 
183 BANQUO: What are these, / So wither’d and so wild in their attire, / That look not 
like th’ inhabitants o’ the earth, / And yet are on’t?  Live you? or are you aught / That 
man may question?  You seem to understand me, / By each at once her choppy finger 
laying / Upon her skinny lips: you should be women, / And yet your beards forbid me 
to interpret / That you are so.  MACBETH:  Speak, if you can: what are you?  
(Macbeth, I, iii, 39-46).  Piave has: BANQUO:  Chi siete voi?  Di questo mondo, / O 
d’altra ragione? / Dirvi donne vorrei, ma lo mi vieta / Quella sordida barba.  
MACBETH:  Or via, parlate! (BANQUO:  Who are you?  Of this world, or of a nether 
region?  I would call you women, but your filthy beard forbids me [from doing so].  
MACBETH:  Now then, speak!); I, ii.  
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to hear the confession of the man he has mortally wounded.  At first Leonora refuses, 

and calls for help.  When the stranger persists, she appears at the cave entrance and 

tells the “reckless ones” who have disturbed her “to flee the anger of heaven.”  The 

stranger is her former suitor, Don Alvaro, and the wounded man off-stage, her brother: 

 
 

DON ALVARO:  (Batte alla porta.) 
    A confortar correte un uom che muor… 
    Fratello!  In nome del Signor… 
 
LEONORA:       Nol posso. 
    (dall’interno suonando la campana) 
 
DON ALVARO:  (batte con più forza) 
    È duopo… 
 
LEONORA:     Aiuto!  Aiuto! 
 
DON ALVARO:      Deh! venite. 
 
LEONORA:   (Leonora si presenta sulla porta.) 
    Temerari, del ciel l’ira fuggite!184 
 

 
DON ALVARO:  (Knocking at the door.)  Hurry, to give comfort to a dying 
man…  Brother!  In the name of the Lord…  LEONORA:  I cannot.  (From 
within, sounding [an alarm] bell.)  DON ALVARO:  (Knocking with more 
force.)  It’s urgent…  LEONORA:  Help!  Help!  DON ALVARO:  Ah, come!  
LEONORA:  (She appears at the door.)  Reckless ones, flee the anger of 
heaven! 
 

   

The moment in which Leonora appears at the cave entrance is an intricate one in terms 

of voice-leading, harmony and orchestration, and vocal rhetoric.  Leonora declaims 

her command on a repeated single note, and closes with a descent to the octave below 

on the last syllable of “fuggite,” a clear instance of parlar ampio under either the 1994 

or the 2003 definition.   
                                                
184 IV, vii-viii. 
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 Considered in light of Leonora’s profound reluctance to appear, and the 

elaborate ritual at the close of Act II which sequestered her from the wider world, the 

cave entrance is enough to delineate the edges of the public realm, and to make of 

Leonora’s utterance a bid for an authoritative, public voice.  Verdi’s treatment of the 

orchestral accompaniment is equivocal, inasmuch as he both supports and undercuts 

the authority she professes.  (See Example §2-4.)  Verdi supports Leonora’s command 

with an orchestral timbre and dynamic characteristic of the ombral or supernatural 

intrusions Abramo Basevi noted in his account of pedale cantabile (tremolo strings 

and percussion with sustained chords in the lower brass—trombones and cimbasso).185  

At the same time, Verdi undercuts her command harmonically.  Initially, it seems as if 

Leonora’s appearance at the cave entrance settles the local harmonic instability 

initiated with Don Alvaro’s entrance at the beginning of the scene (a V7 – i cadence in 

B-flat minor), but Verdi renews our sense of instability with an inverted plagal 

cadence at the close of Leonora’s vocal phrase (iv – i6 in F minor).   

 The place of this scene in a discussion of female public speech in Italian opera 

is complicated by the fact that Leonora is not appearing in public as a woman.  Her 

use of parlar ampio in this scene is an element of Leonora’s masculine disguise.186  In 

                                                
185 “Turning to the aforementioned recitatives of Verdi, let us note one of the devices 
dearest to our maestro, [which] I consider often to be used out of place.  I am speaking 
of that device of recitative, formed upon a single note, all the while the harmony is 
changing, or the bass is moving, as if a pedal.  [Such passages] can have no other 
significance than immobility, gravity, and similar things—but never a lively emotion.”  
This is Basevi’s definition of pedale cantabile, which he explores in examples drawn 
from Gluck’s Alceste, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, Rossini’s Moïse et Pharaon, and 
Verdi’s Simon Boccanegra.  Abramo Basevi, Studio sulle opere di Giuseppe Verdi, ed. 
Ugo Pivano (Milan: Rugginenti, 2001 [1859]), 322-323. 
186 Compare Carole Pateman’s remarks on Marx and the manner in which men assume 
a disguise in order to participate in public life: “Citizenship is divorced from daily life 
and becomes what Marx called a ‘political lion skin,’ worn only occasionally and 
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Act II, neither the monk Melitone nor Padre Guardiano had recognized her as a 

woman on the basis of her voice.  Don Alvaro, however, hears through this part of her 

disguise, and recognizes her gender, her voice and her identity in quick succession: 

she is recognized, but not for having come into view.  In the moment when Leonora 

takes up this vocal gesture, her voice “comes into view,” and Leonora surrenders the 

acousmatic privileges of supernatural forces (the rhetorical privileges enjoyed by the 

ghost of Semiramide’s husband, for example) in taking up, visibly, the rhetoric of 

authority in the mundane, public world. 

 In Beghelli’s 2003 account, this scene furnishes the last example in the section 

dealing with conative acts, as it gathers together  

 
orchestral stasis, the declamation of [Don Alvaro’s] demands, the closing 
octave descent of the refusals (refusals as categorical as were the commands in 
the preceding examples), the [series of] semitonal ascents, the three-fold 
invocation [by Don Alvaro].187   

 

Beghelli’s remarks on the scene are brief, yet there is a striking omission: he closes off 

his example just before Leonora’s appearance at the cave entrance.  “Such is the 

rhetorical force of the musical arguments put in play,” he suggests, “that nothing 

remains for the heroine save the recourse to extreme solutions (to give voice to a bell, 

in order to inform the monks of the imminent danger),” but he omits Leonora’s own 

                                                                                                                                       
somehwat reluctantly.  Yet… the political lion skin has a large mane and belonged to a 
male lion; it is a costume for men.  When women finally win the right to don the lion 
skin it is exceedingly ill-fitting and therefore unbecoming.”  Carole Pateman, The 
Disorder of Women: Democracy, Feminism and Political Theory (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1989), 6.  Marx’s original comment appears in his essay, “On the 
Jewish Question,” rpt in Karl Marx, Early Political Writings, eds. Joseph O’Malley 
and Richard A. Davis (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 37.  
187 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 293. 
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attempt to speak in the public sphere.188  She sought to command, and she failed.  If 

one of the aspects of conative speech acts is to serve as “the affirmation of the status 

of the one who speaks,” then the failure of a conative act leaves us to draw a different 

inference, and this omission traces the topics Beghelli did not take up in either study, 

namely, the gendered aspects of parlar ampio and the other musical emblems of 

public articulacy, and the confinement of female public speech within the on-stage 

world.        

 

 
Failure, submission, consent 

 
 
 HÉDELMONE  Yes, I swear to [Lorédan’s] innocence, and [I  
     will swear to it] by God Himself, by you, by my  
     love, and upon this dagger itself. 
 
 OTHELLO   (Striking her a single time with the dagger.) 
 
     Then die. 
 
 Ducis, Othello, V, iv (1792) 

 
 

Tengo opened one of his new books and started reading.  It was a book on 
occultism and it detailed the function of curses in Japanese society over the 
centuries.  Curses played a major role in ancient communities.  They had made 
up for the gaps and inconsistencies in the social system. 
 
Haruki Murakami, 1Q84 (2011 [2009-2010]) 
 

 

 In place of the “ideal musical lexicon of the most common topoi” which 

Beghelli envisioned in 1994, his 2003 book traced two constituent paradigms: the 

musical emblems of ritual speech acts in nineteenth-century Italian opera, and the 

                                                
188 Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 268. 
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speech acts themselves (“gli atti musicali rituali”) realized within the on-stage world.  

We are focusing on this second paradigm, a paradigm of proclamations, 

announcements, entrances, introductions, summonses, greetings, commands, 

suggestions [persuasioni], prayers, invocations, blessings, curses, oaths, imprecations, 

anathemas, prophecies, revelations, narratives, accusations, interrogations, verdicts, 

judgements, resolutions, promises, pledges, acclamations, hymns and marches.  

Alongside these more common ritual speech acts (all Austinian performatives), 

Beghelli provides examples for a few less common ones (marriage ceremonies, 

demonic incantations, baptisms, coronations, acts of investiture and conversions 

among them) and even singular instances of other ritual actions whose scarcity or 

“uniqueness in the literature impedes… attributing to them a taxonomic classification 

or label.”189  There is a second supplemental list, too, of ritual actions for which he 

offers no examples—injunctions, invective, professions and repudiations, gestures of 

homage and defiance, acts of revolt and submission.   

 We have been using the musical examples gathered in Beghelli’s 2003 book as 

a representative sample of the repertory from which they have been drawn.  Yet when 

we pose a narrower question about these scenes and female public speech, this 

representative aspect breaks down, for when female characters figure within these 

scenes, they are generally either addressees or witnesses.  When they are the speakers, 

they are in prayer, or out of control.  This discrepancy makes of Beghelli’s study a 

                                                
189 “How to identify, for example, the apparition of the ‘Exterminating Angel that 
crosses the kingdom of [Egypt]’ and strikes down [with lightning] the son of the 
Pharaoh (Rossini, Mosè in Egitto, II, vi)?  Its realization in music boasts in fact all of 
the hallmarks [crismi] of rituality, counting upon the potent intervention of the brass to 
sacralize the action; and soon afterwards the voice of the same [instruments] will 
explain [the action] (homorhythmically with the voice of Mosè… ): ‘Thus God strikes 
down an unyielding, impudent man.’ ” Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 423-424.   
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document of the anxieties around female public speech inscribed in the repertoire, 

whether we are speaking of institutional expressions of these anxieties (restricted 

suffrage, coverture and the “civil death” of the wife in the marriage contract) or the 

aesthetic expression of these anxieties.190   

 If we turn to Rossini looking for other instances where female characters draw 

upon these musical emblems—searching out, in essence, examples of parlar ampio for 

female characters under the discarded premises of the 1994 essay—we can discern 

two further groups of examples, each consistent with the implicit notion of women’s 

limited fitness for authoritative public speech.  The first group consists of scenes in 

which the attempt to exert authority fails (despite the presence of musical emblems of 

ritual), and the second, scenes in which the speakers present themselves to their 

husbands or lovers to be killed.  Beghelli mentions “acts of submission” as another 

candidate for the paradigm of ritual speech acts, but this group in Rossini has a 

narrower focus, as they are scenes of private, domestic submission.       

 We find one of the simplest instances of such a failed performative in Act III 

of Rossini’s Armida (1817, librettist Giovanni Schmidt), when Armida discovers that 

her lover Rinaldo has fled, disenchanted by the countervailing magic of two other 

Christian knights.  Her speech is halting, and before she attempts to invoke the aid of 

                                                
190 See Carole Pateman, “The fraternal social contract” and “Women and consent” in 
The Disorder of Women, 33-57 and 71-89.  
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the Furies through her magic, she notices that “sorrow cuts short [her] words.”191  The 

performative which fails is the incantatory command, “Furie, udite”:192    

 
 
 ARMIDA   Armida frettolosa e sbigottita. 
 
     Dov’è?.. dove si cela?..  Eppur poc’anzi 
     Qui lo lasciai…  Son fuor di me!  Sen giace 
     Là sulla soglia il fier custode estinto… 
     Oh stelle! il mio poter fia dunque vinto? 
     Vadasi…  Ma che vedo! 
      Due guerrier di Goffredo!.. Oimè!  Rinaldo 
     Segue i lor passi… Fermati… L’affanno 
     Mi tronca i detti… Senti… 
     Perfido! Non m’ascolta…  Ebben, d’Averno 
     La possanza s’invochi.  Furie, udite: 
 
     Scuota la verga magica. 
 
     Per la tremenda Dite, a me si guidi 
     Quel traditor. 
 
     Pausa. 
 
       Ma voce non risponde 
     Dalle infernali sponde. 
     Oimè!.. fatal momento!.. 
     Che fo?  Seguiam l’infido… Oh fier tormento!193 
 
 
 ARMIDA (enters hastily and dismayed):  Where is he?... where is he hiding?... 
 And yet I left him here just a moment ago…  I am beside myself!  There on the 

threshold the fierce guardian lies dead…  Oh heavens!  Is my power, then, 
defeated?  I should go…  But what do I see?  Two of Goffredo’s warriors!..  
Alas!  Rinaldo follows in their steps… Stop!... Sorrow cuts short my words… 
Listen… Perfidious one!  He doesn’t listen to me… Well then, may the powers 
of Averno be invoked.  Furies, listen (wields her magic staff): by tremendous 

                                                
191 Compare Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, trans. Edward Fairfax (1600 [1581]) Book 
XVI, Canto 36: “She would have cried, her grief her speeches stayed, / So that her 
woful words are backward gone, / And in her heart a bitter echo made.”     
192 Beghelli mentions Rossini’s use of the trombones in this scene in support of 
Armida’s “invocation directed to the infernal.”  Beghelli, La retorica della rituale, 
314. 
193 III, vii. 
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Pluto, may that traitor be guided to me.  (Pauses.)  But no voice responds from 
the infernal shores.  Alas!... a fatal moment!...  What to do?  Let’s follow the 
faithless one…  What a cruel torment!  
  

 

(See Example §2-5.)  Much of the preceding discussion between Rinaldo and the other 

knights concerns his shame at having deserted the battlefield for pleasure, a desertion 

Armida’s enchantment had repressed.  In Tasso, the two knights Ubaldo and Carlo 

(the Danish knight) who come to rescue Rinaldo have also passed similar trials (“Here 

fond desire must by fair governing / Be ruled, our lust bridled with wisdom’s rein”), 

and Rinaldo is later tested again (especially in Book XVIII, where he is the only 

knight who can break the spells which protect a forest the Christians wish to use for 

timber).194  This is a test Tasso’s Armida fails.195  For Pateman, the social contract 

theorists will argue along these lines for the exclusion of women from the public 

sphere—here paraphrasing Rousseau: “Only men are capable of sublimating their 

passions and thus capable of the justice that civil life demands.”196  In Rossini, 

                                                
194 “An hundred sighs from her false heart upflies, / She sobs, she mourns, it is great 
ruth to hear; / The hardest breast sweet pity mollifies, / What stony heart resists a 
woman’s tear? / But yet the knight, wise, wary, not unkind, / Drew forth his sword and 
from her careless twined.”  Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, Book XVIII, Canto 33. 
195 When Armida explains her decision to join forces with the King of Egypt in order 
to break the siege of Jerusalem (and to revenge herself on Rinaldo), she explains to 
him that “Displeasure therefore, mixed with reason strong, / This thirst of war in me, 
this courage breeds[.]”  Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, Book XVII, Canto 46.  There is 
some irony in this, inasmuch as Armida’s remark on her own motives (which would 
presumably bar her from participation in a more modern, European version of civic 
life for mixing reason and emotion) figures in her extended speech in a mundane way; 
yet her later offer to marry the Pagan knight who kills Rinaldo produces conflict and 
dissent along the lines Pateman’s social contract theorists suppose.  
196 In this passage, Pateman is reading Rousseau on women’s “disorderly natures and 
indifference to justice,” chiefly in regard to Émile and La Nouvelle Héloise, alongside 
Freud’s argument about the different ways in which men and women experience the 
Oedipal complex, and how only men ultimately “possess a fully developed super-
ego.”  See Pateman, “ ‘The Disorder of Women’: Women, Love and the Sense of 
Justice” in The Disorder of Women, 17-32; here 22-23. 
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Rinaldo’s flight reflects both his moral recovery (his willingness to rejoin a common 

cause, and to resume fighting) and the suspension of Armida’s supernatural influence, 

which Armida discovers when her first invocation of the Furies fails.197  Schmidt and 

Rossini provide a narrative reason for the failure of Armida’s powers (the two 

Christian knights have broken her magic), but an ideological reason (women should 

not enter the public sphere) is nearby.198  

 Armida’s failed invocation has a simple narrative function, as does the failed 

command of Leonora di Vargas in the last scene of La forza del destino.  Both of them 

are failed appeals to supernatural forces.  Ermione’s last words in Rossini’s Ermione 

(1819, librettist Andrea Leone Tottola) are an appeal of this kind, too, but if they fail, 

they do so on more complicated grounds.  Ermione is set in Epirus immediately after 

the Trojan War.  Oreste has come to Epirus to press the King, Pirro, to wed 

Menelaus’s daughter, Ermione.  Pirro plans to wed Hector’s widow, Andromaca, 

whom he claimed after the fall of Troy.  Spurned by Pirro, Ermione asks Oreste to kill 

Pirro at the wedding altar.  In the opera’s final scenes, Oreste returns to Ermione with 

the news of Pirro’s murder: he explains to Ermione how he had tried to be the one to 

                                                
197 The opera inverts a detail from Tasso: in the poem, Armida tries to convince 
Rinaldo to stay without any recourse to magic: “All what the witches of Thessalia 
land, / With lips unpure yet ever said or spake, / Words that could make heaven’s 
rolling circles stand, / And draw the damned ghosts from Limbo lake, / All well she 
knew, but yet no time she fand / To use her knowledge or her charms to make, / But 
left her arts, and forth she ran to prove / If single beauty were best charm for love.”  
Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, Book XVI, Canto 37. 
198 We might compare the closing scene of Armida (and her strange sovereignty in its 
fantastic context) to the closing scene of Act II of Mercadante’s Il bravo, the scene in 
which Teodora sets fire to the ballroom in her home after she publicly insults her 
guests who refuse to leave.  In the midst of this exhibition of her theatrical powers, 
Armida’s closing words appeal to the idea of the limitations (“S’altro non può, 
l’Averno / M’ispiri il suo Furor”; “If you can do nothing else, Hell, inspire me with 
your fury.”  III, xi. 
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strike Pirro first, but Pirro so enraged the other Greeks that they killed him before 

Oreste could strike.  He returns to her the dagger she had given him, now blood-

stained, explaining that he “had it entrusted it to someone else,” a point their 

subsequent conduct and remarks ignore.199  To Oreste’s dismay, Ermione asks who 

had told him to murder Pirro, and when he protests that she herself had given the 

order, Ermione argues that he ought to have been better able to interpret the 

untrustworthy speech of a woman in love (“Ah, tell me, wasn’t my heart… yes, my 

heart… contradicting… you guilty soul… that which my lips asked you [to do] in its 

rapid beating?  Could you not see, not read, that [my heart] burned with an immense 

love?”), a kind of argument and anxiety familiar to us from Rousseau and others.200 

 Hermione’s last lines in Racine have a composure and a sense of sober resolve 

the opera did not pursue.  In the opera, Ermione’s final brief action is a prophetic 

                                                
199 In Racine, Oreste offers this news as an apology: “Pardon their impatience: they 
have, I can well see, betrayed your vengeance.  You had wanted my hand to strike the 
first blows, so that [Pyrrhus] would feel in death that he was dying for you; but it was 
me, in fact, whose ardor served the others as an example.  I had for you alone led them 
to the temple, Madame, and you may justly take pride in a death which their hands 
would not otherwise have executed.  You alone have delivered these blows…”  
Andromache, V, iii.  In IV, iii, Oreste finally agrees to kill Pyrrhus at his wedding, as 
Hermione requests, and he assures her that “[Pyrrhus] will not die except by the hand 
of Oreste.  Through me, you yourself will kill your enemies, and you may then 
recognize my efforts, if you wish.”  Racine, Andromache, trans. Tim Chilcott (2000 
[1667]).  Accessed Jan. 25, 2014 at http://www.tclt.org.uk/racine/Racine_2011.pdf.  
200 “Ah dimmi… / Il mio cor… sì, questo core… / Non smentiva… anima rea! / Ciò 
che il labbro a te chiedea? / Ne’ suoi palpiti frequenti / Non vedesti, non leggesti / 
Ch’egli ardea d’immenso amor?”; II, v.  Compare Racine: “Ah, ought one to have 
believed a senseless woman in love?  Ought you not to have read to the core of my 
thoughts?  And did you not see in my tantrums that my heart contradicted my mouth at 
every moment?”  Racine, Andromache, V, v and V, iii.  Tasso uses this trope too: 
compare Erminia, addressing Tancred’s companion Vafrine, in Book XIX, Canto 96 
of Jerusalem Delivered: “Thou, by trembling fit that well could’st guess / What fever 
held me, saidst, “Thou art in love;” / But I denied, for what can maids do less? / And 
yet my sighs thy sayings true did prove, / Instead of speech, my looks, my tears, mine 
eyes, / Told in what flame, what fire thy mistress fries.”  
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curse—an appeal to the supernatural for vengeance—and Rossini reserves the use of 

ritual musical emblems for the setting of this action.  As in Racine, Pilade arrives with 

the news that Pirro’s supporters seek revenge, and he urges Oreste to flee.  Oreste 

resists, but Ermione doesn’t notice.  Instead, she calls upon the sea to avenge her:  

 
 
 ERMIONE   (vacillando)  
     Mostro! tu fuggi!  
 
 CORO [di Greci]     Già il legno è al lido… 
 
 ERMIONE   Va’ pur… sia… vindice… quel flutto… infido 
     De’… tuoi… delitti… del… mio… dolor.201 
     (cade svenuta) 
 
 

ERMIONE: (tottering)  Monster!  You flee!  CHORUS of GREEK 
SOLDIERS: The ship is already at the shore…  ERMIONE:  Go then… may… 
an avenger be… the sea [that wave]… faithless man… for… your… crimes… 
for… my… sorrow.  (Falls unconscious.) 

 
  
(See Example §2-6.)  This is Ermione’s second appeal to the supernatural.  Where the 

Furies in Racine are an element of Oreste’s delirium, in the opera Ermione explicitly 

invokes them, and calls upon them to “destroy the wicked author of this evil crime 

[fallo],” a departure from the play in both detail and aesthetic. 

 Ermione’s curse concludes a forty-eight measure episode in F minor, within 

the Allegro vivace in F major which Pilade’s arrival initiates.  Once Ermione 

collapses, the harmony reverts to F major for the balance of the scene (sixty-one 

measures in the same tempo).  One reason to think of this curse as a failure is 

Ermione’s physical collapse at its conclusion, a theatrical sign of her unreadiness to 

speak with the authority the utterance entails and the musical emblems imply, or of her 

                                                
201 II, vi. 
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exhaustion at having tried to speak through these emblems.202  Tortora, who 

emphasizes the unusual formal aspects of the scene and its relentless, vertiginous 

affect, characterizes Ermione’s last utterance as a “harsh condemnation” in 

“circumstances where no reconciliation is possible.”  She does not comment on the 

musical emblems that elsewhere led her to invoke Beghelli’s first concept of parlar 

ampio.203  

 A second reason to view Ermione’s curse as a failure is the fact that it goes 

unnoticed within the on-stage world.  There is no uptake, as Austin would say: none of 

the other characters say anything to acknowledge what Ermione has said, making this 

scene an emblem of the status (or the lack of status) of female speakers in the public, 

civic realm.204  Although still unmarried, the betrothed Ermione is stranded in a 

domestic, pseudo-marital isolation.  The dramma ends here, with her collapse, 

                                                
202 Compare Pirro’s formal, public surrender of Andromaca’s son, Astianatte, to the 
Greek embassy led by Oreste in an episode within the tempo d’attacco of the first act 
finale (the Maestoso, “Dal valor de’ detti tuoi,” I, vi, mm. 133-149, especially “Deggio 
al padre, alla mia gloria / Quel che a me la Grecia or chiede; / E de’ Teucri il solo 
erede / Or fra’ lacci renderò [a te darò]” (“I owe to my father [Achilles], to my glory, 
that which Greece now asks of me; and [so] I give to you in chains the sole heir of the 
Teucri.”)  This formal surrender likely owes some of its elaborate quality to Pirro’s 
ongoing attempt to pressure Andromaca (“Così paghi il suo rifiuto / L’alma rea che mi 
sprezzó”; “Thus is her refusal repaid, the offensive woman who rejected me”). 
203 Tortora summarizes the broad changes Tottola and Rossini made to the ending with 
respect to Andromaque, and she suggests that Ermione’s soliloquy (“Che feci? dove 
son? m'insegue ovunque,” the scena at the top of II, v) owes its bipolar character to its 
loose counterpart in Racine (“Où suis je? Qu’ai fait? Que dois-je faire encore?”).  
Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio, 233-237.   
204 Christina Schiffner reads the final scene of the opera strictly in terms of the isolated 
psychologies of its antagonists, and while she notices the gapped quality of Ermione’s 
vocal line, she does not consider its connection to Beghelli’s study of musical 
emblems of ritual.  Schiffner focuses on psychological explanations, rather than the 
social constraints governing public speech: “Ermione loses her voice as her fury 
encroaches on her capacity to sing.”  Christina J. Schiffner, Singing Silence, Silencing 
Noise: Rossini’s Opere Serie for Naples, 1815-1822 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
California, Berkeley, 2009), 68-71. 
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followed only by a final series of deranged, defiant cries from Oreste and his forcible 

removal—he too, according to the stage directions, “almost unconscious” (“quasi 

privo di sensi”).205  As Tortora points out, there is a certain symmetry to the revised 

ending Tottola and Rossini offer, inasmuch as both Ermione and Oreste are 

condemned to their separate, isolated survivals.  On the other hand, the adaptation 

manages their respective status differently.  Oreste swoons in Racine, not Hermione.  

In Racine, the invocation of the Furies and Ermione’s faltering curse have no 

counterpart, and the curse supplants the gesture of formal renunciation that closes 

Hermione’s last speech in Andromaque.  Ermione’s curse has no consequences.  In 

this, it is unlike Elmiro’s curse in Otello, Monterone’s curse in Rigoletto, or Paolo’s 

curse in Simon Boccanegra.  It is much closer in its extra-judicial vehemence and 

pointlessness within the on-stage world to Amneris’s anathema upon the priests of 

Egypt at the close of the trial scene in the fourth act of Aida.206      

 Armida’s failed invocation of the Furies is not the only place in the closing 

scenes of the opera where Rossini deploys the musical emblems of ritual.  In the 

tempo d’attacco of the finale, Armida seems to try to initiate a conventional duet 

structure with Rinaldo, presenting two quartine.  He declines this offer, responding 

with only a single couplet (the first part of a quartina shared with Armida in a new 

                                                
205 “Cadete o fulmini! morte! io ti sfido! / No, più a quest’anima non dai terror!”; II, 
vi. 
206 “Empia razza! anatéma! su voi / La vendetta del ciel scenderà!” (“Evil race!  
Anathema!  The vengeance of heaven will fall upon you!”)  Aida, IV, i.  In reply to her 
initial pleas, Ramfis and the other priests repeat their verdict (“È traditor,” “[Radames] 
is a traitor”) and the sentence (“Morrà!,” “He shall die”).  Amneris closes the scene 
with the anathema, but Ramfis and the other priests leave without acknowledging it.  
Her prayer at the end of the opera (“Pace t’imploro, — salma adorata… / Isi placata — 
ti schiuda il ciel!,” “I beg you for peace, my beloved departed; may Isis be placated, 
may heaven be open to you!”) strands her in a similar way without human 
interlocutors.  Aida, IV, ii.     
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rhyme scheme), and leaving it to Armida to reprise her own music from the second of 

her opening two quartine.207  Her reprise sets her last bargaining position: in the 

preceding scena, she had asked to Rinaldo to remain.  Then, she asked him to allow 

her to follow him “as a servant, and not a lover.”  Finally, in the reprise, she asks him 

to kill her, and so end her suffering (“Ah! dammi almen la morte: / Dà fine al mio 

penar”).  Rossini, however, puts the ritual emblem to another use: at the outset of the 

second quartina, Armida denounces Rinaldo for his indifference to her suffering: 

 
 ARMIDA   Barbara tigre ircana 
     A te donò la vita, 
     E l’alma tua nutrita 
     Fu ognor di crudeltà.208 
 
 
 ARMIDA:  A barbarous Hyrcanian tiger gave life to you, and your soul was  
 always nourished by cruelty.     
 
 

(See Example §2-7.)  The first and second lines of this verse are set only once, and 

they delineate the transition from the relatively open melodic texture of the first 

quartina to the relatively closed texture of the second; the third and fourth lines are 

                                                
207 In her analysis of the final number of Armida, Henze-Döhring passes over the 
initial section before the departure of Rinaldo and the other knights [mm. 1-105] with 
little comment, emphasizing instead the difficulty in parsing the later sections of the 
number according to solita forma categories.  Tortora mentions the departure of the 
knights as one of three principal contributing factors to the idiomatic structure of the 
finale, but does not pursue this line of analysis.  In the autograph, the closing number 
has no formal heading; at the close of III, ix, the number is preceded by “segue scena.”  
Part of the idiomatic aspect of the number is indebted, first, to Armida’s hopes that she 
can detain Rinaldo, and draw him into conversation—into participating in a solita 
forma duet structure—and second, to the fact that she does not succeed.  See Sabine 
Henze-Döhring, “Che ci dice la “solita forma”?  Un’analisi drammaturgico-musicale 
dell’aria finale di Armida,” in (ed. Paolo Fabbri), Gioachino Rossini 1792-1992: Il 
testo e la scena, 297-308; here, 300.  Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio, 231-
233.    
208 III, ix. 
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subject to both repetition and fragmentation.  Rossini uses the octave descent at the 

start of the phrase, a use Beghelli did not consider in 1994, but did in 2003.209  Rossini 

does something similar in the second quartina in the opening section of Desdemona’s 

aria, in the Act II finale of Otello: 

 

 DESDEMONA  Barbaro ciel tiranno! 
     Da me se lo dividi, 
     Salvalo almen; me uccidi: 
     Contenta io morirò.210 
 
 
 DESDEMONA:  Barbarous, tyrannical heaven!  If you separate [Otello] from 
 me, at least save him; kill me, and I will die content.    
 
 

(See Example §2-8.)  Desdemona is probably alone on stage at this moment, having 

asked Emilia to go and seek Otello.  Her protest likely has only its imaginary, divine 

addressee as its witness in the on-stage world.211  However, she is not merely 

denouncing “barbarous heaven”: she is negotiating, as Armida does.  Both examples 

hover at the edge of this second group of examples drawn from Rossini—scenes in 

which denunciation is mingled with bargaining and submission. 

 We see something similar in the second act of Rossini’s last opera for Naples, 

Zelmira (1822, librettist Tottola).  In the tempo d’attacco of the Quintetto (N. 10), 

                                                
209 Compare Medea’s invocation of the Furies in Mayr’s Medea in Corinto, II, v 
(“Antica notte, tartaro profondo / Ecate spaventosa, ombre dolenti”; “Ancient night, 
profound Tartarus, dreadful Hecate, sorrowful spirits”) which Beghelli discusses in his 
brief overview of other, less common ritual acts (2003: 416), or Lucia’s “uncontrolled 
leaps” in the early moments of the mad scene (II, II, v); Beghelli, La retorica della 
rituale, 116. 
210 II, x. 
211 Towards the end of their recitative in II, x, Desdemona asks Emilia to go and seek 
Otello; there is no indication in the libretto as to whether Emilia leaves or remains, and 
in the balance of the Act II finale, Emilia has no independent lines. 
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Zelmira tries to bargain with the usurper, Antenore, so as to spare the life of her father, 

Polidoro.  This example—like the “bargaining” examples from Armida and the second 

act of Otello—reflects a looser mapping between a musical emblem and a complete 

utterance or speech act.  The octave descent is again displaced to the start of the vocal 

phrase.  In this case, Zelmira’s act of submission is a musical reprise, a parallel 

statement of melodic material introduced by Antenore, yet not imitated by Polidoro in 

his quartina.  Though nominally a king, the aged Polidoro’s status is intermediate: it is 

greater than the status of the partisan underlings Leucippo and Emma, but less than 

that of the antagonists Antenore and Zelmira, who enjoy the formal prestige of the 

parallel statements: 

  
 ANTENORE (a Polidoro) Ne’ lacci miei cadesti, 
              (a Zelmira) Già l’artifizio è vinto: 
     E il genitore estinto 
     A piedi tuoi cadrà. 
 
 POLIDORO   Se del mio sangue hai sete, 
     Spietato! il colpo appresta: 
     Di morte è il più molesta 
     A me la tua viltà. 
 
 ZELMIRA   Me sola uccidi… io sola 
     Seppi smaltir l’inganno… 
     Io del tuo cor tiranno 
     Sfidai la crudeltà. 
 
 LEUCIPPO   No… fia maggior tormento 
     Per te vederlo oppresso… 
 
 EMMA:   (Oh di furore eccesso! 
     Oh nuova iniquità!)212     

                                                
212 Zelmira, II, iv.  Zelmira builds several moments in its narrative around conventions 
and stereoptypes concerning female public speech: her reunion with her husband Ilo in 
the first act is marked with the “pseudo-incommunicability” which, for Tammaro, 
mars Otello; the plot depends upon prolonging her isolation, and so she hesitates to 
bring Ilo into her confidence until her predicament becomes more dire.  In the second 
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ANTENORE: (to Polidoro)  You have fallen into my trap, (to Zelmira) the 
trick has already worked: and your father will fall dead at your feet.  
POLIDORO:  If you are thirsty for my blood, wretch, then ready the blow: 
your vileness torments me more than [the thought of] death.  ZELMIRA:  Kill 
me alone… I alone know how to expose your betrayal… I [alone] have defied 
the cruelty of your tyrannous heart.  LEUCIPPO:  No… it will be a greater 
torment to you to see your father suffer…  EMMA:  (Oh, what anger!  What 
new wickedness!)  

 
 

(See Example §2-9.)  Submission in this instance, as in the examples from the last 

scenes of Armida and the second act of Otello, is hyperbolic, insamuch as the female 

protagonist subordinates herself by giving her consent to her own death.   

 The scene of hyperbolic submission is almost an obligatory one for the female 

protagonists within Rossini’s seria and semiseria operas, often underscored by the 

musical emblems of ritual.  Tancredi and Amenaide vie for conjugal martyrdom in 

such a scene in the Duetto (N. 14) in the second act of Tancredi, a negotiation which 

ends inconclusively when Amenaide “presents her chest to him” (“gli offre il petto”) 

and proclaims “[then] here extinguish your anger.”213  In Maometto secondo, Anna 

Erisso offers us the paradigmatic example, when she invites a group of Ottoman 

soldiers to strike her down.  In Mosè in Egitto, Elcìa gives her consent, too, although 

her consent closes a rhetorically undistinguished recitative before the second act 

finale, where she offers to sacrifice herself on the basis of a very limited and 

                                                                                                                                       
act her letter to Ilo is intercepted, and later, she is easily duped by Antenore into 
blurting out the location where her father has been hiding.  The second act prayer of 
her companion, Emma, features the same use of chromaticism in the major (chromatic 
lower neighbours to the notes of the tonic triad) which Rossini uses in Otello, II, for 
Desdemona, in her submission scenes before both “barbarous heaven” and her father. 
213 Each of their parallel statements in the tempo d’attacco begins with an octave 
descent setting a conative command (Tancredi, “Lasciami”; Amenaide, “Odimi”), and 
the tempo d’attacco concludes with Amenaide’s offer (“E qui sfoga il tuo furor,” “And 
here extinguish your fury”); II, xiii.   
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ambiguous culpability: none of Beghelli’s emblems is deployed.214  Semiramide, 

having hoped to marry the hero Arsace, submits to him when she discovers he is her 

son (and the son of her murdered husband).  She does so at the outset of the tempo 

d’attacco of their second act duet, but the only musical emblems of ritual in evidence 

are the two iambic chord pairs for brass choir underscoring the desinences of each of 

the two statements of her phrase, “spegni nel sangue mio” (“Extinguish in my 

blood”).215  (See Example §2-10.)  Even Leonora di Vargas’s appearance at the cave 

entrance hovers at the edge of this group—not as a scene in which she willingly 

submits to a son, a husband or a fiancé, but as a scene in which she presents herself at 

the threshold of the private sphere for the violence which follows.    

 In the last moments of the confrontation between Desdemona and Otello, the 

musical emblems of ritual come to the foreground.  Tammaro takes Desdemona’s 

conduct in the third act as a recuperation from the inarticulate lassitude and the taste 

for prostration he feels her to have indulged in in the first two acts, but it is hard to see 

the scene as something other than a robust example of the submissive compliance we 

                                                
214 In Tottola’s libretto, Elcìa comes forward in the midst of the public ceremony to 
deflect criticism away from her lover, Osiride, who is being formally granted shared 
power with his father, the Pharoah.  Elcìa interrupts Mosè to do so, replacing his 
attempt to explain her interruption with her own.  Her ambiguous offer is to “placate 
the just anger of Heaven,” claiming that “tranquil and strong, [she] will know how to 
expiate the fault with her own death” (II, vi).  In Francesco Ringhieri’s 1760 tragedy 
L’Osiride—Tottola’s principal source for the opera—Elcìa again makes the offer to 
exchange her life for Osiride’s, but she does so while she is alone on stage, in a prayer 
sent out towards “an angel of Heaven”: “Risparmiate il mio Ben, ferite Elcìa” (“Save 
my beloved, strike down Elcìa”).  Ringhieri’s play closes roughly where the second 
act of the opera does; on Elcìa’s aria and the questions of text-setting it is usually held 
to pose, see Gossett, Divas and scholars, 376-377.  L’Osiride is reprinted in facsimile 
in Sala, Mosè in Egitto / Moïse et Pharaon, 1-105.          
215 “Ebben… a te; ferisci, / Compi il voler d’un Dio, / Spegni nel sangue mio / Un 
esecrato amor” (“Alright… as to you: strike, accomplish the wish of a god, extinguish 
in my blood an execrable love.”); II, vii. 
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have been considering.  Desdemona’s murder is preceded by hyperbolic submissive 

gestures to divine and domestic addressees, realized on stage by Rossini through the 

ritual emblems Beghelli describes:   

 
  
 DESDEMONA  O ciel! se me punisci 
     È giusto il tuo rigor. 
 
     I tuoni cessano, ma i lampi continuano. 
 
 OTELLO   Tu d’insultarmi ardisci! 
     Ed io m’arresto ancor? 
 
 DESDEMONA  Uccidimi… ti affretta, 
     Saziati alfin crudel! 
 
 OTELLO   Sì compia la vendetta. 
 

(la prende, la spinge sul letto e, nell’impugnare 
il ferro, Desdemona sviene.  Egli vibra il colpo.) 

 
 DESDEMONA  Aimè!... 
 
 OTELLO     Mori, infedel!216 
 
 

DESDEMONA:  O heaven!  If you punish me, then your harshness is just.  
(The thunder ceases, but the lightning continues.)  OTELLO:  You dare to 
insult me!  And I still hold myself back?  DESDEMONA:  Kill me… go on, 
satisfy your cruelty at last!  OTELLO:  Thus may vengeance be accomplished.  
(He takes her, throws her on the bed, and when he raises the knife, Desdemona 
swoons.  He strikes the blow.)  DESDEMONA:  Ah!...  OTELLO:  Die, 
faithless woman. 

 
 

(See Example §2-11.)  There is some distance between Shakespeare’s Desdemona and 

Rossini’s in the last moments before her murder.  Shakespeare’s Desdemona pleads 

for her life, and while she does not exactly bargain with Othello, she tries to put 

choices before him, as she seeks to talk him out of killing her.  Berio and Rossini’s 
                                                
216 III, iii.  
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Desdemona, instead, presents herself to Otello (“[Contenta] io t’offro / Inerme il petto 

mio / Se più quell’anima tua pietà non sente;” “A contented woman, I offer to you my 

defenceless breast if that soul of yours no longer feels pity.”).  It is more difficult to 

accept Tammaro’s unqualified criticism of Desdemona’s supposed inarticulacy in light 

of the robust examples she offers of the sort of ritual speech acts she is permitted.217 

 

 

Audiencelessness 

 

 DESDEMONA:      … Most gracious Duke, 
     To my unfolding lend your gracious ear; 
     And let me find a charter in your voice 
     To assist my simpleness. 
 
 DUKE:     What would you, Desdemona?  
 
 Shakespeare, Othello, I, iii, 245-249 (c. 1603) 
 
 
 Her humble gestures made the residue plain, 
 Dumb eloquence, persuading more than speech: 
 Thus women know, and thus they use the guise, 
 To enchant the valiant, and beguile the wise. 
 
 Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered, Book IV, Canto 85 (1600 [1581]) 
 
 
 
 Shortly after Delacroix resumed keeping a regular journal in January 1847—

five years or so before he painted the scenes of Desdemona and her father—he wrote a 

                                                
217 De Van observes that, with respect to the kinds of action available to Verdi’s 
female protagonists, “all action is refused the heroine except deeds that are self-
inflicted, that is, sacrifice or suicide.  The more active a woman is, the less she is a 
heroine.”  There is an under-examined implication in characterizing sacrifice as “self-
inflicted,” an implication concerning women and agency.  Gilles de Van, Verdi’s 
Theater: Creating Drama through Music, trans. Gilda Roberts (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1999 [1992]), 97-98.   
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long entry about a dinner conversation with Manuel Garcìa, Jr., voice scholar, son of 

the tenor who created the role of Almaviva in Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia, and 

brother to both Maria Malibran and Pauline Viardot.218  In the journal entry, Delacroix 

embarks from “the opinion of Diderot on the actor.”  Garcìa favoured “the role of 

sensibility and of true passion,” and favoured Malibran, telling the dinner guests (in a 

loose paraphrase of Diderot) that the “proof of her talent as a great actress [was] that 

she never knew how she would play.”  For his part, Delacroix favoured the role of 

discipline and the imagination, and he admired both the advice of François-Joseph 

Talma (“He said that when on the stage, he was perfectly able to direct his inspirations 

and to judge himself, even though having the full appearance of giving himself up to 

his part…”) and the performances of Giuditta Pasta.219  The idea of an actor remaining 

ignorant of “how she would play a given scene” recalls Schroeder-Devrient’s account 

of the moment in Fidelio that was a moment of profound uncertainty in her first 

performance (in the manner of Malibran) but in subsequent performances she sought 

to study and duplicate (in the manner of Pasta).  Delacroix argued that where Garcìa, 

                                                
218 At the time, Delacroix was painting other scenes from the play.  In a brief entry 
dated March 15, 1847, Delacroix refers to the “earth [tone] in the Othello, which was 
purplish, and which I laid in with an orange tone,” a reference to “Othello et 
Desdémone” (c. 1847-1849).  See Merchant, “Delacroix’s Tragedy of Desdemona,” 
84-85.     
219 “Now with Dumesnil it is a different matter: she is not like Clairon.  She comes on 
stage without knowing what she is going to say; half the time she does not know what 
she is saying: but she has one sublime moment.  And pray, why should the actor be 
different from the poet, the painter, the orator, the musician?  It is not in the stress of 
the first burst that characteristic traits come out; it is in moments of stillness and self-
command; in moments entirely unexpected.  They are a sort of inspiration.  They 
come when the man of genius is hovering between nature and his sketch of it, keeping 
a watchful eye on both.”  Diderot, The paradox of acting, trans. Walter Herries 
Pollock (London, 1883 [1830]), 12. 
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“in speaking of la Pasta, classed her among the cold and controlled talents, plastic, as 

he said[,]… what he should have said was ideal.”  

 In defense of his sister, Garcìa recounted a story about her preparation for a 

moment in the second act finale of the Rossini Otello:     

 
 
Garcia related to us that la Malibran, when she was puzzled as to the effect that 
she should seek for the moment when the unforeseen arrival of her father inter-
rupts the transports of joy that she feels on learning that Othello is alive after 
his combat with Roderigo, she asked advice on this point from Mme Naldi, the 
wife of that Naldi who was killed by the explosion of a shell…  That woman 
had been an excellent actress.  She told her that, having to play the role of 
Galatea in Pygmalion, and having remained motionless in astounding fashion 
for all the time necessary, she had produced the greatest effect, at the first 
moment when she makes the first movement which tells of the spark of life.220 
   

 

The advice to Malibran seems to have been to consider stillness in order to make an 

effect, a piece of advice which seems at odds with the more volatile, kinetic stage 

                                                
220 Delacroix, Journal, 134-138, here 136 (January 27, 1847).  Delacroix’s account 
leaves a few details unclear: the “Naldi who was killed by the explosion of a shell” 
was Giuseppe Naldi, the basso buffo who performed as the first Figaro in London in 
Le nozze di Figaro in 1818; a friend of Garcìa’s family, he died in Paris in December 
1820 in an accident in the kitchen of Garcìa’s father.  And the actress Malibran 
consulted may have been Giuseppe Naldi’s daughter Caroline Naldi, rather than his 
wife; his daughter made her Parisian debut at the Théatre-Italien in September 1820.  
On Giuseppe Naldi, see Denise Yim, Viotti and the Chinnerys: a relationship charted 
through letters, (Aldershot and Burlington: Ashgate, 2004), 227-228.  Yim mentions 
several performances by Naldi’s daughter Caroline in the 1810s and early 1820s, but 
says nothing of any career on the part of Naldi’s wife. 

A scene from Pygmalion was performed at a benefit for Malibran at the 
Théatre-Italien in Paris “in place of the opera of Matilde di Shabran, which had 
originally been announced for performance on this occasion, and which had even been 
rehearsed several times.”  See The London Literary Gazette and Journal of Belles 
Lettres, Arts, Sciences, &c. No. 692, Saturday April 24, 1830, “Original 
Correspondence,” 272.  From his remark that the “striking beauties [of Pygmalion]… 
are better suited to the drawing-room than the stage,” it seems possible that the 
correspondent is speaking of Rousseau’s 1770 melodrama. 
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movements her pursuit of immediacy often entailed.221   

 The conversation of Delacroix and Garcìa turned from stillness in Pygmalion 

to a scene of submission and stillness in Donizetti’s Maria Stuarda (1834; libretto 

Giuseppe Bardari).  Malibran sang the title role in the premiere of the opera with its 

original libretto in Milan in December 1835: 

 
Mme Malibran, in Mary Stuart, is brought before her rival, Elizabeth, by 
Leicester, who implores her to humiliate herself before her rival.  She finally 
consents to do so, and, falling on her knees, gives herself to the deepest 
supplication; but, outraged by the inflexible hardness of Elizabeth, she would 
rise up impetuously and throw herself into a fury which, he said, produced the 
greatest effect.  She tore her handkerchief and even her glove to tatters.  There 
again is one of those effects to which a great artist will never descend: they are 
the kind which delight people in the boxes and afford a passing reputation to 
those who are willing to indulge themselves that way.222 
 

 

While one stage direction indicates when Maria Stuarda is to kneel before Elisabetta, 

there is no direction indicating when she is to stand, even if the libretto and the score 

provide more than one plausible place to do so.223  Delacroix’s disdain seems to spring 

from Malibran’s shredding of the handkerchief rather than her decision to stand.  

                                                
221 For an overview of the performances of Pasta and Malibran as Desdemona with a 
view to the rival aesthetic positions they were held to imply in the late nineteenth 
century, see Céline Frigau, “Assisa a pie d’un salice: Desdemona secondo Giuditta, 
Maria e altre “attrici” del Théâtre-Italien,” in Malibran: Storia e leggenda, canto e 
belcanto nel primo Ottocento italiano / Atti del convegno, Bologna, Accademica 
Filarmonico, 30-31 May, 2008, ed. Piero Mioli (Bologna, 2010), 309-319.  
222 Delacroix, Journal, 136 (Janaury 27, 1847).	  
223 The “dialogue of the two Queens,” the second act finale of Maria Stuarda, has a 
two-movement structure—an extended kinetic movement which begins like a tempo 
d’attacco with parallel if non-adjacent eight-line verses for Maria and Elisabetta 
(Maria asks for pardon, Elisabetta insults her), with pertichini, and ends after much 
intervening material like a tempo di mezzo, with Maria’s public denunciation of 
Elisabetta (“Figlia impura di Bolena” through “Profanato è il soglio inglese / Vil 
bastarda, dal tuo piè!” “The English throne is profaned, vile bastard woman, by your 
foot!”).  II, x. 
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 In some nineteenth-century accounts, Desdemona’s movements on stage in the 

Act II finale of Otello are subject to either blanket approval or blanket disapproval, 

leaving the individual moments which interested Malibran, Naldi, Delacroix and 

others unmentioned.224  Le Guide musical assured its readers in 1874 that “each pose, 

each gesture of Mme. [Adelina] Patti, was the very truth of the situation, the most 

intense underlining of the duty of the daughter of the Doge [sic].”  Apart from a brief 

gloss on Patti’s introduction of “a pause in the musical phrase before the word 

m’abbandona,” Le Guide did not describe other details of the scene.225  A self-

described “octogenarian” contributor to Il nuovo ricoglitore gave Pasta’s performance 

at the Teatro Carcano in Milan an enthusiastic if qualified approval, applauding her 

“scenic propriety” (“decoro scenico”) as well as her “azione… which always 

manifested a great theatrical intelligence, through which every glimpse, every glance, 

every gesture has a purposeful significance,” and wishing only at times that her stage 

movement, like her singing, was “less studied” (“meno studiata”).226  The unnamed 

                                                
224 Frigau restricts her remarks on Desdemona’s stage movement in the Act II finale to 
anecdotes on Pasta and Malibran conveyed in reminiscences by Henri Blaze de Bury 
(Pasta) and Ernest Legouvé (Malibran), written in the 1850s and 1870s.  Both 
anecdotes concern how Desdemona awaits and receives the results of the duel between 
Otello and Roderigo.  See Frigau, Malibran: Storia e leggenda, 315-316.  Donizetti 
reports having seen Malibran at the Teatro Valle as Desdemona sometime between 
June 30 and July 14, 1832, but offers no details beyond “fanaticism” for Malibran.  
See Antonio Cametti, Donizetti a Roma.  Con lettere e documenti inediti (Turin, 
1907), 87. 
225 Le Guide musical: revue internationale de la musique, Feb. 12, 1874. 
226 “Teatri.  Teatro Carcano.  Parere d’un Vegliardo ottuagenario sopra Giuditta Pasta, 
da lui veduta ed udita per la prima volta la sera del 4 giugno 1829, nell’opera intitolata 
Otello,” (Theatres.  Teatro Carcano.  Opinions of a an old man in his eighties upon 
Giuditta Pasta, whom he saw and heard for the first time on the evening of June 4, 
1829, in the opera called Otello”), Il nuovo ricoglitore, No. 54, Giugno 1829, 401-409; 
here, 406-407.  The “vegliardo,” whose praise of Pasta’s “scenic propriety” is likely a 
veiled critique of the more modern style of Malibran, noted that Pasta and [Rosa] 
Morandi (1782-1824) obtained an equal effect with “the words Se il padre 
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contributor praised Rossini’s music, which can “cover any defect in the poetry,” but he 

denounced Desdemona, “whom one may not regard as anything other than an idiotic 

woman [“una scimunita”], being as she is in love in such a foolish way with a monster 

[“un mostro”], by which I mean a man so different from us.” 

 I teatri expressed its concerns over the début of Henriette Sontag at the 

Théâtre-Italien in January 1828, noting that  

 
apart from the comparisons the Parisians must make between the new 
Desdemona (Sontag) and the always-remembered Desdemona (Pasta), it 
seems that Otello may not be the score most suited to her expressive and vocal 
faculties; for even these same admirers of hers agree that she thought to entice 
the listener and not to move him in the great moment Se il padre 
m’abbandona.227   

 

The “Foreign Musical Report” in The Harmonicon was more sympathetic to Sontag, 

and gave a spare description of the scene: 

 
What effect, it was whispered, can the utmost efforts of the young debutante 
[Sontag] produce, when the pathetic accents of a Pasta are still vibrating in the 
public ear?  At length came the famous and terrible Se il padre m’abbandona!  
A silence more calculated to alarm than to encourage the young singer, reigned 
through the whole house.  She advanced towards her father, and in a 
supplicating attitude addressed to him, in a voice softened and subdued by 
grief, the words to which Rossini has given such truth and power of 
expression.  The austere senator, however, remains inflexible: it is then that the 
unhappy daughter repeats, but this time with all the agony of despair, the heart-
rending words that proclaim her lost beyond resource.  This fine gradation of 
was admirably managed by the young singer…228 

                                                                                                                                       
m’abbandona… except that Morandi, who had a voice with a singularly pathetic 
quality, would express the passage with no greater sentiment than Pasta, but with far 
less of a studied quality [“ma con minore studio”], that is to say, [with] that simplicity 
of song which makes a path to the heart, a path with which, as I said, one could 
dominate when she was the Desdemona at the [Teatro] Carcano” (1829: 405-406).        
227 I teatri: Giornale Drammatico Musicale e Coreografico (27 gennaio 1828), rpt in I 
teatri: Giornale Drammatico Musicale e Coreografico (Milan: 1827 [sic], Vol. 1 pt 
2), 693. 
228 The Harmonicon, “Foreign Musical Report: Paris,” (1828: 46). 
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In L’Eco, Castil-Blaze reproached Sontag for introducing a “clumsy da capo, a 

pointless repetition, damaging even, of the cantabile, L’error d’un’infelice,” and he 

chided Malibran for including an insertion aria in Act I, even as he recognized the 

efforts she had gone to to select an aria less familiar to her audience; but while he 

explored at length the question of where a singing actor playing Desdemona ought to 

breathe during the phrase, “da chi sperar pietà,” he had little to say about how either 

Sontag or Malibran moved on stage.229   

 De Rizzoni’s 1830 essay on Pasta’s performances as Desdemona describes her 

movements and gestures on stage in some detail, especially the character of her 

approach to her father, but as in the accounts given of Sontag, there is no mention of 

her kneeling before Elmiro:   

 

When she exclaims: Se il padre m’abbandona, she moves slowly with every 
step, timidly, she drags her feet, she lingers, her unequal movements disclose 
all of her agitation, she lifts her tearful eyes from time to time to her father, 
then she lowers them, she raises her hands as if in prayer, her face is a portrait 
of sorrow, her voice is slow and sighing, and seems to come from her heart; 
and the hearts of all are moved when she says: Da chi sperar pietà (“From 
whom to hope for pity?”)  If there were a father so severe in the midst of those 
who heard this it would certainly restore pity in him!230        
 

 

                                                
229 “Madame Malibran had the sense [le bon esprit] to include the scene from 
[Rossini’s] Sigismondo, “Vincesti iniqua sorte,” in the first act of Otello.  One knows 
that the aria, “O quante lagrime,” which Madame Pasta would sing, has been restored 
to the score of La donna del lago.  Madame Malibran did the scene from Sigismondo 
very well; [but] she did not have all of the success she might have had, had this piece 
not been sung previously by Madame Pasta in Roméo et Giulietta.”  L’Eco, April 
1828.  Some of this column is recycled in a column on Paris in Teatri, arti e 
letteratura (234), Bologna, 30 October 1828 (69-76).  On the practice of insertion 
arias for Desdemona in Act I, see Hilary Poriss, Changing the Score: Arias, Prima 
Donnas, and the Authority of Performance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 
31-33 and 73-81.       
230 Luigi Morando de Rizzoni, La Pasta nel Otello. Dialogo (Verona, 1830), 20-21. 
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Giulia Grisi knelt.  In a diary entry dated May 2, 1835, the future Queen Victoria 

recorded that Grisi “personates the meek and ill-treated Desdemona in a most perfect 

and touching manner,” noting that she fell at the feet of her father (Lablache) in the 

Act I finale, and knelt before him again “in a most touching manner” in the Act II 

finale:231   

 

                                    

Figure §2-8.  One of Queen Victoria’s many sketches of Grisi (as Desdemona) 
kneeling before Lablache (as Elmiro), c. 1835 

 
 

                                                
231 The Girlhood of Queen Victoria: A selection from Her Majesty’s diaries between 
the years 1832 and 1840, Vol. 1 (London, 1912), here 110-112.  Victoria singled out 
eleven scenes in the opera for praise.  Warner notes that in Victoria’s sketchbook, 
“[one] particular scene from Rossini’s Otello recurs many times: Lablache towering 
over the tiny figure of Grisi as Desdemona while she pleads for understanding from 
her father Elmiro.  ‘Se il padre m’abbandona, da chi sperar pietà?’… was a line 
carved deep in Victoria’s memory, it seems.”  See Marina Warner, Queen Victoria’s 
Sketchbook (London: Macmillan, 1979), 71, where one of the sketches of Grisi and 
Lablache is reproduced. 
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 Castil-Blaze describes Malibran “struck down” (“foudroyée”) by the threats of 

Elmiro, but as noted above, in this instance he conflates the Act I and Act II finales.232  

Locatelli touches on Malibran’s performance in the Act II finale in a couple of places 

in a long 1832 essay, praising her in a compressed inventory of particular moments 

(one written with the libretto in hand, and sometimes recycling its language): 

 

 … [Malibran] captured with real grace, and often with great thoughtfulness all 
the more beautiful points of the drama, and she clothed them with a proper 
suitable action.  And, for example, the fear that concerns her before her father, 
of which, aware of her own fault, she does not dare to sustain his severe gaze; 
the dread, that seizes her in the light of how her husband looks as he arrives, 
because she sees in [his] thought the discovery of a terrible secret [of her 
apparent betrayal]; the voice and the caressing acts with which she then step by 
step tries to calm and overcome the jealous rages of her furious husband; that 
turning about [of] her gaze, and turning her gentle presence towards the 
bystanders [“agli astanti”], as if asking them for the help of compassion, in 
order to combat and overcome the anger of her father, who has abandoned 
her…233     
 

 

Earlier in the essay, Locatelli suggests that Malibran made her strongest impressions 

in other scenes—in the Willow Song in Act III, and in an insertion aria in Act I drawn 

from Mercadante’s Caritea, regina di Spagna (1826, La Scala).  Desdemona’s brief 

preghiera in Act III was coldly received, and Locatelli offers that Malibran’s penchant 

for trying new staging ideas may have been behind its failure: she knelt on a low 

footstool, but did not remain there until the end of the preghiera.234  But he left no 

more detailed account of Malibran in the Act II finale, remarking only that while “this 

                                                
232 A contemporary English translation of Castil-Blaze’s essay appeared as “Memoir 
of Lablache,” in The Lady’s Magazine and Museum of the Belles-Lettres, Fine Arts, 
Music, Drama, Fashion &c (November 1832), 216-218.  In this translation, Malibran 
“sinks under the menaces of Elmiro”; 218.   
233 Tommasso Locatelli, “Seconda lettera di Filinto al compilatore. — L’Otello,” in 
L’appendice della gazzetta di Venezia, vol. 3, (March 27, 1832), 312-319. 
234 Locatelli, “Seconda lettera di Filinto,” 316. 
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or that singer may have made a stronger effect in the famous Ah! se il padre 

m’abbandona… heaven has not granted me such a good and tenacious memory; [and 

yet] well can I assure you that I myself felt shudders coming on, and I almost needed a 

vial of smelling salts: for the rest, everyone can think what they like.”235 

 The vogue for more drastic moves to the floor figures in one of the most 

detailed descriptions of this scene in any nineteenth-century account.  De Musset, 

writing in 1839 of the Parisian début of Pauline Viardot [Garcìa], takes issue with 

Desdemona’s collapse at the top of the scene, when she is “pushed away by Otello” as 

Otello and Rodrigo exit.   He briefly conflates this moment in the opera with a similar 

moment in Ducis:   

 

Why this fall?  Once there was an armchair there, and the libretto says only 
that Desdemona faints.  If I make this remark, it is not because I attach great 
importance to it, but these grand scenic gestures, these precipitous coups de 
théatre, are so much in style today, that I believe one must be modest with 
them.  Malibran would often use them, it’s true; she would fall to the ground, 
and always very well.  But today, the actresses of the boulevard theatres have 
also learned how to fall, and Mademoiselle Garcìa, more than anyone else, 
seems to me capable of showing that, if one can succeed with these means, one 
can also abstain from them.236   
 

 

In Act IV, scene iii of Ducis’s adaptation, Hédelmone has been pleading with Othello 

to assist Lorédan.  When Othello declines, Hédelmone weeps, turns away, and faints: a 

stage direction reads, “HÉDELMONE, se laissant tomber sur un fauteuil” 

(“Hédelmone, letting herself fall into an armchair”).237  As de Musset points out, the 

stage direction in the opera is simpler (“sviene,” i.e., “Desdemona faints”).  

                                                
235 Locatelli, “Seconda lettera di Filinto,” 316-317. 
236 De Musset, “Débuts de Mademoiselle Pauline Garcìa,” 726. 
237 Ducis, Othello, IV, iii, l. 1126. 
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Nonetheless de Musset’s disappointment with Desdemona’s initial collapse to the 

floor does not colour his appraisal of how Viardot kneels before Elmiro later in the 

scene:  

 
I recommend, to those who know how to listen, the way in which Mlle. Garcìa 
delivers the first verse, “L’error, l’error d’un’infelice.”  In the slowness with 
which she went to kneel, in the way which gesture followed her voice, in [the 
way] her trembling hands first came together, then fell [apart] when she bent 
her knee, there is a singular gradation, all instinctive, that the artist has 
certainly not calculated, and which follows from the music marvellously; one 
might believe that I was searching for a detail; all to the contrary, nothing is 
more simple, and it is from these simple things that poetry comes to life.238  
 

 

De Musset’s description of a submissive gesture—a prayer that falters—would serve, 

too, as a commentary on the scene in the first act of Ducis discussed above where 

Odalbert refuses Hédelmone’s attempt to kneel before him and to grasp his knees, thus 

refusing her a public place from which to speak.  His description would offer a fair 

caption of Delacroix’s painting, too, a description of a submissive gesture which fails. 

 Whether the singing actor kneels (as Malibran, Grisi and Viardot did) or not 

(as Pasta and Sontag seem not have done), Desdemona’s approach to her father 

appears to have been the best remembered element of the Act II finale.  When Rivet 

hummed, he hummed as if this were the moment Delacroix’s painting commemorated.  

When Elmiro takes up the musical emblems of ritual, he does so legibly and “in plain 

sight,” but when Desdemona does so later in the scene, her voice is submerged in a 

thick choral and orchestral texture, stranding her words on the page.  If we try to draw 

Desdemona’s turn to this rhetoric towards other instances of these emblems when 

female characters are the speakers, we are left with either scenes of submission or 

                                                
238 De Musset, “Débuts de Mademoiselle Pauline Garcìa,” 726. 
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scenes of failure.  If it is a submissive gesture, it is one in a series, and we might think 

of it as a final abject action in this series, breaking off her public bargaining with her 

father.  If it marks a failure of some kind, we might recall that in the first act of 

Othello, Shakespeare’s Desdemona achieves something Rossini’s never does: she 

gains an audience with a civic authority beyond the domestic sphere who takes an 

interest in her situation and her wishes.  In the moment when Rossini’s Desdemona 

turns to the musical emblems of ritual in the Act II finale, she achieves an inaudible 

vehemence that marks the same event depicted in the first act of Ducis’s adaptation—

the collapse of her last chance to speak in the public sphere. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

ANNA ERISSO AND THE PROBLEM OF THE HETERONOMOUS VOICE 

IN THE NEAPOLITAN MAOMETTO SECONDO 

 
 
When we begin Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones, how much of the story does the 
author expect us to keep in mind as we read along?  He expects us, I think, to 
remember about as much of Tom Jones’s history as Tom Jones does; for 
instance, to remember that Tom broke his leg, but not to remember all that was 
said by the visitors who appeared at his bedside.  The text is meant to dwindle 
away as past times do, and if some element is supposed to be retained for 
future use, we can be confident that Fielding will prompt us. 
 
William Gass, “Reading Proust” (2012) 
 
 
Who desires when “I” desire?  There seems to be another at work in my desire. 
 
Judith Butler, “The ‘I’ and the ‘You’ ” (2005) 

 

 
 

One of the small cuts director David Alden made in his 2012 Santa Fe 

production of the original Neapolitan version of Rossini’s Maometto secondo was a 

short dialogue in recitative preceding Anna Erisso’s arrival in the “ample 

subterranean chamber beneath the temple,” the sepulchral space that serves as the 

setting for the extensive final scenes of the opera.  The leaders of the Venetian 

forces—Anna’s father, Paolo Erisso, and [Alvise] Calbo—have taken refuge in this 

place, as they have been separated from the rest of the defenders of Negroponte, who 

have retreated to an inaccessible Citadel.  Anna has brought the means to help Erisso 

and Calbo rejoin the other defenders: two sets of Turkish garments (carried by a 

servant) and an “imperial seal” Anna received as a token of affection and a guarantee 

of her safety from the leader of the Ottoman forces, Maometto.  This token, a symbol 
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of Maometto’s authority, allows Anna to circulate within the besieged city at will, and 

her insight—which she attributes to a “divine voice spurring her on to the great work 

of honour”—is that she can give this token to her father, transferring its privileges to 

him.   

At the narrative level, this is the invented heroic action for Anna at the heart of 

the Neapolitan version of the opera.  The action is not a part of the earliest accounts of 

the siege of Negroponte in 1470: writing in 1571, Francesco Sansovino describes the 

death of an unnamed “beautiful” daughter of Paolo Erizo in a single sentence,239 while 

the earliest and most extensive primary source on the siege makes no mention of her at 

all.240  This action disappears from the tragedy librettist Cesare Della Valle published 

on this subject in 1823, and it disappears from the Parisian revision of Maometto 

secondo (Le siège de Corinthe, libretto Luigi Balocchi and Alexandre Soumet; Théâtre 

                                                
239 “And the daughter of Paolo [Erizo], young, very beautiful and of a marriageable 
age, led before the Sultan on account of her beauty, not wishing herself to consent to 
the wishes of the Sultan, was slaughtered.”  Francesco Sansovino, Gl’annali 
[Turcheschi] overo Le vite de’ principi et signori della casa Othomana, “Vita di 
Mahamet Secondo” (Venice, 1571) 53-92; here, 89.  
240 See the unpublished transcription and translation prepared by Pierre A. MacKay, 
“Giovan-Maria Angiolello, Memoir,” posted at http://angiolello.net/ (accessed July 15, 
2013).  For an overview of sources on the siege of Negroponte, see Marina Stefani 
Mantovanelli, “Paolo Erizzo a Negroponte: Un episodio della lotta tra Venezia e 
Maometto II; Due depinti del seicento e fonti storico-letterarie,” in Arte veneziana e 
arte islamica: Atti del primo simposio internazionale sull’arte veneziana e l’arte 
islamica, ed. Ernst J. Grube  (Venice: L’altra riva, 1989), 61-69.  On the recovery of 
two seventeenth-century paintings depicting the deaths of Paolo Erizzo and Anna 
Erizzo by Andrea Celesti, see also Giuseppe Maria Pilo, “Andrea Celesti (Venezia 
1637 – Toscolano [?] 1712),” in Civiltà e cultura di villa tra ’700 e ’800 a Mirano e 
nella terraferma veneziana, ed. Mario Esposito (Venice: Marsilio, 2000), 110-115.  
The Celesti portraits are also reproduced in the Programma di sala prepared for the 
first revival of the Venetian revision.  See Anselm Gerhard, “Lo scontro delle civiltà e 
il nuovo ordine del melodramma: l’importanza della tinta turca nel Maometto II di 
Rossini,” in Gioachino Rossini, Maometto II.  Rivista “La Fenice prima dell’Opera,” 
2004-2005 no. 4 (Treviso: L’Artegrafica S.n.c., 2005), 9-24.  On the literary sources, 
see also in the Programma di sala, Gian Giuseppe Filippi, “Mehmet II al-Fatih e la 
battaglia di Negroponte,” 51-66.   
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de l’Académie Royale de Musique, October 9, 1826).241  It survives in the poorly-

received Venetian revision of 1822-23 (Teatro La Fenice, December 26, 1822242), but 

only as an action Erisso and Calbo discuss as having happened.  It is reported to the 

theatre audience, but it is not staged.  

Alden’s cut eliminated the short recitative between the Scena ed Aria Calbo 

(N. 9, “Non temer d’un basso affetto”), a dialogue between Calbo and Erisso in which 

Erisso offers a startling throwaway line that he will “take comfort” when his daughter 

is dead:   

 
 
ERISSO   Oh, come al cor soavi 
    Mi giungono i tuoi detti! 
    Voglia propizio il ciel che sien veraci. 
    Oh figlia! ahi dolce figlia!  E a me per sempre 
    I barbari t’han tolta? 
 
CALBO      Ah! ti conforta. 
 
ERISSO   Confortarmi potrò quando fia morta.243 
 
 
ERISSO:  Oh, how pleasing your words are to my heart.  May it be heaven’s 
wish that they are true.  Oh, daughter, ah sweet daughter!  Have the barbarians 
taken you away from me forever?  CALBO:  Ah!  Take comfort!  ERISSO:  I 
can take comfort when she is dead. 
 

 

It is not hard to imagine why a director today might suppress this prejudicial and 

unsentimental remark.  Erisso’s continuing scorn for his daughter is not in doubt: this 

                                                
241 Cesare Della Valle, Anna Erizo (1823). 
242 The revisions to the libretto for Venice are generally attributed to Gaetano Rossi, 
who was preparing Semiramide for Rossini.  See Marco Emanuele, L’ultima stagione 
italiana: Le forme dell’opera seria di Rossini da Napoli a Venezia (Turin: Passigli, 
1997). 
243 Maometto secondo / Dramma per musica, (Naples, 1820), II, iii.  In the preceding 
recitative and aria, Calbo offers an extravagant defense of Anna and her resistance. 
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is made clear both in the scena before Calbo’s aria, and in the scena of the following 

scene (N. 10, the Scena e Terzettino for Anna, Erisso and Calbo, “In questi estremi 

istanti”), where Erisso presses Anna to provide a series of proofs of her loyalty.  Their 

estrangement and their attempts at reconciliation span the opera, and this uncontested 

remark is, in one sense, a statement of Erisso’s wounded status as a disenfranchised 

father within the bestowal system: he lost the daughter he’d had to give in marriage, 

since she chose someone else to marry without his consent.  When Anna learns that 

the “someone else” lied about his identity, she agrees to renounce him, but the events 

of the siege overtake her reconciliation with her father.  The “someone else” turns out 

to have been Maometto, the leader of the Ottoman forces besieging the colony.  For a 

well-managed exogamy, it is a paranoid, worst-case scenario: a marriagebale daughter 

chooses an unsanctioned husband, and the unsanctioned husband destroys her, her 

value, her family, and her community—a story-telling logic which repurposes wildly 

the historic events of the siege the opera requires.244 

If Alden were called on to defend this cut, he might point out that Rossini cut 

the remark, too, when the opera was revised for Venice.  In the Venetian revision, it 

follows (as it did in Naples) Calbo’s aria, but in the revision it precedes an unexpected 

meeting between Erisso and Maometto in “a remote part of Negroponte, near the 

                                                
244 Della Valle discussed the strategy he followed in “weaving” new story elements 
into the known events of the siege in the Preface to the 1830 edition of his tragedy, 
Anna Erizo.  See Bruno Cagli, “Le fonti letterarie dei libretti di Rossini [Maometto 
II],” Bollettino del Centro Rossiniano di studi (1972: 2), 10-32, esp. 15-16.  Compare, 
also, Clément on the “laws of exogamy”: “For a marriage to take place within the 
kinship system, one must know how to keep the right distance according to the laws of 
exogamy.  Too close and it is incest: too distant and it is war.  Too close, it is Jocasta, 
or Isolde: death.  Too distant, it is Othello: death again.”  Catherine Clément, Opera, 
or the Undoing of Women, trans. Betsy Wing (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1998 [1979]), 122. Opera, or the Undoing of Women is dedicated to Lévi-
Strauss.   
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walls.”  The rest of Erisso’s recitative was retained, but the brief exchange with Calbo 

was not: 

 

CALBO   (Si ritira in osservazione.) 
 
ERISSO   Oh, come al cor soavi 
    mi giungono i suoi detti — 
    Voglia propizio il Ciel che sian veraci! 
    O figlia! — Oh dolce figlia! — e a me per 
sempre 
    i barbari l’han tolta! — 
    (Resta pensoso.) 
 
    (MAOMETTO con guardie, e detto.) 
 
MAOMETTO      D’ogni intorno 
    Vegliate, o prodi miei.245 
 
 
CALBO  (withdraws, to observe.)  ERISSO:  Oh, how pleasing his words are 
to my heart — May it be heaven’s wish that they are true!  O daughter! — oh 
sweet daughter!  And the barbarians have taken her away from me forever! — 
(Pauses in thought.)  (MAOMETTO [enters] with guards.)  MAOMETTO:  
Watch over the surroundings, my warriors.  
 
 

The case for keeping Erisso’s remark, especially in light of Rossini’s evident 

willingness to let go of it, would be trickier to make.  It’s provocative and alienating.  

It reflects the anxiety that an unexpected event might harm our “well-being of 

identity,” the “enduring blessedness” which Cavarero discusses with respect to 

Achilles: 

 

According to Hannah Arendt, we have lost the meaning of the ancient saying 
that no one can be called eudaimon before dying.  We translate eudaimon as 
happy or blessed, but the term eudaimonia indicates neither happiness nor 
blessedness.  The word indicates… a sort of ‘well-being’ of identity, or that the 
identity endures; that is, it designates a state in which the identity is no longer 

                                                
245 Maometto Secondo / Melo-dramma Eroico (Venice, 1822), II, v-vi. 
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subject to changes.  It is a state that is, of course, impossible in life — but after 
death, after the revelatory actions come to a definitive end, it becomes possible 
in the form of a story. […]  This ‘unchangeable identity of the person’ that 
only death rescues from change, renders anyone eudaimon, by giving them 
their story.246   
 

 

Erisso’s “comfort,” like the “well-being of identity” of the hero as Cavarero describes 

it, is protected by death from “unmasterable” change, from revelatory actions before 

others.  

In the Neapolitan version of Maometto secondo, Anna Erisso demonstrates a 

sustained interest in managing her public life—controlling the interconnected but 

distinct impressions she presents to the other women of Negroponte, to her father and 

Calbo, and to Maometto and the Ottoman soldiers she confronts.  Compared to the 

earlier histories that mention her, this level of detail is new.  It marks the Neapolitan 

version as one of a group of theatrical works from after 1760 that invents for Anna 

Erisso a wider story.247  While it is not clear which sources Della Valle drew upon in 

preparing the libretto and his tragedy, Erisso’s remark preserves an idiosyncratic detail 
                                                
246 Adriana Cavarero, “The paradox of Ulysses,” in Relating Narratives: Storytelling 
and Selfhood, trans. Paul A. Kottman (London: Routledge, 2000 [1997]), 17-31; here, 
27. 
247 At least three theatrical works between 1760 and 1820 (written before Della Valle’s 
libretto and tragedy) focus on Anna Erisso.  Mantovanelli reports on two of these in 
passing—Angelo Maria Barbaro’s unpublished “opera… tragico-buffa,” Anna Erizzo 
ossia Mehemet in Negroponte, written in a Venetian dialect “with satirical intent,” and 
Vincenzo Formaleoni’s 1783 tragedy, Anna Erizzo ossia la caduta di Negroponte 
(Mantovanelli 1989: 63, 66).  In the online catalogue Nuova Biblioteca Manoscritta, 
Barbaro’s play is also cited as Mecmet in Negroponte, an “Opera veneziana tragica-
buffa da recitarsi in teatro di San Servolo l’anno 1764” (Venice, Biblioteca del Museo 
Correr, Correr 174).  An 1817 poetry anthology which includes poems by Barbaro 
(1726-1779), Poesia di autori diversi, vol. 11 (Venice, 1817), notes in its introduction 
that “there is a dramma by our Barbaro famous in Venice, entitled Anna Erizzo in 
Costantinopoli, written in Venetian dialect with a very rare beauty, but which was 
never published, oscillating too much [as it does] between satire and indecency.”  In 
addition to Barbaro and Formaleoni’s pieces, there is an unpublished 1801 tragedy by 
Francesco Balbi, entitled Mehemet II, which Mantovanelli does not consider.        
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that appears in a seventeenth-century account of the siege of Negroponte by Giovanni 

Sagredo:  

 
Near death, Erisso was sorry to leave his daughter Anna… exposed to the 
lechery of the barbarians; dying, he revealed his feelings.  He begged the 
Janissaries to take her life.  They told him that they would not do her any 
injury, but she would be reserved for the appetites of the Sultan.”248   
 

 

This detail—that Erisso hopes for his daughter to be killed rather than saved—is 

something the Neapolitan libretto and Sagredo share. 

 We are leaning heavily on a line of recitative that Alden likely cut with a clear 

conscience because Erisso’s remark complicates a question which haunts the 

Neapolitan version of Maometto secondo and its reception history.  At issue is 

ownership and interpretation: who wishes this death for Anna Erisso, and where does 

the urgency of this wish come from?  Marco Beghelli speaks of the Neapolitan Anna 

Erisso as a “kamikaze” figure ready “to sacrifice her own life for a “just” cause,” 

while Maometto “seeks in every moment to salvage the situation from an unsought, 

tragic outcome.”  The uncompromising appetite for death is all hers.249  Daniela 

Tortora takes a different view.  She describes the finale ultimo of the Neapolitan 

version as a “grandiose funereal ceremony,” but speaks of Anna’s improvised 

marriage to Calbo—a wedding presided over by her father in the second last scene of 

the opera—as something which “obliges Anna towards her final resolution,” implying 

                                                
248 Giovanni Sagredo, Memorie Istoriche de Monarchi Ottomani (Venice, 1673), 
“Meemet Secondo,” 69-140.  Sagredo’s account of the siege of Negroponte is 
reproduced in Gioachino Rossini, Maometto II, ed. Michele Girardi, “La battaglia di 
Negroponte raccontata da Giovanni Sagredo,” 45-50. 
249 Marco Beghelli, “Quando Maometto sbarcò a Venezia,” in Gioachino Rossini, 
Maometto II, 25-44; here, 34-35. 
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a hesitation the text does not support.250  Isotta, writing before the first modern revival 

of the opera, suggests that despite passages of jarring vocal writing that are “frozen 

and belcantistic,”  

 

… Rossini has succeeded in giving to the opera, or at least to some of its 
characters, a remarkable unitary tone.  The beauties of Maometto II are vivid, 
and yet around the opera (and still more in the case of Le siège de Corinthe) 
there is a funereal aura of death; in particular, Anna is enveloped in this [aura] 
from her first appearance […]  From no other character in the drama, if not 
from Anna (Pamyra), can originate that sensibility both heroic and soaked in 
weeping which will [later] belong to another heroine consecrated from the start 
to death on account of an impossible love—Valentine from Meyerbeer’s Les 
Huguenots.251 
  

 

Alessandro Baricco, in his characteristically lucid and elegant reading, focuses 

on the atmospheric psychology of Anna.  While for Isotta the question of Anna’s 

agency remains unbroached, in Baricco she vies with inarticulate forces, a demon or a 

spectre:   

 

In Anna this awareness [of the connection between crime and punishment] 
becomes an obsession.  The equating of love and guilt assumes the objective 
quality of a demon that besieges every action, stifles every escape, and 
condemns every hope.  Pursued by such a spectre Anna runs towards 
punishment as towards a liberation: and towards a destiny which seems to 
congeal perfectly a proper verdict, she extorts [as if] by force the decree of 
condemnation: surprising death from behind, she kills herself.252 
 

 

                                                
250 Daniela Tortora, Drammaturgia del Rossini serio: Le opere della maturità da 
“Tancredi” a “Semiramide” (Rome: Torre d’Orfeo editrice, 1996), 226-227.  
251 Paolo Isotta, “I diamanti nella corona.  Grammatica del Rossini napoletano,” in 
Mosè in Egitto / Moïse et Pharaon / Mosè, ed. Paolo Isotta (Turin: Unione tipografico-
editrice torinese, 1974), 195-260; here, 238-239.  
252 Alessandro Baricco, “Il pipistrello e la porcellana,” in Il genio in fuga: Due saggi 
sul teatro musicale di Gioachino Rossini (Turin: Einaudi, 1997), 49-158; here, 117-
118. 
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Later, Baricco invokes a “shadowy vertigo [which…] predominates over everything”: 

 

The eclipse of happiness, of desire, substitutes itself here with a violence all 
the more radical for all of its subtlety.  Even the memory of happiness comes 
to be repudiated. […]  Over everything predominates the shadowy vertigo 
which carries Anna away: the slippery slope of fear, the blind alley of 
obsession, the terror of death, the desire for death.  In its most intimate essence 
Maometto II is nothing other than the story of a suicide, set amongst the ruins 
of the archetype.  Nothing is farther from desire, nothing more a stranger to 
happiness.253 
 

 

Even if the opera is as he says, “nothing other than the story of a suicide,” Baricco’s 

initial short synopsis of the opera anticipates the troubled, ambiguous status of Anna 

as an agent: “The figure of the female lover (Anna) backs out of love, making the will 

of her father (Erisso) her own, and giving herself not to the man she loves (Maometto) 

but to the one to whom she is bestowed [destinato] (Calbo).”254  This is an accurate 

synopsis that nevertheless misconstrues one of the actions that most belongs to Anna 

alone.  

 
 
 
 

Anna Erisso’s death 

 

 If Baricco is right to call the original version of the opera “the story of a 

suicide,” then the opera would have been drifting out of line with some of the earlier 

accounts of her death, which themselves vary.  The earliest source to mention her, 

Sansovino, only mentioned that the unnamed daughter who resisted the Sultan “was 

                                                
253 Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 119-120. 
254 Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 117. 
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slaughtered.”  A century or so later, Sagredo described “Anna” as “inflexible,” a 

victim of the Sultan’s sudden, changeable moods:  

 

[Mahomet] received her with courtesy.  He offered to her her own residence; 
that she would walk in a seraglio beyond sceptres and crowns.  [Anna] replied 
that she was a virgin, and a Christian: and that she would prefer death to an 
immodest life.  They showed her rich garments, brilliant jewels.  She added 
that she possessed one more estimable, and that was the jewel of her own 
purity.  She was tempted for a long time by flattery, and [by] arts of all kinds; 
but defending herself constantly, it was understood that she would be more 
difficult to take by force than the Piazza [of Negroponte had been].  When the 
Sultan saw her always inflexible, and averse to satisfying him, love changed 
into hatred, inclination into enmity, [he] unsheathed his sword and with one 
stroke struck down her body, and gave liberty to that innocent soul, which flew 
swiftly to glory.255     
 

 

In some respects, this is the scene Celesti depicts, although in Celesti’s painting Anna 

is at the centre of a group of figures including Maometto who have drawn weapons.  

The contrast between the constancy of Anna and the ardent, capricious volatility of 

Maometto places Maometto (in eighteenth-century terms) in the wrong gendered slot, 

even if within the opera it is the possibility that Anna might change that both Erisso 

and Maometto fear the most.256 

The contrast between Anna’s constancy and Maometto’s caprice remains a 

permanent feature of the story, and it continues to figure in later, derivative iterations: 

 

                                                
255 Sagredo, Memorie istoriche, 77. 
256 “Extreme in everything, [girls] give themselves over to their games with even more 
fervor than boys. […] This fervor must be moderated, for it is the cause of a number of 
vices particular to women, such as among others the caprice and infatuation by which 
a woman is in raptures today over an object she will not look at tomorrow.  
Inconstancy of tastes is as deadly to them as their excess…”  Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
Émile (1762), excerpted in On Women, Love, and Family, eds. Christopher Kelly and 
Eve Grace (Hanover, NH: Dartmouth College Press, 2009), 80. 
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[Erizzo] left a daughter named Anne, who was not yet 20 years old[.]  She was 
presented before Mahomet, because she was extremely beautiful; but this 
generous maiden fiercely despised his caresses: this in fact irritated the Sultan 
so much that his love was changed into a rage, [and] he himself struck off her 
head with his sabre.257   
 

 

In another derivative retelling of the early eighteenth-century, Anna’s death again 

comes up first as something her father wishes for, and is again carried out in “a furious 

fit” by Mahomet.258  However, in this account, Anna’s death and subsequent fame are 

also cast as the result of a kind of purposeful, Achillean bargaining—as something 

desired not only by her father, but as something she wished for herself:   

 

Mahomet tried all ways to seduce her, but in vain.  They presented her with 
fine cloaths and jewels in his name, but she refused them with a noble disdain.  
Mahomet, naturally more proud than sensual, enraged at her refusal, changed 
his love into hatred, and in one of his furious fits cut off her head with his 
scymetar at one blow; thus fulfilling the wishes of that heroine, who by the 
sacrifice of a short transitory life, and a frail beauty, acquired immortal glory 
and felicity.259 
 

 

The story of Anna Erisso was told again in a long footnote in Antoine Le 

Camus’s widely-circulated Abdeker, or The Art of Preserving Beauty, a hybrid of an 

aesthetic treatise, an erotic Oriental novella, and a recipe book for cosmetics and 

                                                
257 Louis Moréri (1643-1680), “Negrepont,” in Le grand Dictionnaire historique, ou le 
mélange curieux de l’histoire sacrée et profane, Tome V (Basle, 1733 [1674]), 484. 
258 René-Aubert [Abbé de] Vertot, The History of the Knights Hospitallers of St. John 
of Jerusalem; styled afterwards, The Knights of Rome, and at present, The Knights of 
Malta, Vol. III (Edinburgh, 1770 [1727]; translation uncredited).  “Her father, fearing 
she would be afterwards exposed to the brutish lust of the soldiers, begged of the 
executioners to put her to death before they dispatched him; but they replied, that she 
was reserved for the Sultan’s pleasures;” 30. 
259 Vertot, The History of the Knights Hospitallers, 30-31. 
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medicines.260  The story of the novella is set largely within the sergalio of Maometto, 

and the story of Anna Erisso is included as an example of “Opposition to the Desires 

of a Sovereign,” to corroborate an instance of opposition to a sovereign related in the 

main text: 

 
Such Opposition to the Desires of a Sovereign, who admits no Law but his 
Will, is surprising to me, and will undoubtedly surprise the Reader:  However, 
his History affords us another memorable example of the same Nature.  When 
Mahomet, in the Year 1470, render’d himself Master of the City of Negropont, 
he made Paul Erizo, the Venetian Governor, Prisoner.  He was a Man of 
extraordinary Courage and Bravery; and he had a Daughter named Anna Erizo, 
who was also one of the Captives.  As she was a superior Beauty, the 
Janizaries presented her to the Sultan, who very gladly received so valuable a 
Jewel.  But never could Mahomet prevail over the Virtue of this generous 
Lady, who chose to die rather than gratify the Desires of an Enemy, who, after 
breaking his Word, had inhumanly put her Father to Death.261 

 

Here, too, Anna is not described as the victim of a sudden attack springing from a 

change of heart in the Sultan, but as someone who exercised a choice in full view of 

its consequences.   

Le Camus’s closing remark transmits another obligatory detail in the story of 

the siege of Negroponte: Mahomet is portrayed as a deceiver, and his word cannot be 

trusted.  In Abbondanza’s 1786 historical dictionary of the Ottomans, the theme of the 

Sultan’s villainy also surfaces in the account of Anna’s death, where Mehemet gives 

the order for her to be killed, but does not kill her himself:       

 
… [the Sultan] did not leave anything possible undone, now with caresses, 
now with threats in order to take by force this other citadel [which was] still 

                                                
260 Vincenzo Formaleoni, who published an Italian translation of Le Camus’s novella 
in 1787, wrote a play on Anna Erisso, Anna Erizzo ossia La caduta di Negroponte, in 
1783. 
261 Antoine Le Camus, Abdeker, or The Art of Preserving Beauty (1754; translation 
uncredited, Abdeker, ou l’art de conserver la beauté [1754]), 56. 
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more obstinate than that material one which a little before after so many 
difficulties he had defeated and conquered.  [Anna] Erizzo however 
accustomed like a rock to the most furious blows from the sea said always the 
same in reply.  Mehemet, therefore tired of all this praying, promising and 
threatening, intimated to Anna that in a short while she would [have to] choose 
between pleasing him and death.  The Venetian girl without the least hesitation 
refused to satisfy the Sultan, and chose to die, whence she was led away 
villainously outside the presence of Mehemet, and was beheaded.262  
 

 

Abbondanza also brings forward the moment in which Anna is presented with a 

choice, and chooses—a detail which Della Valle retained in his tragedy, more so than 

in the Neapolitan libretto.263  In the tragedy, Della Valle also had Maometto decline to 

kill Anna himself.  Instead, once she reveals that she and Calbo were married, 

Maometto tells a servant to “lead this woman out of his presence.  I abandon her to my 

soldiers.”  Anna hurls herself upon him, takes a dagger from him, and stabs herself.264  

In the more expansive and even more freely fictional later retellings, writers 

began to go beyond summarizing what Anna might have said, and began to imagine 

what she said—or in one case, what she had written.  A 1776 letter in verse in the 

Mercure de France adopted the style of Ovid’s Heroïdes, in which a woman addresses 

the man who has injured or abandoned her.  At the end of the letter, Anna urges 

Mahomet to strike her down: 

                                                
262 Vincenzo Abbondanza, Dizionario storico Delle Vite di tutti i Monarchi Ottomani; 
fino al Regnante Gran Signore ACHMET IV., e delle più riguardevoli cose 
appartenenti a quella Monarchia (Rome, 1786).  “Erizzo,” 125-126. 
263 Anna has the closing lines in Della Valle’s tragedy: “Your pardon, / Heaven, 
concede to me[,] if I have killed myself. / Between infamy and death I have chosen 
death.”  (“Il tuo perdono, / Ciel mi concedi, se m’uccisi io stessa. / Fra l’infamia e la 
morte io morte ho scelto.”) V, ii; 137.  Towards the close of a brief soliloquy in the 
second act, Anna puts the choice before her in similar terms as a question to heaven: 
“So, great God, / Between infamy and death[,] which do you impose upon me?” 
(“Allor, gran Dio, / Fra l’infamia e la morte a me che imponi?”)  Della Valle, Anna 
Erizo, II, ii; 98. 
264 Della Valle, Anna Erizo, V, ii; 136. 
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Monster whom I detest, sharpen your daggers, 
Strike, you could not disturb my composure 
Strike, I say to you; alas, accustomed to murder, 
In my innocent blood your hand is already soaked, 
Crown your horrors and finish your crimes… 
Go on, your blows are to me welcome blessings!265  
 

 

Her father is present in the letter, but only as the occasion for her outrage at his murder 

and ignoble treatment, and in her reference to the blood in which Mahomet’s “hand is 

already soaked.”  The father’s explicit wishes for the daughter have receded.  In her 

popular history of 1801, the British writer Hester Lynch Piozzi mentioned the father 

only to identify the daughter better, preferring instead to contextualize Anna’s death 

with the then well-known suicide of a boy at the siege of Constantinople in 1453: 

 

Milan was fallen to the Sforza family, when Mahomet II. first began to fix 
himself upon the throne of Constantine, last of that no longer dreaded name, 
and Phranza, the philosophical historian willingly lived on, to describe those 
horrors his nobler-minded boy, although a child of thirteen years only, stabbed 
himself before the Sultan’s face rather than endure.  But if by suicide he saved 
his person from pollution, that of fair Anna, daughter to high-born and valiant 
Erizzo, was freed from dishonour by a Turkish scymitar, on which she ran with 
hasty resolution, impelled by a dread of a long life in the Seraglio.  It was the 
age of fearlessness and fortitude.266 

 

                                                
265 “Monstre que je déteste, aiguise tes poignards, / Frappe, tu ne pourras étonner mes 
regards, / Frappe, te dis-je; hélas! au meurtre accoutumée / Dans mon sang innocent ta 
main déjà trempée, / Couronne tes horreurs & comble tes forfaits… Vas, tes coups 
sont pour moi d’agréables bienfaits.”  The poem is signed “Par M. le Chev. De la 
Mothe, Major au Régiment Royal-Comtois”; “Anne Erizzo à Mahomet II. / Héroïde,” 
Mercure de France, Avril 1776, Vol. II, 5-8. 
266 Hester Lynch Piozzi, Retrospection, or, A review of the most striking and important 
events, characters, situations and their consequences, which the last eighteen hundred 
years have presented to the view of mankind, vol II (London, 1801), Chapter I, 
“Containing an Account of Jews, Turks, and Roman Empire, for forty-seven Years, 
from 1455 to 1492,” here 15.  “Phranza” refers to George Phranza (or Phranzes), a 
fifteenth-century Greek historian whose chronicle was first published in 1796.  See the 
entry on Phranza’s editor, Francis Charles Alter, in Alexander Chalmers, The General 
Biographical Dictionary, Vol. II (London, 1812), 49-50. 
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Piozzi takes some care to distinguish Anna’s death from the death of Phranza’s son, 

which she characterizes as a suicide.  At the same time, Anna is credited with the 

initiative in the scene, taking advantage of “a Turkish scymitar, on which she ran with 

hasty resolution.” 

 While almost all of these accounts convey a sense of Anna as an agent who 

must act under extreme duress, none of them goes as far as the Neapolitan version of 

the opera—taking the steps that encouraged Baricco to describe the story as “the story 

of a suicide.”  Discussions of the final scene of the Neapolitan version have focused 

less on the question of Anna’s agency than on a discrepancy between the printed 

libretto for Naples and the verses Rossini set.  Gossett noted that while the two texts 

were “identical in import… [they were] completely different in detail.”267  In both 

versions, Maometto expects to find Anna seeking escape, and he threatens her.  There 

is a dialogue, in which Anna reveals that she has a husband: she discloses this in such 

a way that Maometto must ask who this husband is.  Anna stabs herself beside her 

mother’s tomb.  This much is the shared import.  Here are the verses as they appear in 

the printed libretto for Naples:   

 

MAOMETTO   Già fralle tombe?..  E presto ancor: di vita 
    Assai ti resta… per la mia vendetta.  
 
ANNA    (E a prevenirla un ferro a me pur resta.)  
 
MAOMETTO   Or rendimi tu pria ciò che a te porsi. 
 
ANNA    E non te’l rese il padre, o il mio consorte? 
 
MAOMETTO   Consorte?.. oh rabbia!  E chi è questi? 
 

                                                
267 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini: Problems of Textual Criticism in Nineteenth-
Century Opera (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1971), 459-460.   
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ANNA         È Calbo. 
 
MAOMETTO   Egli tuo sposo… e non german? 
 
ANNA 
    (mostrando il sepolcro della madre) 
        Quest’ara, 
    Mentre pugnavi, i nostri voti accolse: 
    Ora accoglie il mio sangue. 
    (si ferisce col pugnale che teneva celato) 
 
CORO DELLE DONNE    Oh Ciel!.. 
 
CORO DI MUSULMANI     T’arresta. 
 
ANNA    (appoggiandosi al sepolcro della madre) 
    E tu che Italia… conquistar… presumi… 
    Imparar or tu… da un’itala donzella 
    Che ancora degli eroi la patria è quella. 
    (cada morte appié del sepolcro)268 
 
 
MAOMETTO:  Already amongst the tombs?  And a little early… enough life 
remains to you… for my revenge.  ANNA:  (And to prevent it, a dagger yet 
remains to me.)  MAOMETTO:  Now return to me that which I gave you 
before.  ANNA:  And did my father not return it to you, or my husband?  
MAOMETTO:  Husband?… oh, rage!  And who is this?  ANNA:  It’s Calbo.  
MAOMETTO:  He, your husband… and not your brother?  ANNA: 
(indicating the tomb of her mother)  This altar—while you were in combat—
received our vows.  Now it receives my blood.  (She strikes herself with the 
dagger she had kept hidden.)  CHORUS OF WOMEN:  Oh, heavens!  
CHORUS OF MUSLIM SOLDIERS:  Stop!  ANNA:  (leaning on the tomb of 
her mother)  And you who presume… to conquer… Italy… learn you now… 
from an Italian woman[,] that this is still a nation of heroes.  (falls dead at the 
foot of the tomb)  
 

 

Once Anna stabs herself, the women and the Muslim soldiers have breif, immediate 

reactions.  Maometto says nothing.  The closing lines, as in Della Valle’s tragedy, 

belong to Anna.  But instead of asking divine forgiveness for taking her own life, 

Anna instructs the on-stage and theatre audiences on how to interpret her actions.  
                                                
268 The Neapolitan libretto is reprinted in Tutti i libretti di Rossini, eds. Marco 
Beghelli and Nicola Gallino (Milan: Garzanti, 1991), 651-668; here, 668. 
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Gossett suggested that “perhaps the text was altered to eliminate the strong patriotic 

sentiments of the printed libretto.”269  Cagli and Tortora also focused on the political 

implications of the closing lines.270  Sennefelder’s interest is elsewhere, on the last 

lines Rossini set, in which Anna addresses her mother at the overdetermined site of the 

mother’s tomb, the ad hoc wedding altar, and Anna’s own death.271   

 While the verses Rossini set were not reflected in the Neapolitan libretto, they 

did appear when the Neapolitan version was revived.  A printed libretto from a 

production in Barcelona in 1827 shows its editor grappling with the occasional poetic 

irregularities of the score: 

 
MAOMETTO   Già fra le tombe, oh, perfida! 
      Vana è la tua speranza; 
      Di vita assai t’avanza 
      All’infamia, e al dolor. 
 
ANNA    Da prevenirti, o barbaro, 
      Mi resta un ferro ancor. 
 
MAOMETTO   Ciò che ti porsi, or rendimi. 
 
ANNA    Non tel rendea fra l’armi 
      Lo sposo, e il genitor?  
 
MAOMETTO   Lo sposo! ad insultarmi..! 
      Lo sposo tuo chi è? 
       

                                                
269 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 460. 
270 Bruno Cagli, “Le fonte letterarie dei libretti di Rossini [Maometto secondo],” 
Bollettino del Centro Rossiniano di studi (1972: 2), 10-32, esp. 31.  Tortora, 
Drammaturgia del Rossini serio, 228-229. 
271 Doris Sennefelder, “Moitié italien, moitié français” Untersuchungen zu Gioachino 
Rossinis Opern Mosè in Egitto, Maometto II, Moïse et Pharaon ou Le passage de la 
Mer Rouge und Le siège de Corinthe (Ph.D. dissertation, München, Univ., 2004), 155-
156.  Sennefelder calls attention to the importance of the mother of the female 
protagonist in Spontini’s Fernand Cortez, which Rossini prepared for the Teatro San 
Carlo earlier in 1820.  On the influence of Fernand Cortez, see Gerhard, “Lo scontro 
delle civiltà.”   
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ANNA     Calbo. 
 
MAOMETTO     Calbo dicesti… Ahimè!   
     Consorte, e non germano! 
 
ANNA      Sul cenere materno 
    Io porsi a lui la mano; 
    Il cenere materno 
    Abbia il mio sangue ancor. 
 
MAOMETTO,  T’arresta… istante orribile!   
LE DONNE,     Oh! giorno di dolor! 
I MUSULMANI    Già more [sic]… oh Dio! la misera! 
      Oh! giorno di dolor!272 
 
 
MAOMETTO:  Already amongst the tombs?  Oh, perfidious woman!  [How] 
very vain is your hope to live!  You advance towards infamy and sorrow.  
ANNA:  To prevent you, barbarian, I still have a dagger.  MAOMETTO:  That 
which I gave to you, now return it to me.  ANNA:  Didn’t my husband and my 
father return it to you in battle?  MAOMETTO:  Husband!  To insult me!  
Your husband, who is he?  ANNA:  Calbo.  MAOMETTO:  Calbo, you said!  
Husband!  And not brother!  ANNA:  At my mother’s grave I gave to him my 
hand, may my mother’s grave now have my blood.  MAOMETTO, WOMEN, 
MUSLIM SOLDIERS:  Stop!  A horrible moment!  Oh, day of sorrow.  She 
dies already, the miserable woman!  Oh, day of sorrow.    
 

 

On the basis of the abundant “librettistic stereotypes” and the awkward versification, 

Beghelli suggests that Rossini wrote the verses himself, and furthermore, that the 

cluster of events at the site of the mother’s tomb (Anna’s death, her marriage to Calbo 

and the disclosure of the marriage to Maometto) were also Rossini’s idea.).273  In 

                                                
272 Maometto II, Melodramma Serio / Da rappresentarsi / Nel Teatro dell’ Ecc.ma 
Cittá / Di Barcellona / Anno 1827.  Of the revivals of the Neapolitan version, the 
Barcelona libretto is the most complete with respect to displaying the verses sung in 
the final scene.  
273 For Beghelli, Rossini’s inferred contribution complicates the “direction of 
intertextual influence” between the Neapolitan version of the opera and Della Valle’s 
tragedy, presumably because the mother’s tomb disappears as a scenic element in the 
tragedy, as does the subterranean crypt.  Beghelli, “Quando Maometto sbarcò a 
Venezia,” 31-33. 
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Della Valle’s tragedy, the mother’s tomb only survives within a narrative unique to the 

tragedy, in which Anna tells her father how she came to know Maometto under his 

assumed name, “Uberto,” and how after her mother’s death “Uberto” would tell her of 

his hopes while Anna wept at the foot of her mother’s tomb.  Anna tells her father that 

she agreed to marry “Uberto” because she knew he (Erisso) would bless their 

marriage.274     

 There are other Rossini operas where mortally wounded characters close final 

scenes with recitative verse.275  However, the lyric verses Rossini chose to set have 

one other feature worth considering.  Marco Spada mentions in passing that “the final 

measures of [Maometto secondo are] “stolen” from the first act finale of [Mozart’s] La 

Clemenza di Tito.”  For Spada, the presence of the “stolen measures” is evidence that 

the score as a whole is “the endeavour of a composer profoundly immersed in a 

[wider] European culture [both] Viennese and Mozartian,” and he brings this up in the 

context of the more conspicuous influence of Spontini’s Fernand Cortez.276  But why 

Rossini might have drawn on these particular measures?277  In their original context, 

                                                
274 Della Valle, Anna Erizo, 114-115 (III, i). 
275 Gossett included the short, closing recitative for the mortally-wounded Semiramide 
in Appendix IV of the criticial edition of Semiramide.  On the recovery of the tragic 
ending of Tancredi, see Philip Gossett, Divas and Scholars: Performing Italian Opera 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 148-152. 
276 Marco Spada, “Le immagini: Maometto II,” in Il teatro di Rossini: Le nuove 
edizioni e la messinscena contemporanea (Milan: G. Ricordi & C., 1992), 147-150; 
here, 150. 
277 La clemenza di Tito was staged at the Teatro San Carlo in the spring of 1809, six 
years before Rossini’s arrival.  At La Scala in Milan, it opened the Carneval-
Quaresima season on December 26, 1818.  See Gampiero Tintori, Cronologia: Opere-
balletti-concerti 1778-1977, (Gorle: Grafica Gutenberg, 1979).  It was previously 
staged in Milan at the Teatro Re to open the Carneval-Quaresima season on December 
26, 1816.  On the Teatro Re production, see Emanuele Senici, La Clemenza di Tito di 
Mozart: I primi trent’anni (1791-1821) (Amsterdam and Cremona: Brepols, 1997), 
173-178. 
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the “stolen measures” are a part of No. 12, the Quintetto con coro (I, xiv), an 

antiphonal episode in the music mourning the presumed death of Tito.  They comprise 

one of several settings of the closing couplet of the act, “Oh giorno di dolor / Oh nero 

tradimento” (“O day of sorrow, o black betrayal”).  The antiphonal aspect is not 

carried over into the closing scene of Maometto secondo, but the shared musical 

details are many, including the voice exchange of the soprano and bass lines, the 

prolungation of the minor subdominant, and the eventual emergence from the minor 

subdominant on to a first-inversion dominant of the dominant—so that scale degrees 4 

and flat 6 yield simultaneously to raised 4 and natural 6, an urgent and vivid pre-

cadential gesture (See Examples §3-1 and §3-2).  The single phrase, “Oh giorno di 

dolor” is also shared by Tito’s mourners, and Anna’s.    

 The verses Rossini set (and the decision to add Maometto’s voice to the voice 

of the others on stage) carry Maometto away from the silence he maintains in the 

printed libretto.  In the final scene of the tragedy, Della Valle has Maometto greet 

Anna’s suicide with a single line—“Ah, fury!  She escapes me!” (“Oh rabbia!  A me 

s’invola.”)  In the Neapolitan ending, Rossini’s Maometto is inconstant one last time.  

It is as if there has been a costume change in plain sight, and once Anna dies, 

Maometto and the soldiers of his army change sides, to commemorate Anna’s death 

together with the women of Negroponte as Mozart’s Romans had commemorated 

Tito’s. 
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Anna Erisso, declamation and prayer 

 
 

The philosophical instinct… taught [composers] to divide all human affects 
bet-ween the weak and the vehement.  They gathered among the former fear, 
sorrow, languor, etc., and among the latter exhilaration, anger, ardour, etc.; and 
since our inflection appears languid and slow in weak affects, loud and quick 
in the vehement, they studied the diverse quality of tones and rhythmic 
motions in order to imitate the effects of perturbation each of these two kinds 
of affects produced in us.  Men’s voices being low, and women’s being high, 
[composers] used low sounds to express the attributes proper to men, such as 
majesty, determination, courage, etc., and high [sounds] to express 
gracefulness, flattery, sensual delight, etc., which are the legacy of the 
feminine.     
 
Andrea Maier, Discorso sulla origine progressi e stato attuale della musica 
italiana (1821) 
 

 
At the Rolls House, he finds his son, who is packing to go away for the 

next phase of his education.  “Gregory, you know St. Uncumber?  You say that 
women pray to her to be rid of useless husbands.  Now, is there a saint that 
men can pray to if they wish to be quit of their wives?” 

“I don’t think so.”  Gregory is shocked.  “The women pray because 
they have no other means.  A man can consult a cleric to find why the marriage 
is not licit.  Or he can chase her away and pay her money to stay in a separate 
house.  As the Duke of Norfolk pays his wife.” 

He nods.  “That’s very helpful, Gregory.” 
 

Hilary Mantel, Bring Up the Bodies (2011) 
 

 

 In the autograph of Otello, there is a place in the third act where Rossini has 

written a stage direction across three or four staves of the manuscript—the single 

phrase, “Colpo di vento.”  To judge by the Rossini autographs published in facsimile, 

instructions to copyists are abundant, but stage directions are relatively rare.278  This 

stage direction is in the second verse of the “Willow Song,” in the moment when 
                                                
278 For an overview discussing types of stage directions in Rossini’s libretti, see Marco 
Beghelli, “Le didascalie nei libretti rossiniani,” in Rossini und das Libretto, eds. Reto 
Müller and Albert Gier (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag, 2010), 159-184.      
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Desdemona loses her place for the first time.  When she remarks on having lost her 

place, there is a sudden gust of wind (the “colpo di vento”) that shatters a few panes of 

glass, a second interruption.   

This is an incident that has its origins in Shakespeare, in a passage in Act IV 

where Desdemona moves back and forth between speech and song.  The incident of 

the interrupted song is preserved in Ducis’s adaptation, too, although Hédelmone does 

not lose her place, nor does she return to the song once she is interrupted.279  Rossini 

and Berio seem to combine the unvarying mood of the scene in Ducis with the 

uncertain shifting between speech and song in Shakespeare.  Where Desdemona seems 

about to resume the song, there is a ten-measure orchestral interlude, and in the 

autograph, Rossini’s stage direction indicating the “colpo di vento.”  While the song 

moves between G minor and B-flat major, this orchestral interlude sustains a VIIo7 

chord over a tonic pedal (D-flat), and unfolds the diminished seventh chord in a broad, 

descending arpeggio (bowed tremolo in the first violins) across three octaves, over a 

wind organ episode that begins fortissimo; its force rapidly recedes.  Some instruments 

(the trombones, flutes, trumpets, oboes, clarinets) drop out before the dissonance 

dissipates, and a D-flat major chord is weakly affirmed.  There is no cadence.  It is a 

boisterous and uncertain interlude: 

 
 

                                                
279 In Ducis’s adaptation, there are four complete verses of the “romance du saule” in 
the script for Hédelmone, and in an appendix, there are a further eight verses.  In a 
brief note, Ducis offered that perhaps this “separate piece… will be pleasing to some 
people, and above all to tender and melancholy women, who will find pleasure singing 
it in solitude.” Jean-François Ducis, Othello, ed. Christopher Smith, (Exeter: 
University of Exeter, 1991 [1792]), 81-82.  On the “Willow Song” in Ducis and 
Rossini, see Roberta Montemorra Marvin, “Il libretto di Berio per L’Otello di 
Rossini,” Bollettino del centro rossiniano di studi, 31 (1991), 55-76, esp. 71-73. 
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DESDEMONA  Che dissi!... Ah, m’ingannai!...  Non è del canto 
    Questo il lugubre fin.  M’ascolta… oh Dio! 
 

(Un colpo di vento spezza alcuni vetri della 
finestra.) 

   
    Qual mai strepito è questo!  
    Qual presagio funesto! 
 
EMILIA   Non paventar; rimira: 
    Impetuoso vento è quel, che spira. 
 
DESDEMONA  Io credeva che alcuno… oh come il Cielo 
    S’unisce a’ miei lamenti!... 
    Ascolta il fin de’ dolorosi accenti.280 
 
 
DESDEMONA:  What have I said!...  Ah, I was wrong… This lugubrious end 
isn’t a part of the song.  Listen to me… oh God!  (A gust of wind shatters a few 
windowpanes.)  What a clamour this is!  What a dire portent!  EMILIA: Don’t 
be afraid; look—it’s a fierce wind which is blowing.  DESDEMONA:  I 
thought that someone…  oh, how Heaven joins in with my lament!  Listen to 
the end of the sorrowful song. 
 

 

(See Example §3-3.)  Desdemona tries to interpret what has happened.  She entertains 

several ideas: it was a noise, a dark omen, or the wind, or the sound of someone 

approaching, of someone nearby, or the sound of Heaven, commiserating with her 

sorrows—this last idea following the same logic as the logic of Isaura within the 

song.281  Emilia answers with the sureness of someone who can see and hear the world 

without the filters of doubt, paranoia and anxiety which trouble Desdemona, Otello 

and Elmiro.  While the orchestral interlude does not cover any of Desdemona’s lines, 

it is nonetheless an intrusion, a juxtaposition of the voice and the orchestra beyond the 

string orchestra in a passage in recitative verse.  In this light, it might be better to think 
                                                
280 III, i. 
281 The refrain of the song is “L’aura fra i rami flebile / Ne ripeteva il suon,” “The 
breeze repeated the sound [of Isaura’s weeping] in the supple branches [of the tree].”  
III, i. 
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of the phrase “Colpo di vento” in the autograph less as a stage direction than as an 

instruction from Rossini to his copyists, an explanatory note for an idiomatic, transient 

and modern orchestral gesture.282  It’s a caption, making sense for the copyists of 

something unusual and new. 

 The recitatives for the nine seria operas Rossini composed for Naples are 

accompanied by the orchestra throughout, and at some point in each of these nine 

operas (and in Semiramide as well), the instruments beyond the core string orchestra 

are called upon to accompany recitative verse.283  In some of these operas the 

interventions are very brief, and few in number: in Ricciardo e Zoraide (1818), there 

are only two, both in the Act II finale.  In Zelmira (1822), there is only one, a lyric 

passage in recitative verse lasting five measures, in the recitative preceding the Act II 

finale, where Zelmira and her unnamed son (a non-speaking part) embrace.  For this 

arioso, Rossini uses harp and english horn, a timbral echo of a passage in Act I where 

the same combination of instruments accompanied Zelmira as she addressed her son 

directly.284  In Armida, there are only three.  One is the minimal trombone fanfare that 

                                                
282 In Act II, in a pre-cadential passage near the end of the stretta for N. 8 (the Terzetto 
for Desdemona, Otello and Rodrigo), Rossini writes a series of five parallel dominant 
seventh chords over a chromatically rising bass line.  In the margin of the autograph, 
Rossini adds “Queste 5 Quinte sono per li Sigi Coglioni”—“these five fifths are for 
jackasses.”  Rossini’s joke would re-assure his copyists that he had meant to write 
what he had written, and that the parallel fifths were not a mistake. 
283 Concerning the continuo-accompanied recitatives in the operas Rossini composed 
for theatres in Rome, Venice and Milan, Gossett notes that “Rossini prepared 
essentially none of the secco recitatives in his most famous comic operas, L’italiana in 
Algeri, Il turco in Italia, Il barbiere di Siviglia, and La cenerentola, nor in semiserious 
or serious operas such as La gazza ladra, Bianca e Falliero, and Matilde di Shabran.” 
Gossett, Divas and Scholars, 249-254. 
284 Zelmira’s arioso takes place in the midst of a fifty-one verse block of recitative 
verse—the last recitative verses in the opera—ending when her husband, Ilo, and his 
forces break into the underground chamber where Zelmira and her father, Polidoro, 
had been held prisoner (II, vii; mm. 163-167).      
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sounds when Armida tries to summon the unseen furies, and she discovers her powers 

have disappeared.  The other two are both anticipatory elisions, where the orchestral 

music from the immediately subsequent scenes seems to seep forward into the 

recitatives which precede them.285   

 At the other extreme amongst Rossini’s Neapolitan operas, there is Maometto 

secondo.  We noted in the Introduction how an anonymous reviewer of the Milan 

revival in 1824 decried the “heaviness produced by having the recitatives orchestrally 

accompanied from start to finish.”286  A notice in The Harmonicon in April 1825 took 

a similar tack, calling attention again to the orchestration of the recitatives, “a fury of 

instrumentation… before unexampled”:  

 
In spite of all its stage effect, and the introduction of horses into the bargain; in 
spite of the great drum, introduced into a recitativo obligato, in one place, and 
violini pizzicati in another, all would not do.  The good Milanese pronounced it 
plainly and roundly to be un vero errore.  With the exception of a preghiera in 
the first act, the whole is poor in song, and barren of ideas.  But if these are 
wanting, the hearer is treated in their stead with boisterous choruses, janissary 
bands introduced on the stage, and a fury of instrumentation in the recitativi 
obligati, before unexampled.287 

                                                
285 Within N. 12, the end of the recitative for Carlo and Ubaldo is elided to the dance 
music (scored for harp and pizzicato cellos at first) for a chorus of nymphs; three lines 
of recitative verse sound against the dance music (III, i; mm. 1-13).  More instruments 
are added once Carlo remarks, “Odi concento…” (“Listen to the harmony…”)—
woodwinds and sottovoce strings.  Within the Coro N. 8, the closing recitative of the 
demon Astarotte is interrupted by the approach of Armida’s chariot, a chariot 
disguised as a cloud: a string tremolo is overtaken by a two-measure fragment of the 
succeeding duet for Armida and Rinaldo, a fragment scored for woodwinds, horns and 
violas (all marked dolce; mm. 51-53).  This first intervention of the wider orchestra 
sets off a small flurry of other moves beyond the string orchestra: a sextuplet figure 
from the preceding chorus (and the recitative after N. 7, the Coro di Furie) and a 
series of tutti chords are all more fully scored (II, i; mm. 55-63).  
286 The review from the Corriere delle dame (August 21, 1824) is reproduced in 
Marco Emanuele, L’ultima stagione, 290-291. 
287 The Harmonicon, No. XXVIII, April 1825, pp. 58-59.  There are three brief notices 
in The Harmonicon in 1823 of the productions of Maometto secondo in Venice and 
Vienna.  The August 1823 notice owes some of its language and its observations to a 
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In its review of the Neapolitan premiere in 1820, The London Magazine complained of 

the distracting “goings-on in the orchestra,” that is, the “fiddles in convulsions,” the 

“bells playing bob major,” the “plaintive kettle-drums” and the “wrathful trumpets,” 

but made no specific charge against the scoring during the recitatives, saying only that 

one of them was “long… [and] rather dull,” and another was “in dialogue, of which 

we remember nothing.”288  Nonetheless, both the notice in The Harmonicon and the 

one from the Corriere delle dame show the perennial nostalgia for lighter scoring.289  

Luigi Prividali’s concluded his summary of the Venetian libretto’s weaknesses with a 

rebuke of its “fatal prolixity of words, always to be condemned, and especially 

disgraceful when all of the recitatives are to be accompanied by the orchestra.”290 

 Discussions of recitative accompaniment in the eighteenth century often refer 

to a letter Metastasio wrote to Hasse in 1749 on the recitatives of their forthcoming 

opera seria Attilio Regolo, and even though Metastasio’s letter was written more than 

seventy years before the premiere of Maometto secondo, it still illuminates well some 

                                                                                                                                       
review in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung (“Nachrichten,” No. 8, February 19, 
1823; 125-127. 
288 “A New Opera by Rossini; Entitled Maometto Secondo.  Naples, December 12, 
1820,” The London Magazine, No. XV, Vol. III, March 1821, 276-280; here, 277-278.  
The “long and rather dull” recitative is one of Erisso’s recitatives in the Introduzione, 
and the “dialogue” is the opening section of the Terzettone, N. 3, for Erisso, Anna and 
Calbo.  While this review dismissed the libretto without comment, and it noted that 
Maometto secondo was “coldly received,” in other respects it is enthusiastic: when the 
review lingered over the “simplicity, energy, and devotional character” of the 
preghiera for Anna and the women’s chorus within N. 3, it gushed that “[the] whole of 
this scene is beautiful; but, when shall we stop, if we attempt to point out every thing 
that is so in this Opera!”        
289 The August 1823 review in The Harmonicon noted that Viennese audiences “had 
the good fortune… to escape the louder severity, with which it was visited by the 
inhabitants of the Banks of the Laguna.  But [a] cold and obstinate silence… 
prevailed.” 
290 “Notizie Teatrali / Gran Teatro La Fenice / Prima rappresentazione del Maometto II 
di Rossini / e dell’Adelaide di Guesclino di Clerico,” Il nuovo osservatore veneziano, 
No. 156 (Dec. 31, 1822), reproduced in Emanuele, L’ultima stagione, 278-281.  
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of Rossini’s practices.  In her dissertation on orchestrally-accompanied recitative in 

Mozart, Laurel Zeiss gives pride of place to Rousseau’s remarks on the function of the 

orchestra in récitatif obligé, especially his conceit that when a character is “agitated, 

transported with a passion which does not permit him to say all, he interrupts himself, 

stops, breaks off, during which time the orchestra speaks for him.”  But as Zeiss 

shows, Metastasio argues along similar lines: his most general advice to Hasse was 

that the “best use of the instruments” is “not according to the mere words… but 

according to the state of the soul of the one who pronounces them.”  For a character in 

the grips of inarticulacy, a character for whom “all the things he says are reflections, 

doubts, and interruptions, hence [these utterances] give rise to sudden and nearby 

modulations, and to some discreet intervals employing the instruments.”291   

According to Zeiss, eighteenth-century writers on orchestrally-accompanied 

recitative are almost always writing about monologues, and in Mozart’s operas these 

monologues are most often “true soliloquies.”292  The characters whose passions 

“drive them to the brink of incoherence[,] their sentences frequently… broken and 

thoughts incomplete” are not encountering a social check of any kind on their 

privilege to speak in public.293  However, of the scenes in which Metastasio suggested 

to Hasse that the “instruments… could be of use to him,” only one of the five is a 

soliloquy, even if it is clear that in the other scenes, the instruments are to “anticipate, 

serve and support” one character rather than the others on stage.  Four of the five 

                                                
291 Laurel Zeiss, Accompanied Recitative in Mozart’s Operas: ‘The Chef d’Oeuvre of 
the Composer’s Art’, (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
1999), especially 72-74 and 84-95.  For Metastasio’s complete letter, see Pietro 
Metastasio, Lettere del Signor Abate Pietro Metastasio, Vol. III (Nizza, 1786), 10-23. 
292 Zeiss, “Accompanied Recitative,” 17-18. 
293 Zeiss, “Accompanied Recitative,” 75. 
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scenes Metastasio discusses in detail are scenes centred on the protagonist, the former 

Roman Consul Regolo, and for two of these four scenes, Metastasio suggests that the 

instruments be withdrawn when other characters are speaking.294   

 Although Metastasio only ever refers to the accompaniment of “the 

instruments” or “the violins,” when Rossini composes a scene in this tradition he tends 

to reach beyond the string orchestra, and he prefers to do so as a character or 

characters arrive in a space that is also being revealed to the theatre audience for the 

first time.  This connection between orchestral disclosure and inarticulacy on stage 

enjoys a vivid appreciation in Rossini’s time in Stendhal’s account of Tancredi’s 

famous first entrance, played out (as the stage directions have it) before “a sumptuous 

park in Argirio’s palace, of which one can see a magnificent section: in the distance, 

the lush shoreline of a bay of the sea, which laps against the walls of the palace.  

Courtyard paths, statues, gates, etc.” —or as Stendhal has it, on a “deserted beach”: 

 
Upon Tancred’s entry, the orchestration reaches a superb climax of dramatic 
harmonization.  This is not (as it is foolishly believed in Germany) the art of 
employing clarinets, ’cellos and oboes to re-echo the emotions of the 
characters on the stage; it is the much rarer art of using the instruments to voice 
nuances and overtones of emotion which the characters themselves would 
never dare put into words.  When Tancred lands on his deserted beach, he 
needs no more than a phrase or two of speech to portray his emotions; voice 

                                                
294 For the scene in which Regolo and Amilcare (the ambassador from Carthage) 
appear before the Senate (Act I, vii), Metastasio proposed “silencing the instruments” 
whenever Amilcare spoke—in this scene, for a first, brief aside.  Metastasio made a 
similar suggestion with respect to the lines of all other characters (Licinio, Manlio, 
Attilia and Amilcare) in the final scene of Act V (“The instruments ought to be silent 
when other characters speak, and [the instruments] may, if you wish, always be heard 
when the protagonist speaks in the final scene.”)  Metastasio conceded, though, that if 
Hasse thought differently, and if he did not wish to use the orchestra to accompany all 
of Regolo’s recitative in the final scene, then there were three passages where he 
would still suggest the orchestra to accompany Regolo.  As elsewhere in the letter, 
Metastasio noted the lines where the instruments were to enter, and where they were to 
be withdrawn.     
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and gestures express something; but completeness requires an instant or two of 
silence, while he contemplates, the ungrateful country to which he has 
returned.  If he should speak in this instant, Tancred would dissipate our 
interest in him, and shatter, in our entranced imagination, the perception which 
we have of the thoughts deeply stirring in him, as he looks again upon the land 
which is the home of Amenaide.  Tancred must not speak; but while he is 
contained in a silence so perfectly expressive of the feelings raging within him, 
the sighing horns of the orchestra conjure up a new portrait of his spirit, and 
echo emotions which, perhaps, he hardly dare acknowledge to himself, and 
which certainly will never find form in words.295   
 

 

The stage directions suggest that five other actors enter with Tancredi: the actor 

playing the comprimario role of Roggiero, Tancredi’s vassal, and four actors with 

non-speaking parts, carrying Tancredi’s insignia “on which are written the words 

FEDE, ONORE.”  There are many other scenes like this in Rossini.296  The most 

complicated in terms of its stage directions and stage action is the entrance of Otello 

into Desdemona’s bedchamber in Act III of Otello, where most of the dozen stage 

directions within Otello’s initial thirty-one recitative verses indicate how and when the 

actor is to move in the space, either towards or away from Desdemona.  For Regolo’s 

                                                
295 Stendhal, The Life of Rossini, trans. Richard N. Coe (London: John Calder, 1985 
[1956, 1824]), 59. 
296 Arsace has a similar scena with the accompaniment of the full orchestra in Act I of 
Semiramide (“Eccomi alfine in Babilonia”).  So does Oreste in Act I of Ermione 
(“Reggia abborrita! oh quanto / L’aspetto tuo mi affanno”), which is also a first 
entrance in the opera.  Sometimes the characteristic pairing of an instrumental prelude 
and an orchestrally-accompanied recitative which reprises fragments of the prelude 
occurs elsewhere, setting up something other than an introductory cavatina: 
Elisabetta’s scena to sets in motion the finale primo of Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra, 
as does Amenaide’s scena for the prison scene in Act II of Tancredi, and the retreat of 
the lovers Osiride and Elcìa to a “shadowy cavern” in Act II of Mosè in Egitto, or the 
scena of Assur’s delirium scene “in a remote part of the city, beside Nino’s tomb” in 
Act II of Semiramide. 
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soliloquy in Act II, vii, Metastasio also connected the use of the orchestra during 

recitative verse to Regolo’s movements on stage.297  

 In Maometto secondo, the most representative scena in this group is for Erisso, 

and not Anna, the orchestral prelude and recitative for N. 9, the Scena ed Aria Calbo 

in Act II.  Although Erisso is associated from the Introduzione onwards with the 

“anguished declamation” Beghelli describes, within the on-stage world others notice 

that his voice often falters.  At the top of the Introduzione, the other leaders of 

Negroponte notice that “he is silent, and does not respond” to their arrival.  In a kinetic 

section of the Terzettone (I, iii), he lets his instructions to Anna trail off when he 

reaches the moment when he must tell her to take her own life, and when she tells him 

to go on, he cannot complete his thought aloud, and says to her only, “Addio.”  

Similarly, in the finale primo (I, v), Maometto pressures Erisso to convince the 

remaining Venetian combatants to surrender, suggesting that they may all then “return 

happily to filial embraces,” and this in turn leads Erisso to ask Calbo to respond in his 

place, so he “may hide the tears which betray a father.”  Erisso’s tears return in the 

Scena e Terzettino (N. 10, II, iii): when Anna asks Erisso to join her to Calbo in 

marriage—“the decrees of a father are confirmed by Heaven,” she argues—he says, in 

an aside, that he “cannot speak, for tears overwhelm him.”   

                                                
297 In the soliloquy, Regolo awaits the Roman Senate’s decision on whether to accept 
Carthage’s terms for his freedom.  In the early part of the scene, where Regolo 
remains “immersed in grave meditation… it is necessary for the instruments to 
anticipate him, to serve and to support him, such that he remains seated; […] but as 
soon as he is on his feet, all the rest asks for resolution and energy, and so returns my 
concern for economy of time, as I wished for earlier [in the letter].”  Metastasio, 
Lettere, 19.   
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In the opening monologue of the Scena ed Aria Calbo (N. 9), Erisso finds it 

more difficult to speak when he imagines how he’d rather things were, and in this 

moment he notices Calbo’s own silence: 

 
ERISSO   Sieguimi, o Calbo.  Fra’ muti sepolcri 
    De’ barbari al furor per poco almeno 
    Involarci potrem.  Non ch’io paventi 
    Quella morte, che sfido. 
    Ma finché speme di vendetta avanza 
    Amar lice la vita: ed io la serbo, 
    La serbo ancor questa speranza estrema. 
    Gli avidi sguardi a quella rocca io sempre 
    Volgo e sospiro…  Oh se potessi in quella 
    Volar sull’ale de’ pietosi venti,  
    E rivestir l’usbergo… e a questa mano,  
    Render quel brando, che le tolse il fato!.. 
    Tu… taci?.. 
 
CALBO     Io taccio, e fremo. 
 
ERISSO   (si volge, e vede la tomba dell’estinta consorte) 
    Ahimè!.. qual tomba io veggo! 
    Della mia sposa il cenere s’asconde 
    In quella, o Calbo.  Ahi, duol! 
    (s’inginocchia innanzi la tomba) 
        Tenera sposa! 
    In ciel riposi or tu.  Così seguito 
    Pur io t’avessi!..   D’una iniqua figlia 
    Or non vedrei gli scelerati ardori… 
 
CALBO   Lasso! che dici! […]298 
 
     
ERISSO:  Follow me, Calbo.  Among the silent tombs, we can fly from the 
fury of the barbarians for a little while at least.  Not that I fear that death, 
which I defy.  But as long as the hope of vengeance remains one may love life: 
and I harbour it, I harbour still this final hope.  I always turn my longing 
glances towards the Citadel, [and I] sigh…  Oh if I could fly there on the wings 
of the piteous winds, and don again my armour… and in this hand, wield that 
sword, which fate took from it!..  You… you are silent?..  CALBO:  I am 
silent, and I tremble.  ERISSO:  (he turns, and sees the tomb of his wife)  Ah!.. 
what tomb do I [now] see!  The ashes of my wife are hidden away there, o 

                                                
298 II, iii.  
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Calbo.  Ah, sorrow!  (he kneels before the tomb)  Gentle wife!  You rest now in 
Heaven.  Had I only thus followed you!..  I would not now see the atrocious 
passions of a wicked daughter…  CALBO: Unhappy man!  What are you 
saying? […]       
    

Erisso’s initial monologue is interspersed with fragments of the preceding prelude, 

featuring a prominent solo for clarinet, as well as more modest gestures for string 

orchestra.  In two places, the full orchestra punctuates Erisso’s remarks with two 

iambic chord pairs which are not a part of the prelude—first, as he tries to say what he 

would do were he to rejoin the fighting, and then, in the moment before he sings the 

brief arioso addressing his wife’s tomb.  (See Example §3-4.)  With one brief 

exception, a little later in the scena, the full orchestra retains the revelatory and 

focalizing functions Metastasio had described to Hasse, as the full orchestra orbits 

Erisso and not Calbo.  Once Calbo assumes the primary role in their conversation, the 

scoring reverts to string orchestra alone.299  

 In Maometto secondo the work of the orchestra in recitative accompaniment to 

disclose the “state of the soul of the one who [is speaking]” is best observed in 

Erisso’s recitatives, especially in the Scena ed Aria Calbo.  But in his letter, 

Metastasio hints at a second function for the orchestra in recitative accompaniment, 

and this second function better pertains to how Rossini manages the orchestra for 

Anna’s recitatives.  The one scene Metastasio discusses that does not feature Regolo 

centres on a speech by Regolo’s daughter, Attilia, who does not yet know that Regolo 

has returned to Rome in the custody of an ambassador from Carthage.  Metastasio 

envisages an orchestrally-accompanied recitative for Attilia’s long denunication 

                                                
299 Before the aria, when Calbo tells Erisso that he saw Anna struggling against 
Maometto’s armed servants [“sgherri”], and then “raise her hands to Heaven,” Rossini 
introduces a wind organ chord to punctuate this moment in Calbo’s story.   
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(thirty-seven lines for Attilia, and five for the current Consul, Manlio) of how Rome 

has forgotten the plight of her captive father.  “The instruments,” Metastasio suggests, 

“may give warmth to an oration which is already by itself [quite] agitated.”  The 

relevant detail, however, is in the previous scene, which takes place in the midst of a 

crowd within Manlio’s palace.  Manlio’s first remark to Attilia is that such a place “is 

not worthy of her.”  In saying this, Manlio reiterated a concern the Tribune, Licinio, 

had twice raised with her in the first scene of the opera: 

 
 
ATTILIA     Manlio è un Romano; 
    Nè armar vorrà la nimistà privata 
    Col pubblico poter.  Lascia ch’io parli; 
    Udiam, che dir saprà. 
 
LICINIO     Parlagli almeno, 
    Parlagli altrove; e non soffrir che mista 
    Qui fra ’l volgo ti trovi. 
 
ATTILIA      Anzi vogl’io 
    Che appunto in questo stato 
    Mi vegga, si confonda; 
    Che in pubblico m’ascolti, e mi risponda.300 
 
 
ATTILIA:  Manlio is a Roman; he will not wish to nourish a private feud with 
public power.  Let me speak; we will hear what he knows to say.  LICINIO:  If 
you speak to him, at least speak to him elsewhere; do not suffer to be mixed in 
with this crowd here in which you find yourself.  ATTILIA:  On the contrary, I 
wish precisely for him to see me in such a place, to disturb him; that he hears 
me in public, and responds to me. 
 

  
 
Licinio’s dialogue with Attilia underscores that Attilia’s monologue is a public speech; 

she is aware of this, and its appropriateness as such is questioned.   

                                                
300 Opere drammatiche del Signor Abate Pietro Metastasio, Vol. 7 (Rome, 1751) 179-
242; here, 183 (I, i). 
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Two of Regolo’s four scenes are also public speeches, and while Metastasio 

notes that the best use of the instruments is “not according to the mere words… but 

according to the state of the soul of the one who pronounces them,” this second 

consideration (the use of the orchestra to signal a bid for or a display of public 

authority) is less developed.  The nearest Metastasio comes to this is in his remarks 

concerning Regolo’s entrance in Act III, when the people clamour for Regolo to 

rescind his promise and to stay in Rome. Metastasio advises that “a respectful silence 

is imposed on the entire, tumultuous people [by] his sole presence.”  The implication 

is that in the development of orchestral effects the work of psychological disclosure in 

recitative accompaniment falls into (an effect of nuance) develops sooner or more 

often than this particular effect of orchestral grandeur, in which either the string 

orchestra or the full orchestra in unison is juxtaposed with the singing voice in 

recitative.301 

 Several Rossini operas feature scenes in which the full orchestra (or the 

orchestra beyond the string orchestra) sounds while a character speaks in recitative 

verse—but instead of the character finding it difficult to speak in private, the character 

is bidding for or displaying some degree of civic, public authority.  The most striking 

example of such a timbral marker is probably Mosè’s Invocazione in Act I of Mosè in 

Egitto, where Mosè’s public prayer to lift the plague of darkness is accompanied 

throughout by brass choir (See Example §3-5.)  Within the tempo di mezzo of the 

finale primo of La donna del lago, there is a similarly abrupt textural change in the 

                                                
301 See John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra: History of an 
Institution, 1650-1815, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), especially “The 
Birth of Orchestration,” 436-506, and the discussion of vocal and orchestral idioms in 
a recitative soliloquy accompanied by string orchestra in the first scene of Act III of C. 
H. Graun’s Montezuma, 486-487.  
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moment when the leader of the Scottish rebels, Rodrigo, calls upon the bards raise 

their voices to stir “belligerent passions” (“bellici ardori”) at the news of an enemy 

advance.  Tottola gives Rodrigo lyric verse, but Rossini treats (and designates) the 

episode as recitative, punctuating Rodrigo’s decisive resumption of public discourse 

with a series of iambic chord pairs for full orchestra, before presenting a two-line oath 

of allegiance over sustained chords for bassoons, horns, trumpets and trombones.  The 

oath is taken up immediately by all of the male characters on stage.302  (See Example 

§3-6.) 

 In Maometto II, there are two public monologues in recitative verse where 

Rossini uses the orchestra to support a display of civic authority.  In the Introduzione 

Erisso proposes that the Venetian soldiers take an oath, and his proposal is framed by 

a pair of one-measure brass fanfares.303  The second public monologue is a recitative 

for Anna in the finale secondo, where she addresses the women of Negroponte who 

have brought her news of a Venetian victory.  The women advise her to flee, as her 

role in securing the victory is known to everyone, and “everyone… calls for [her] 

death”: 

 
ANNA    Vinto i Veneti han dunque? 
    Trionfa il genitor? lo sposo? Oh gioia! 
    E ch’io fugga chiedete? 
    Io che la prima gloria 
    Ho di tanta vittoria? 
    Fuggir?  Ma dove?  E per salvar me sola 

                                                
302 In Semiramide, the Babylonian high priest, Oroe, enjoys this kind of orchestral aura 
in recitative verse in three scenes.   
303 In the Finale Primo of Semiramide, Semiramide presides over an oath of 
allegiance.  However, while her instructions to the assembled peoples are punctuated 
by the full orchestra, her vocal line is separate from the musical material of the choral 
response (mm. 230-249).   Her vocal line is extended and ornamented (mm. 258-286) 
as the words of the oath are stated and re-stated (“Giuro omaggio e fedeltà”). 
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    Espor voi tutte all’ultimo periglio? 
    A’ codardi serbate un tal consiglio.304 

 
 

ANNA:  Then the Venetians have won?  My father has triumphed?  My 
husband?  Oh, what joy!  And you ask me to flee?  Me, [the person] who has 
the greatest glory in such a victory?  Flee?  But where?  And by saving myself 
alone to expose all of you to the greatest danger?  Save such advice for 
cowards. 
 

 

In this recitative, the four gestures for the wider orchestra are all interstitial, sounding 

between Anna’s phrases.  After Anna’s first two lines, there is a two-measure reprise 

of a recurring figure from the women’s chorus.  (See Example §3-7)  The three other 

gestures are iambic chord pairs for the full orchestra which articulate her last question 

to the other women (“And by saving myself alone,” “to expose all of you,” “to the 

greatest danger”). These gestures cap a local orchestral crescendo, inasmuch as they 

supersede a series of four earlier interstitial iambic chord pairs for string orchestra 

alone.  If we were to think of the orchestral gestures here as psychological indices, we 

would have to concede that the moment of disclosure coincides with a performance of 

authority, one which rescinds the more tentative, rhetorical stance she took a moment 

earlier (“Flee?,” “But where?”)  The fuller scoring is one index of the turn from 

question to statement, the sound of Anna’s independent decision at odds with the 

advice of the other women on stage.305 

 Rossini’s use of the full orchestra in recitative verse is spare, even when 

contemporary accounts imply that it was not.  In Anna’s speech to the women, the full 

                                                
304 II, v. 
305 The registral collapse between the last two gestures for full orchestra is another 
index of the turn, as the sound of the violin E-string disappears from the sonority in 
the moment when Anna rejects their counsel. 
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orchestra figures in seven of the seventeen measures of recitative verse.  In the 

preceding number (N. 10, the Scena e Terzettino), Rossini gives more than 140 

measures of recitative to the string orchestra alone.  There are another 60 measures for 

string orchestra in the opening of N. 11, the Scena con coro e Finale secondo, when 

Anna is alone on stage, and she pauses twice to listen to an off-stage prayer sung by 

the women she admonishes a little later.  When the prayer ceases, there is a brief back-

and-forth in recitative verse between the women off-stage calling to Anna, and Anna 

acknowleding their cries.  For this exchange, Rossini still uses only the string 

orchestra, leaving intact in 1820 the older principle that when instruments are added, 

they should serve one character rather than others, whether the function of the 

orchestra is to supplement and disclose what is difficult or impossible to say, or to 

amplify a voice and a status in a public scene.   

In Act I, though, there are two dialogues in the Terzettone (N. 3) where this 

focal principle comes under pressure.  In the first, Erisso and Calbo have come to 

Anna to suggest that she and Calbo marry immediately, so that, should Erisso die in 

battle, she will have “a second defender.”  The initiative in pursuing the marriage is 

Erisso’s.  Anna’s initial response is limited to two asides.  Her silence prompts Calbo 

to speak:      

 
CALBO   Anna… tu taci?  Alto stupor ti leggo 
    Sul volto espresso.  Il tuo bel cor dischiudi 
    Al padre ed all’amico; e se pur fia 
    Che tal nodo tu abborri, il tuo pensiero 
    Libera esponi, e me primiero udrai 
    A tua difesa ragionar. 
 
ERISSO      Che veggo!.. 
    Figlia… tu piangi?..  Oh, qual crudel sospetto 
    In me tu desti! 
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ANNA      No, tacer non deggio 
    Più il vero omai.  Tradirvi 
    Non posso entrambi… nè immolar me stessa. 
    Già d’altra fiamma accesa… 
 
ERISSO   Oh, mio rossor!  Prosiegui… 
 
ANNA        Indegno, credi, 
    Non è d’Erisso l’amator mio primo. 
 
ERISSO   Chi è costui?..  Favella. 
 
ANNA    Il sir di Mitilene, il prode Uberto.306 
 
 
CALBO:  Anna… you are silent?  I read the highest confusion expressed in 
your face.  Disclose your fine heart to your father and to your friend; and if yet 
it may be that you abhor such a union, express your thought freely, and you 
will hear me the first to argue in your defense.  ERISSO:  What do I see!..  My 
daughter… you weep?..  Oh, what a cruel suspicion you awake in me!  ANNA:  
No, I must not be silent about the truth any longer.  I cannot deceive you 
both… nor can I sacrifice myself.  Already another flame has stirred…  
ERISSO:  Oh, my disgrace!  Go on…  ANNA:  You may not think my first 
suitor unworthy of [the name or the daughter of] Erisso.  ERISSO:  Who is 
he?… Speak.  ANNA:  The Lord of Mitilene, the knight Uberto. 

 
 
This is an exemplary passage in both the libretto and the score.  (See Example §3-8.)  

We see Calbo assume what will prove to be his principal function, as Anna’s 

unconditional partisan and interpreter, and we see him espouse in a private context the 

same politics Erisso had espoused in a public setting in the Introduzione—that is, he 

invites her to speak freely and to disclose her heart and her thoughts.  Anna weeps, or 

at least Erisso’s remark implies that she does so, and Calbo too tries to read her 

unspeaking appearance.  Throughout the opera Anna’s tears enjoy a kind of 

“discursive” privilege as a sign which must be deciphered, which in this instance she 

decides to trump instead by direct speech.    

                                                
306 I, ii. 
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The moment between Erisso voicing his suspicions and Anna voicing her 

decision to speak up is a textural pivot within this extended scena, the moment where 

the string orchestra used in the first section is overtaken by the wider orchestra.  In this 

instance, the intrusion is the abrupt introduction of a timbrally-marked local figure: a 

four-measure cell with two distinct adjacent textures—the first texture, combining a 

full wind organ with tremolo strings (violas, second violins and basses), bass drum, a 

timpani roll and a disjunct melody for flutes and first violins (an initial wide ascending 

interval, and stepwise descending intervals), and the second texture, a brief, gapped 

pianissimo cadence for violins, violas and cellos.  The first, fortissimo texture sounds a 

second-inversion dominant seventh as a passing chord over a tonic pedal in E minor.  

This two-textured local figure recurs three times in this scena: before and after Anna’s 

first open response (“No, tacer non deggio / Più il vero omai”), and a third time 

between Erisso’s command that she reveal her suitor’s name (“Chi è costui?..  

Favella”) and her reply (“Il sir di Mitilene, il prode Uberto”).  In its returns, this local 

figure affirms conventional tonicizations of G major and B major, and between its 

second and third appearances, there is a nine-measure passage where the scoring 

reverts to the string orchestra.  In the final twenty-five measures of the scena, when 

Erisso deduces that Anna’s suitor must have been pursuing her under a false identity, 

Rossini reverts again to the core string orchestra.  

 In the case of Erisso and Anna’s first dialogue, we seem to be faced with a use 

of the orchestra in recitative verse that Metastasio’s letter did not anticipate.  Because 

the wider orchestra sounds when Anna announces that she “must no longer remain 

silent,” it is tempting to think of this local orchestral figure as an amplification of 

Anna’s voice within the sphere of the family, or at least a bid for some standing within 
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this sphere.  But the dissonance of the material and its timbral and dynamic duality 

discourages this reading.  Moreover, two of the three statements of the local figure 

follow Erisso’s lines, and not Anna’s.  For the theatre audience, the fully-scored 

passages of recitative in the Introduzione will have already established the connection 

between the public voice of Erisso and orchestrally reinforced declamation.  In one 

sense, Rossini is disregarding the convention Metastasio once asked Hasse to 

respect—that is, that when “the instruments” are used to support one character, they 

should be withdrawn when someone else speaks.  In another sense, though, Rossini 

follows this convention: once the wider orchestra is introduced, Calbo has nothing 

further to say.  If it is unclear if a theatre audience is to take the instances of fuller 

scoring as an index of Anna’s statements and reactions or Erisso’s, it is at least clear 

that the scoring has little or nothing to do with what Calbo says and feels.307       

In the second dialogue in the Terzettone between Anna and Erisso, Calbo is 

again on stage, though he says nothing during their recitative.  This second dialogue 

takes place in a public space, a piazza adjacent to the cathedral.  The women of 

                                                
307 Beghelli includes Calbo in a list of Rossinian characters who “could in other 
creative circumstances just as well have been left out, or at least [could have been] 
limited to secondary rôles,” and suggests that “as if to justify their presence, Rossini 
gave [to these characters] his most vocally arduous and thankless rôles.”  While saying 
nothing of the music, Filippi dismissed Calbo in a similar spirit, remarking that both 
he and Anna had “little in the way of substance.”  The author of the anonymous 1821 
review in The London Magazine spoke of Calbo’s Act II aria as “the jewel of the 
piece,” and did so not solely on the basis of its music, writing instead that “when 
[Calbo’s] zeal and fondness burst out uncontrollably in the words Non temer: d’un 
basso affetto / Non fu mai quel cor capace every ear is taken captive […]  The song 
flows on undisturbed, serious, energetic, and grand: with just enough art to satisfy our 
love of difficulty; and with a pathos—an emphatic fulness—that would warm the 
coldest heart…”  On “thankless rôles,” see Marco Beghelli, “The dramaturgy of the 
operas,” in The Cambridge Companion to Rossini, ed. Emanuele Senici (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 85-103; here, 99-100.  See also Filippi, “Mehmet 
II,” 58.      
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Negroponte enter first, weeping, and “running from the [sounds of the battle], 

uncertain and terrified.”  Anna arrives, and the women explain to her what they know 

of the situation.  Anna in turn leads them in a prayer, a prayer which describes how 

prayer works: “Just Heaven, in such peril there is neither counsel nor hope save by 

weeping, trembling, to implore your mercy.”308  At the close of the prayer, soldiers 

begin to return from battle; in the following scene, these soldiers say nothing.309  

Erisso and Calbo arrive, and Erisso describes their plan for the remaining warriors to 

retreat to the Citadel:  

 
ANNA    Ahi, padre! 
 
ERISSO    (Oh vista!) 
 
ANNA      Ad abbracciarti io torno. — 
    Narra… 
 
ERISSO    Fuorché l’onor, tutto è perduto. 
    Ogni speranza un traditor c’invola. 
    Sulle mura è il nemico, e grazie al Cielo 
    Or io sol porgo, che d’occulti inganni 
    Temendo Maometto, il corso arresta 
    Di sua vittoria e attender vuole il giorno. 
    Or, miei fidi, alla rocca. 
 
ANNA       Oh, padre mio, 
    Fermati… ascolta. 

                                                
308 “Giusto Ciel, in tal periglio / Più consiglio, / Più speranza, / Non avanza / Che 
piangendo / Che gemendo / Implorar la tua pietà.” (I, iii)  Sennefelder uses this prayer 
as a point of departure for a “maturation” reading of Anna Erisso, suggesting she 
“initially escapes from the atrocities of battle in passive prayer, [… enduring] the 
situation which is imposed upon her, and thereby conforms… completely with the 
feminine stereotype of the time.”  See Sennefelder, “Moitié italien, moitié français”, 
148-149.   
309 Rather than dividing the men’s chorus, Rossini used all of the men’s chorus for the 
coro leading into Maometto’s first entrance, which follows the Terzettone without 
interruption.  This choice produces in the last sections of the Terzettone an inversion 
of the rondò finale of Matilde di Shabran, inasmuch as here, the women on stage sing, 
while the men on stage (apart from the two principals) remain silent. 
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ERISSO      Udir non posso.  Addio.310 
 
 
ANNA:  Ah, father!  ERISSO:  (Oh, what a sight!)  ANNA:  I return to 
embrace you. — Tell…  ERISSO:  Outside of honour, everything is lost.  A 
traitor has taken every hope from us.  The enemy is on the walls, and now I 
only give thanks to heaven that, fearing some secret deception, Maometto 
delays the course of his victory and wishes to wait for the day.  Now, my 
faithful soldiers, to the Citadel.  ANNA:  Oh, my father, wait… listen.  
ERISSO:  I cannot listen.  Farewell. 
 

 

Anna and Erisso’s second dialogue is punctuated by about a half-dozen 

gestures for full orchestra, and as in their first dialogue, most of these gestures do not 

privilege one over the other.  Towards the end of the recitative, when Erisso turns 

away from Anna and calls for his soldiers to retreat to the Citadel, two fully-scored 

iambic chord pairs frame his summons, a clear and simple amplification of his public 

voice.  The earlier gestures in the dialogue, however, are local figures derived from the 

twenty-four measure orchestral ritornello separating the preghiera from Erisso and 

Calbo’s entrance.  This ritornello, in turn, is a reprise of an earlier section of the 

Terzettone.  When Erisso and Calbo first return to battle, Anna “follows them for a few 

steps, and then returns [alone] in the greatest agitation.”  The ritornello sounds here, 

and its fully-scored fragments punctuate Anna’s brief, anxious soliloquy: 

   
 
ANNA    Che avvenne?.. oh Dio!..  Lo strepito       
    Della battaglia ascoltasi. 
    Ahi, forse un tradimento 
    Nel notturno cimento… 
    Io gelo… oh, duol!..  Nel tempio 
    Del Ciel si vada ad implorar l’aita, 
    Che salvi almen del padre mio la vita.311 

                                                
310 I, iii. 
311 I, ii.    
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ANNA:  What is happening?… oh God!…  I can hear the noise of the battle.  
Ah, perhaps a betrayal in the trial of the night…  How chilling… oh, sorrow!  
In the cathedral, I [will] go to implore Heaven’s help, at least that my father’s 
life may be saved!   

 

(See Example §3-9.)   

Anna’s soliloquy has the vehement emotion and at least some of the surface 

signs (ellipses, vocative interjections) associated with the “state of the soul” 

accompanimental function Metastasio once described, but this recitative is neither an 

exemplar nor a repudiation of this older practice.  The orchestral material of this 

soliloquy seems, instead, closer in function to what Rossini said of music more 

generally in the course of his 1836 dialogue with Zanolini: 

 
While words and gestures express the most minute details of the emotions, 
music seeks a more elevated, more wide-reaching, more abstract end.  Music 
then becomes, as it were, the moral atmosphere that fills the space in which the 
characters of the drama represent the action.  It expresses the destiny that 
pursues them, the hope that inspires them, the joy that surrounds them, the 
happiness that awaits them, the half-open abyss under their feet; it expresses all 
this in an indefinite way, but one that captivates and penetrates much more 
than gesture or world could ever do.312   
 

 

Where Rossini spoke of a “moral atmosphere that fills the space,” of a character’s 

experience of being pursued, surrounded, we might (along the same lines) think of a 

speaking character situated or enveloped within the on-stage world.  The sound of the 

orchestra is connected to the situations of such characters, but it is not indexed to the 

solely “states of their souls”: it is not emanating from an undisclosed interiority.  In 

both Anna’s soliloquy and the related second dialogue with Erisso, the juxtaposition 
                                                
312 See Paolo Fabbri, “Rossini the aesthetician,” trans. Tim Carter, Cambridge Opera 
Journal, (6: 1, 19-29), here 26.  Zanolini’s 1836 “Una passeggiata in compagnia di 
Rossini” is reproduced as Appendix I (III), “L’ideale estetico di Rossini (1836)” in 
Luigi Rognoni, Rossini (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1977 [1956]), 373-381.    
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of the wider orchestra and their voices stands in part for opposition, even if the 

orchestra is not imitating the “noise of the battle” which can be heard.  The printed 

libretto of Maometto secondo repeatedly schools its reader in this kind of subsitution, 

noting several times in the stage directions what the music is to “indicate.” 

 In the light of this third “atmospheric” function, the association of Erisso with 

orchestrally reinforced declamation (established in three episodes in the Introduzione) 

becomes less singular.  While at times the use of the orchestra beyond the string 

orchestra during recitative verse enacts Erisso’s public voice and his civic standing, 

elsewhere in the Introduzione, as in the second dialogue with Anna, the orchestra 

seems more a sign of the acousmatic, even if it has not entirely renounced the 

psychological—it seems more a sign of one unseen realm than another.  This function 

of the orchestra organizes Erisso’s first recitative in the Introduzione, where Rossini 

doubles Erisso’s vocal line with three  trombones, two bassoons and a serpentone in 

the moment when Erisso describes how Maometto threatens “il popolo innocente.”  

(See Example §3-10.)  Desdemona’s anxiety at the “colpo di vento” exploits this 

polysemia of nearness, as does the finale primo of Semiramide, where the orchestra 

“changes sides” in an instant, switching from the amplification of Semiramide’s voice 

as she announces that Arsace will be her new husband, to the amplification of the 

unseen supernatural forces opposing her.313  In the  finale primo of Semiramide, the 

                                                
313 On the ambiguities surrounding the connotations of the orchestral tutti and 
instruments in combination around 1800, see Emily Dolan, “The Work of the 
Orchestra in Haydn’s Creation,” 19th-Century Music (34, 1: 2010), 3-38: “Large 
numbers of orchestral instruments were not merely noisy, but also confusing: 
overbearing combinations of orchestral forces abused the individual instruments. […]  
To misuse the wind instruments was not simply to make too much noise with them, 
but to abuse the character of each instrument; disorder arose from a confusion of too 
many signifiers.” (23-24)    
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orchestral accompaniment serves distinct functions in succession.  In the first dialogue 

of Anna and Erisso, Rossini sorts these functions less neatly, and it is equally plausible 

that a theatre audience would take the noise of the orchestra for Anna’s determination 

to speak, Erisso’s countermanding familial and civic authority, or for a lingering 

detached sign of the wider surrounding crisis.  What is not at issue under any of these 

interpretive choices is the fact of Anna’s participation in this vehement, discursive 

arena.   

 In addition to the two dialogues and Anna’s soliloquy (all within the 

Terzettone), and Anna’s monologue in the Act II finale, there is one other scene in 

Maometto secondo where Rossini draws on the orchestra beyond the string orchestra 

during one of Anna’s recitatives.  In the Act II finale, Anna is alone on stage.  Erisso 

and Calbo have left the catacombs to return to battle, and Anna, “overwhelmed and 

taciturn, sits upon her mother’s tomb.”  After “a brief silence,” she reflects on her 

situation, and voices her determination to complete “the second half of her task”:   

 
ANNA    Alfin compiuta è una meta dell’opra. 
    L’altra a compier ne resta: 
    Un sacrificio è questa, 
    E la vittima… io son.  L’ultimo sfogo 
    T’abbi or nel pianto o debole natura. 
    Ora verrà, che fia viltade il pianto. 
    (sorge e spinge alcuni passi per la scena)  
    Or da me lungi ogni terreno affetto: 
    O morte, il giunger tuo tranquilla aspetto.  
 
Ascoltasi ad un tratto su nel tempio il seguente: 
 
CORO DI DONNE   Nume, cui ’l Sole è trono, 
     Nume, cui brando è il tuono, 
     A noi rivolgi il ciglio 
     Nell’ultimo periglio. 
 
ANNA    Pregan nel tempio le mie dolci amiche. 
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CORO     Il fulmine, deh! accendi; 
     I figli tuoi difendi: 
     Rivolgi ad essi il ciglio 
     Nell’ultimo periglio. 
 
ANNA    Ferve dunque la pugna… Ah! vinca il padre, 
    E lieta allor raggiugnerotti, o madre. 
    Volar nel tempio io pur… No: qui s’attenda 
    L’ultima ora tremenda. 
    Mi sento assai più forte 
    Qui fralle tombe ad affrontar la morte.314 
 

 
ANNA: At last one half of the task is completed.  The other half remains: this 
is a sacrifice, and the victim… I am.  Now you may have a final outburst of 
tears or weak nature.  [For from now on], if tears come, they will be [a sign of] 
cowardice.  (rises and takes a few steps across the stage)  Now may all earthly 
affections be far from me.  O death, I await your coming in tranquillity.  (One 
can hear, suddenly, the following from the temple above)  CHORUS OF 
WOMEN: God, whose throne is the sun, God whose sword is the thunder, turn 
your gaze towards us in our great peril.  ANNA: In the temple, my good 
friends are praying.  CHORUS:  Ah, may [your] lightning strike; defend your 
children: turn your gaze towards [your children] in [their] great peril.  ANNA: 
The battle then is in full swing… ah! may my father triumph, and then, happy, 
I will join you, oh mother.  To rush to the temple, I…  No: may I await here 
the tremendous final hour.  I feel still stronger, here among the tombs, to face 
[my] death.         

 

Between the sixth and seventh lines of Anna’s first block of recitative, there were a 

further seven lines in the printed libretto, in which Anna considered her posthumous 

future under two guises: first, longing to be “closed within a [cold tomb] with [her] 

mother,” and then, hoping that “her country will know one day how much she has 

done for it,” and that her ashes will be venerated, “wherever they are buried.”315  

While the patriotism and the melancholy of the missing lines surface elsewhere, the 

                                                
314 II, v. 
315 One musical source for Maometto secondo transmits a setting of these seven lines 
(implying that the original Neapolitan version may have once included them), but they 
are not present in the autograph.  See Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 459. 
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missing lines would serve any argument which sought to diagnose Anna’s apparent 

willingness and even appetite to take her own life as a form of extreme self-

beratement in the wake of her mother’s death.  Her defiant challenge to the Ottoman 

soldiers later in the finale (“Yes, strike me down, I ask for this, I deserve it: turn your 

swords in my body”)316 exemplifies what Judith Butler describes as the melancholic’s 

urge to make public his or her self-reproaches, “the shameless voicing of self-

beratement in the presence of others.”317  With the cut in place, the remaining 

recitative draws together a series of statements outlining Anna’s intention to separate 

herself from tears, from “weak nature,” and from “every earthly affection.”    

 At this point, Rossini and Della Valle launch the peculiar and inconspicuous 

aspect of the scene: at the sound of the women’s off-stage prayer, Anna suspends her 

recitative, and in the midst of their first stanza, she remarks that she hears her friends 

at prayer in the temple.  Her single line in recitative verse overlaps the lyric verses of 

the women’s prayer.  (See Example §3-11.)  There is no other moment quite like this 

elsewhere in Rossini.  The nearest comparable scene is probably an Act II prison scene 

in Ricciardo e Zoraide, where the imprisoned Zoraide, alone on stage, comments (in 

                                                
316 “Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto: / Quelle spade in me volgete…” (II, v). 
317 In addition to the loss of her mother, Anna has a second lost object in Uberto, the 
identity assumed by Maometto, a third lost object in her estranged father, and a 
potential fourth lost object in the fall of the colony.  For David Alden’s Santa Fe 
production, set and costume designer Jon Merrell established the importance of 
Anna’s mother by having Anna’s cavatina (“Ah! che invan sul mesto ciglio”) play out 
beneath an oversized portrait of the mother, introduced during the set change between 
the public space of the Introduzione and the private room (“gabinetto”) of Anna in I, 
ii—that is to say, we see a towering image of the absent mother long before we hear 
anything of her.  Select production stills are available on Morrell’s website, but none 
shows the portrait of the mother; see http://www.jon-morrell.com/performance4.html.  
On melancholy, see Judith Butler, “Psychic Inceptions: Melancholy, Ambivalence, 
Rage,” in The Psychic Life of Power (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), 167-
198; here, 181. 
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lyric verse) between the stanzas of an off-stage women’s chorus.318  In that scene, 

however, and in other scenes where Rossini alternates between characters singing in 

recitative and lyric verse, he maintains a clean separation between the sections in 

recitative and lyric verse, whether or not the lyric verses are sung from the stage or the 

wings.319  However, for the off-stage preghiera in the Neapolitan version of Maometto 

secondo, Rossini presses the point.  After Anna decides to remain in the chamber 

below the temple, a second stanza follows.320  Anna’s isolated comment—though 

omitted in the printed libretto—returns in the second stanza, unchanged, once again a 

modest counterpoint in recitative verse to the lyric verse of the preghiera. 

Anna’s resistance is not resistance to voluptuousness and pleasure, but to 

prayer understood in the terms she described in the prayer she led in Act I.  She resists 

the idea that her only discursive recourse is to implore the divine in the midst of tears 

and trembling.  Her silence, made more conspicuous in that she speaks however 

briefly while her friends pray, is a performance of difference: by refusing to join in, 

we see Anna making good on the claim she put forward in the preceding recitative, 

where she declared to herself that “now you may have a last outburst of tears or weak 

nature; for [from now on], if tears come, they will be [a sign of] cowardice.”  This 

                                                
318 “Il tuo pianto, i tuoi sospiri,” Ricciardo e Zoraide (II, ix). 
319 In the printed libretto of Ricciardo e Zoraide, there is an aria in Act II for Zomira, 
the wife of the Nubian king Agorante.  The aria is prefaced by a coro (for some of 
Agorante’s “followers”), in which the chorus’s lyric verses are articulated by two 
recitative couplets for Zomira.  Gossett notes that the “entire scene is lacking in the 
autograph and in practically every contemporary manuscript.”  The scene is not 
present in the Garland facsimile of the 1828 Ratti, Cencetti printed orchestral score.  
See Gioachino Rossini, Ricciardo e Zoraide, ed. Philip Gossett (New York: Garland, 
1980).     
320 The text of the second stanza uses six of the eight lines from the first stanza, with a 
new closing couplet: “And may the breath of the one who yearns / Disperse the 
conqueror” (“E un soffio struggitor / Disperda il vincitor.”)  In the manuscript of the 
opera reproduced in facsimile, this couplet closes the first verse as well.  
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performance of difference overturns theatrical convention: Rossini and Della Valle 

make a show of the leading actor not singing.  It is not a permanent turn away from 

song, and neither is it a permanent turn away from addressing the divine.  The 

entrance of the wider orchestra (harp, flutes, clarinets, horns and bassoons) delineates 

the gendered mode of speech Anna refuses, and if we accept that this episode is a 

passage of recitative verse where the wider orchestra intrudes, we have to reckon on 

its distance from the accompanimental functions Metastasio once described.  The 

preghiera belongs to the on-stage world, like the trumpet which summons 

Desdemona’s father back to the public celebrations in Act I of Otello, but it is also 

abstract, like the envelopment of Anna and Erisso Rossini evokes in their dialogues.  

While in some sense the off-stage preghiera serves to disclose the “state of her soul,” 

it is by a less direct route, and not through the irruption of orchestral sound in 

moments of erratic, involuntary speechlessness.   

 
 

 
Public speech, supplemental texts and the separation of the sexes 

 
 
The combat there was cruel and the killing horrendous and astonishing.  They 
say that many women were given in marriage as virgins, armed according to 
the customs of the Amazons, made the greatest defense, and were [later] found 
dead.  Paolo Erizzo, the Governor, with some few leaders of the colony, retired 
within the fortress. […]  The fortress taken with the promise to leave the 
[survivors] free and safe, the Citadel was occupied, and not observing the 
promised pact, they had everyone killed. 

 
Francesco Sansovino, “Vita di Mahamet II,” in Gl’annali [Turcheschi] overo 
Le vite de’ principi et signori della casa Othomana (1571) 
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 At the close of the Introduzione, Erisso addresses the other soldiers who have 

just taken an oath to make of Negroponte a “monument or a tomb” rather than 

surrender to Maometto in defeat.  Erisso outlines the plan for opposing Maometto’s 

“final assault,” and he alludes to the possibility that any soldiers who survive may 

need to abandon the city, and retreat to the Citadel; then, he dismisses them, asking 

only Calbo to remain.  There are two adjacent recitatives—the first for Erisso alone, in 

which he addresses everyone, and the second for Erisso and Calbo, in which Erisso 

asks Calbo to come with him to see Anna, as he turns his attention, as he says, from 

civic to familial duties.321  Della Valle’s tragedy follows a similar course at the close 

of the first scene, with one significant difference.  In the tragedy, Erisso (Erizo) 

imposes a different oath upon the other Venetian soldiers, calling upon them to 

exclude the women of Negroponte from the retreat to the Citadel.  This is Erisso’s 

chief contribution in the scene, an amendment not subject to debate (as his other 

decisions had been), and one which he introduces at the last, once he has secured their 

consensus to continue fighting: 

 
 
ERIZO    […] [Intatta] è ancor la rocca, 
    Arduo ha l’accesso, ed il recinto angusto: 
    Difesa ivi farem novella ed aspra, 
    Finchè un sol braccio a rotar ferro avanzi.  — 
    Scarsa cerere, è ver, colà raccolta 
    Ancor avanza a prolungar la giostra; 
    Io quindi impongo, che ciascun sue donne 
    Abbandoni alla sorte: asilo ad esse 
    Non sia chi porga nel Castello.  Io primo 

                                                
321 The second recitative is scored for string orchestra, as is most of the first (sixteen of 
its twenty-two measures, not including a seven-measure postlude which reprises 
material from the opening of the Introduzione).  The close of Erisso’s public speech 
(its last three lines) is framed by four interstitial gestures for full orchestra, a summons 
for those who are not killed in the next battle to rally at the Citadel.   
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    L’acerbo esempio, ove uopo fia, daronne 
    Sulla mia dolce unica figlia. — Io giuro. 
 
TUTTI    E il giuriam tutti. 
 
ERIZO  (Ai duci.)   Addio. — Calbo, tu resta. 
     Mia figlia a me.  (Ad un guerriero.)322

  
 
ERIZO:  […]  The citadel is still intact, the approach is arduous, and the 
enclosure narrow: we will make a new and bitter defense there, until one arm 
alone remains to wield a sword.  —  There is little food, it is true, with the 
harvest already advanced in order to prolong the campaign; I therefore order 
that each of you abandon your women to [their] fate: no matter who [they are], 
the Citadel does not offer asylum to them.  I will give the first bitter example, 
should it be necessary, with my sweet and only daughter.  I swear it.  ALL:  
And we all swear to this.  ERIZO: (To the leaders.)  Farewell.  —  Calbo, stay.  
(To a warrior.)  [Bring] my daughter to me.   

 
 

Sansovino’s 1571 account of the siege includes this retreat to the Citadel, as do other 

accounts, but not on this basis: the retreat does not happen in the wake of a deliberate 

decision to separate the sexes.  Instead, in Sansovino’s account, the description of the 

retreat follows a report of women who joined in the fighting and who died in battle; 

and while in the opera the oath to “refuse asylum” to the women was not an explicit 

element of the pact among the men in the Introduzione, most of the second half of the 

Terzettone (N. 3) proceeds as if it were, with Erisso determined to preserve the 

separation, and Anna contesting it, both on her own behalf, and on behalf of the other 

women of Negroponte. 

 We have been arguing that recitative accompaniment in the Neapolitan version 

of  Maometto secondo is one of the arenas in which Rossini develops a musical 

argument for Anna Erisso’s difference—whether we understand the episodes of 

                                                
322 Della Valle, Anna Erizo, I, i. 
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scoring beyond the string orchestra to signal her determination to speak, her 

participation in private and public dialogues with a character associated with 

orchestrally reinforced declamation, her independent public voice, or her dissent from 

the gendered musical language of prayer. Here, we turn to the four closing sections of 

the Terzettone (N. 3) and the lyric verses after Anna and Erisso’s second dialogue, in 

which Anna, Erisso and (to a lesser extent) Calbo debate whether the women of 

Negroponte will join the retreat to the Citadel.   

Cagli suggested in 1972 that this part of the Terzettone was something 

“Rossini himself [likely] wished for, wanting to create a moment of true repose and 

powerful effect that would transcend in some way the limits imposed by closed 

numbers.”323  The sections of the Terzettone we are speaking of—including the central 

event, when Erisso gives Anna a dagger she can use to take her own life—is not 

present in the tragedy.  The scene was derided by Prividali for its “vulgar 

incongruencies”: he objected to the idea that Erisso, in a hurry to complete the retreat 

to the Citadel, would linger in the city “taking his time singing with those women.”324  

The London Magazine regretted that the stretta “savours strongly of the Prima 

Donna,” sensing as Stefano Piana did that Anna is “the protagonist” of the last section 

of the Terzettone.325  The review in The London Magazine paused to appreciate a 

moment within the tempo di mezzo: 

                                                
323 Cagli, “Le fonte letterarie,” 23. 
324 Prividali was speaking of the Venetian revision, which follows the Neapolitan 
version in this scene with few changes.  Prividali’s review is reproduced in Emanuele, 
L’ultima stagione, 278-281; here, 279.    
325 The London Magazine, 277.  In his annotated libretto for the La Fenice programma 
di sala, Stefano Piana offered extensive comments on both the Neapolitan and 
Venetian versions.  See Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida all’opera,” in Gioachino 
Rossini, Maometto II, ed. Michele Girardi, 67-120; here, 86 (n. 18). 
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At the words— [“]O cara, [/] Prendi il pugnal,[”] such a divine effect was 
produced by the accompaniment’s being “germane to the matter,” and by the 
due subordination of the instruments to the voice, that it made us deeply regret 
that Rossini should ever sacrifice sense to sound…326   
 

On the basis of timbre and key, Gossett linked this moment to four others that refer to 

the mother’s tomb; but such attention to the verbal text of the Terzettone is the 

exception.327 

 The four closing sections of the Terzettone follow a soilta forma outline.  The 

tempo d’attacco begins where Anna and Erisso’s second dialogue leaves off, with 

Anna requesting that her father stay and hear her, and Erisso explaining that “the 

nation will not be betrayed on account of her tears,” adding a moment later that “only 

the soldiers who have gathered there… will give the ultimate proof of their fearless 

valour.”  Anna, joined in the last section of the tempo d’attacco by the other women, 

asks again if a “tyrannical duty will abandon them to the new horror of shame?”  The 

renewed question prompts Calbo to speak.  He does so in the formal slot—the slow 

movement—where the principals of the tempo d’attacco typically join in simultaneous 

song: 

 
CALBO   Mira, signor, quel pianto, 
    E cangia il tuo consiglio; 
    Le invola a tal periglio: 
    Parli al tu cor pietà. 
 
ANNA    Vedrai su quelle mura 
    Pur noi pugnar da forti, 
    Vibrar pur noi le morti; 

                                                
326 The London Magazine, 277. 
327 Philip Gossett, “History and Works That Have No History: Reviving Rossini’s 
Neapolitan Operas,” in Disciplining Music: Musicology and Its Canons, eds. 
Katharine Bergeron and Philip V. Bohlman (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1992), 95-115. 
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    Far siepe i nostri petti 
    A’ tuoi guerrieri eletti, 
    E in essi il nostro esempio 
    Valore accrescerà. 
 
ERISSO   Le voci di natura 
    Tutte nel cor già sento; 
    Ma in si crudel momento 
    Delitto è la pietà. 
 
    Indarno or voi piangete: 
    Donne, al destin cedete. 
    Se i voti vostri ascolta 
    La cieca mia pietà, 
 
    Con voi la fame, accolta 
    Da’ miei guerrieri sarà. 
    Pietà si dura e stolta 
    Chi a me consiglierà? 
 
    Partiam, guerrieri… Addio. 
 
CALBO   Mira, signor, quel pianto 
    E cangia il tuo consiglio. 
    Le invola a tal periglio; 
    Parli al tuo cor pietà. 
 
CORO [DI DONNE]  C’invola al rio periglio; 
    Parli al tuo cor pietà.328 
 
 
CALBO:  Look, sir, on those tears, and change your mind.  Deliver [the 
women] from such a peril; let pity speak to your heart.  ANNA:  You will see 
us on those walls [of the Citadel], too, fighting along with the stalwarts, we, 
too, delivering death [to the slain]; [you will see us] form with our bodies a 
vanguard to your chosen warriors, and our example will increase their valour.  
ERISSO:  I hear already all of the voices of nature within my heart; but in such 
a cruel moment, [such] pity would be a crime.  You are weeping, now, in vain; 
women, give in to destiny.  If my blind pity were to listen to your wishes, my 
soldiers will have welcomed both you and starvation.  Who would advise me 
to follow bitter and foolish pity?  Warriors, let’s go… Farewell.  CALBO:  
Look, sir, on those tears, and change your mind.  Deliver the women from such 
a peril; let pity speak to your heart.  CHORUS OF WOMEN:  Deliver us from 
an evil peril; let pity speak to your heart.  
 

                                                
328 I, iii. 
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The distribution of verses between the principals is asymmetrical, and it is not clear 

where Rossini will develop an episode of simultaneous song.  Calbo resumes here his 

characteristic functions as a partisan and an interpreter of Anna, and also as a lyric 

voice who will take the lead when Erisso’s voice is at an impasse.  Formally, however, 

Calbo’s entrance momentarily frustrates the drive towards the a due vocal texture.   

Calbo’s remarks are deferential and non-specific: he suggests Erisso should 

notice the women’s tears, allowing “pity to speak to his heart.”  Anna takes a different 

tack: she makes no appeal to pity or tears, arguing instead that the women should join 

in the Citadel’s defense—in esssence, arguing along the lines Sansovino described in 

his hsitory in 1571.  In the tragedy, Della Valle places Anna’s proposal that she follow 

her father into battle earlier—before the topic of her marriage to Calbo is broached, 

and in a more private, familial context.  Only Anna, her father and Calbo are on stage.  

The wider topic of the fate of the other women is not mentioned, even if in the 

previous scene their exclusion from any retreat to the Citadel has been made explicit: 

 
ANNA    Il mio timor é sol vederti vinto: 
    Periglio il sopravviverti.  Se brami 
    Me tranquilla e secura, al fianco tuo 
    Quando combatterai m’accogli: io l’armi 
    Trattar non so, ma ministrarle almeno. 
    Mia voce a ben pugnar ti fia di sprone; 
    E se cader dovrai, o al colpo istesso 
    Cadrò pur teco, o presso alla tua spoglia 
    Cercherò per seguirti un altro colpo. 
 
ERIZO    Degna d’Erisso figlia, e degna in vero 
    Di miglior fato!  All’alto tuo proposto 
    Assentir non però potrebbe il padre. 
    Siegui ad udirmi, e docile qual fosti 
    Meco tu sempre, or più di pria divieni.329 

 

                                                
329 Della Valle, Anna Erizo, I, iii. 
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ANNA:  My only fear is to see you defeated: [my only] peril to survive you.  If 
you wish me tranquil and safe, gather me to your side when you go into 
combat: I do not know how to handle weapons, but at least I can look after 
you.  My voice may well spur you to fight; and if you must fall, either I will 
fall with you by the same blow, or near your body I will find another blow so 
as to follow you.  ERIZO:  Worthy daughter of Erisso, and worthy in truth of a 
better fate!  To your noble proposition, however, a father cannot give his 
assent.  Follow, and listen to me, and as you have always been obedient with 
me, now become so more than ever.  

 

The image of women in combat returns in a dialogue between Anna and Maometto, 

when Anna argues that she cannot marry, since other women had fought and died:  

 
ANNA    […]  Sì: questa vita 
    Un dì fu dono tuo: dono funesto, 
    Che maledico or io.  Non già che ingrata 
    Anna esser voglia: un traditor la spada 
    In te rivolga, e questo petto avrai 
    Scudo al tuo petto.  Ma, signor, tu ’l vedi: 
    Fra le vittime tue, che quì son tante 
    La più misera io son.  Va sulle mura, 
    Ritorna in campo: fra guerrieri uccisi 
    Più d’una donna troverai col brando 
    Stretto ancora nel pugno.  Or di’ tu stesso, 
    Che alma non vil pur chiudi in sen; perduti 
    Sol fien per me quegli onorati esempli? 
    Vi fu chi cadde per non esser vinta, 
    E schiava.  Io tradirei la terra e il Cielo 
    Per esser druda a Maometto.330 
 
 
ANNA:  Yes: one day my life was your gift: a fatal gift, which I now curse.  
Yet I do not wish to be ungrateful: if a traitor were to turn his sword on you, 
you would have this breast before you as a shield to your own.  But, sir, you 
see this: among your victims, of whom there are so many, I am the most 
miserable one.  Go upon the walls, return to the battlefield: among the dead 
warriors you will find more than one woman with a blade still clutched in her 
hand.  [And] now you yourself, say whether a soul not vile was closed within; 
should those honoured examples be lost only because of me?  There would be 
someone who fell though not defeated, and a slave.  I would betray earth and 
heaven in becoming a spouse to Maometto.       

 

                                                
330 Della Valle, Anna Erizo, IV, i. 
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In the second act of Le siège de Corinthe, the image of women in combat even reaches 

the stage.  The wedding ceremony of Pamyra and Mahomet is interrupted by the 

arrival of Mahomet’s lieutenant, Omar, who brings news of renewed fighting.  Omar 

reports that “The women [“les Vierges”] are mixed in with the soldiers,” and the stage 

direction indicates that when he opens the flap of the pavillion tent, it reveals a view of 

“the citadel covered by women and armed warriors.”331  While there are similar 

interruptions and reveals in both the Neapolitan and the Venetian versions, the stage 

directions only specify the presence of women among the combatants in the Parisian 

revision.332  There are two ironies in this: first, while much of the Terzettone is 

preserved in Le siège de Corinthe, the passage in which Anna proposes that the 

women join the fighting is not.  The mixed fighting in Le siège de Corinthe, then, does 

not come across as a plan compromising the separation of the sexes, but as a theatrical 

sign of the chaos set loose by the Ottoman occupation.  Second, in scoring the scene 

for Paris, Rossini restored the separation which the tableau dissolved.  While the 

Turkish chorus is mixed, the Greek chorus in the Act II finale (“Bravons son empire,” 

sung “du haut de la citadelle,” within N. 10) is a three-part men’s chorus.333  Within 

                                                
331 The staging manual for the 1826 premiere of Le siège de Corinthe indicates that 
when the upstage “tent” is opened in this scene, “the Citadel is revealed.  The ramparts 
are filled with armed men, women and children.”  The staging manual for Le siège de 
Corinthe is the earliest one reproduced in H. Robert Cohen (ed.), Dix livres de mise en 
scène lyrique datant des créations parisiennes, 1824-1843 = The original staging 
manuals for ten Parisian operatic premières, 1824-1843: in facsimile (Stuyvesant, 
N.Y.: Pendragon Press, 1998), 181-205; here, 197. 
332 In the Neapolitan version, Maometto’s remarks in II, ii strongly suggest that his 
soldiers, shown “in the piazza… roaming about in disorder with drawn swords,” have 
been fighting unworthy opponents in the city instead of continuing to besiege the 
Citadel.  
333 In the 1827 Troupenas orchestral score, the Greek chorus is notated separately from 
the Ottoman chorus.  See Le siège de Corinthe (New York: Garland, 1980), 365-414.  
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the opening and closing sections of the stretta (the Allegro vivace), the two choruses 

and the principals are folded into a single homorthymic block, but for most of the 

stretta, Rossini preserves the sound of the male Greek chorus as a distinct antiphonal 

element in the texture.  When the defense of the Citadel was imagined or brought to 

the stage in Della Valle’s tragedy or Le siège de Corinthe, the participation of women 

in the fighting that the Neapolitan Anna advocates carried the day.    

 The imbalance between the number of verses assigned to the three principals in 

the slow movement implies that Rossini and Della Valle did not envisage the balanced 

proportions and eveny-spaced vocal entrances of a pseudo-canon.  This ensemble 

resumes the more elastic protocols of the Introduzione, where Rossini’s formal 

choices shadowed the contours of a civic debate.  Anna’s vocal entrance (“Vedrai su 

quelle mura”) only happens once Calbo completes his first appeal to Erisso (twelve 

measures).  The timing of her entrance suggests that she is offering a separate, 

concurring argument.  Anna does not interrupt Calbo as, in the Introduzione, Calbo 

had interrupted Condulmiero.  Erisso does not extend to Anna the same courtesy: his 

vocal entrance (“Le voci di natura”) follows only four measures later, after she has 

completed three of her seven verses (after “Vibrar pur noi le morti”).  Once Erisso 

enters, Calbo re-enters two measures later, and the women’s chorus enters with Calbo, 

with a gapped setting of Calbo’s last line, the plea to Erisso to “let pity speak to his 

heart.”   

Apart from her second line (repeated once) and her last word (repeated twice), 

there is no repetition in the setting of Anna’s verses, and so most of what she says is 

                                                                                                                                       
The Greek chorus is notated in four parts, but it is almost always only a three-part 
texture. 
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embedded in a progressively denser vocal counterpoint.  (See Example §3-12).  What 

is more, when Erisso enters, he responds only to what Calbo had said, speaking of the 

“voices of nature” which “everyone hears.”  Erisso addresses the women directly, and 

offers a plausible reason within the on-stage world (a shortage of provisions) to 

exclude the women from the Citadel.  Erisso does not respond to what Anna proposes.  

Although her remarks are plainly public remarks, there is no evidence in what the 

others say that anyone has heard what she has said.  There is no uptake at all.         

 The printed libretto implies that Rossini and Della Valle had agreed that this 

section of the Terzettone would be organized around a large-scale reprise, inasmuch as 

the printed libretto presents Calbo’s quartina twice (“Mira, signor, quel pianto”).  In 

the score, however, Anna launches the reprise, directly out of the orchestral caesura 

which had allowed her last word in the libretto (“accrescerà”) to sound in the clear.  

For the reprise, however, Anna takes up verses which do not appear in the printed 

libretto, verses closely modelled on Calbo’s: 

 
ANNA    Padre ti muova il pianto 
    A men crudel consiglio[;] 
    C’invola al rio periglio[,] 
    Parli al tuo cor pietà.334 

 
ANNA:  Father, may [these] tears move you to a less cruel counsel; deliver us 
from an evil peril, let pity speak to your heart. 

 

The pivot away from the text of the printed libretto coincides with the return of the 

initial melody of the Andantino.  Anna uses an explicit signal of address (“Padre”), 

and makes a direct appeal to the communicative powers of tears and pity.  She turns 

from the rhetoric of civic discourse to the rhetoric of domestic discourse.  We might 

                                                
334 I, iii. 
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say that Anna makes a pragmatic turn: seeing as her first argument fails, she adopts 

Calbo’s line, and in the culminating coda, their texts synchronize in an extended a due 

texture—likely the moment of “true repose and powerful effect” Cagli had in mind 

when he suggested this part of the Terzettone was something “Rossini himself wished 

for.”335  (See Example §3-13.)  Once Anna changes tactics she does not return to her 

first argument. 

Some of the earliest known surviving Rossini sketches concern the overlapping 

entries of Anna and Calbo in the reprise.  Gossett reports that these sketches contain 

an alternate eight-measure melody for the reprise incipit, “sketched without text.”336  

Gossett does not refer at any point to Anna’s new text in the reprise and the coda, and 

neither does Cagli.  In passing over Anna’s words, Cagli discounts her specific 

actions, and overvalues the actions of Erisso and Calbo “who reappear almost 

transfigured to beckon Anna… to heroism.”337  Piana remarks that  

 

… the dramatic situation is… perfectly delineated in the musical discourse: on 
the one side, Anna and Calbo share in asking Erisso whether the women can 
follow the soldiers to the Citadel, and on the other side Erisso in a somewhat 
subdued tone underneath the flow of the melodies and the arabesques of the 
first two characters, remains resolute in his own position.338  
 

 

Piana, too, folds Anna’s two separate arguments into one waged jointly with Calbo, 

and says nothing of the initial difference in their positions.  This oversight implies that 

                                                
335 Cagli, “Le fonte letterarie,” 23-26.   
336 Philip Gossett, “Compositional methods,” in The Cambridge Companion to 
Rossini, 68-84; here, 70-75.   
337 Cagli, “Le fonte letterarie,” 20, 23. 
338 Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida ll’opera,” 85. 
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Piana’s sense of the “dramatic situation… perfectly delineated in the musical 

discourse” is incomplete.  Sennefelder hears Anna’s first argument: 

 
Anna initially escapes from the atrocities of battle in passive prayer (“Giusto 
ciel”); “piangendo”/”gemendo” [weeping, trembling]… she endures the 
situation which is imposed upon her[,] and thereby conforms also here 
completely with the feminine stereotype of the time.  In the new beginning of 
the “Primo tempo” of the Terzettone, Anna puts into words in the name of the 
rest of the women of Negroponte, however, a first attempt to break through the 
social norm, to fight on the side of the men at the Citadel.  In a sentimental-
sounding cantabile Anna strikes an absolutely belligerent tone, making so to 
speak the vocabulary of the masculine world her own.339   
 

 

Sennefelder recognizes the gendered aspect of the discursive options Anna operates 

within, and she presses the sequence of Anna’s choices into a “maturation” narrative, 

remaking Anna’s negotiation of a social space into a psychological story.  However, 

she does not comment on the moment where Anna gives up her first “belligerent” 

argument to take up again the stance and the rhetoric of prayer, tears and pity.    

 In the stretta, the printed libretto again offers a clean division between the text 

assigned to Anna and the texts assigned to the other characters: her verses are public 

speech, while the verses of the other characters are all private reactions, marked as 

asides. Rossini again undermines this difference by giving Anna a supplemental text 

which folds her into a larger group.  In the tempo di mezzo Anna asks again if her 

father can “leave her to the outrages of the barbarians?”  Erisso’s compromise is a 

domestic one, an answer which forgets that there ever was a wider civic question to be 

settled concerning the fate of the other women.  Erisso offers Anna a dagger, and tells 

her to run to the foot of the cathedral altar—but he does not or cannot complete his 

instructions to her; when she asks him to continue, he says only “Addio.”  Anna 
                                                
339 Sennefelder, “Moitié italien, moitié français”, 148, 150. 
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resumes his instructions, saying outloud what he did not, and saying his words back to 

him both as a public performance of her agreement and as an element in a rite of 

reconciliation, a doubling that recalls Baricco’s remark that Anna “makes the will of 

father… her own.”340  In the stretta, she elaborates: 

 
ANNA    Dicesti assai.  T’intendo. 
    Vedrai che appien somiglia 
    Al genitor la figlia, 
    E pria che in me la mano 
    Distenda il Musulmano, 
    Questo pugnal da forte 
    Nel cor m’immergerò. 
 
ERISSO   (In sì crudel momento 
    Squarciarmi a brano a brano, 
    Misero, il cor mi sento. 
    O patria, a te qual figlia 
    Vittima immolerò!) 
 
CALBO   (In sì crudel momento 
    Squarciarmi a brano a brano 
    In petto il cor mi sento. 
    Misero, ahi, qual consorte 
    Il fatò m’involò!) 
 
CORO [DI DONNE]  (A sì funesta scena 
    Attonita, gemente, 
    Fra meraviglia e pena 
    Mancarmi il cor mi sento. 
    Ahi, per qual empia sorte, 
    Dal figlio, dal consorte 
    Dividermi dovrò!)341 
 
 
ANNA:  You have said enough.  I understand you.  You will see how closely 
the daughter resembles the father, and before a Muslim can extend his hand to 
me, I will plunge this dagger into my heart.  ERISSO:  (In such a cruel 
moment, I feel my heart—miserable one—torn into shreds.  O nation, in my 

                                                
340 Anna’s fourth and fifth lines in the stretta mirror two of Erisso’s lines in the tempo 
di mezzo.  This circuit recalls Baricco’s remark that Anna “[makes] the will of the 
father… her own.”  Baricco, Il genio in fuga, 117. 
341 I, iii. 
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daughter, what a victim I will sacrifice to you!)  CALBO:  (In such a cruel 
moment, I feel my heart in my chest torn into shreds.  Ah, [I am a] miserable 
one, what a wife fate will take from me!)  CHORUS OF WOMEN:  (At such a 
sorrowful scene, astonished [and] suffering, between amazement and pain I 
feel my heart to falter.  Ah, by what wicked fate must I be separated from by 
son, from my husband!) 

 

Anna answers her father publicly; she declares that she has understood what he has 

said.   The others on stage—again, excepting the male supernumeraries portraying the 

remnants of the Venetian defenders, who say nothing in this scene—react individually 

to Anna’s pledge to take her own life.  Erisso subsumes her agency under his own, 

lamenting “what a victim [he] will sacrifice” to the nation.  Calbo laments “what a 

wife fate will take from [him].”  The other women decry the “sorrowful scene” more 

generally, before remarking on the individual fates of their own sons and husbands.  

The stretta is shaped by this pairing: Anna’s public statement, followed by the 

ensemble’s private responses.  Rossini uses the private responses as a ritornello, 

leading into a reprise of Anna’s public statement.  The private responses are reprised 

in the coda. 

Rossini also used Anna’s voice in the ritornello and coda, and Della Valle’s 

irregular stanzas in the stretta imply possibilities for voice-grouping in a musical 

setting.  However, where Rossini combined Anna’s voice with the voices of the 

others, he did not make use of any of the symmetries or rhymes between Anna’s 

stanza as it appears in the printed libretto and the verses of the others.  Rossini did not 

combine her public statement with their asides.  Instead, his setting features another 

supplemental stanza for Anna that does not appear in the printed libretto, with a very 

different tone:     
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ANNA    A si crudel tormento 
    Squarciarmi a brano a brano 
    Ah Dio[,] mi sento il cor[.] 
    Ah qual perversa sorte 
    Il ciel mi destinò.342 

 
ANNA:  At such a cruel torment, oh God, I feel my heart torn into shreds.  Ah, 
what a perverse fate heaven has destined for me. 
 

 

(See Example §3-14.)  The supplemental stanza shares words, whole lines and 

sentiments with the verses for Erisso and Calbo.  Each character names a private 

addressee within their respective stanzas: Erisso, the nation; Calbo, he himself; Anna, 

God.  Each character closes out their stanza with a protest against how Anna’s 

prospective death figures in their respective fates.  In her supplemental stanza, Anna 

no longer addresses her father, and is no longer pursuing reconciliation, nor any other 

kind of familial or civic speech.  Instead, she drops into private reflection like 

everyone else.  In both the slow movement and the stretta, the supplemental texts 

Rossini interpellates for Anna mitigate the starker differences between Anna and the 

others set out in the printed libretto.  Rossini asserted this difference in some respects 

(providing Anna with florid vocal writing in her extended solo passages in the stretta) 

while obscuring it in others (folding Anna into the group of characters who have only 

private responses, and providing her with extended passages of the more modest vocal 

writing assigned to these other characters). 

The question of Anna’s difference within the on-stage world looms over the 

scene because of the dedication Erisso brings to maintaining the separation of the 

sexes.  In both the tragedy and the Neapolitan version of the opera, Erisso offers a 

plausible reason for excluding the women from the retreat to the Citadel: a shortage of 
                                                
342 I, iii. 
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provisions.  At the same time, more convincing practical and ideological reasons are 

not to difficult to find.  For the climactic scene to function—the scene in which Anna 

and Erisso simultaneously discover Maometto was Anna’s first suitor, “Uberto”—

Anna and Erisso must be separated before Maometto takes control of the city.  

Erisso’s intransigence solves this.  Erisso’s determination to fight to the last would 

also remediate the historical record, undoing the bitter tale of his surrender.  The 

Venetian revision of the opera went further, and gave victory to the Venetians, and 

while the tragedy and the Neapolitan and Parisian versions did not go this far, they all 

secured for Erisso a better death.343  In excluding the women from the Citadel, Erisso 

pursues a properly segregated performance of masculinity, diluting the humiliation of 

their defeat with the consoling prospect of a heroic martyrdom, achieved out of sight 

of the women.  Cagli reads the end of the Terzettone under the sway of this 

consolation, preferring to underscore Erisso and Calbo’s agency within the scene, and 

to misconstrue Anna’s actions as a response to “Erisso’s invitation to heroism.” 

 
The forced interruption of the first section of the Terzetto, precisely in the 
moment in which Anna was revealing [to her father and to Calbo] her love for 
Uberto, finds now its resolution in the final section with the new meeting in an 
altered situation in which the rules of heroism, the call of duty have become 
even more imperative on account of the looming danger.  Father and suitor 
therefore reappear almost transfigured to beckon Anna, and the earlier call to 
duty is replaced by Erisso’s invitation to heroism.344   
 

 

                                                
343 The printed libretto for the Venetian revision justifies its happy ending on the basis 
of the “initial, luminous successes” of the Venetians during the siege of Negroponte, 
described by Marc Antoine Laugier in his twelve-volume Histoire de la République de 
Venise depuis sa fondation jusqu’à present, (1758-1768), which appeared in Italian 
translation in 1767-1769.  Filippi exposes the slender historical pretexts for such a 
happy ending; see Filippi, “Mehmet II al-Fatih,” 57-58.  See also Piana, “Maometto II 
libretto e guida all’opera,” 72.  
344 Cagli, “Le fonte letterarie,” 23. 
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 It is not clear if Cagli saw public speech itself as an arena regulated by gender, 

where “father and suitor” beckon and invite Anna to action in the national interest, 

while Anna seems to speak only of her romantic attachments.  With this consideration, 

we are not far from the kind of argument Pateman developed in her reading of 

Rousseau and the other social contract theorists.  Pateman argues that as a conjectural 

history, the social contract requires the exclusion of women from the public sphere—a 

prior “sexual contract.”345  While no one within the on-stage world of Maometto 

secondo articulates the prohibition against female public speech as bluntly as Elena’s 

father Douglas or Matilde’s antagonist Corradino did, the regulative force of the 

prohibition is the ground against which Anna’s actions become visible.  Her 

determination to speak and to contest her father’s wishes in both private and public, 

her openness to prayer in one instance, and her private refusal to join a prayer in 

another, and her decision to repurpose the wedding rite (marrying Calbo in order to 

reconcile with her father and to revenge herself on the man who had deceived her)—

all of these actions imagine a protagonist who can operate outside of gendered norms 

governing speech.  In the Terzettone, Anna does not convince her father to abandon 

his plan to separate the women from the men.  Nonetheless, her argument itself quietly 

broaches the separation from another angle, and her participation in public debate is an 

escape from the restricted articulacy of the domestic sphere into the realm of active 

self-disclosure Cavarero, following Arendt, calls politics.346 

 
 

                                                
345 Carole Pateman, The Sexual Contract (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988) 
and The Disorder of Women: Democracy, Feminism and Political Theory (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1989).  
346 Adriana Cavarero, “The paradox of Ulysses,” in Relating narratives, 21. 
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Self-possession and privacy in the Act II finale 
 

 
Others, from the outset, transmit certain messages to us, instilling their 
thoughts in our own, producing an indistinguishability between the other and 
myself at the heart of who I am. 
 
Judith Butler, “The ‘I’ and the ‘You’,” (2005) 
 
 

 

Anna’s last entrance in the Neapolitan version of Maometto secondo follows 

immediately after Erisso refuses Calbo’s attempts to re-assure him about her 

goodness, after Erisso tells him that he “will take comfort when she is dead.”  When 

Anna arrives,  Erisso continues to shun her, refusing her embrace, and asking her if 

she is “my daughter or my enemy?”  Anna offers a series of increasingly effusive 

proofs of her loyalty.  When she suggests that her “fearless countenance” (“Questa 

impavida fronte”) will answer his question, he asks her to swear to the truth at the foot 

of her mother’s tomb.  Anna does so, reprising the melody of the arioso Erisso sang in 

the scena of the previous scene (“Tenera sposa! / In ciel riposi or tu,” “Tender wife, 

now you rest in Heaven”).  Anna next calls upon her mother as a witness, kneeling 

beside her tomb, and saying to her that “from Heaven, you can read this heart.”  Erisso 

embraces her, but still doubts her.  At this point, Anna explains her idea: Maometto’s 

signet ring, with its “almost occult power,” will allow Calbo and her father to rejoin 

the fighting at the Citadel, as “no one will dare to oppose their escape.”  Anna 

volunteers that “God has inspired her, and today has made her greater than herself,” a 

rejoinder to what she had asked herself in an aside in an earlier scene: “what divine 

voice speaks to her heart, spurring her on to the great work of honour?”347 

                                                
347 “Un Dio m’ispira, / E maggior di me stessa oggi m’ha fatta”; II, iv. 
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Two proofs remain.  Calbo has understood that Anna’s plan involves her 

remaining behind to die, and he challenges her on this.  Erisso doesn’t: his public 

voice vanishes with the receipt of the signet ring, and his last remark in this recitative 

is a halting aside in which he says he cannot speak on account of his tears.  Anna, 

though, still has a great deal to say: she touches on the idea of her duty and service to 

the nation, but she is most interested in Erisso’s consent to the last proof of her 

loyalty, her wish to marry Calbo.  She outlines her plan in detail:            

     

ANNA      Odimi, o padre: 
    A lui consorte or dianzi 
    Me destinavi, e, lassa! 
    La prima volta il voler tuo m’increbbe.  
    Or chieggo, e prego, e imploro 
    Che il tuo desio pria di partir tu compia. 
    Ara non v’ha, né sacerdote in questo 
    Muto albergo di morte; 
    Ma sacro è un genitor d’innanzi al cielo: 
    Ara pe’ figli è la materna tomba 
    E i decreti d’un padre Iddio conferma. 
    Vieni, non più dimora: 
    Degna almeno di te morir vogl’io. 
 
(spingendo dolcemente verso la tomba) 
 
ERISSO   (Parlar… non posso… ché m’affoga… il pianto.) 
 
ANNA    Calbo, ti stringi al genitor d’accanto. 
 
Erisso immerso nel pianto, né potendo profferir parola per la commozione, 
stringe insieme le destre di Anna e di Calbo, poi le accosta al suo cuore, 
appoggiandosi sulla tomba ed ergendo gli sguardi al cielo.  Durante questa 
breve azione, la musica darà principio al ritornello del seguente […]348 
 
 
ANNA:  Hear me, father.  Before now, you destined me to be a wife to him, 
and alas, I regretted your will.  Now I ask, I beg, I implore, that your wish may 
be fulfilled before you leave.  There is no altar, neither is there a priest in this 
silent hall of death; but a parent is sacred [in the eyes of] Heaven: a mother’s 

                                                
348 II, iv. 
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tomb is an altar for her children, and God affirms the decrees of a father.  
Come, no more waiting: I wish at least to die worthy of you.  (she pushes him 
gently towards the tomb)  ERISSO:  (I cannot… speak… for I am choked… 
with tears.)  ANNA:  Calbo, come closer beside my father.  (Erisso, immersed 
in tears, [and] not being able to offer words on account of deep emotion, 
draws together the right hands of Anna and Calbo, then draws them towards 
his heart, while leaning against the tomb and lifting his gaze to Heaven.  
During this brief action, the music begins the ritornello of the following…)      
 
      

Anna wishes Erisso to wish again what he had once wished, assuring him that God 

will want as well whatever he does.  This conjunction of desires prompts Anna to 

speak, bu Erisso falls silent.  Erisso’s new bout of inarticulacy is indicated in both the 

brief aside and the stage directions.  His aside is fragmented by ellipses, as if the 

rhetoric of inarticulacy permeates even the unsaid.  The stage directions indicate that 

his decline has a physical aspect as well (Anna “pushes him gently towards [her 

mother’s] tomb), and he presides over the wedding while “leaning against the tomb.” 

From her last entrance forward, Anna’s participation in the public sphere is 

manifest as a series of scenes of address, as she speaks in turn to her father and Calbo, 

the women of Negroponte, the soldiers of the Ottoman army, and Maometto.  

Interspersed among these on-stage audiences, she also addresses absent, imaginary 

audiences (the future Venetian nation, her mother, the divine), and the poses she 

strikes before these different audiences vary.  Even though Anna explicitly frames her 

most urgent wishes as an adherence to her father’s wishes, the cumulative effect of her 

proofs of loyalty is an effect of disclosure: she persuades her father to reconcile with 

her through a hyperbolic display of her interiority, a display her mother notionally and 

silently witnesses, and is presumed to guarantee.   

Nonetheless, not everything is said.  There is no mention of her intent to use 

the improvised marriage to Calbo in order to revenge herself on Maometto, a 
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satisfaction the opera takes some care to prepare.349  The marriage is shorn of its 

romantic aspects, reduced to a proof of filial obedience and a chaste nub of possession.  

Once, after the off-stage prayer has ended, Anna says something which hints at a 

change of allegiance the wedding has effected.  She asks herself if her father has won, 

interrupts herself, and then includes Calbo in her new thought: “What am I saying, 

foolish woman!  Who knows if he first arrived in safety with my husband?”350  It isn’t 

clear if her “foolishness” follows from having thought of a Venetian victory before 

thinking of the prior escape, or if it follows from having thought at first only of her 

father, and not of her husband.  In either case her self-reproach seems less a sign of an 

otherwise unexpressed sentimental marital affect than of the appetite for self-

beratement Freud describes as a symptom of melancholy, an appetite which will enjoy 

its clearest display in the words she directs to the Ottoman soldiers: “yes, strike me 

down, I ask for this, I deserve it; turn your swords in my body.”351  

 Ambivalence towards the lost loved object is another symptom Freud 

considers in his work on melancholy, and there are pointed expressions of Anna’s 

ambivalence towards Maometto in Act II.  The bluntest statement of her ambivalence 

is in the recitative of the Scena e Duetto (N. 7) where Anna tells Maometto that she 

                                                
349 In the finale primo, Maometto observes that Anna has not responded to his renewed 
proposal that to “will live happily at my side / If you are still faithful to me.”  
Maometto adds, “perhaps she is unfaithful.”  Within the primo tempo of their duet in 
Act II, he remarks in an aside that he “is only unsure if [her] tears are [on account of] 
sorrow or infidelity.”  In the tragedy, Maometto broods on the role of deception in his 
victory.  
350 “Che parlo, / Stolta!  Chi sa s’ei prima in salvo / Col mio sposo non giunse?”; II, v. 
351 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and melancholia,” in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud (London: The Hogarth Press and 
the Institute of Psycho-Analysis, 1953-74), 14: 243-258. 
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“loved Uberto… but… loathes a liar.”352  However, the crucial instance comes later, in 

Anna’s first closed lyric unit within the finale secondo.  After the women conclude 

their off-stage prayer (but before they enter), there is a brief exchange between the 

chorus and Anna:  the women call out to her.  Anna takes note of their cries, but does 

not answer them.  The women arrive with news of the Venetian victory, and Anna 

replies with her defiant public monologue (“Vinto i Veneti han dunque?”).  In the 

recitative, it is unambiguous that Anna is addressing the other women on stage.  

However, once the Andante begins (“Quella morte che s’avanza”), the allocutionary 

markers in her text recede, and even though her aria text is not framed as an aside, it 

becomes unclear if the women on-stage hear what she is saying: 

 
ANNA    […] 

  Fuggir?  Ma dove?  E per salvar me sola 
    Espor voi tutte all’ultimo periglio? 
    A’ codardi serbate un tal consiglio. 
 
    Quella morte che s’avanza 
    Io sospiro e non pavento, 
    Che l’uscire di speranza 
    È il più barbaro tormento, 
     

E dell’unica mia speme 
    Non mi resta che il rossor, 
    Onde in queste angosce estreme 
    La mia vita è nel dolor. 
 
    Il dover compiuto omai 
    Ho di figlia e cittadina: 
    La mia fronte, o Ciel, piegai 
    Alla voce tua divina; 
     

Ma l’iniquo e dolce affetto 
    Non è spento nel mio cor. 
    Nella morte il fine aspetto 
    Degli affanni e dell’amor. 

                                                
352 “Amava Uberto… un mentitor… detesto”; II, ii. 
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CORO DI DONNE  Sarai dunque, ahimè! reciso 
    Vago fior di gioventù? 
    Vago fior che il Paradiso 
    Adornò di sue virtù.353 

 
 

ANNA:  […]  Flee?  But where?  And by saving myself alone to expose all of 
you to the greatest danger?  Save such advice for cowards.  I long for and do 
not fear the death that advances, for the departure of hope is the most 
barbarous torment, and nothing remains of my only hope but shame; thus, in 
these anxious extremes, my life is in sadness.  I have now completed my duties 
as a daughter and as a citizen; I have bowed my head, oh Heaven, to your 
divine voice; but the wicked and sweet feeling is not extinguished in my heart.  
In death I await the end of my sorrows and my love.  CHORUS OF WOMEN: 
Will you, then—alas—be cut down, the beautiful flower of youth, the beautiful 
flower which Paradise adorned with its virtues? 
 
 

The women speak to Anna in the second person, but in the aria text, Anna does not 

reciprocate.  In the first two quartine, there are no allocutionary signals at all, and if 

we assume that the settings of the recitative are still in force, there is nothing in the 

verbal text to help the theatre audience sense this.  However, in the last two lines of 

the third quartina it becomes clear that the addressee has changed, and Anna is 

addressing the “divine voice” to whom she “has bowed her head.”  This address to the 

divine is not a prayer: it is something between a report and a protest that her 

ambivalent feelings for Maometto remain (“l’iniquo e dolce affetto / Non è spento nel 

mio cor”).   

Do the other women hear that Anna has said this?  There are reasons to 

suppose that they haven’t, reasons rooted both in the libretto and in striking features of 

Rossini’s setting.  There is limited and regular text repetition: only the last lines of 

each of the five quartine are repeated, and wherever a verse is repeated, it is repeated 

immediately.  Once a new phrase is introduced, neither Anna nor the chorus return to a 

                                                
353 II, v. 
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previous phrase; large-scale, indiscriminate repetitons are eschewed.  Inasmuch as the 

Andante does not rely casually either on fragmenting the verbal text or on text 

repetition, this section of the finale resembles the sections of the Introduzione and 

Terzettone where the text sung in the theatre and the verbal text within the on-stage 

world unfold in the same time.  The texture of the setting of Anna’s third stanza, 

however, makes it difficult to think of the Andante as a dialogue.  (See Example §3-

15.)  The entrance of the women’s chorus is elided to the conclusion of Anna’s second 

stanza; despite the entry of the chorus, Anna starts the third stanza almost 

immediately, suggesting that she is not responding to them.  And where the setting of 

Anna’s lines to this point has introduced modest florid scale passages into her regular, 

predominantly syllabic phrases, the homorhythmic setting of the verses for the 

women’s chorus forms a timbral pedal point to Anna’s stanza, an uninterrupted and 

hypnotic presentation of the six-eight metre of the Andante.  Anna’s third stanza, 

meanwhile, continues to unfold in balanced, predominantly syllabic phrases.   

It is also not clear from what the women say whether they are responding to 

the public message Anna presented at the close of her recitative, or to anything she has 

set forth in the first two stanzas.  The women seem to take no notice of Anna’s turn 

from the topic of her public conduct (she will not flee) to the topic of her private 

sorrows (her “life is in sadness”), and for her part, Anna does not seem to respond to 

anything the women are saying.  The women say nothing to suggest they have heard 

this moment of ambivalence, and the gap between the rhythmic character of their 

music and the rhythmic character of Anna’s music creates a “background and 

foreground” effect, implying something different about this episode of simultaneous 

singing compared to the other ensembles of the opera.  There was no rhythmic 
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differentiation of the vocal counterpoint in either of the sections of the Terzettone we 

considered in detail above.   

Anna’s fourth stanza is a musical reprise of her second stanza, but it is not a 

textual reprise, and the new text of the fourth stanza harbours Anna’s crucial 

concession that the “wicked and sweet feeling” persists in her heart.  The language of 

this concession recalls the langauge of the interrupted reconciliation of Anna and her 

father from the Terzettone in Act I:          

 
 
ERISSO   Dal cor l’iniquo affetto 
    Sveller t’è forza, o figlia: 
    Tanto l’onor consiglia. 
 
ANNA    Figlia mi chiami ancor?.. 
    Sì, svellermi dal petto 
    Il cor saprò se… 
 
Un lontano colpo di cannone interrompe il colloquio. — Tutti restano immobili 
e sorpresi.  Breve silenzio. — Un grido di allarme si sente poco dopo.  Erisso e 
Calbo pongono mano alle spade e partono precipitosamente senza far motto.  
Anna li siegue per poco passi, indi ritorna indietro agitatissima.354 
  
 
ERISSO:  The wicked emotion must be uprooted from your heart, my 
daughter: that is what honour counsels.  ANNA:  You still call me your 
daughter?…  Yes, I will know to uproot my own heart from my chest if… 
(Distant cannon fire interrupts the conversation.  All remain motionless and 
startled.  A brief silence.  A little later, one hears a cry of alarm.  Erisso and 
Calbo take their swords in hand and leave quickly without a word.  Anna 
follows them for a few steps, and then returns, very agitated. 
 

 

Anna’s wish to reconcile with her father is not at issue.  The question is whether her 

determination to take her own life depends on an unacknowledged need to satisfy 

                                                
354 I, ii. 
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Erisso’s initial terms—must she “uproot” the unsanctioned libidinal attachment from 

her heart?   

In this light, it matters whether we understand her remarks in the Andante to be 

directed to and heard by the other women on stage.  Is Anna disclosing within the on-

stage world the continuing ambivalence she feels, or isn’t she?  If we ignore her turn 

towards the divine in the third and fourth stanzas, and think of her text as a confession 

she shares with the other women, then Anna would be exercising one of the “agentic 

skills” Diana Meyers describes which supports self-determination.  She would be 

communicating with others outside the domestic sphere, “communicating what [she is] 

doing and what [she stands] for to others.”355  The text of the Andante would represent 

a limited exercise of these skills, inasmuch as no conversation emerges out of it.  The 

other women do not say anything to challenge the fuzzy boundary in Anna’s stated 

motives between martyrdom and a compliant, remedial cleansing.  Moreover, as we 

have noted above, the original printed libretto closed with an unambiguous, brief 

recitative for Anna in which she crafted a very clear public statement of what she had 

done, and what she stood for to others (“And you who presume… to conquer Italy… 

learn you now… from an Italian woman…”).  Even though Rossini did not set this 

closing statement, it allows us to draw a further inference that Anna’s ambivalence 

was not meant to be public, in that a declaration of her mixed feelings would 

undermine the public role she professes. 

 If, instead, we think of her text in the Andante as something unshared, 

something she has kept from everyone else, then the undiscerned presence of her 

                                                
355 Diana Tietjens Meyers, “Gender Identity and Women’s Agency: Culture, Norms, 
and Internalized Oppression Revisited,” in Gender in the Mirror: Cultural Imagery 
and Women’s Agency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 3-29, esp. 20-22. 
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father’s influence would take on a different value.  If Anna shares this concession with 

no one, then the theatre audience (or the divine audience Anna addresses) learns 

something she otherwise keeps to herself, a rival and personal motive for taking her 

own life.  Earlier, when Calbo suggested that he and Erisso might force Anna to flee 

with them, she had an answer to hand—a pragmatic answer that her presence would 

risk revealing their flight, as her face was “too well known.”356  It is hard to see why a 

theatre audience should prefer the alibi she gives to Calbo and Erisso over the reason 

she shares with no one.357  Despite the series of proofs she offers to Erisso, Anna 

doesn’t disclose everything, and the irony is that what she conceals from him also 

bears the marks of his influence.  On the face of it, this idea of a partial disclosure 

which wears the mask of an absolute transparency seems at odds with the heightened 

self-disclosure of the hero which Cavarero considers (“the whole hero lies in the action 

that reveals him”).358  We might salvage the standing of Anna Erisso if we think of her 

action as including, paradoxically, concealment: it is an element in the action the 

theatre audience sees alongside the concurrent action her on-stage audiences see.  Her 

private concession is the trace of a disclosure which does not happen. 

 Given this instance of what appears to be a heteronomous voice—an infiltrated 

private voice—we might renew the questions we raised earlier as to who wishes for 

                                                
356 “There is someone in the temple above who watches my movements closely.  This 
person does not know that you both [Erisso and Calbo] are here, but [when you are] 
hidden in those garments, it will be easy to deceive him.  But my appearance is 
known, oh heavens, it is already made too well-known to the Ottomans.”  (Anna: 
“Havvi lassù nel tempio alcun che veglia / Su’ miei passi severo.  Ignoto è ad esso / 
Che ambi qui siate; e in quelle spoglie ascosi / Ingannarlo fia lieve. / Ma noto il mio 
sembiante, / Oh ciel! già troppo a’ Musulmani è fatto.”)  II, iii.    
357 In the 1983 Philips recording under the direction of Claudio Scimone, the recitative 
in which Anna explains to Calbo and Erisso her reasons for staying behind is cut.  
David Alden made a similar cut for the 2012 Santa Fe production.  
358 Cavarero, “The paradox of Ulysses,” 22. 
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Anna’s death.  There is a scene of similar agentic confusion in Kafka’s enigmatic short 

story, “The Judgment,” a story Butler looks at in her essay, “Against Ethical 

Violence.”  Butler is interested in the consequences of scenes of address—all of the 

complications involved in trying to give an account of oneself to someone else.  These 

scenes, Butler argues, are a model venue for thinking about ethics, a site where 

speaker and addressee appear before each other in reciprocal exposure.  While Butler 

grants that juridical sentences and punishments are inevitable, she wishes to illuminate 

the ways in which some punishments done in the name of “ethical violence” can 

damage both parties in these scenes of address.359  It is with this kind of damage in 

mind that she turns to Kafka’s story, with particular attention to the mixture of voices 

and the suicide of the protagonist reported in its final moments.  A young man 

contemplates writing to a friend in Russia (an emigré) about his upcoming wedding; 

when the man informs his aging father about his decision to write to this friend, he sets 

in motion a compressed series of dream-like, Strindbergian confrontations with his 

father which corrode all the mundane knowledge set out in the first sections of the 

story.  The father breaks off their argument, telling his son, “I sentence you now to 

death by drowning”—a sentence which the son hastens to carry out: he rushes from 

the house and throws himself into the river.  At the very last, when he has noticed the 

approach of a bus whose noise “would easily cover the noise of his fall,” he says to no 

one, “Dear parents, I have always loved you, all the same.”   

                                                
359 Judith Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself (New York: Fordham University Press, 
2005), esp. Ch. 2, “Against Ethical Violence,” 41-82, here 49: “[We] do not survive 
without being addressed, which means that the scene of address can and should 
provide a sustaining condition for ethical deliberation, judgment, and conduct.  In the 
same way… the institutions of punishment and imprisonment have a responsibility to 
sustain the very lives that enter into their domains, precisely because they have the 
power, in the name of “ethics,” to damage and destroy lives with impunity.”    
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“It is unclear,” Butler points out...  

 
… whether the characters are separate entities or function as porously 
partitioned parts of a self that is no entity, bears no core, constitued only within 
a field of fragmentation.  The son claims to have a friend who turns out to be, 
perhaps, no more than an imaginary mirror-fragment of himself.  The father 
claims to have written to this friend, and it is finally unclear whether the friend 
even exists or whether he is the point of struggle between what belongs to the 
father and what to the son.  The friend is the name for a boundary that is never 
fully clear.  When the father condemns the son, the father himself collapses on 
the bed with a large sound, as if the condemnation had struck him down as 
well.360 
 

 

However decisive the end of the story, it is not clear how what has happened has come 

to happen.  Nonetheless there are several parallels between what Butler observes about 

the outcome of the Kafka story and the outcome of the Neapolitan version of the 

opera.  The father in Kafka’s story is “struck down” by the judgment.  Erisso, as we 

have noted, does not complete his instruction to Anna to take her own life in the 

stretta of the Terzettone, and he falls silent again when it becomes clear in their scena 

in Act II that she will do as they have agreed.  When Erisso gives Anna the dagger and 

his unfinished instructions, he does not do so with the force of a judicial sentencing, as 

the sudden utterance of the father is styled in Kafka’s story.  Yet, in the civic debate in 

the Terzettone, her suicide is Erisso’s compromise position, the eventuality he prefers 

to allowing the women to join in the retreat to the Citadel.  His compromise is not a 

command, but it is a statement of non-negotiable terms, terms which Anna 

unhesitatingly accepts.  Both the son in Kafka’s story and Anna Erisso in the 

Neapolitan version make an allocutionary turn near the end to include the other parent: 

the son’s final words (“delivered in a ‘low voice’,” Butler notes) are directed to both 

                                                
360 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 47. 
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parents, while Anna invokes and addresses her absent mother over and over in the last 

scenes of the opera, calling upon her as a witness before her father, longing privately 

to join her in the grave, and consecrating to her the “final sigh of this faithful soul” 

before her last conversation with Maometto.  Anna’s final words in the Neapolitan 

score turn to her mother as well, as she recalls the wedding which took place beside 

her mother’s tomb, and then stabs herself, so that “her mother’s ashes may receive her 

blood.”361 

 There is also the matter of how ambiguity and agency play out in the two final 

scenes.  Butler points out that in Kafka’s prose, the son is sometimes…  

 
… the subject of an active verb, but he is also “driven,” the accusative object 
of an action precipitated from elsewhere.  To understand his agency in this 
scene of fatal condemnation, one would have to accept the simultaneity of both 
conditions: being driven, rushing himself.362 
 

 

In the case of the Neapolitan version of the opera, there “seems to be another at work” 

in the voice Anna Erisso takes to be her own; someone else’s desire is in her desire, a 

result that the traditional accounts of her death sometimes accommodate.  With Gass’s 

admonition about Tom Jones in mind—a warning about the limits on what a reader 

might reasonably be expected to notice and to remember—we might say that this 

instance of heteronomy is one a theatre audience cannot reasonably be expected to 
                                                
361 In his 2012 Santa Fe Production, David Alden had Anna (Leah Crocetto) cross to 
meet Maometto (Luca Pisaroni) upstage centre as she uttered her final lines, moving 
well away from her mother’s tomb downstage left.  As we noted above, Alden had 
Anna discard the dagger she received from her father, and instead, to stab herself with 
a drawn sword she takes from Maometto.  In devising this alternate and more familiar 
final tableau of “the tragic lovers,” Alden found a way to make one aspect of Anna’s 
continuing ambivalence visible, but only by undoing the rival tableau Della Valle and 
Rossini proposed in which Anna contests the overwhelming force of father and mother 
in her life.       
362 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 47. 
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discern, even if it might not escape the attention of a production team.  If Anna’s 

statement of the motive she keeps to herself is the trace of a disclosure which does not 

happen within the on-stage world, then we are already speaking of a place where the 

experiences of the on-stage audience and the theatre audience diverge.  The on-stage 

audience would witness a fearless commitment to martyrdom, while the theatre 

audience would see (in addition to what the first audience sees) the moment where the 

autonomy of her conduct is in jeopardy.  However, even if no one in the on-stage 

world grasped Anna’s mixed motives for taking her own life, there would still remain 

the matter of her revenge against Maometto—her equivocal revelation that Calbo was 

her husband.  Within the on-stage world, this other action has an audience of one.  

Nonetheless it meets well the condition Cavarero proposes in her definition of 

personal identity: “who each one is, is revealed to others when he or she acts in their 

presence in an interactive theater where each is, at the same time, actor and 

spectator.”363 

                                                
363 Cavarero, “The paradox of Ulysses,” in Relating Narratives, 22. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
 

VOICE EXCHANGE AND DELETED SCENES:  
 

ANNA ERISSO IN REVISION, 1822-1827 
 
 
 
 This was a voice, she thought, as a boy played the clarinet: Mozart, a voice 

everybody in the hall knew and recognized though Mozart had been dead two 
hundred years.  And she remembered Helen Schlegel in Howards End putting 
pictures to Beethoven at the concert in the Queen’s Hall that Forster describes, 
Beethoven’s another voice that everyone knew. 
     The boy finished, the audience applauded and, clapping too, she leaned over 
towards another of the party as if sharing her appreciation.  But what she 
wanted to say was that, old as she was, renowned as she was, no one knew her 
voice.  And in the car taking them back she suddenly said: “I have no voice.” 
     “Not surprised,” said the duke.  “Too damned hot.  Throat, is it?” 
 
Alan Bennett, The uncommon reader (2006) 
 
 

 

 The standard point of departure for discussions of the reception history of 

Maometto secondo is the failure of the work to circulate after the Neapolitan premiere.  

Radiciotti, writing in 1922, linked the reception history of the Neapolitan Maometto 

secondo to the opera’s pervasive “gloomy quality”: 

 

Maometto II did not reappear on Neapolitan stages, and it was little seen even 
in the other two Italian theatres which produced it.  Perhaps the gloomy 
quality, which the composer spread throughout the entire drama, [and] which 
for us counts as a virtue, was for his contemporaries a defect.  It is clear 
enough that when the opera came to be given at the Teatro La Fenice in Venice 
for Carnevale in 1822-23, the libretto was reworked so as to give the drama a 
happy ending!!  In those circumstances, the author, who directed the 
production, added an overture and a Trio [for Calbo, Erisso and Maometto in 
Act II], and he inserted the rondò finale from La donna del lago!!!  The 
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Milanese preferred the Maometto [1817] of the German, [Peter] Winter, to the 
Rossinian Maometto.364 
 

 

Radiciotti speculated that the Venetian revision was, in part, an attempt to alleviate 

this pall.  In its review of the Neapolitan premiere, The London Magazine made no 

mention of this: it began by noting that on opening night, the opera was “very coldly 

received,” but this was a ruse.  The reviewer invoked the initial “disapprobation or 

neglect” only to highlight how “after a few nights [the opera would] so rise in 

estimation as to draw down thunders of applause, and be retailed in arias, duos, trios, 

&c. by all the dilettanti singers, fiddlers, and other musical workmen throughout the 

whole city!”365  Even if the opera’s fortunes improved in its first season, Maometto 

secondo was not revived in the next season, the last year of Rossini’s contract for 

Naples.366  Perhaps the “gloomy quality” figured in this.  Perhaps there were other 

factors that had nothing to do with expressive aspects of the opera.367 

 
                                                
364 Giuseppe Radiciotti, Gioacchino Rossini: vita documentata, opere ed influenza su 
l’arte, Vol. I (Tivoli: Arti grafiche Majella di A. Chicca, 1927), 410. 
365 “A New Opera by Rossini; Entitled Maometto Secondo.  Naples, December 12, 
1820,” The London Magazine, No. XV, Vol. III, March 1821, 276-280; here, 276. 
366 Between 1815 and 1822, Elisabetta regina d’Inghilterra, Otello, Armida, Mosè in 
Egitto, La gazza ladra and La donna del lago were all given in three or more 
consecutive seasons at the Teatro San Carlo.  In the same seven-year period, three 
operas Rossini wrote for other cities were staged once at the Teatro San Carlo 
(Tancredi, Torvaldo e Dorliska and Matilde di Shabran), and two other operas written 
for Naples were staged once (Ermione in 1818-19, and Zelmira in 1821-22).  
367 Between 1818 and 1825, the season at the Teatro San Carlo began shortly after 
Easter.  In the 1820-21 season, there were seventeen operas presented: eight Rossini 
opera, seven operas that were settings of librettos by Rossini collaborators (Felice 
Romani, Giovanni Schmidt, Andrea Leone Tottola), and the two oldest works of the 
season (Paisiello’s Nina, o sia La pazza per amore (1790) and a translation of 
Boieldieu’s Le calife de Bagdad (1800)).  Maometto secondo was the only libretto 
Cesare Della Valle ever wrote.  On Della Valle’s career, see Bruno Cagli, “Le fonte 
letterarie dei libretti di Rossini [Maometto secondo],” Bollettino del Centro Rossiniano 
di studi (1972: 2), 10-32.  
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 Rossini revised Maometto secondo for the Teatro La Fenice in Venice to open 

their season on December 26, 1822—a stopgap measure he undertook when plans to 

stage his last Neapolitan opera, Zelmira, fell through.368  In his negotiations over this 

substitution with La Fenice, Rossini promised to make significant changes, especially 

in the second act, presumably so the opera would convince Venetian audiences that it 

was a new work.  The Venetian revision really was “coldly received,” and it did not 

circulate.369  Rossini revised the opera again for the Théâtre de l’Académie Royale de 

Musique in Paris in October 1826.370  An Italian re-translation of Le siège de Corinthe 

under the title L’assedio di Corinto was given at the Accademici Filarmonici in Rome 

                                                
368 On the Venetian revision, see Philip Gossett, The Operas of Rossini: Problems of 
Textual Criticism in Nineteenth-Century Opera (Ph. D. dissertation, Princeton 
University, 1971), 460-471; Marco Emanuele, L’ultima stagione italiana: Le forme 
dell’opera seria di Rossini da Napoli a Venezia (Turin: Passigli, 1997); Paolo 
Pinamonti, “Il Maometto II da Napoli a Venezia,” in L’aere è fosco, il ciel s’imbruna: 
Arti e musica a Venezia dalla fine della Repubblica al Congresso di Vienna, Atti del 
convegno internazionale di studi, Venezia – Palazzo Giustinian Lolin, 10-12 aprile 
1997, eds. Francesco Passadore and Franco Rossi (Venice: Fondazione Levi, 2000), 
631-639.  In the Programma di sala prepared for the performances of the Venetian 
version at Teatro La Fenice in 2004-2005, see Marco Beghelli, “Quando Maometto 
sbarcò a Venezia,” in Gioachino Rossini, Maometto II.  Rivista “La Fenice prima 
dell’Opera,” 2004-2005 no. 4, ed. Michele Girardi (Treviso: L’Artegrafica S.n.c, 
2005), 25-44, esp. 37-42.  In the Programma di Sala, see also the annotated libretto by 
Stefano Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida all’opera,” 67-120.  Piana tracks the 
passages in the Neapolitan libretto which were modified or removed from the 
Venetian libretto.  
369 The printed libretto for an 1827 revival of the Neapolitan Maometto secondo in 
Palma de Mallorca includes scenes specific to the Venetian revision.  A trio from the 
Venetian version also circulated in at least two piano-vocal scores.  On these piano-
vocal scores, see Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 470.  
370 On the Parisian revision, see Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 471-484; Anselm 
Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera: Music Theater in Paris in the Nineteenth 
Century, trans. Mary Whittall (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 
1998 [1992]), 63-121; Doris Sennefelder, “Moitié italien, moitié français” 
Untersuchungen zu Gioachino Rossinis Opern Mosè in Egitto, Maometto II, Moïse et 
Pharaon ou Le passage de la Mer Rouge und Le siège de Corinthe (Ph.D. dissertation, 
München, Univ., 2004); Benjamin Walton, Rossini in Restoration Paris: The Sound of 
Modern Life (Cambridge Cambridge University Press, 2007), 108-153. 
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in the winter of 1827, and a second re-translation prepared by Calisto Bassi (under the 

same title) was given in the 1827-28 Carnevale season at the Teatro Ducale in Parma.  

Marco Beghelli describes Bassi’s translation as “the ‘definitive’ version of Maometto 

II” for nineteenth-century Italian audiences.371  Rossini is not known to have 

participated in either of the Italian re-translations, or in any other revisions or 

adaptations.372 

 Before L’assedio di Corinto overtook European stages, the original Neapolitan 

version of the opera had a small career.  Under the title Mahomet der Zweyte, the 

Neapolitan version was given eight times at the Kärtnerthortheater in Vienna, between 

January 22 and October 10, 1823, where Caroline Unger sang Calbo, as she did again 

for a single performance at the Teatro San Carlo in Naples on June 19, 1825.373  With 

several substitutions, the Neapolitan version was produced at La Scala in Milan in 

August 1824, and again in January 1825.374  In December 1826, two months after the 

premiere of Le siège de Corinthe in Paris, Maometto secondo was staged at the Real 

                                                
371 Beghelli, “Quando Maometto sbarcò a Venezia,” 44.  Ten of the seventeen printed 
librettos listed in Gossett’s dissertation in the chapter on Maometto secondo pertain to 
the Italian re-translations.  The librettos date bewteen 1820 and 1836.  Gossett, The 
Operas of Rossini, 485-487.   
372 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 484.  
373 Michael Jahn, Die Wiener Hofoper von 1810 bis 1836 Das Kärtnerthortheater als 
Hofoper (Vienna: Verlag der Appel, 2007), 303.  The Viennese premiere on Janaury 
22, 1823 was reviewed in the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, No. 8, February 19, 
1823; “Nachrichten,” 125-127.       
374 See Gampiero Tintori, Cronologia: Opere-balletti-concerti 1778-1977, (Gorle: 
Grafica Gutenberg, 1979).  The first production at La Scala was given fifteen times, 
and the second, four.  Ten of the seventeen operas staged at La Scala in 1824 were by 
Rossini.     
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Teatro della Munizione in Messina, on Sicily.  The Neapolitan version of the opera 

was also staged in Cadiz in 1826, and Barcelona and Palma de Mallorca in 1827.375 

 In this chapter, I trace the fate of about a dozen key moments in the Neapolitan 

Maometto secondo in later versions and adaptations of the opera between 1822 and 

1827, moments central to the argument in Chapter 3.  Benjamin Walton, whose 

reading of Le siège de Corinthe and its French philhellenic context focuses on the 

scenes newly composed for Paris, suggested that “the plot of [Le siège de Corinthe]… 

follows the outline of Maometto II quite closely.”376  In this chapter I argue against 

this claim, at least with respect to the Neapolitan Anna Erisso and her Venetian and 

Parisian counterparts.  Most of the examples I consider were part of either the 

Terzettone (N. 3) or the Finale secondo (N. 11) in the original version.  These 

numbers little changed in the three Iberian productions from 1826 and 1827, and the 

Terzettone was little changed in the Venetian revision of 1822-23 and the Milanese 

production of 1824-25.  For Paris, the Terzettone was substantially reduced, and the 

aspects which had foregrounded the female protagonist (Pamyra in Paris) as a public 

speaker were eliminated.  The revisions to the Finale secondo display a similar agenda 

in both the Venetian and Parisian revisions: the signs of agency and articulacy within 

the on-stage world which were once Anna’s are given to other characters.377 

                                                
375 The printed libretto for the revival in Cadiz has a facing-page translation in 
Spanish, as as well as a two-paragraph Argumento in Spanish between the title page 
and the roster of roles and actors.  The same Argumento (with minor differences) 
appears in the printed libretto for the revival in Barcelona, and the first paragraph of 
the Argumento appears, again with minor differences, in the printed libretto for the 
revival in Palma de Mallorca.    
376 Walton, Rossini in Restoration Paris, 139-140. 
377 Text examples from Le siège de Corinthe, unless otherwise indicated, are drawn 
from the printed orchestral score.  There is minimal punctuation in the score, so here, 
where possible, I carry over the punctuation from the livret. 
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 Some caveats.   

There is as yet no critical edition of Le siège de Corinthe.  In light of the 

disordered state of the combined autograph for Maometto secondo and Le siège de 

Corinthe, Gossett concluded in his dissertation that the orchestral and piano-vocal 

scores published by Troupenas in 1826 “will carry [the] most weight” when a critical 

edition of Le siège de Corinthe is undertaken.378  However, on a more recent occasion 

Gossett assessed the Troupenas orchestral score as “a mess, with errors and 

inconsistencies, major confusions about the order and content of pieces, and 

dramaturgical absurdities.”379  There are basic and substantial differences between the 

livret printed at the time of the première and the Troupenas orchestral score, including 

broad differences in the final scene.  In his dissertation, Gossett argued for the limited 

usefulness of the livrets in preparing critical editions, pointing to the “[persistent 

French] practice of printing a more correct literary version, a text anterior to the 

completed opera.”380  In the case of Le siège de Corinthe, Gerhard (following a 

communication from Elizabeth Bartlet) notes that “the version performed on the first 

night [with the respect to the opera’s final scene] appears to have conformed to the 

libretto,” adding that “this version… [can] be reconstructed from the performance 

materials.”381  On the other hand, reviews of the premiere do not refer to the closing 

ensemble such a reconstruction would purport to restore.382  In this chapter I rely upon 

                                                
378 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 479. 
379 Philip Gossett, Divas and Scholars: Performing Italian Opera (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2006), 17-22; here, 18. 
380 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 27-37; here, 28. 
381 Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera, 78.   
382 See Matthias Brzoska, “Le dénouement heureux - Finalkonzeptionen der 
französischen Oper von Spontinis Olimpie bis zu Rossinis Guillaume Tell,” in Rossini 
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the Troupenas printed orchestral score, but more as an indication of what was cut in 

revision than as an indication of what was definitively performed in Paris.   

In light of what Gossett points out with respect to the distance between 

published livrets and sung texts in the theatre, in this chapter—unless otherwise 

indicated—excerpts from the sung text of Le siège de Corinthe will also follow the 

Troupenas printed orchestal score (the “score-text”).383     

Hans Schellevis’s critical edition of Maometto secondo has been completed, 

but has not yet been published, and in this chapter, the score of the Venetian version of 

the opera is represented by an unpublished manuscript “faithful to the 1823 

version.”384 

Finally, the rationale for including accounts of productions of the Neapolitan 

version in which Rossini did not participate follows the same logic as the use of the 

Troupenas orchestral score.  I include them as documents of the reception history of 

the original version, and for the light they reflect back on Anna Erisso in her 

Neapolitan form, inasmuch as they indicate the work of other production teams as they 

grapple with what Rossini sometimes changed when he had the chance. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                       
und das Libretto, eds. Reto Müller and Albert Gier (Leipzig: Leipziger 
Universitätsverlag, 2010), 9-19. 
383 The original livret is reprinted along with Bassi’s translation in Tutti i libretti di 
Rossini, eds. Marco Beghelli and Nicola Gallino (Milan: Garzanti, 1991), 784-817. 
384 The 2012 production of the Neapolitan Maometto secondo at the Santa Fe Opera 
used the unpublished critical edition prepared for the Gioachino Rossini Edition.  On 
the musical sources for the Venetian version, see Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 466-
471; here, 469.  The manuscript in question is Gossett’s source IIc. 
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1.  “No, tacer non deggio” (Naples, Act I, scene ii)  

 

 In Chapter 3, we argued for the importance of the moment when Anna decides 

to reveal to Calbo and her father that she has already given a marital promise of some 

kind to someone else, the momen she announces that she “must no longer remain 

silent.”  In Naples, this is the first of several instances in which Rossini uses the 

orchestra beyond the string orchestra to accompany her recitative.  This moment 

survives largely intact in the revision for Venice, but does not in Le siège de Corinthe.  

Its impact in the theatre is also influenced by what Anna (or Pamyra) does on stage 

beforehand, and this varies.      

In Naples, Anna’s first entrance is a cavatina, “Ah! che invan sul mesto ciglio” 

(N. 2), in which reflects on the anxieties she feels for her father’s safety, as well as the 

obscure wounds (“gli occulti strali”) of being in love.  Neither sleep nor prayer, we are 

left to infer, has brought her relief:   

 

ANNA    Ah! che invan sul mesto ciglio 
    Chiamo il dolce obblio de’ mali. 
    Non ho pace al rio periglio 
    In cui veggo il genitor. 
 
    E il timor se tace appena, 
    Son d’amor gli occulti strali… 
    Onde ognor di pena in pena 
    Palpitante ondeggia il cor. 
 
    Pietoso Ciel… 
 
ERISSO     Figlia…385 
 
 

                                                
385 I, ii. 
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ANNA:  Ah! it is in vain that I call [down] upon these sad eyes the sweet 
forgetting of [my] sorrows.  I have no peace [on account of] the wicked peril in 
which I see my father.  And as soon as my fears are quieted, there are the 
obscure wounds of [being in] love… Thus my beating heart always flutters 
from one pain to another.  Merciful heaven…  ERISSO:  My daughter…  

 

 

The recitative that follows begins with her apparent turn to prayer, interrupted by the 

arrival of her father and Calbo.   

While Anna’s cavatina is preserved in the librettos for the revivals in Cadiz, 

Barcelona and Palma de Mallorca, Rossini cut the cavatina for the Venetian revival of 

1823, replacing it with a chorus for the women of Negroponte fashioned from the 

coretto (N. 2) for Cleone and women’s chorus, “Dall’Oriente” from Ermione.386  

During this substitute chorus, Anna is on stage, but she does not sing.  A stage 

direction indicates that Anna is in place on stage first, “seated on a sofa,” while the 

“companions and friends of Anna… enter and gather around her in various groups, 

singing the following [chorus].”  In one sense, this substitution would echo a feature of 

the Introduzione: in his first scene, Erisso remains silent while the men around him 

speak, and in the substitute chorus, Anna would remain silent while the women around 

her sing.   

In the Venetian version, Anna’s first vocal entrance is a halting recitative, in 

which she tersely rejects the consolation the women offer, a “Dolce momento / 

D’ilarità” (“a sweet moment of delight”).  She alludes to things they do not know:  

                                                
386 The Gazzetta di Firenze notes the publication “dalla Litografia di Gaspero 
Cipriani” of two excerpts from Maometto secondo, “Ah che invan,” and the first lyric 
section of the Terzettone, “Ohimè qual fulmine,” “tutti con accompagnamento di p. f.” 
(No. 33, 17 March 1821, 4); then, two weeks later, “Dalla Calografia di Musica di 
Giuseppe Lorenzi,” the same two excerpts were advertised again, as well as Calbo’s 
cavatina, “Non temer d’un basso affetto,” again with “accompagnamento di pian-forte 
[sic]” (No. 39, 31 March 1821, 4).    
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ANNA     (con sospiro, e marcata) 
    Ilarità!… per me?… speranza!… ah, mai!… 
    Fide compagnie mie, se voi sapeste!… 
    Ah, mi compiangereste!… 
 
ERISSO    (entrando con Calbo e Condulmiero)  
     Figlia?… 
 
ANNA     Che veggio!… Oh padre! 
    Quale grave cura a me, su’ primi albori, 
    Sollecito ti guida?387 
 
 
ANNA: (with sighs, and emphatic)  Hilarity!… For me?… Hope!… Ah, 
never!… My faithful companions, if you [only] knew!… Ah, you would weep 
with me!… ERISSO: (entering with Calbo and Condulmiero)  My 
daughter?…  ANNA:  What do I see!… Oh, father!  What grave concern for 
me guides you so swiftly [here] at first light? 
  

 

Despite the added presence on stage of the third Venetian military leader, 

Condulmiero, the scena that follows is largely unchanged, including the moment when 

Anna declares her determination to speak. 

 The 1824 production for Milan shows no traces of the Venetian revision.388  

However, Anna’s original cavatina was replaced by another, “Gli affanni tuoi, cor 

mio,” borrowed from Giuseppe Balducci’s Le nozze di Don Desiderio.389  The soprano 

                                                
387 Maometto Secondo (Venice, 1822), I, ii.  Piana suggests that the substitute coretto 
from Ermione “projects a serene light,” at least “on the initial part of the scene,” and 
further suggests that this change may have a connection to the happy ending Rossini 
sought in the Venetian revision.  See Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida all’opera,” 
78.  
388 Filippo Galli, who sang the role of Maometto in both Naples and Venice, sang the 
role again in the August 1824 production at La Scala in Milan.   
389 Gerhard notes that in addition to the new cavatina, Favelli also substituted 
Lauretta’s “Di morte il fiero aspetto” for Anna’s “Quella morte che s’avanza” in the 
finale secondo.  There is a third substitute aria, too: Lauretta’s “Sperar più non lice” 
(II, xvii) takes the place of Anna’s “Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto” and “Madre, a te 
che sull’Empiro,” also in the finale secondo.  See Anselm Gerhard, “Lo scontro delle 
civiltà e il nuovo ordine del melodramma: l’importanza della tinta turca nel Maometto 
II di Rossini,” in Gioachino Rossini, Maometto II., 9-24; here, 12.  On the success of 
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who sang Anna in Milan, Stefania Favelli (fl. 1820-1840), had sung the role of 

Lauretta in the first performance of Balducci’s melodramma per musica at the Teatro 

Nuovo sopra Toledo in Naples in the fall of 1823.  Beyond two minor differences, the 

text was not changed: 

 
ANNA    Gli affanni tuoi, cor mio, 

Invan tu vuoi calmar; 
L’antica pace, oh Dio! 
Più non potrai trovar. 

 
Ah! la perdei, meschina, 
Quando conobbi amore, 
Ed or non oso il core 
Su ciò che tema, o speri 
Nemmeno interrogar. 

 
Funesti miei pensieri 
Omai da me sgombrate 
Per poco almen lasciate 
Quest’alma respirar.390 

 
 
ANNA:  Your sorrows, my heart, you wish to soothe in vain; the former peace, 
oh God, I am no longer able to find.  Ah! you lost [that peace of mind], 
miserable woman, when I knew love, and now I do not dare to ask my heart on 
[either] that which it fears, or not even [that which it] hopes.  My morbid 
thoughts [you] are never cleared away, you never allow for even a moment my 
soul to breathe. 
 
 

                                                                                                                                       
buffa substitution arias in an 1830 production of L’assedio di Corinto in Rome, see 
Hilary Poriss, Changing the Score: Arias, Prima Donnas, and the Authority of 
Performance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 101.  
390 Maometto Secondo, (Milan, 1824), I, ii; 11.  The two differences are in the second 
stanza: where Anna sings “Ed or non oso il core” (“And now I do not dare the 
heart…”), Lauretta had sung “Ed oda appena il core” (“And as soon as the heart 
dares…”); and where Anna sings, “Nemmeno interrogar” (“not even to ask”), Lauretta 
had sung “Se stesso interrogar” (“to ask itself”).  Le nozze di Don Desiderio / Melo-
dramma per musica / Da Rappresentarsi al Teatro Nuovo / Sopra Toledo / L’autunno 
del corrente anno 1823 (Naples, 1823), I, iii; 8. 
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Anna’s new cavatina dispenses with the separate and equal interest she had shown in 

Naples in the welfare of her father—in effect, making the Milanese Anna less civic-

minded for the moment.  Otherwise, the superficial parallels between the situations of 

Lauretta and Anna are plausible enough to accommodate the switch.   

In the scena that follows, there is a small change consistent with a change 

Rossini and his librettists pursue themselves in Paris concerning Calbo (Néocles).  In 

Naples, the orchestral pivot follows Erisso’s remark that Anna’s tears “awaken a cruel 

suspicion in him.”  In Milan, these last lines (and the suspicions that prompt Anna to 

speak out) are Calbo’s: 

 
ERISSO      A che t’arresti? 
 
CALBO   Anna, tu taci?  Alto stupor ti leggo 
    Sul volto espresso.  Oh qual crudel sospetto 
    In me tu desti! 
 
ANNA      Non, tacer non deggio 
    Più il vero omai.391 
 
 
ERISSO:  What is stopping you?  CALBO:  Anna… you are silent?  I read the 
highest confusion expressed in your face.  Oh what a cruel suspicion you 
awake in me!  
 

 

This is only a small erosion of the unwavering support Calbo shows for Anna in 

Naples.  In Paris, Calbo (Néocles) becomes still less her unconditional partisan, and 

more of an entitled, aggrieved suitor. 

Pamyra (Anna) has no cavatina, and the scena in which Cléomène and Néocles 

approach her is her first entrance.  It is broadly re-written: Néocles takes the initiative, 

from the very first pressing Cléomène (Erisso) on whether he intends to hold to their 
                                                
391 Maometto Secondo (Milan, 1824), I, ii; 12. 
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arrangements that he and Pamyra should marry.  Pamyra volunteers very little, giving 

only short answers to Cléomène, and when given the chance to explain who her first 

suitor is, Pamyra says only that she “will keep faith with him.”  As a result, the detail 

that created common cause for Anna, Calbo and Erisso—that her first suitor had 

deceived her about his identity, leading to their concurrent outrage at her misfortune—

does not come out in Paris.  The scoring remains for string orchestra throughout, and 

the moment in which Anna had decided to speak out disappears.  In its stead there are 

Pamyra’s brief, guarded answers, and the first of her attempts to find refuge at the feet 

of her father:        

 
NÉOCLES   Ta fille m’est promise, et d’un hymen si beau 
    Nous devions dans Corinthe allumer le  
        flambeau? 
    Tiendras-tu tes serments? 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Oui, ma foi t’est donnée. 
    Approche, Pamyra.  Cette grande journée 
    Peut nous être fatale, et doit fixer ton sort. 
    Ton père en combattant peut rencontrer la mort, 
    La mort est préférable au malheur d’être esclave. 

     Pour être ton appui, j’ai fait choix du plus brave, 
     De Néocles! 

 
PAMYRA            Qu’entends-je? 
 
NÉOCLES      Assure mon bonheur; 
    Et du pied des autels, je vole au champ  
        d’honneur? 
 
PAMYRA   O douleur! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE            Viens…. suis-nous, la pompe est déjà  
        prête. 
 
PAMYRA   Quoi! dans ce jour de deuil? 
 
NÉOCLES      Pamyra! 
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CLÉOMÈNE       Qui t’arrête?  
 
PAMYRA   Je vous donne mes jours, mon père, ils sont à  
        vous… 
    Mais… cet hymen… 
 
CLÉOMÈNE et NÉOCLES   Grand Dieu! 
 
PAMYRA      J’embrasse vos genoux. 
 
NÉOCLES   Jour fatal! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE    Coupable mystère! 
    Ton coeur a-t-il flatté les voeux d’un autre  
        amant? 
 
PAMYRA   Almanzor, dans Athène, a reçu mes serments.
  
CLÉOMÈNE   Quel est cet Almanzor, ce guerrier téméraire? 
    
PAMYRA   Pamyra lui garde sa foi. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Bannis cet amour de ton âme; 
    Si tu ne renonçais à ta coupable flamme, 
    Le courroux paternel retomberait sur toi!392 
 
 
NÉOCLES:  Your daughter is promised to me, and for such a beautiful 
wedding, we ought to light the torches in Corinthe; will you keep to your oath?  
CLÉOMÈNE:  Yes, I give you my word.  Pamyra, come here.  This great day 
may for us be a fatal one, and it must secure your fate.  Your father may find 
death in battle, [and] death is preferable to the misfortune of being a slave.  For 
your support, I have made a choice of the most brave, Néocles!  PAMYRA:  
(What do I hear?)  NÉOCLES:  Assure my happiness, and from the foot of the 
altar I shall fly to the battlefield of honour!  PAMYRA:  (Oh, sorrow!)  
CLÉOMÈNE:  Come, follow us, the ceremony is already prepared.  
PAMYRA:  What!  On such a tragic day?  NÉOCLES:  Pamyra!  
CLÉOMÈNE:  What is stopping you?  PAMYRA:  I owe you [all] my days, 
my father, they belong to you… but… this wedding…  CLÉOMÈNE and 
NÉOCLES:  Great God!  PAMYRA:  I embrace your knees.  NÉOCLES:  Ah, 
a fatal day!  CLÉOMÈNE:  A shameful mystery!  Has your heart pandered to 
the wishes of another lover?  PAMYRA:  Almanzor, in Athens, has received 
my promises.  CLÉOMÈNE: Who is this Almanzor, this reckless  warrior?  
PAMYRA:  Pamyra will keep faith with him.  CLÉOMÈNE:  You must banish 

                                                
392 I, iii. 
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this love from your soul; if you do not renounce your shameful desire, may a 
paternal rage fall again upon you!          
 

 

In Naples, all three lament that Anna has been deceived, quite apart from the questions 

of her father’s wishes and her obedience.  In Paris, a father and a suitor have been 

opposed, their plans thwarted, while Pamyra seeks the chance to speak from the 

posture of devotion.  

 

2.  “Giusto Ciel, in tal periglio” (Naples, Act I, scene iii) 

  

 The preghiera in the midst of the Terzettone for Anna and the women of 

Negroponte (“Giusto Ciel, in tal periglio”) was one of several pieces The London 

Magazine chose to mention, praising how Anna’s prayer, “echoed by a crowd of 

kneeling women, drew our attention by its simplicity, energy and devotional 

character.”393  The stage direction in Naples indicates that Anna, “more and more 

afraid, runs to kneel before the cathedral.”394  Sennefelder characterizes Anna’s turn 

to “passive prayer” here as an “[escape] from the atrocities of battle… [conforming] 

completely with the feminine stereotype of the time.”395  Nonetheless Anna exercises 

leadership, inasmuch as the other women join in.  This leadership becomes more 

evident as the Terzettone continues.   

 In Venice, Milan, Cadiz and Palma de Mallorca, the preghiera was carried 

forward unaltered.  In the printed libretto for Barcelona, the other women are clearly 

                                                
393 The London Magazine, “A New Opera by Rossini; Entitled Maometto Secondo,” 
277. 
394 “Sempre più spaventata, corre ad inginocchiarsi avanti il tempio.”  (I, iii) 
395 Sennefelder, “Moitié italien, moitié français”, 148-149. 
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on stage, but their quartina, which reprises words Anna has already sung, is 

missing.396   

In Paris, the music of the prière is unaltered, although as Gossett points out, 

the introductory scène is new.397  For the prière, the sentiment of the French text is 

close to the original, even if Pamyra abandons the self-referential strand in Anna’s 

verses (“Just Heaven, in such peril there is neither counsel nor hope save by weeping, 

trembling, to implore your mercy”).398  There is a small gap between the text of the 

prière as it appears in the livret and the printed orchestral score: in the livret, Pamyra 

and the women’s chorus ask Heaven to end “nos malheurs” (“our misfortunes”), but in 

the score, Pamyra asks for an end to “mes douleurs” (“my sorrows”), and the chorus 

concurs, referring to “sa douleur” (“her sorrow”), implying a difference otherwise 

little in evidence: 

 
 
PAMYRA   Juste ciel.  Ah! ta clémence 
    Est ma seule espérance! 
    Daigne plaindre ma souffrance, 
    Mets un terme a mes douleurs. 
 
CHOEUR [DE FEMMES Juste ciel que ta clémence 
GRECQUES]    Ciel! Ciel! nous implorons ta faveur 
    Mets un terme à sa douleur.399 
 
 
PAMYRA:  Just Heaven!  Ah! your mercy is my sole hope!  Deign to pity my 
suffering, bring an end to my sorrows.  CHORUS OF GREEK WOMEN:  Just 
Heaven, may your mercy… Heaven!  Heaven!  We implore your favour.  
Bring an end to her sorrows. 
 

                                                
396 Maometto II (Barcelona, 1827), 14 (I, iii). 
397 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 476. 
398 “Giusto Ciel, in tal periglio / Più consiglio / Più speranza, / Non avanza, / Che 
piangendo, / Che gemendo, / Implorar la tua pietà.”  (I, iii)  
399 III, vii. 
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The differences between the Neapolitan and Parisian prayers in and of 

themselves are minimal.  Nonetheless the new location of Pamyra’s prière in Le siège 

de Corinthe would undo for her much of Anna’s status as I argued for it in Chapter 3.  

In the finale secondo of Maometto secondo, Anna renounces “weak nature” and tears, 

and when given the chance to join the other women of Negroponte in prayer, she 

considers it, and then decides not to.  In Le siège de Corinthe, the closest Pamyra gets 

to renouncing public weakness comes at the close of the new scène that introduces the 

prière in its new location.  These fourteen-verses form Pamyra’s longest monologue in 

the third act, and the prière (what the stage directions in Naples referred to as “this 

brief prayer”) is her only solo lyric section: 

 
PAMYRA   L’heure fatale approche… il faut vaincre ou  
        périr! 
    Pour leur Dieu, pour la Grèce, ils sauront tous  
        mourir.  
    Voûtes paisibles et sombres, 
    Asile de la morts, 
    Vous qui nous protégez et couvrez de vos 
        ombres, 
    Ah! si le sort des Grecs trahit leur noble effort, 
    Écroulez-vous… que parmi vos décombres 
    Les vils esclaves du Croissant, 
    Affamés de carnage et de crimes, 
    En cherchant leurs victimes, 
    N’y trouvent que du sang. 
    Entourez-moi, mes soeurs.  Victime volontaire, 
    Pamyra n’a plus rien qui l’attache à la terre!400 
 
 
PAMYRA:  The fatal hour approaches!… [Corinthe] must triumph or perish!  
For God, for Greece, they will know how to die.  [You] tranquil and sombre 
vaults, asylum of the dead, you who protect and shelter us with your shades, 
ah! if fate should betray the noble efforts of the Greeks, [may you] collapse… 
so that among your rubble the vile slaves of the Crescent, starving for carnage 
and crime, in searching for their victims, will find here only blood.  Gather 

                                                
400 III, vii. 
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around me, my sisters.  A willing victim, Pamyra has nothing left here to attach 
her to the world.  
 

 

The ambivalence that haunted Anna is nowhere to be seen, even if we could argue that 

the influence of Pamyra’s father is still plain to hear in this indulgent, gory preamble 

to her prayer.  Anna addresses a great deal of her words in the finale secondo to a 

divine audience, and to the soul of her mother, but she says very little to them in 

prayer.  In this regard, Pamyra is a much better proof than Anna is of something 

Hilary Mantel has a character say in Bring Up the Bodies, her novel of the court of 

Henry VIII: “the women pray because they have no other means.” 

 

 

3.  The second dialogue for Anna and Erisso: “Ahi, padre!” (Naples, Act I, scene iii) 

 

In Naples, the next section of the Terzettone is a scena for Anna and Erisso.  

Erisso, Calbo and the surviving Venetian forces return from the ongoing siege with the 

news that while Maometto has suspended his attack, the battle is otherwise lost, and it 

is time for the Venetian forces to retreat to the Citadel.  The public debate about the 

fate of Anna and the other women makes up the remainder of the Terzettone.  

Rossini’s use of the full orchestra in this scena continues to develop the association of 

both Erisso and Anna with orchestrally reinforced declamation, and some of the 

accompanimental material for this scena, we noted in Chapter 3, is carried forward 

from Anna’s short soliloquy, “Che avvenne?.. oh Dio!.. Lo strepito,” in which she 

agonizes over the outcome of the renewed fighting.  In Venice this effect is disrupted, 

since Anna’s soliloquy is given to Condulmiero. 
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In the printed librettos for Venice, Milan, Cadiz and Palma de Mallorca, the 

scena comprising Anna and Erisso’s second dialogue appears unaltered.  In Barcelona, 

the last six lines of Erisso’s central speech are cut; once he announces that “tutto è 

perduto,” Anna intercedes directly, asking “Oh, padre mio, / Fermati… ascolta.”  For 

the most part, this scena was not a target for revision in the Italian and Iberian 

productions. 

 For Paris, Rossini and his librettists re-worked the scene substantially, and the 

new scene—the Scène et Trio N. 2, in essence a four-movement solita forma 

structure—replaces what had been a much more complex series of eleven principal 

sections in the Neapolitan Terzettone.401  In the Terzettone, Anna, Erisso and Calbo 

react to the discovery that Anna’s first suitor was a deceiver; Anna and Erisso begin to 

reconcile; Erisso and Calbo quit the stage at the sounds of renewed fighting; Anna has 

her brief soliloquy; she encounters a group of women who tell her of the Venetian 

defeat, and then leads them in prayer outside the cathedral; Erisso and Calbo return, 

and the public debate about the retreat to the Citadel begins.  For Paris, all of the back 

and forth inherent in the Neapolitan version disappears: instead of having the leaders 

of Corinth leave and return with news of a military defeat, Le siège de Corinthe keeps 

them on stage, and they receive news from the chorus of an Ottoman advance.  Where 

Erisso and Calbo had to implement a contentious retreat, Cléomène and Néocles get to 

                                                
401 The Scène et Trio (N. 2) in Le siège de Corinthe has clear formal counterparts in 
the first, second, and last of the eleven sections of the Terzettone (N. 3)—the 
introductory scena, the Andantino for Anna, Calbo and Erisso (“Ohimè! qual 
fulmine”), and the closing Allegro, “Dicesti assai. T’intendo.”  These correspond to 
the first, second and fourth sections of the Parisian Scène et Trio.  The third section in 
Paris, a tempo di mezzo movement, draws on musical material from two related 
sections in the Terzettone, while fulfilling the narrative functions of two other 
sections.  
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preside over the response to a new attack.  Where Anna had an urgent cause to argue, 

Pamyra has none.  Pamyra’s role in the new scene dwindles to that of a reactive, filial 

and devotional nub:    

 
 
CHOEUR [DES GUER- Dans les deux camps, un cri de mort s’élève,  
RIERS GRECS ET    Déjà le fer brille de toutes parts. 
FEMMES GRECQUES] Guidez nos pas, et reprenons le glaive; 
    Les Musulmans montent sur nos remparts. 
 
PAMYRA   Ô jour de deuil! un cri de mort s’élève 
    Déjà le fer brille de toutes parts. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Guidez leurs pas, et reprenez le glaive. 
 
NÉOCLES   Guidez nos pas, et reprenons le glaive. 
 
NÉOCLES, CLÉOMÈNE  Courons, défendre nos remparts. 
with 
PAMYRA   O ciel, défends nos remparts. 
 
CHOEUR, then ALL  Courons, courons, courons. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Marchons, guerriers, marchons! 
 
PAMYRA   Ô mon père! ô douleur! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Si le sort trompe ma valeur, 
    Si nous tombons frappés dans les champs du  
        carnage, 
    De la honte des fers, subiras-tu l’outrage?  
  
PAMYRA   Mon père! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   (lui donnant un poignard) 

 Que ce fer me réponde de toi.   
 
PAMYRA   Je vous comprends… rassurez-vous mon père. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   L’ennemi terrassé va mordre la poussière. 
    Sois digne de ton nom, de la Grèce et de moi.402 

                                                
402 In the livret, Cléomène’s second last verse (“L’ennemi terrassé va mordre la 
poussière”) is given to Néocles (I, iv). 
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CHORUS OF GREEK WARRIORS AND WOMEN:  In the two camps, a 
mortal cry arises; already the metal shines from all sides.  Guide our steps, and 
let us once again take up the sword!  The Ottomans ascend our ramparts!   
ANNA:  Oh, day of sorrow!  A mortal cry arises, already the metal shines from 
all sides!  CLÉOMÈNE:  Guide their steps, once again take up the sword!  
NÉOCLES:  Guide our steps, and let us once again take up the sword!  
NÉOCLES and CLÉOMÈNE:  Let us run to defend our ramparts!  [with 
PAMYRA: Oh Heaven, defend our ramparts!]  CHORUS, then ALL:  Let us 
run, let us run.  CLÉOMÈNE:  Let us march, warriors, let us march!  
PAMYRA:  Oh, my father!  Oh, sorrow!  CLÉOMÈNE:  If fate trumps my 
courage, if we fall, struck down in the fields of carnage, will you submit to the 
outrage, to the shame of chains?  ANNA:  My father!  CLÉOMÈNE:  (giving 
her a dagger) May this dagger respond to me for you.  ANNA:  I understand 
you… re-assure yourself, my father.  CLÉOMÈNE:  The defeated enemy will 
bite the dust.  May you be worthy of your name, of Greece, and of me.             

 

 

This section of the movement itself divides into two clear sections.  In the first 

section, the chorus brings the news of the Ottoman advance, and the three principals 

respond.  In the first eight measures, as the mixed chorus presents its four verses in 

short note values and without repetition, Pamyra echoes two of their statements while 

they continue to present new text (“un cri de mort s’éleve” and its continuation, “Déjà 

le fer brille de toutes parts”).  In the next nine measures, Cléomène and Néocles exhort 

the Greek warriors to “once again take up the sword,” while the chorus repeats a 

shorter version of its last phrase in even, longer note values (“Les Musulmans sur nos 

remparts”).  (See Example §4-1.)  In the livret, both Cléomène and Néocles exhort the 

Greek warriors in the first person plural (“guidons” and “reprenons”), but in the score-

text, Cléomène exhorts the others in the second person (“reprenez”), as if he were 

addressing Néocles.403  The first section closes as Cléomène and Néocles agree to run 

                                                
403 Along these same lines, in the score-text Cléomène has “Guidez leurs pas” (“Guide 
their steps”), again, presumably to Néocles; when Néocles replies, he says instead 
“Guidez nos pas” (“Guide our steps”), presumably reciprocating and altering 
Cléomène’s plea, so as to include him.  
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to defend the walls; Pamyra joins in.  While the men exhort each other, she calls 

instead for “heaven” to defend the walls. 

 The second section of this tempo di mezzo movement begins with Cléomène’s 

new exhortation (“Marchons, guerriers, marchons”), but Pamyra’s unadorned call to 

her father (“Ô mon père! ô douleur!”) triggers instead a dialogue between Cléomène 

and Pamyra that seems to involve and concern no one else.  This is a marked departure 

from the corresponding sections of the Terzettone.  Where Anna repeatedly objects to 

the exclusion of the women from the retreat to the Citadel (in four consecutive 

movements within the Terzettone), Pamyra has but three lines: “Ô mon père! ô 

douleur!,” “Mon père!”, and “Je vous comprends… rassurez-vous, mon père.”  

Pamyra’s contribution to this tempo di mezzo movement does not meet the test Anna 

meets so well of crossing over into civil society and contributing decisively in public 

debate.  Rossini sets Pamyra’s response to her father as a clear parlar ampio gesture, 

underscoring her response with a brass choir (horns, trumpets, bassoons, trombones, 

ophicleide and timpani), a use of a rhetorical emblem of ritual along the lines we 

considered in Chapter 2—in this case, the emblem accompanies and solemnifies a 

woman’s act of submission or consent to a familial male authority.  (See Example §4-

2.)  Moreover, where Erisso could not complete his instructions to Anna, here the 

situation is reversed: when Cléomène asks Pamyra if she will submit to the “outrage” 

and “shame of chains,” she says only “Mon père!”  Cléomène solves the problem of 

her inarticulate reply with the gift of the dagger, saying “May this dagger respond to 

me for you.”         
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4.  “Vedrai su quelle mura” (Naples, Act I, scene iii) 

 

 In Della Valle’s tragedy, the men of Negroponte make a pact that the women 

will be excluded from the final retreat to the Citadel, and in the Neapolitan version, 

Erisso proposes to conduct the retreat along similar lines.  Within the Terzettone, 

much of Anna’s material is a spirited resistance to this pact; her public speech within 

the scene goes some way towards abrogating the separation of the sexes that Erisso 

seeks to maintain.  Even if Anna does not persuade Erisso to allow the women to 

follow the men to the Citadel, she achieves through public speech a fleeting instance 

of an integrated public sphere.  The stanza in which Anna argues that the women of 

Negroponte should join in the retreat to the Citadel and participate in its defense 

(“Vedrai su quelle mura”) appears unchanged in the printed librettos for the revivals in 

Venice, Milan, Cadiz, Barcelona and Palma de Mallorca.404  None of the librettos 

includes the supplemental texts for Anna found in the score which we considered in 

Chapter 3.405 

                                                
404 In Naples, Cadiz and Barcelona, Calbo enters at the top of the scene with Erisso 
and the remnants of Venetian army.  In Venice, Milan and Palma de Mallorca, Calbo 
enters later in the scene, just before he begins to sing.  In Naples, Cadiz and 
Barcelona, Calbo is—in this detail—deferential, allowing Erisso to lead the public 
discussion.  In Venice, Milan and Palma de Mallorca, he is a straggler, who speaks as 
soon as he arrives.   
405 The printed libretto for Palma de Mallorca gives some signals of having been 
prepared with care, despite its introduction of elements of the Venetian revision into 
what is in most respects a revival of the Neapolitan version of the opera.  In two 
scenes, the printed libretto for Palma de Mallorca trims redundant, second statements 
of stanzas which were included in the Neapolitan libretto: in this Andantino, Calbo’s 
quartina, “Mira, Signor, quel pianto,” and in II, viii, the printed libretto for Palma de 
Mallorca omits the repeat of Anna’s quartina, “Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto.”  In 
other respects this libretto is equally economical, inasmuch as the second paragraph of 
the Spanish Argumento is omitted, and the last three lines of the Neapolitan libretto are 
omitted as well.    
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In Le siège de Corinthe, the original structure of the Terzettone is abandoned, 

and several sections of the Neapolitan version are discarded, repurposed, or moved 

elsewhere in the opera.  Anna’s argument that the women should join in the retreat to 

the Citadel is one of the sections which is not used in Paris.  In Naples, Erisso’s 

decision to give his daughter a weapon with which to take her own life was the 

compromise he arrived at when she renewed her objections to the exclusion of the 

women from the Citadel.  In Paris, Cléomène gives his daughter a weapon to the same 

purpose, but without any such argument having been made.  In Naples, the initiative 

and the leading public role belong to Anna; in Paris, they belong to the father.  

 

 

5.  “Dicesti assai.  T’intendo.” and “A sì crudel momento” (Naples, Act I, iii) 

 

 The closing Allegro of the Terzettone represents an exchange or transfer of 

articulacy from Erisso to Anna—similar to what takes place in the respective final 

scenes of La donna del lago and Matilde di Shabran—inasmuch as, within the on-

stage world, Anna continues to speak, while the parts of Erisso, Calbo and the women 

of Negroponte are all asides.  Anna explicitly addresses the fact that her father has 

fallen silent before completing his instructions to her, but assures him that he “had said 

enough” for her to understand him.  To some extent, Rossini attenuates the clean 

division between Anna’s part and the parts of the others by fashioning for her the 

supplemental text which shadowed Erisso and Calbo’s asides, a supplemental text she 

sang during the ritornello.  The printed librettos for Venice, Milan, Cadiz, Barcelona 

and Palma de Mallorca all contain Anna’s original text and the asides for Erisso, 
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Calbo and the women’s chorus.  None of the librettos examined contains this second  

supplemental text for Anna which Rossini set.406  

 This separation between asides and public speech is not a part of this scene as 

it appears in revised form in Le siège de Corinthe.  There is a family resemblance 

between what Pamyra sings and what Anna had sung, but Pamyra’s voice is no longer 

the only one to sound within the on-stage world.  Where Erisso and Calbo had 

expressed their admiration for Anna, the corresponding music for Cléomène and 

Néocles in the Allegro moderato does not refer to Pamyra in any way.407  The other 

voices enter only in the extended ritornello, which maintains the same three-part 

structure it had in its original form: 

 
PAMYRA   Rassurez-vous, mon père, en ce moment funeste, 
    Je saurai braver leur fureur. 
    Si pour fuir l’esclavage  
    Un seul espoir me reste 
    L’exemple de mon père enflamme mon coeur. 
 
PAMYRA, CHOEUR   O Dieu! toi que j’implore, 
[DE FEMMES]  Et dont l’appui nous reste! 
    Protège la patrie… en ce moment funeste, 
    Seconde leur valeur. 
 

                                                
406 In the Neapolitan and Venetian librettos, there is an extended stage direction at the 
end of the scene, describing a moment in which the music suddenly stops, how Erisso 
and Calbo take leave of Anna, how the women of Negroponte take leave of the 
soldiers “in attitudes of mothers or of wives,” how the music resumes, and how Erisso, 
Calbo and Anna and their respective followers make their exits.  The printed librettos 
for Cadiz (1826) and Barcelona (1827) use only the last three sentences.  The printed 
librettos for Milan (1824) and Palma de Mallorca (1827) use a different set of four 
sentences taken from the original stage directions.     
407 Erisso remarks in his aside, “O nation!  In my daughter, what a victim I sacrifice to 
you!”  Calbo remarks in his, “Ah, wretched man!  What a wife fate has stolen from 
me!”  In their aside in the Neapolitan and Venetian versions, the women’s chorus 
deplores the situation, but as we noted in Chapter 3, the women’s verses reflect an 
unusual concern with the fate of their own sons and husbands (“Ah, by what wicked 
fate must I be separated from my son, from my husband!”)    
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CLÉOMÈNE,    Ah! quel instant funeste. 
then NÉOCLES  
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Ce glaive seul me reste. 
 
NÉOCLES   Je brave leur fureur. 
 
PAMYRA, CHOEUR [DE Protège la patrie! 
FEMMES], CHOEUR DE 
GUERRIERS408 
 
CLÉOMÈNE, NÉOCLES, Un courage indomptable 
then CHOEUR DE   Enflamme notre coeur. 
GUERRIERS 
 
CHOEUR [DE FEMMES] Ô fortune ennemie! 
    Fais trève à ta rigeur.  
 
PAMYRA   Destin inexorable! 
    Fais trève à ta rigeur. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE, NÉOCLES, Du sort inexorable 
CHOEUR DE GUERRIERS Je brave la fureur. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Ma fille… rappelle-toi… 
 
PAMYRA   Ce poignard… 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Sois digne… de moi.409 
 

 
PAMYRA:  Assure yourself, father, in this dreadful moment, I will know how 
to brave their fury.  If to escape slavery a single hope remains to me, my 
father’s example will inspire my heart.  PAMYRA and WOMEN:  O God, you 
whom I implore, and whose support remains to us, protect the nation in this 
dreadful moment, [and] assist their courage.  CLÉOMÈNE, then NÉOCLES:  
What a dreadful moment!  CLÉOMÈNE:  Only this sword remains to me.  
NÉOCLES:  I will brave their fury.  PAMYRA and CHORUS:  Protect the 
nation!  CLÉOMÈNE, NÉOCLES, then CHORUS OF SOLDIERS:  An 

                                                
408 The ritornello has three sections: the first, sustained lines for the women, with brief 
contrapuntal phrases for Cléomène and Néocles; the second, antiphonal blocks—the 
soloists and the male chorus against the female chorus; the third, a parlante dialogue 
of fragments between Cléomène and Pamyra.  In the second section, where Pamyra 
sings with the men (and not the female chorus), she almost always has a different text, 
which is sometimes the text of the other women.   
409 I, iv. 
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indomitable courage inflames our hearts!  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  O hostile 
fortune!  Suspend your harshness!  PAMYRA:  Inexorable destiny!  Suspend 
your harshness!  CLÉOMÈNE, NÉOCLES, CHORUS OF SOLDIERS:  I 
brave the fury of inexorable fate!  CLÉOMÈNE:  My daughter… remember…  
PAMYRA:  This dagger…  CLÉOMÈNE:  Be worthy… of me.     
  

 

Pamyra has the opening section to herself, as Anna had in Maometto secondo, but 

Pamyra does not have the same talent for frankness—at least, not in the printed 

orchestral score.  In the orchestral score, Pamyra speaks in euphemisms.  In the livret, 

she says that “if the Greeks succomb, this dagger will pierce my heart.”410 

In the first section of the ritornello in Paris, the sustained lines that were sung 

by Calbo and the women’s chorus in Naples are sung by Pamyra and the women’s 

chorus.  In Naples, Anna took up her supplemental text, folding Anna into the larger 

group.  In this section in Paris, this “infolding” of Pamyra into the larger group is more 

obvious. Pamyra and the women of Corinth sing the same words—a prayer (“O Dieu! 

Toi que j’implore”) that has no counterpart in Naples.  In this first section, Cléomène 

and Néocles sing brief antiphonal phrases against the sustained lines of Pamyra and 

the women of Corinth, the brief antiphonal phrases which were sung by Erisso and 

Anna in Maometto secondo.  Néocles has taken Anna’s part; Pamyra, Calbo’s.  (See 

Example §4-3.)  

 The second section of the ritornello, as in Maometto secondo, is organized 

antiphonally.  In Paris, Rossini had an additional choral resource to deploy: where the 

soldiers who re-entered with Erisso and Calbo in the Terzettone remained silent, the 

Greek soldiers participate in the tempo di mezzo, the second section of the ritornello 
                                                
410 In the livret, Pamyra’s opening stanza has four verses.  The first two verses are as 
in the score-text, but the others are: “J’ai ton nom à défendre, et ce poignard me reste, 
/ Si la Grèce succombe, il percera mon coeur.” (“I have your name to defend, and this 
dagger remains to me, / [So] if Greece succombs, it will pierce my heart.”) 
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and the coda of the Allegro moderato.  In Maometto secondo, the two antiphonal 

group were the three on-stage principals in the first, and the women’s chorus in the 

second.  In Le siège de Corinthe, the chorus of Greek soldiers joins the first group; 

while Pamyra’s words are generally closer to the words of the other women, she sings 

with Néocles, Cléomène and the men’s chorus.  In the brief exchange with Cléomène 

at the close of the ritornello, neither he nor Pamyra has much to say, but Cléomène 

continues to speak in more complete sentences.  Pamyra “keeps” much of Anna’s 

music, but she loses Anna’s prominence within the on-stage world.  Until a critical 

edition of Le siège de Corinthe is completed, there is a line of inquiry that must be set 

aside: how would a production team make sense of the florid vocal writing for Pamyra 

in the opening solo sections of the Allegro moderato given the general decline of her 

status as a public speaker in this scene? 

 

 

6.  “Qual voce celeste / Al cor mi ragiona?” (Naples, Act II, scene ii) 

 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth-century accounts of the fall of Negroponte, 

Anna Erisso’s heroic action is a devout and obstinate public refusal of consent in the 

face of threat and temptation.  In the Neapolitan version of the opera, this story of 

defiance and martyrdom is replaced by a story in which she is able to advance the 

military cause of the Venetians by devising a way to allow their captured leaders to 

rejoin the fighting.  This is the rationale she offers to Calbo and her father when she 

explains why she cannot follow them to safety: “I serve the nation by saving two 
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warriors; if I seek to save myself, I will betray it.”411  At the same time, she is able to 

revenge herself on a suitor who had deceived her, and to destroy the lingering 

ambivalent erotic attachment she feels in order to rehabilitate her filial standing with 

her father.  Anna succeeds on all of these fronts—at least, the women of Negroponte 

report a Venetian victory, even if the victory does not seem to limit the remaining 

actions on stage of Maometto and his army, and Erisso and Calbo do not return to the 

stage.  A happy ending seems to have happened, but it has happened elsewhere.  

Anna’s actions are in any case fundamental to these narrative strands. 

In the Neapolitan version, Anna’s inspiration to act is part of the cabaletta of 

the Scena e Aria Maometto (N. 8).  At the close of the Scena e Duetto [Anna e 

Maometto] (N. 7), Maometto’s subordinate (Selimo) brings news of renewed fighting, 

and he reports that other Ottoman soldiers blame Maometto for the “excessive and 

incautious mercy” he had shown to Erisso.  Maometto announces that he will accept 

the “generous invitation” to return to battle, adding somewhat more privately in the 

tempo di mezzo that he will soon “wash away the fleeting mark of shame… in 

Venetian blood.”412  Anna begs him to guarantee her father’s safety, and to leave her 

with some token to guarantee her own safety as well.  Maometto does so, giving her 

an imperial signet ring that will secure for her “soldiers and leaders obedient to her 

every wish.”  Inasmuch as the ring allows her to circulate freely in public, it secures 

for her a privilege which, under more ordinary circumstances, is reserved for men.  

                                                
411 “La patria io servo con salvar due prodi; / Se me salvar procuro, io la tradisco.” (II, 
iv). 
412 “Dell’onta / L’impronta / Fugace / Nel veneto sangue / Appien laverò.” (II, ii). 
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But Anna imagines a different use for the signet ring, and she asks herself, in an aside, 

“what divine voice… spurs [her] on to the great work of honour?”413   

Anna’s subsequent action is only revealed to the theatre audience in the 

recitative of the Scena e Terzettino (N. 10), when she explains to Calbo and Erisso 

what she has done.  In the cabaletta of Maometto’s aria, her vocal entrance is the last 

one, and it occupies the formal slot which in a typical cabaletta would serve as a 

ritornello.  In the cabaletta, however, the chorus, Maometto and Anna all enter against 

the same “military music” for banda (or against a recurring close variant), and Anna 

enters against the same thirteen-measure period which underscored Maometto’s first 

entrance, both of which used the minor tonic as a distinctive neighbouring harmony to 

the dominant.414  (See Example §4-4.)  Moreover, where the ritornello is ordinarily the 

formal site for introducing both the chorus and other principals, here Rossini suspends 

the dialogue of Maometto and the chorus during Anna’s vocal entrance, allowing her 

to have the subordinate slot to herself. 

 In the Venetian revision, Anna’s action survives, but the music devoted to it 

and to its explanation is reduced.  The scene and the stage-time in which Anna 

describes hearing a divine voice disappears, as Maometto’s aria (N. 8 in Naples) as a 

whole disappears.  The extended recitative preceding the aria goes as well, the 

recitative in which Anna had pressured Maometto to take some action to secure her 

safety.  In Venice, their dialogue is compressed into a new ritornello within the 

                                                
413 “Qual voce celeste / Al cor mi ragiona? / Qual foco or m’investe / E a compier mi 
sprona / Bell’opra d’onor?” (“What celestial voice speaks to my heart?  What fire now 
inspires me on to complete the great work of honour?”) II, ii. 
414 Gerhard connects Rossini’s increased interest in spatial effects and interruption in 
Maometto secondo to Gaspare Spontini’s Fernando Cortez, which Rossini prepared 
for the Teatro San Carlo in Naples in February 1820.  See Gerhard, “Lo scontro delle 
civiltà,” 9-11.        
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cabaletta of the Scena e Duetto for Anna and Maometto (N. 7 in Naples, N. 9 in 

Venice).  Emanuele emphasizes the formal aspects of the revision, characterizing it as 

a “structural re-definition… [in which] the scenographic and gestural ideas [of the 

deleted aria] come to be saved [if in a banal way].”415  The damage to the original 

scene is greater than Emanuele lets on.  Here are the parallel stanzas of the cabaletta, 

and their new, condensed dialogue, as it appears in the Venetian printed libretto: 

 
ANNA    Gli estremi sensi ascolta 
    D’un lacerato cor: 
    Amo… ma pria sepolta 
    Che cedere all’amor.   
    Trionfa questa volta 
    Il Cielo, e il genitor. 
    La voce estrema è questa 
    D’un lacerato cor. 
 
MAOMETTO   Gli accenti estremi ascolta   
     D’un disperato amor: 
    Tu non sarai più tolta 
    Del mondo al vincitor; 
    O pur cadrai tu, o stolta, 
    Vittima al mio furor. 
    La voce estrema è questa 
    D’un disperato amor. 
    (Tumulto lontano crescente.  Tamburi, trombe. 
    Soldati in movimento dietro il Padiglione che 
    s’apre.) 

  
ANNA    (a2) 

Ma qual segnal d’allarmi… 
    Oh! come trema il core! 
    Dèi, prima di lasciarmi, 
    Il padre mio salvar; 
    Si voli al genitore: 
    Si salvi, e poi… spirar. 
    Non mi parlar d’amore: 
    Amor non dèi sperar. 
 
 

                                                
415 Emanuele, L’ultima stagione italiana, 175-176. 
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MAOMETTO   Ma qual segnal d’allarmi: 
    Chi sfida il mio valore? 
    Lo sento già avvamparmi, 
    Vo’ gli empi fulminar. 
    Tien: salva il genitore. 
    (Le porge un anello) 
    Già meco dèi regnar; 
    L’amante vincitore 
    T’appresta a coronar.416 
    Guardami… 
 
ANNA      Parti… 
 
MAOMETTO      Ingrata!417 
 
 
ANNA:  Listen to the last expressions of feeling of a wounded heart: I love, 
but I will be buried before I give in to this love.  This time, heaven and my 
father triumph.  This is the final voice of a wounded heart.  MAOMETTO:  
Listen to the last words of a desperate love: you will not be taken away any 
longer from the conqueror of the world; or rather, you will fall, foolish woman, 
a victim to my fury.  This is the final voice of a desperate love.  ANNA: [with 
MAOMETTO]  But what are those alarm signals?  Oh, how my heart 
trembles!  MAOMETTO:  But what are those alarm signals?  Who defies my 
courage?  ANNA:  Before leaving me, you must save my father; let me fly to 
him, let me save him, and then… die.  Do not speak to me of love: you must 
not hope for love.  MAOMETTO:  Already I feel my courage flare up within 
me, I wish to strike down the wicked.  Take this: save your father.  (he offers a 
ring to her)  You must reign with me already.  The conquering lover 
approaches you for your coronation.  Look at me…  ANNA:  Leave…  
MAOMETTO:  Ungrateful woman.418    
     

 

Rossini exacerbates the sense of compression by setting some of Anna and 

Maometto’s new stanzas in either a brief “a due” texture, or in overlapping lines.  

There is no difficulty when they begin together, asking “but what are those alarm 

signals,” but their distinct second lines sound at the same time.  (See Example §4-5)  

                                                
416 In the printed libretto for Venice, the two stanzas of the ritornello appear side by 
side. 
417 II, ii.  See Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida all’opera,” 97-98. 
418 Rossini did not set the final two lines for Anna (“Non mi parlar d’amore: / Amor 
non dèi sperar”). 
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Anna’s fifth and sixth verses and Maometto’s seventh and eighth verses also align, 

and they also sound against the chorus’s call for Maometto to return to battle.   

These texts are not repeated, and the incident of the signet ring is soon 

overtaken by another stage action: Rossini completes the ritornello in the Venetian 

version (N. 9) by using the conclusion of the ritornello of Maometto’s aria (N. 8) in 

the Neapolitan version, in which Maometto resumes his attempt to take Anna by 

force.419  The end of the Venetian ritornello, therefore, as sung in the theatre, is less as 

it appears in the printed libretto, and closer to this: 

 
MAOMETTO   Tien: salva il genitore. 
    Già meco dèi regnar. 
 
CORO [DI SOLDATI] Vieni a pugnar, signore: 
    Ci guida a trionfar. 
 
ANNA e MAOMETTO [ANNA] Si vol’ al genitore[.] 
    [MAOMETTO]  L’amante vincitore[…] 
 
ANNA    Si salvi e poi spirar. 
 
MAOMETTO   T’appresta a coronar. 
 
ANNA    Parti. 
 
MAOMETTO    Guardami. 
 
ANNA    Parti. 
 
MAOMETTO    Ingrata. 
 
ANNA    Non tanta crudeltà.420 
 
MAOMETTO      Vien. 
 

                                                
419 At the close of the tempo di mezzo, a stage direction indicates that Maometto 
“wishes to take her in his arms” (“vuole stringerla fralle braccia”); II, ii. 
420 In the printed libretto, Anna’s verses, “Oh cielo / Non tanta crudeltà” appear as an 
aside at the close of the tempo di mezzo. 
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ANNA    Nò… ah!421 
 
 
MAOMETTO:  Take this [ring].  Save your father.  You must reign with me 
already.  CHORUS OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS:  Come to battle, sir, guide us 
to victory.  ANNA and MAOMETTO:  [ANNA] Let me fly to my father[…] 
[MAOMETTO] The conquering lover[…]  ANNA: […] let me save him, and 
then die.  MAOMETTO: […] approaches you for your coronation.  ANNA:  
Leave.  MAOMETTO:  Look at me.  ANNA:  Leave.  MAOMETTO:  
Ungrateful woman.  ANNA:  Not such cruelty.  MAOMETTO:  Come to me.  
ANNA:  No… ah!  
 
 

Rossini’s Venetian setting of the end of the ritornello and the subsequent reprise of the 

cabaletta pushes the exchange of the ring further into the background, directing the 

attention of the theatre audience instead to Maometto’s sexual appetite and Anna’s 

desperation. 

In Naples, the next scene is between Erisso and Calbo (the Scena e Aria 

Calbo), and it takes place in the subterranean chamber beneath the cathedral.  In 

Venice—after a new, brief recitative for Selimo—the scene between Erisso and Calbo 

takes place in a new location, a “remote part of Negroponte, near the walls,” and they 

advance “in Muslim clothing, with turbans.”  In the on-stage world of the Venetian 

version, some version of the meeting between Anna, Calbo and Erisso must have 

happened, but it has been pushed from the stage.  In the new scene for Venice, the 

extended scena of the Neapolitan version is cut.  Erisso no longer despairs at being 

unable to return to battle, since he has, in fact, returned to battle.  The fourteen final 

verses of the Neapolitan scena are carried forward substantially intact, in order to 

introduce Calbo’s aria (“Non temer: d’un basso affetto”).422  In these verses Calbo 

                                                
421 II, ii. 
422 In Venice, Calbo has three new recitative verses to conclude the scena: “Anna è tua 
figlia: — a lei / L’esempio tuo, la fé l’onor son guida. / Nella virtù del suo gran cuor 
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continues to defend Anna and her conduct. However, they carry forward in a clumsy 

way the questions Erisso put to Calbo in Naples (“You have seen her?  You have 

heard her?”, “Vedesti?… Udisti?…”), questions which make sense when they have 

not seen her, but little sense when they have.423  

The theatre audience in Venice no longer witnesses the reconciliation of Erisso 

and Anna, and no longer hears her explanation of how the signet ring is to be used.  

Instead, when Calbo starts to express his gratitude for her actions, Erisso interrupts 

him: 

 
CALBO   Eccoci in salvo omai.  Del tempio augusto 
    Dalle segrete sotterranee soglie 
    Questi infedeli spoglie 
    Ci aprir libero il passo. 
 
ERISSO   (gettando l’abito ed il turbante) 
       E da noi lunge, 
    Spoglie della perfidia, itene omai: 
    Io fremo nel pensar che vi portai. 
 
CALBO   Sacra è la nostra vita 
    Alla patria, alla fede. — Alla vendetta 
    Serbar noi ci dobbiamo, 
    E d’Anna alla salvezza.  Ella è al furore 
    Di Maometto esposta.  Quest’anello, 
    Ch’Anna ci porse, ci salvò… 
 
ERISSO       Quel nome, 
    Calbo, non proferir!  Perfida! —424 
 

                                                                                                                                       
t’affida” (“Anna is your daughter: to her, your example, faith and honour are guides.  
Trust in the virtue of her great heart”), II, iv.  On the reworking of this scena, see 
Piana, “Maometto II libretto e guida all’opera,” 99, n. 34. 
423 On the “vulgar inconsistencies” of the Venetian revision of Maometto secondo, see 
Luigi Prividali’s Dec. 31, 1822 review that appeared in the Nuovo Osservatore 
Veneziano, “Notizie Teatrali.”  Prividali focused on the “childish” incongruencies of 
the revised libretto that were “procured” in pursuit of the happy ending.  Prividali’s 
review is reprinted in Marco Emanuele, L’ultima stagione, 278-281, here 279.  
424 II, iv. 
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CALBO:  Here we are, safe, at last.  These [Ottoman] disguises opened to us 
the free path from the gates of the secret subterranean chambers of the sacred 
temple.  ERISSO:  (discarding the clothing and the turban)  And may these 
perfidious disguises by far from us from now on: I shudder to think that I wore 
them there.  CALBO:  Our lives are important to the nation, to our faith.  We 
must dedicate ourselves to serving vengeance, and to saving Anna.  She is 
exposed to Maometto’s fury.  This ring, which Anna brought to us, saved us…  
ERISSO:  That name, Calbo, do not mention it!  A perfidious woman! — 
 

 

In the Neapolitan version, Anna’s actions were enough for Erisso to reconcile with 

her, but they are not enough in Venice.  Later, in the new scena in the last scene of the 

Venetian revision—when Erisso, Calbo and the triumphant Venetian army enter the 

cathedral to find Anna and the other women—Erisso tells Anna that “heaven has 

crowned your work” (“Il Cielo / Coronò l’opra tua”), but this allusion to her important 

role in the Venetian victory is fleeting, as is Calbo’s truncated account of her role in 

freeing Calbo and Erisso.  In place of the scene in which the theatre audience in 

Naples would have seen Anna pass the signet ring to her father, and ask to marry 

Calbo, the Venetian revision creates time on stage for a new trio for Calbo, Erisso and 

Maometto, in which Calbo reveals that he is not Anna’s brother, but her husband, and 

he boasts that he has from her both “her vows and her heart,” setting in motion an 

unseen duel between Calbo and Maometto.  In her next entrance in the Venetian 

revision, Anna says, as she had said in Naples, that “at last one half of her work was 

complete” (“Alfin è compiuta una metà dell’opra”).  However, one could forgive the 

theatre audience in Venice for having little or no idea what she was talking about.     

 In the revivals of Maometto secondo in which Rossini did not participate, the 

two scenes establishing Anna’s heroic action continued to come under a gentle 

editorial pressure, but for the most part were staged intact.  In the printed libretto for 
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Cadiz, the Scena e Duetto (N. 7) and the Aria Maometto (N. 8) are unchanged, but the 

intervening recitative is gone: Anna does not ask Maometto to protect her, or her 

father, and Maometto gives her no ring.  Nonetheless, in the ritornello of Maometto’s 

cabaletta, she still feels addressed by a divine voice, and is still intent upon 

completing the “great work of honour.”  Later, in the Scena e Terzettino (N. 10), Anna 

presents Erisso and Calbo with the imperial signet ring, even though the theatre 

audience in Cadiz does not see her receive it.425   

In Barcelona, most of Selimo’s verses in the recitative between N. 7 and N. 8 

are cut, but there are only minor changes to the verses for Maometto and Anna, and 

Anna’s ritornello is unchanged.  However, the forty-seven verses of the scena of 

reconciliation for Anna, Calbo and Erisso are reduced to sixteen.  Erisso’s bitter 

reflection, that he can “take comfort when his daughter is dead,” is also trimmed:  

 
ERISSO   Il tuo parlar, o Calbo… 
 
CALBO   Ah! ti conforta… 
 
ANNA    Padre… 
 
ERISSO   Torni forse nemica al padre tuo? 
 
ANNA    Questo mirate imperial sugello, 
    E se v’accende 
    Desio d’onor, tenete… 
    Al fuggir vostro 
    Non fia chi opporsi ardisca… 
 
ERISSO   Porgi. 
 
ANNA    Ma prima di partire, 
    Vuò di Calbo restar consorte, e spossa: 
    Se il nodo ricusai, ora lo accetto. 

                                                
425 Mahomet II / Melodrama serio / En dos actos / Que ha de cantarse en el Teatro / 
Principal de Cádiz en 1826 (Cadiz, 1826), 72 (II, ii) and 80-82 (II, iv). 
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ERISSO   V’unisca il Ciel, che in testimoni io chiamo… 
 
CALBO   Anna sei mia? 
 
ANNA    Son tua: di più non bramo. 
    (Erisso immerso nel pianto, ne potendo profferir 
    per la commozione, stringe insieme le destre di  
    Anna, e di Calbo; poi le accosta al suo cuore.)426 
 
 
ERISSO:  Your words, Calbo…  CALBO:  Ah!  May they comfort…  ANNA:  
Father…  ERISSO:  Perhaps you have returned as an enemy to your father?  
ANNA:  This imperial signet ring which you see, if the desire for honour stirs 
you, take it…  There is no one who would dare to oppose your flight…  
ERISSO:  Give it to me.  ANNA:  But before you go, I wish to be Calbo’s 
wife, and marry.  If once I refused the union, now I accept it.  ERISSO:  May 
Heaven join you, whom I call in witness…  CALBO:  Anna, you are mine?  
ANNA:  I am yours; I wish nothing more.  (Erisso, immersed in tears, not 
being able to offer words on account of deep emotion, draws together the right 
hands of Anna and Calbo, then draws them towards his heart.)     
     

 

Anna and Erisso are more pragmatic in Barcelona than they are in Naples: where 

Anna in Naples offered a series of preliminary proofs of her loyalty before presenting 

Erisso with the signet ring, Anna in Barcelona gives the signet ring without delay, and 

he accepts it with a single word.  Erisso receives the news of Anna’s new willingness 

to marry Calbo with a similar equanimity.  Nonetheless, Anna’s action remains 

unobscured. 

 The printed libretto for the 1827 revival in Palma de Mallorca is the only 

libretto to carry forward any of the revisions Rossini did for Venice.  The cabaletta of 

the Scena e Duetto for Anna and Maometto (N. 7 in Naples) follows the revisions 

introduced in Venice—all but one of them.  A stage direction indicates that as the first 

                                                
426 Maometto II / Melodramma serio / Da Rappresentarsi / Nel Teatro dell’Ecc.ma 
Città / Di Barcellona / anno 1827, 32 (II, iv).  The Barcelona libretto does not show 
the poetic layout of this scene clearly. 
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parallel statements of the cabaletta conclude, there is the sound of a trumpet, and the 

Venetian ritornello proceeds as shown above, all but for the moment where Maometto 

passes the signet ring to Anna.  The Venetian stage direction conveying the gift (“Le 

porge un anello,” “He gives a ring to her”) has been removed.  In Palma de Mallorca, 

this action is restored to its Neapolitan position, since this libretto includes both the 

Venetian Scena e Duetto and the Scena e Aria di Maometto (N. 8 in Naples), the 

number that the revised Venetian ritornello was designed to replace.  Where the 

Venetian duetto ends, Selimo enters as he did in Naples: 

 
ANNA    Si voli al genitore: 
    Si salvi, e poi… spirar. 
     
MAOMETTO   L’amante vincitore 
    T’appresta a coronar. 
 
CORO    Vieni a pugnar signore, 
    Ci guida a trionfar. 
    (sul finir del duetto la musica indicherà un  
    lontano crescente tumulto) 
 
MAOMETTO   Ma… qual tumulto ascolto?  Olà! 
    (entrano alcune guardie con Selim) 
        Che avvenne? 
 
SELIMO   Signor, non liete nuove io reco.427 
 
 
ANNA:  Let me fly to my father: to save him, and then… to die.  
MAOMETTO:  The conquering lover approaches you for your coronation.  
CHORUS [OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS]:  Come to battle, sir, guide us to 
victory.  (At the end of the duet, the music indicates a distant, growing tumult.)   

                                                
427 Maometto Secondo / Melodramma serio / Da Rappresentarsi / Nel Teatro della M. 
I. N. E. L. / Città di Palma / l’anno 1827 (Palma, 1827), 33 (II, ii).  To judge from the 
printed libretto, this revival for Palma de Mallorca also combined the new Scena e 
Terzetto (N. 10) for Calbo, Erisso and Maometto which Rossini wrote for Venice with 
most of the Neapolitan scene it replaced, the Scena e Terzettino for Anna, Calbo and 
Erisso. 
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MAOMETTO:  But… what is the tumult I hear?  Hey!  (A few guards enter 
with SELIMO.)  What is going on?  SELIMO:  Sir, I bring unhappy news. 
   

 

Most of Selimo’s recitative was cut.428  However, the actor playing Selimo in 

the revival for Milan (Lodovico Bonoldi) fared better.  While there were cuts to the 

more extensive recitatives for Erisso, Maometto and Anna in Milan, Selimo’s lines 

were all preserved.429  Moreover, in Act II, Selimo picks up a short solo in lyric verse 

(his only such solo in any of the versions of the opera).  In the printed libretto, where 

Maometto presents Anna with the signet ring, explaining that she has become the 

“arbiter” of the fate of her father, there is a new stage direction, indicating that she 

leaves (“Anna parte precipitosamente”).  The ritornello of Maometto’s aria, in which 

(elsewhere) Anna had shared with the theatre audience the moment in which she 

realized what she had to do, is re-assigned to Selimo:  

 
 
SELIM   Qual voce celeste  (a parte) 
    Al cor gli ragiona? 
    Qual foco l’investe, 
    E a compier lo sprona   

Bell’opra d’onor?  
(partono sollecitamente)430 

 
 

                                                
428 All but three verses of Selimo’s recitative in this scene were cut for Palma de 
Mallorca.  The last seven verses of Maometto’s recitative were also cut, the same cut 
which was made in Milan (from “E del fratel pur anco: e obbedienti” through “Non io 
più allor… ma parlerebbe il brando”).  Maometto Secondo (Palma, 1827), 33-34 (II, 
ii).  
429 For Milan, the role of Erisso was sung by Claudio Bonoldi (1783-1846), a tenor 
who created roles for Rossini in Sigismondo, Armida and Bianca e Falliero.  On 
several occasions (c. 1820) Lodovico Bonoldi took secondo tenore roles in operas in 
which Claudio Bonoldi took a principal role.    
430 Maometto Secondo / Melodramma serio / Da Rappresentarsi / Nell’I. R. Teatro 
alla Scala / l’autunno dell’anno 1824 (Milan, 1824), 33 (II, ii). 
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SELIMO:  (to himself)  What celestial voice speaks to his heart?  What fire 
invests him, and spurs him on to complete the great work of honour?  (They 
leave swiftly.)  
 

 

Anna had described a divine voice which addressed her.  In Milan, Selimo infers that a 

divine voice is addressing Maometto, as he rallies himself to lead the Ottoman army 

back into battle.  Most of the revisions to Anna’s part in Milan were substitutions.  In 

the case of the ritornello given to Selimo, a production in which Rossini was not 

involved reflected a practice that would prove much more important in Rossini’s own 

revisions for Le siège de Corinthe, according to which music originally written for the 

Neapolitan Anna is re-assigned to other characters. 

In Le siège de Corinthe, the device of the signet ring disappears, as does the 

conceit that Pamyra has the principal role in allowing or aiding the Greek leaders to 

rejoin their remaining troops.  In Naples, Anna’s explanation of the signet ring and her 

wish to marry to Calbo are the culmination of the scena in the Scena e Terzettino (N. 

10),  a scene Anna dominates.  In Le siège de Corinthe, Pamyra has only one card to 

play in order to placate her father—to declare her willingness to marry Néocles.  

Pamyra’s verses dwindle away to reiterating “Mon père,” and to calling her father’s 

attention to the postural show.  Pamyra’s capacity for speech is reduced to this—to 

declaring her subordination—while Cléomène spells out for her the lurid imaginary 

scene of her wedding the next day amongst the severed heads of the defeated Greeks:   

 
CLÉOMÈNE   Ciel… que vois-je? 
 
PAMYRA   Elle expire à vos pieds qu’elle embrasse. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Que me veux-tu, perfide?  Et quel est ton 
        dessein? 
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PAMYRA   Mon père….. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE     Quelle est ta famille? 
    Je fus père autre fois, mais je n’ai plus de fille. 
    Dans le camp d’un barbare, elle a porté ses pas. 
 
PAMYRA   Elle est à vos genoux. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE     Je ne l’apperçois pas. 
    Je n’y vois qu’un objet dont l’impure faiblesse, 
    D’une honte éternelle a couvert ma viellesse. 
    Et qui pour me fléchir, feignant un vain remords: 
    Vient jusqu’en ces tombeaux déshonorer ma  
        mort. 
    Fuis; nos tyrans redemandent. 
    Au serail du vainqueur les voluptés t’attendent. 
    Embrasés par nos mains, nos palais, nos 
        tombeaux.  
    A ton affreux hymen serviront de flambeaux, 
    Et ton regard demain dans la pompe des fêtes, 
    Au bout d’un fer sanglant, verra passer nos têtes. 
    Va couronner ton front d’un opprobre éclatant. 
    Fuis.  Quitte ces tombeaux, ou j’en sors à  
        l’instant. 
 
PAMYRA   Mon père… 

 
NÉOLCLES     Ayez pitié de sa douleur mortelle. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Loin de ces murs sacrés qu’elle porte ses pas. 
 
PAMYRA   Qui vient pour y mourir ne les quittera pas. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Y mourir!  La patrie éxile une infèdele. 
    Il faut pour ce trépas des ames dignes d’elle. 
    Esclave d’un tyran, de quel front oses-tu 
    Reclâmer des honneurs gardés à la vertu? 
    Ton execrable amour…  
      
PAMYRA      Il expire en mon âme. 
    La patrie, en mourant, m’épure de sa flamme. 
 
NÉOCLES   Eh bien! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE    S’il était vrai, si digne encor de moi,  
    Tu jurais d’étouffer la flamme criminelle… 
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PAMYRA   Devant la tombe maternelle,  
    À Néocles, je viens donner ma foi. 
 
NÉOCLES   Ciel! 
 
PAMYRA    Trompons un tyran dans sa fureur  
        jalouse. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Mes enfans!.. 
 
NÉOCLES     Pamyra! 
 
PAMYRA      Sans autels, ni flambeaux, 
    Que j’emporte au cercueil le nom de ton épouse. 
 
NÉOCLES   Que le char du vainqueur passe entre nos  
        tombeaux. 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Venez, venez, tous deux, que ma main vous  
        bénisse.  

Ce tombeau pour autel… qu’un père vous  
unisse.431 

 
 
CLÉOMÈNE:  Heavens… what do I see?  PAMYRA:  She dies at your feet, 
which she embraces.  CLÉOMÈNE:  What do you wish of me, perfidious 
woman?  And what is your scheme?  PAMYRA:  My father…  CLÉOMÈNE:  
Which one is your family?  I was a father, once, but I no longer have a 
daughter.  She took herself into the camp of a barbarian.  PAMYRA:  She is by 
your knees.  CLÉOMÈNE:  I do not see her.  I see there only the object of an 
impure weakness, who has covered my old age with an eternal shame.  And 
who, to sway me, feigns remorse: she comes amongst these tombs to dishonour 
my death.  Go; our tyrants ask [you back].  Delights await you in the 
conqueror’s harem.  Alit by our hands, our palace and our mausoleum will 
serve as the festive torches for your ghastly wedding.  And tomorrow, in the 
midst of the celebrations, your face, at the end of a bloody sword, will come to 
pass our [severed] heads.  Go, to crown your brow with a glittering disgrace!  
Go!  Quit these tombs, or I will go myself in an instant!  PAMYRA:  My 
father…  NÉOCLES:  Have pity on her mortal sorrow!  CLÉOMÈNE:  May 
her steps take her far from these sacred walls.  PAMYRA:  [The one] who has 
come to die here will not leave [these sacred walls].  CLÉOMÈNE:  To die 
here!  The nation exiles a faithless woman!  [The nation] must have for such a 
death souls which are worthy of it.  [You,] the slave of a tyrant, with what face 
do you dare to claim the honours resereved for the virtuous?  Your filthy 
love…  PAMYRA:  It has expired in my soul.  The dying nation has cleansed 

                                                
431 III, iv-v. 
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me with its flame.  NÉOCLES:  So then…  CLÉOMÈNE:  If it were true, if 
you are still worthy of me, were you to swear to extinguish that criminal 
affection… PAMYRA:  Before my mother’s grave, I wish to take my vows 
with Néocles.  NÉOCLES:  Heavens!  PAMYRA:  Let us deceive a tyrant in 
his jealous fury.  CLÉOMÈNE:  My children!…  NÉOCLES:  Pamyra!  
PAMYRA:  Without altars, without wedding torches, so I may carry into the 
grave the name of your wife.  NÉOCLES:  May the chariot of the conqueror 
pass between our tombs.  CLÉOMÈNE:  Come, come, both of you, so my 
hand may bless you.  This tomb for an altar… so that a father may unite you. 
 

  

In Naples, this scene enacts an exchange of articulacy between Erisso and Anna.  In 

Naples, there still remains a great deal for Anna to say.  In Paris, that isn’t the case, as 

most of the remaining discourse of the opera is organized around the prophecies of the 

patriarch Hiéros, who fills the stage-time which in Naples had been given to Anna.432 

 Although Anna’s heroic action is rescinded in Le siège de Corinthe, the music 

that underscored her inspiration returns.  In Paris, it returns in the concluding section 

of the Scène, Duo et Choeur (N. 7), underscoring the arrival of celebrants to the 

wedding festivities:   

 
CHOEUR, OMAR  La fête d’hyménée 
    Nous assemble en ces lieux. 
    Ô chaîne fortunée! 
    Transports délicieux! 
    Quelle heureuse journée! 
    Tout sourit à ses voeux. 
      
PAMYRA   Ô comble de misère! 
 
MAHOMET   Calme ta peine amère! 
 
PAMYRA   Ô malheureux transport! 
 

                                                
432 In Naples, at the close of the Scena e Terzettino (N. 10, “In questi estremi istanti”), 
Erisso and Calbo leave Anna alone on stage; the finale secondo follows.  In Paris, 
when the Scène et Trio (N. 13, “Celeste providence”) ends, Hiéros arrives just as 
Néocles and Cléomène are about to depart, bringing with him “followers of Adraste 
and Ismène, women, young girls and Greek warriors.”  
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MAHOMET   Partage un doux transport! 
 
PAMYRA   Affreuse destinée! 
 
MAHOMET   Ô chaîne fortunée! 
 
PAMYRA   Le ciel maudit mes feux. 
 
MAHOMET   Le ciel comble mes voeux.433 
 
 
CHORUS and OMAR:  The wedding celebration summons us here, to this 
place.  Oh, fortunate union!  What delightful transports!  Such a happy day!  
Everything smiles upon their wishes!  PAMYRA:  O, depths of misery!  
MAHOMET:  Calm your bitter struggle!  PAMYRA:  O unfortunate 
transports!  MAHOMET:  Share in a sweet transport!  PAMYRA:  A wretched 
fate!  MAHOMET:  Oh, fortunate union!  PAMYRA:  Heaven curses my fate 
[my future].  MAHOMET:  Heaven fulfills my wishes. 
   

 

Gossett points out that this section (an Allegro vivace for Paris) “is clearly derived 

from the Venetian, and not the Neapolitan version of the opera.”  He does not spell out 

his reasons for saying so, but among the most striking common features between the 

Venetian and Parisian versions is the initial reduction of the vocal parts to short, 

homorhythmic interjections (See Example §4-6).434  In Naples, this texture only 

appears in Maometto’s first section within the cabaletta, when he orders an Ottoman 

soldier to give him the Ottoman standard, calling attention to his intent to lead the 

army back into battle (“L’invitto vessillo / Mi porgi, guerriero”; see Example §4-7). 

 The inspiration scene in Naples leaves one other distorted trace in Le siège de 

Corinthe.  While the Neapolitan Anna is in the grip of an ambivalent emotion, her 

loyalty is never at issue, as Calbo maintains to Erisso more than once.  In Le siège de 

Corinthe Pamyra appears to vacillate between conflicting, simpler emotions.  In the 

                                                
433 II, iii. 
434 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 463 and 475.   
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chaos of the renewed fighting which disrupts the celebrations before her wedding, 

Pamyra hears a male voice call her name, and she has a conversion experience, an 

echo of the inspiration experience Anna describes.  Pamyra is cleansed, but not set on 

a path towards civic action: 

 
OMAR   Entends au loin le cri d’alarmes. 
    Les vierges sur ces murs se mêlent aux soldats. 
    Regarde, regarde. 
 
    (Le rideau du fond se lêve, et laisse voir la  
    citadelle couverte de femmes et de guerriers  
    armés.) 
 
NÉOCLES    Quel spectacle! 
 
PAMYRA      Ô remords! 
 
MAHOMET        Ô délire! 
 
CLÉOMÈNE   Pamyra.      
 
PAMYRA    Ah, je t’entends et mon amour expire.435 
 
 
OMAR:  Hear in the distance the cries of alarm.  Young women are mixed in 
with the soldiers on the walls.  Look, look.  (The upstage curtain is raised, and 
one can see the Citadel, covered by women and armed warriors.)  NÉOCLES:  
What a spectacle!  PAMYRA:  O remorse!  MAHOMET:  O delirium!  
CLÉOMÈNE:  Pamyra.  PAMYRA:  Ah, I hear you, and my love [for 
Maometto] expires.    

 

 

In the livret, Néocles calls out “Pamyra.”  In the orchestral score, and in Bassi’s Italian 

translation, the call is assigned to Cléomène, coming from off-stage (“di dentro” in the 

Ricordi piano-vocal score).436  (See Example §4-8.)  Where the Neapolitan Anna had 

claimed to hear a divine voice “spurring her on to the great work of honour,” 

                                                
435 II, v. 
436 The Ricordi piano-vocal score of L’assedio di Corinto (rpt 1949) credits Bassi.  
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Pamyra—and everyone else on the Parisian stage—hears her father call out her name, 

reducing inspiration and divine address to a familiar and inscrutable kernel of filial 

compliance. 

 

 

7.  “Non temer: d’un basso affetto” (Naples, Act II, scene iii) 

 

There are two places in the Neapolitan libretto where the opera approached the 

central scene of the story as it appeared in Sagredo’s seventeenth-century account, the 

scene of the stalwart Christian daughter refusing the temptations offered to her by 

Maometto.  Calbo’s cavatina is one of them: 

 
CALBO   Non temer: d’un basso affetto 
    Non fu mai quel cor capace. 
    Né saprebbe la sua pace 
    Mai comprar con la viltà. 
 
    Del periglio al fiero aspetto 
    Ella intrepida già parmi 
    Impugnar lo scudo e l’armi 
    D’una bella fedeltà. 
 
    E d’un trono alla speranza 
    Dir, con placida sembianza, 
    Basso affetto 
    Nel mio petto 
    Nido aver non mai potrà.437 
 
 
CALBO:  Do not be afraid: [Anna’s] heart has never been capable of baseness.  
Neither would her tranquility ever corrupt itself with vileness.  In the haughty 
face of peril, she seemed to me (already fearless) to grasp the shield and the 
weapons of a beautiful faithfulness.  And, at the prospect of a throne, to say, 

                                                
437 II, iii. 
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with a placid semblance, “Baseness, in my breast, will never be able to have a 
home.” 
 

 

In the aria text, Calbo’s closing conceit is to switch to speaking in Anna’s voice in the 

first person.  When the impersonation begins, Rossini does not invoke the sound of 

Anna’s voice: instead, he invokes a characteristic sound of a mezzo-soprano, a 

sustained descending melody demonstrating the descent into chest register.  Calbo 

sounds most himself when he purports to mimic Anna.  (See Example §4-9.)  In the 

revision history of the opera, this moment of timbral play has an ironic future.  In 

Paris, Calbo’s cavatina is not sung by his narrative counterpart, Néocles.  Instead, part 

of the cavatina is re-assigned to Pamyra.  What Calbo imagined Anna to have said in 

Naples, Pamyra sings in Paris—at least, she does so in part, singing some of Calbo’s 

music, but none of his words.    

 The opening of the second act of Le siège de Corinthe is one of two places in 

the opera where the confusion and disorder of the sources about basic elements of the 

scene create the most glaring difficulties.  At or near the top of the act, there is a new 

pastiche Air for Pamyra, preceded by a scène of thirteen verses for Pamyra which is 

essentially the same in the livret and the printed orchestral score.  Part of Calbo’s 

cavatina wound up as part of the cabaletta of the new pastiche aria.438  There is a 

women’s chorus on stage with Pamyra, but it is not clear who they are to represent.  In 

the livret, the stage direction indicates that they are “femmes turques,” and in two of 

the piano-vocal scores that Gossett lists among the important musical sources for the 

opera, the second act begins with a ballade for Pamyra’s “confidant” Ismène and 

                                                
438 For a summary of the musical materials Rossini re-used in Pamyra’s aria, see 
Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 474. 
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women’s chorus, “L’hymen lui donne” (“Marriage gives to her”).  The ballade is 

fashioned from the coretto from Ermione.  In these two sources, Pamyra’s aria 

follows.439  In other musical sources for Le siège de Corinthe, the ballade appears 

later, as the first piece in the divertissement, where the message of the chorus is a 

simple one in support of the marriage (“Come, young Queen, calm your fears.  Be the 

sovereign of this place,” and then, “Far from concern, taste the charms of a tender 

love”).440  The choral stanzas within Pamyra’s aria (as the aria appears in the livret) 

take a similar line.  The women encourage Pamyra to use her place in Mahomet’s 

affections to restore Greece’s fortunes:   

 
PAMYRA   O patrie infortunée! 
    Quelle affreuse déstinée! 
    Ah! de gloire environée, 
    Je voudrais briser tes fers. 
 
CHOEUR   (à Pamyra) 
 
    De la Grèce infortunée 
    Tu déplores les revers; 
    Mais, de gloire environée, 
    Tu pourras briser ses fers. 
 
PAMYRA   Du séjour de la lumière, 
    Daigne hélas! ma tendre mère, 
    Daigne accueillir ma prière, 
    Et veiller sur mon destin. 
 
CHOEUR   Ah! dissipe ton chagrin! 
    Il vient… couronne sa tendresse, 
    Et ne verse plus de pleurs; 
    Monte au trône, sauve la Grèce, 
    Mets un terme à ses malheurs. 
 
 

                                                
439 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 475.   
440 “Viens jeune Reine / Calme ta peine. / Sois souveraine / De ce séjour,” and “Loin 
des alarmes / Goûter les charmes / D’un tendre amour.”   
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PAMYRA   Mais après un long orage, 
    A l’abri de l’esclavage, 
    Ma patrie… ô doux présage! 
    Reverra ses plus beaux jours. 
 
CHOEUR   Du trône il offre le partage, 
    À l’objet de ses amours: 
    À la Grèce, apres l’orage, 
    Il peut rendre ses beaux jours.441 
     
 
PAMYRA:  O unfortunate nation!  What a gruesome destiny!  Ah, surrounded 
by glory, I would like to break your chains.  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  You 
deplore the reversals of unfortunate Greece; but, surrounded by glory, you will 
be able to break its chains.  PAMYRA:  From the place of light, deign—
alas!—my tender mother, deign to receive my prayer, and watch over my 
destiny.  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  Ah!  May your chagrin fade!  He is 
coming… crown his tenderness, and do not turn to tears; mount the throne, 
save Greece, and put an end to its misfortunes.  PAMYRA:  Yet after a long 
storm, out of the shelter of subjugation, my nation… oh, sweet omen!  Its most 
beautiful days will return.  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  He offers to share the 
throne with the object of his love: after the storm, he can restore Greece to its 
most beautfiul days.   
 

 

The initial stanza for Pamyra and the initial stanza for the chorus do not appear in the 

printed orchestral score; these are the stanzas in which Pamyra expresses a wish to 

free Greece from its servitude, and the chorus tells her she will be able to do this.  

These stanzas are not replaced or altered in the printed orchestral score—only 

omitted.442   

                                                
441 II, i.  
442 Gossett reports that two sources include an initial Maestoso movement within 
Pamyra’s aria, an adaptation of Anna Erisso’s Maestoso movement (presumably, “Sì, 
ferite: il chieggo, il merto”) within the Finale secondo (N. 11) of the Neapolitan 
Maometto secondo.  These are the same two secondary sources (piano-vocal scores 
published by Troupenas and Breitkopf & Härtel) in which the ballade for Ismène and 
the women’s chorus appears at the top of Act II.  Gossett does not mention the text of 
the Maestoso in the two piano-vocal scores in which it appears, but he suggests that 
the “omission [of the Maestoso] destroys the tonal balance of the composition.”  
Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 474 and 480.  In a printed livret for a production of Le 
siège de Corinthe in Brussels in Jan. 1827, the ballade appears at the top of Act II, as 
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The more conspicuous discrepancies in Pamyra’s aria between the livret and 

the printed orchestral score are in the second and third stanzas for the chorus.  In the 

livret, Pamyra refers to “ma patrie,” but the chorus does not, even as they speak of 

Mahomet and, indirectly Pamyra, as having the power to restore Greece’s fortune.  In 

the printed orchestral score, their allegiance is not ambiguous: they speak of the 

approaching death of their brothers, and the end of their nation.  Moreover, the 

encouragement to marry is gone.  The women no longer speak of Mahomet at all, and 

instead, they emphasize Pamyra’s constancy and the role of the divine in aiding 

Greece:   

 
PAMYRA   Du séjour de la lumière 
    Daigne hélas! ma tendre mère, 
    Accueillir ma prière, 
    Et veiller sur mon destin. 
 
CHOEUR   Quel bruit ah contre la furie, 
    Rien ne peut nous secourir. 
    Ô mes frères! ô ma patrie! 
    L’heure approche, il faut mourir.  
 
PAMYRA   Mais après un long orage, 
    A l’abri de l’esclavage, 
    Ma patrie… ô doux présage! 
    Reverra ses plus beaux jours. 
 
CHOEUR   Tant de constance et de courage 
    Grand Dieu mérite ton secours; 
    A la Grèce, ô doux présage, 
    Tu rendras ses plus beaux jours.443  
 
 
PAMYRA:  From the place of light—alas—my tender mother, deign to receive 
my prayer, and watch over my destiny.  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  What a 

                                                                                                                                       
it does in the Troupenas and Breitkopf & Härtel piano-vocal scores; Pamyra’s four-
verse stanza (“O patrie infortunée!”) appears in the Brussels livret as the first lyric 
stanza.  Le siège de Corinthe (Bruxelles, 1827).   
443 II, i. 
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sound!  Against the fury, nothing can help us.  O my brothers!  O my nation!  
The time is approaching, and we must die.  PAMYRA:  Yet after a long storm, 
out of the shelter of subjugation, my nation… oh, sweet omen!  Its most 
beautiful days will return.  CHORUS [OF WOMEN]:  Such fidelity and 
courage, great God, merits your aid; to Greece—o sweet omen—you will 
restore its most beautiful days. 

 

 

Rossini sets the first stanza for the chorus (“Quel bruit ah contre la furie”) as a 

tempo di mezzo between Pamyra’s two stanzas, and their second stanza (“Tant de 

constance et de courage”) as a ritornello within her cabaletta.  Despite the broad 

differences between the texts for the chorus in the livret and the printed orchestral 

score, Pamyra’s stanzas do not change.  The words and music of Pamyra’s first stanza 

(“Du séjour de la lumière”) are derived from the Neapolitan Andantino, “Madre, a te 

che sull’Empiro,” in which Anna Erisso dedicates “the final breath of a faithful soul” 

to her mother in heaven.  Anna’s mother and her mother’s grave are important 

elements in the Neapolitan Maometto secondo, and in its original context, the 

Andantino is sung beside the mother’s tomb.  In Le siège de Corinthe, the revised 

Andantino is the first mention of Pamyra’s mother, and there are only two others: 

within his soliloquy (the Air N. 12, “Grand Dieu! faut-il qu’un peuple qui t’adore”), 

Néocles remarks unbidden (ostensibly in the midst of a prayer) that Pamyra has 

submitted to “the laws of her father” and fled her “horrible nuptials,” “near to the 

tomb of her mother.”444  Pamyra mentions the tomb of her mother when she tells her 

father that she wishes to marry Néocles.     

                                                
444 “Près de l’urne de sa mère / En ce séjour ténébreux / Soumise aux loix [sic] d’un 
père / Elle fuit d’horribles noeuds.” (“Near the tomb of her mother, in this place of 
shadows, she submitted to her father’s law, she flees her horrible nuptials.”)  III, iii. 
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The music of Pamyra’s second stanza (“Mais après un long orage”) is derived 

from Calbo’s cavatina.  Its verses reflect both the consolation Calbo sought to give 

Erisso, as well as the most famous of the new scenes Rossini wrote for Le siège de 

Corinthe—the “bénédiction des drapeaux” and Hiéros’s prophecy.  Within the 

unsettled and conflicting materials for this scene, Pamyra is either “constant,” as the 

chorus of the orchestral score suggests, or non-responsive, indifferent to what is said 

around her and to her in various versions of the on-stage world.  Whatever the chorus 

sings, Pamyra’s words remain more or less the same.  The fact that her words do not 

change as she is shunted from one on-stage conversation to another is a sign of the 

collapse of Anna’s status and competence as a speaker in the Parisian revision. 

 

 

8.  “Pregan nel tempio le mie dolci amiche” (Naples, Act II, scene v) 

 

In Naples, the off-stage preghiera for women’s chorus within the multipartite 

Scena e finale secondo (N. 11) was itself multipartite.  Anna’s recitative (“Alfin 

compiuta è una metà dell’opra”) is suspended when the first verse of the preghiera 

begins, and resumes when the first verse ends (“Ferve dunque la pugna… Ah! vinca il 

padre”).  Anna stops again when the preghiera resumes, and she returns to recitative 

one it finishes (“Taccion le preci omai.  Chi sa che avvenne?”)  During each verse of 

the preghiera, Anna remarks that her friends are praying, an overlapping of recitative 

and lyric verse found nowhere else in Rossini. 

Some version of this scene figures in all of the later productions considered 

here.  The printed librettos for Milan and Palma de Mallorca include both verses of the 
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off-stage preghiera, while Venice, Barcelona and Cadiz include only one.  Anna’s 

single line of recitative (“Pregan nel tempio le mie dolci amiche”) is preserved in 

Venice, Milan and Palma de Mallorca, but this line is missing in Barcelona and Cadiz.  

In Barcelona and Cadiz, the printed librettos imply that their productions shied away 

from the unusual complexities of the scene.  In Barcelona, Anna’s recitative at the top 

of the scena (“Alfin compiuta è una metà dell’opra”) is cut, and the scene begins with 

the off-stage preghiera.  The stage direction combines the two directions which had 

framed Anna’s opening recitative in Naples: 

 
    (Anna, consternata [sic] e taciturna, va a sedere  
    sulla tomba materna.  Breve silenzio.  Ascoltasi  
    ad un tratto su nel tempio il seguente:) 
 
CORO DI DONNE  Nume, cui ’l Sole è trono, 
    Nume, cui brando è il tuono, 
    Il fulmine, deh! accendi: 
    I figli tuoi difendi: 
    Rivolgi ad essi il ciglio 
    Nell’ultimo periglio, 
    E un soffio struggitor 
    Disperda il vincitor. 
 
ANNA    Taccion le preci omai.  Chi sa che avvenne? 
    Chi sa se vinse il Genitor?… che parlo! 
    Stolta! chi sa s’ei prima il salvo 
    Col mio sposo non giunse?…445 
 
 
(Anna, overwhelmed and taciturn, goes to sit upon her mother’s tomb.  A brief 
silence.  Suddenly, from the temple above, one can hear the following 
[prayer]:)  CHORUS OF WOMEN:  God, whose throne is the sun, God, whose 
sword is the thunder, ah, may [your] lightning strike; defend your children: 
turn your gaze towards [your children] in [their] great peril.  And may a breath 
of the one who yearns disperse the conqueror. 
 

 

The printed libretto for Cadiz follows these same cuts.    
                                                
445 Maometto II (Barcelona, 1827), 33; II, v. 
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For Le siège de Corinthe, the device of the off-stage prayer coupled with the 

solitary on-stage audience was carried forward, but instead of Pamyra, Rossini and his 

librettists placed Néocles on stage, alone in the subterranean space amongst the tombs 

as Anna had been in Naples.  At the top of Act III, Néocles encounters another Greek 

warriror, Adraste, in the crypt beneath the temple.  Néocles and Pamyra fled the chaos 

of the disrupted wedding festivities at the end of Act II, and have returned to the Greek 

camp.  Although Pamyra is not with him at the moment, Néocles asks Adratse to tell 

her father that he has brought Pamyra with him.  Adraste leaves, and a moment later, 

the off-stage prière begins: 

 
NÉOCLES   De mon retour avertis Cléomène. 
    Sa fille revient parmi nous. 

Sa fille qu’en ces murs Néocles lui ramène, 
  Lui demande en pleurant d’embrasser ses  

    genoux. 
(Adraste sort.) 

    Les destins ont trompé notre attente. 
    Un grand peuple périt opprimé. 
    Mais fuyant une chaine insultante, 
    Chez les morts il descend tout armé. 
    (On entend au-dessus de la voûte le chant des 
    filles grecques.) 

Ciel! écoutons. 
 
CHOEUR   O toi que je revère, 
    Vers la céleste sphère 
    J’éleve ma prière. 
    O toi que je revère, 
    Écoute ma prière. 
 
NÉOCLES   Qu’entend-je? Pamyra, du fond du sanctuaire.
    Au ciel, avec ses soeurs, éleve sa prière. 
 
CHOEUR   Grand Dieu lance le tonnere, 
    Sur la race sanguinante, 
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    De ces ennemis cruels   
    Qui menacent tes autels.446  
 
 
NÉOCLES:  [to Adraste]  Advise Cléomène of my return.  His daughter has 
come back among us.  His daughter, whom Néocles has brought back within 
these walls, she asks him, weeping, if she may embrace his knees.  (Adraste 
leaves.)  The Fates have betrayed our hopes; a great people dies oppressed.  
But, fleeing insulting chains, it descends among the dead, well-armed.  (One 
hears from above the vaults the singing of the Greek women.)  CHORUS [OF 
GREEK WOMEN]:  O you whom I revere, towards the celestial sphere I raise 
my prayer!  O you whom I revere, hear my prayer.  NÉOCLES:  What do I 
hear!  Pamyra, from the heart of the sanctuary, with her sisters, raises her 
prayer to Heaven.  CHORUS [OF GREEK WOMEN]:  Great God, hurl 
thunderbolts at this blood-thirsty race, at the cruel enemies who menace Your 
altars. 

 
 

Where Anna’s single line of recitative was modest, Néocles’s couplet casts a heroic 

shadow over the sounds of the off-stage prière.  (See Examples §4-10 and §4-11.)  His 

situation is different from hers: there are no stakes within the on-stage world whether 

he responds to the prière or not.  His silence would not demonstrate anything.  

Néocles is freer to engage in merely theatrical song, and some of the material that he 

has (and Anna did not have) is derived from Rossini’s 1824 cantata Il pianto delle 

Muse, in morte di Lord Byron, itself an intermediate revision of the Neapolitan off-

stage preghiera.447  (See Example §4-12.)   

There is some irony in this revision.  In Naples, Anna was on stage, and not 

singing in prayer with the others.  One of the functions of the scene in Naples is to 

show her choice in the theatre.  In Paris, Pamyra is not on stage, and in the printed 
                                                
446 The stage directions in this excerpt are carried over from the livret; they do not 
appear in the Troupenas orchestral score; III, iii.  
447 The cantata is scored for tenor soloist, two supporting solo trios (SSS and TTB), 
chorus and piano.  In his scene, Néocles has a much more prominent part than the 
Neapolitan Anna did in hers, but he has a much more modest part than the one 
assigned to Apollo lamenting the death of Byron.  Richard Osborne mentions the 
borrowing.  See Osborne, Rossini (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 89-90.  
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orchestral score, there is no part written for her, and yet Néocles is able to insist that 

he can hear Pamyra amongst the others, “raising her prayer to Heaven.”  What in 

Naples served to show the theatre audience the distance between Anna and the other 

women is repurposed in Paris to assert without other evidence her inconspicuous 

membership in a well-regulated, normative group. 

 

 

9.  Anna’s monologue, “Vinto i Veneti han dunque?” (Naples, Act II, scene v) 

 

The Neapolitan and Venetian versions of the opera diverge after the off-stage 

preghiera ends.  In Naples, the women of Negroponte descend into the subterranean 

chamber to report the Venetian victory, and the general knowledge of her role in the 

victory.  Anna rejects their advice to flee, telling them to “save such advice for 

cowards.”  This monologue is underscored by an orchestral crescendo, realizing an 

unambiguous moment of prominent public speech for Anna.  Anna’s monologue 

appears unchanged in the printed librettos for Milan, Cadiz, Barcelona and Palma de 

Mallorca.  In Naples, Cadiz and Palma de Mallorca, this monologue is Anna’s reply to 

the twenty-verse entrance chorus for the women, “Sventurata! fuggir sol ti resta” 

(“Unfortunate woman!  Only flight remains for you”).  In Barcelona, the women enter, 

but the chorus is cut, leaving Anna to “answer” them before they can speak.  In Milan, 

Anna’s monologue is a response to a new, shorter chorus for the women.448  

                                                
448 The entrance chorus for the women in Milan has only six decasillabi: “Oh 
sventura! oh crudele periglio! / Anna, fuggi, te cercan gl’infidi: / Te cagione del loro 
scompiglio / Accusando con barbari gridi, / Nel tuo sangue minaccian punir / La 
vittoria del veneto ardir” (“Oh, unfortunate woman!  Oh cruel peril!  Anna, flee, the 
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In the Venetian revision, the women do not call out to Anna, and they have no 

entrance chorus, and so the occasion for this monologue (“Vinto i Veneti han 

dunque?”) disappears.  In its place, Anna has a different monologue, in which she cuts 

a far less confident figure.  Where the Neapolitan Anna had stood fearlessly before the 

women (and later the Ottoman soldiers and Maometto), the Venetian Anna gathers the 

other women around her, calling for their support.  Her speech is largely a string of 

short interjections as she reacts to the immediate events of the ongoing battle:     

 
ANNA    I puri voti accogli… 
    (Colpi di cannone, fragor di battaglia al di fuori) 
    Pietoso Ciel… ma, qual fragor!… d’intorno 
    Questo feral soggiorno 
    Scosso rimbomba al fulminar dei bronzi 
    Sterminatori… Ferve già, vicina 
    È la pugna… e chi sa!… là il padre mio… 
    (Agitata) 
    E Calbo… forse!… in qual periglio!… Oh  

Dio!… 
    (Le donne spaventate discendono e accorrono ad  
    Anna) 
    Che angustia! — Amiche, ah! mi reggete.  Il core 
    È oppresso!… qual terrore!… 
    (Qualche sasso in prospetto va crollando)  
    Il tempio crolla… chi mai vinse! — Un ferro 
    (Deliberata) 
    In ogni evento mi rimane ancora: 
    Pria che ceder — a un perfido — si mora — 
    (Si mette in mezzo alle donne.  Il tempio va  
    crollando a colpi di cannone e lascia vedere 
    parte di Negroponte)449 
 
 
ANNA:  Merciful Heaven, you receive pure vows… (the sounds of cannons 
and battle outside)  But, what sounds!… within this wild, shaken place peal 

                                                                                                                                       
infidels are looking for you: they accuse you with barbarous cries to be the cause of 
their disarray, [and] they threaten to punish the victory of the ardent Venetians in your 
blood.”)  The women’s chorus in Naples gives details of Venetian victory; the chorus 
in Milan does not.     
449 II, vii. 
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the blows of the exterminating cannons… Already in full swing, the battle is 
near… and who knows!… my father is there… (agitated) And Calbo… 
perhaps!… in danger!… Oh God!… (The women, terrified, descend [into the 
subterranean chamber] and rush over to Anna) What anguish! — Friends, ah! 
support me.  My heart is oppressed!… What terror!… (A few stones of the 
temple façade crumble)  The temple crumbles… who has won! — In any event 
(deliberately) a dagger yet remains to me: before ceding — to a perfidious man 
— one may die — (She puts herself in the midst of the women.  The temple 
walls collapse from cannon-fire, and one may see part of Negroponte) 
   

 

Emanuele calls attention to the gap between the “cold determination” Anna displays in 

Naples and the “rather embarrassing confusion” she does in this new scena in Venice, 

but he underscores only the local consequences, suggesting that the changes in her 

way of speaking are there “probably in order to render the idea of a growing panic, of 

[the] dread and suspense necessary to calibrate well the effect of the final scene with 

the collapse of the temple walls.”450  The scoring is for string orchestra throughout.  

While Gossett pointed out that this scena was newly composed for Venice, one of the 

three recurring accompanimental ideas is clearly derived from the brief soliloquy in 

Act I, “Che avvenne?.. oh Dio!.. Lo strepito.”451  However, where Rossini carried 

forward the earlier accompanimental material in the new scena for Venice, he thinned 

its fuller, initial scoring.  (See Examples §§4-13 and 4-14.)  In Venice, the effect of 

returning to the full orchestra is held in reserve, until the rondò finale borrowed from 

La donna del lago begins.  Rossini did not use the full orchestra during the new scena, 

despite the fact, in the Act I soliloquy, his arrangement of much of the music already 

existed.  He did not use the wider orchestra to accompany the Venetian Anna here, to 

convey her inarticulacy, to amplify her public voice, or to evoke the unseen forces 

around her.  
                                                
450 Emanuele, L’ultima stagione italiana, 184. 
451 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 464. 
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10.  “Quella morte che s’avanza” (Naples, Act II, scene v) 

 

None of the music of this section of the Finale secondo in Naples appears in 

the Venetian revision.  With the disappearance of this scene and its music in Venice, 

Anna’s ambivalence and intriguing heteronomy go with it.  If the Venetian ending is a 

happy one, it is at least in part because a different and simpler character has been 

saved.  Nonetheless, the printed libretto for the 1826 revival in Cadiz is the only other 

source in which this Andantino appears.  In the printed librettos for Barcelona and 

Palma de Mallorca, Anna’s monologue (“Vinto i Veneti han dunque?”) is followed 

directly by the off-stage voices (the “strida orribili,” the “horrible screams”) of the 

Ottoman soldiers who have been seeking Anna (“Invan la perfida,” “In vain the 

perfidious woman”).  In Paris, as we indicated above, Pamyra gives what time is left 

to her to prayer, rather than the introspection Anna pursues in Naples.  None of the 

music of the Andantino appears in Le siège de Corinthe.  

 In Milan, the Andantino is replaced by the second of Favelli’s three subsitute 

arias.  The poetic metre and part of the first line of the aria from Le nozze di Don 

Desiderio are carried forward, but the Milanese text is almost entirely re-written.  The 

Milanese text makes a provision for sharing the third stanza with the chorus, recalling 

how in the Neapolitan Andantino Anna’s third quartina coincided with the vocal 

entrance of the women’s chorus.  In Lauretta’s original text, a dialogue in verse begins 

after the first two stanzas: 

 
LAURETTA   Di morte il fiero artiglio 
      Se ti togliea di vita 
      Allor che apristi il ciglio 
      La prima volta al dì; 
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    Or non saresti astretta 
      Da crudo stral ferita, 
      O povera Lauretta! 
      A sospirar così! 
    (si getta sopra un sasso) 
 
BERTA   Oimè! che fu?  Che avvenne? 
     
LAURETTA   Ingiusta!  Deh! lasciatemi. 
 
BERTA   No, cara perdonatemi; 
    Conosco il fallo mio, 
    Sento di voi pietà. 
 
LAURETTA   Trovare invan poss’io 
      Pietade a’ miei martiri; 
      Il cor de’ suoi sospiri 
      Ognor si pascerà. 
 
BERTA   Sperate… 
 
LAURETTA    Qual speranza? 
    (Ah Emilio!) 
 
BERTA    Via, costanza. 
 
LAURETTA   Del mio crudel tormento 
      Capace voi non siete; 
      Credete, il reggo a stento, 
      E non si può spiegar.452 
 
 
LAURETTA:  [to herself] If the fierce claws of death were to take life from 
you, when you opened your eyes first thing in the morning, then you would not 
be forced, by the wound of such a crude [Cupid’s] arrow, o wretched Lauretta, 
to sigh in this way!  (She throws herself into an armchair.)  BERTA:  Alas!  
What was it?  What has happened?  LAURETTA:  Unjust woman!  Leave me 
be.  BERTA:  No, dear, forgive me.  I know my mistake.  I feel pity for you.  
LAURETTA:  In vain do I look for pity on my sorrows; my heart will always 
feed on its sighs.  BERTA:  Do you hope…  LAURETTA:  What hope?  (Ah, 
Emilio.)  BERTA:  Go on, steady there.  LAURETTA:  You are not capable of 
my cruel torment; you believe I bear it with difficulty, and it cannot be 
explained. 

                                                
452 Le nozze di Don Desiderio, (Naples, 1823), 50-51; II, xv-xvi.  Their dialogue 
continues for four verses beyond the end of this excerpt.  Most of the dialogue in Le 
nozze di Don Desiderio is in prose. 
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The proportions of the Neapolitan Andantino (four quartine for the soloist, and one 

quartina for the chorus) also seem to have shaped the borrowed material:   

 
ANNA    Di morte il fiero aspetto 
      Se paventassi adesso 
      Che l’infidele oppresso 
      Spira de’ nostri al pié, 
    Ah! tu saresti astretto, 
      Amato genitore, 
      Del debole mio core 
      Ad arrossir per me. 
 
CORO    Lassa! e perir tu vuoi, 
      Quando salvar ti puoi? 
 
ANNA      Ah! che miglior salute 
      La tomba a me sarà. 
    Trovar non posso altrove 
      Riposo al mio dolore: 
      Così funesto amore 
      Con me sepolcro avrà.453 
 
 
ANNA:  If I were now afraid of the haughty appearance of death, which the 
faithless oppressors breathe at our feet, ah, my beloved father, you would be 
forced to blush on account of the weakness of my heart.  CHORUS:  Ah!  Do 
you wish to perish, when you could be saved?  ANNA:  Ah, the grave will be 
healthier for me.  I cannot find elsewhere repose from my sorrow: such a 
morbid love will be buried with me. 
 
 

The music of the Neapolitan Andantino grapples with the allocutionary ambiguity of 

the aria text, and the aria displays a kind of allocutionary drift: at the outset, it could be 

taken for public speech, but at some point it becomes a private address to the divine.  

The music of the chorus during Anna’s third stanza in Naples illuminated this gap 

between Anna and the other women.  In Milan, the new aria text continues to present 

the basic elements of the Neapolitan narrative: Anna is determined to give a public 

                                                
453 Maometto Secondo, (Milan, 1824), 38; II, vi. 
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performance which will not shame her father, and yet her love for Maometto endures.  

The ambiguous centre of the Neapolitan aria text, though, is abandoned.  When the 

chorus of women speaks in Milan, they ask Anna a direct question which she appears 

to answer; and while Anna in Milan refers briefly to her father in the second person, 

the turn to the divine in the Neapolitan text (“I have bowed my head, oh Heaven, to 

your divine voice; but the wicked and sweet feeling is not extinguished in my heart”) 

and its suggestions of reproach and disappointment is abandoned.  

 Nothing from the Andantino is carried forward for Paris.  There is no moment 

in which Pamyra is alone on stage: instead, when Néocles, Cléomène, Hiéros and the 

Greek troops leave, Pamyra is left behind with the other women of Corinth.  The state 

of the sources for Le siège de Corinthe limit for now the kinds of claims we can 

advance about the opera’s final scenes.454  Nonetheless, while Pamyra is still intent on 

taking her own life—and even imagines a more general calamity (the collapse of the 

cathedral) that would take the lives of all the women—she and the other women have 

little left to say outside of prayer.  Gerhard argues that the ending of the opera as it 

appears in the printed orchestral score “[treats] the vocal parts… as wholly secondary 

in their importance for the musical structure, which is dominated by an incessantly 

repeated, eight-bar, unison figure in the orchestra.”  Moreover, this 

 

drastic musical device makes it plain to every ear that the suicide of one person 
no longer has any significance amid the general carnage.  The uncontrollable 
hordes overwhelm the individual, and the human voice is swamped by the 
machine-like orchestra, which has a postlude lasting some eighty seconds, 

                                                
454 In the livret, the closing ensemble of the opera is a “hymn to courage.”  As we 
noted above, Gerhard relates that “the version performed on the first night appears to 
have conformed to the libretto,” adding that “this version… [can] be reconstructed 
from the performance materials,” a possibility Elizabeth Bartlet brought to his 
attention.  See Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera, 78.      
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longer than the whole of the first part of the finale when voices are still 
singing.455  

 

 
Reading the end of Le siège de Corinthe and its disposition of voices and the orchestra 

better will depend on the completion of a critical edition.  However, any argument 

about the diminished role for the voice in its final scenes will have to reckon on the 

collapse of the female protagonist and her articulacy in the opera’s wider revision 

history, a collapse already underway in Venice, even if Anna’s singing voice still 

dominated the final scene. 

 

 

11.  “Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto” (Naples, Act II, scene v) 

 

 In the Neapolitan Finale secondo, the confrontation between Anna and the 

Ottoman soliders becomes the occasion for public speech in the on-stage world and for 

extended song in the theatre.  The soldiers remark that an “unknown force halts [their] 

advance,” and within the on-stage world the operation of this “unknown force” creates 

the time in the theatre for Anna’s extended challenge to the soldiers to strike her down 

(“Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto”), and for the immediately adjacent second lyric solo 

movement in which she addresses her mother in heaven (“Madre, a te che sull’ 

Empiro”).  Even though the state of the sources prevent us from saying for now if 

there is a preferred or definitive ending to Le siège de Corinthe, neither the livret nor 

the printed orchestral score give Pamyra the stage time and the discursive privileges 

Anna enjoyed in Naples.   
                                                
455 Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera, 79. 
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 Among the productions which follow the Neapolitan version, the most 

significant variant in the confrontation between Anna and the Ottoman soldiers (and 

subsequently, Maometto) occurs in the production for Milan, where once again a 

substitute aria replaces a closed and complex lyric number for Anna.  The four-verse 

entrance chorus for the Ottoman soldiers is unchanged in Milan, as are the two stage 

directions framing Anna’s first reply, “Ferite”:  

 
CORO DI MUSULMANI Ecco la perfida… 
    Su via, trascinisi 
    Fra mille strazi 
    A spirar l’anima. 
    (si slanciano furibondi colle spade ignude per 
    trucidarla) 
 
ANNA    Ferite… (presentando ad essi il petto) 
 
CORO DELLE DONNE   Ahimè! 
 
CORO DI MUSULMANI (Qual forza incognita  
    Ci arresta il piè?) 
 
ANNA    Sperar più non lice, 
    Già l’ora s’appressa 
    Oh cielo! me stessa 
    Non trovo più in me. 
   
    Che barbaro affanno! 
    Che fato tiranno!… 
    Oh Cielo! me stessa 
    Non trovo più in me. 
 
CORO DI MUSULMANI Quel volto, quel ciglio 
e DI DONZELLE  Immerso nel pianto, 
    Dimostrano quanto 
    È il duolo che ha in sè.456 

 

                                                
456 In the printed libretto for Milan, the last verses for the Ottoman soldiers before 
Anna’s aria are marked as an aside, and two verses for the soldiers in the Neapolitan 
version (“And yet this impious woman is no goddess,” “E pur quest’empia / Diva non 
è”) are cut; II, vi. 
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CHORUS OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS:  There is the wretched woman…  
Let’s drag her off to a thousand tortures, until her soul breathes its last.  (They 
hurl themselves towards her furiously, with drawn swords so as to slaughter 
her.)  ANNA:  Strike.  (presenting her chest to the soldiers)  CHORUS OF 
WOMEN:  Ahimè!  CHORUS OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS:  (What unknown 
force halts our advance?)  ANNA:  I prefer to hope no longer, already the hour 
approaches—oh, heaven!  I no longer find myself in me!  What barbarous 
sorrow!  What a tyrannical fate!  Oh, heaven!  I no longer find myself in me!  
CHORUS OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS and [VENETIAN] WOMEN:  That 
face, those eyes, immersed in tears, they show how much sorrow she has 
inside.   

 

 

This aria text, like the two identified by Gerhard, appears in the printed libretto for 

Balducci’s Le nozze di Don Desiderio, as part of the role sung by Favelli.  The stanza 

for the chorus of villagers, “Quel volto, quel ciglio,” is unchanged in Milan, sung in its 

new context by the Ottoman soldiers and Venetian women.  Three verses internal to 

the aria in Le nozze di Don Desiderio do not appear in the libretto for Milan, including 

verses in which Lauretta says farewell, and invites the villagers to “weep together with 

this oppressed woman” (“Addio… compiangete / Quest’anima oppressa…”).  The loss 

of this invitation to communal tears suits what parts of the Neapolitan Anna persist in 

Milan: the Milanese Anna, too, says in Act II that “if tears come, they will be a sign of 

cowardice.”  Nonetheless the mixed chorus in Milan observes that Anna’s face and her 

eyes are “immersed in tears.”  On the other hand, the initial exchange between a 

defiant Anna and the startled Ottoman soldiers is preserved. 

 In Paris almost nothing of Anna’s words or music from the Neapolitan Finale 

secondo survives in its original context, even though some version of the dramatic 

situation persists.  Anna’s first scena (“Alfin compiuta è una met`dell’opra”) is cut, as 

she (Pamyra) is never alone on stage as Anna is in Naples.  The off-stage preghiera 

becomes the Prière for Néocles.  The next three sections of the Finale secondo (the 
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entrance chorus for the Venetian women, “Sventurata! fuggir sol ti resta,” Anna’s 

monologue, “Vinto i Veneti ha dunque?,” and Anna’s Andante, “Quella morte che 

s’avanza”) are cut.  The second of the next two lyric sections—Anna’s Andantino 

(“Madre, a te che sull’Empiro”)—is transferred to Pamyra’s new pastiche Air at the 

top of Act II, while Gossett reports that in two of the secondary musical sources for Le 

siège de Corinthe, Pamyra’s Air also includes a Maestoso adapted from the first of the 

two lyric sections (“Sì, ferite: il chieggo, il merto”).457   

The words of the two Andantino movements are similar, but the two Maestoso 

movements set very different texts in very different situations.  The confrontation in 

Naples begins with the elision of the closing cadence of Anna’s Andante (“Quella 

morte che s’avanza”) and the off-stage vocal entrance of the Ottoman soldiers (“Invan 

la perfida”).  (See Example §4-14).  In the printed orchestral score, this juxtaposition 

of voices is downplayed: the end of Pamyra’s Prière is not overtaken by an off-stage 

chorus, but by a momentarily spare orchestral texture which precedes her declamatory 

assessment of the Greek defeat:   

 
PAMYRA   Mais quels accents se font entendre! 
    Le sort trahit nos combattans. 
    Ils sont tous morts pour nous défendre, 
    Viens, fier vainqueur, viens, je t’attends.  
 
CHOEUR DE TURCS Frappons, frappons sans plus attendre, 
    Foulons aux pieds leurs corps sanglans. 
 
CHOEUR DE FEMMES Ils sont tous morts… 
GRECQUES 
 
PAMYRA   Ils sont tous morts… 
 
CHOEUR DE FEMMES    … pour nous défendre. 

                                                
457 Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 474 and 480. 
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GRECQUES   Viens, fier vainqueur, viens, je t’attends. 
 
PAMYRA      … pour nous défendre. 
 
MAHOMET   Que Pamyra soit ma conquête 
    Qu’on la saisisse!  Allez… 
 
PAMYRA       Arrête! 
    Ou ce poignard perce mon sein. 
 
MAHOMET   Pamyra!  Ciel!... quelle tempête… 
 
CHOEUR DE TURCS Ciel!... quelle tempête! 
 
MAHOMET   … autour de nous, mugit soudain. 
 
CHOEUR DE TURCS … autour de nous, mugit soudain. 
 
CHOEURS DE GRECS O patrie!458 
DANS LE LONTAIN 
 
 
PAMYRA:  But what noises can be heard!  Fate has betrayed our combattants!  
They have all died to defend us; come, proud conqueror, come, I await you.   
CHORUS OF TURKS:  Let us strike without delay, let us trample their bloody 
corpses beneath our feet.  CHORUS OF GREEK WOMEN, then PAMYRA:  
They have all died… to defend us.  CHORUS OF GREEK WOMEN:  Come, 
proud conqueror, come, I await you.  MAHOMET:  So Pamyra may be my 
conquest, someone take hold of her!  Go…  PAMYRA:  Stop!  Or this dagger 
will pierce my breast!   MAHOMET:  Pamyra!  Heavens!… what a storm!  
CHORUS OF TURKS:  Heavens… what a storm!  MAHOMET, then 
CHORUS OF TURKS: … all around us, a sudden blare.  CHORUS OF 
GREEKS IN THE DISTANCE:  O nation! 
 

 

(See Example §4-15).  The chorus of Ottoman soldiers and Mahomet enter separately, 

as their counterparts did in Naples, but the moments of lyric expansion which follow 

in Naples do not happen here.459  We might say that the articulative ambitions of Le 

                                                
458 III, ix. 
459 Gossett notes that what orchestral material served a preliminary, introductory 
function within the Neapolitan Finale secondo becomes the basis for a “large 
instrumental finale, similar to that used by Rossini in [the Italian] Mosè in Egitto.”  
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siège de Corinthe are exhausted in the new scenes for Hiéros.  While a claim of this 

kind might be tempered by considering a musical setting of the “Hymn to courage” 

that closes out the livret, even the verses of the hymn for the Greek women, the 

Ottoman soldiers and Mahomet show no particular interest in Pamyra.  

 

 

12. “Che… lo sposo… ad insultarmi?”  (Naples, Act II, scene vi) 

 

 In the last scene of Della Valle’s verse tragedy, Maometto’s decision to place 

Anna amongst the other wives of his harem prompts her to reveal to him that Calbo 

was not her brother, but her husband.  She tells Maometto that he himself was a 

witness to the ceremony, and when he denounces her as an “unworthy woman,” she 

celebrates, however briefly: “at last you are angry” (“Alfin t’adiri”).460  In revenge, 

Maometto tells Selim to remove her from his sight, and he “abandons her to [his] 

soldiers.”  This, in turn, prompts Anna to rush at him, take a dagger from him, and to 

stab herself.  That Anna’s wedding to Calbo both placates her father and allows her to 

revenge herself on Maometto for having deceived her is clear in all of the productions 

which follow the Neapolitan version of the opera.   

The most explicit formulation of the revenge motive, however, is in Le siège 

de Corinthe.  In Le siège de Corinthe the reconciliation scene between father and 

daughter is much briefer than it was in Naples, and Pamyra has far less to say and do 

                                                                                                                                       
What followed this material in Naples was cut, or moved elsewhere (earlier) in the 
opera.  Gossett, The Operas of Rossini, 476.  
460 In the tragedy Anna Erizo, the clandestine wedding takes place in Maometto’s 
presence, in the closing scene of Act IV.  Cesare Della Valle, Tragedie di Cesare 
Della Valle, Duca di Ventignano, Volume I (Rome, 1826 [1823]), 129-130; IV, iv. 
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in the scene than Anna had to say and do in hers.  Nonetheless, Pamyra states the 

revenge motive clearly, while in response, Néocles and Cléomène say nothing to 

suggest that they have heard her.  There is no counterpart in Naples to Pamyra’s blunt 

suggestion that in marrying, she and Néocles will “deceive a tyrant in his jealous 

fury,” even if that is a good description of the revenge Anna achieves.  Within the on-

stage world in the Neapolitan version, this revenge is a prominent element in the final 

scene, in both the printed libretto and in the text Rossini set.  With one exception, the 

productions which adhere to the Neapolitan version allow Anna to reveal the wedding 

to Maometto more or less in these same words.461   

 The exception is the 1827 production for Palma de Mallorca, which in some 

earlier scenes reflected the influence of the Venetian revision.  In Venice, Anna and 

Maometto do not meet after her wedding to Calbo, which presumably takes place off-

stage in Act II, after scene iii, but before scene iv.  It falls to Erisso and to Calbo to tell 

Maometto of the wedding—a part of the recuperation of masculine heroism in the 

Venetian version, although its effect for the theatre audience is diluted, since the 

wedding is not staged: 

 
MAOMETTO     Dov’è, chi mai 
     Di contender fia capace 
    Anna al braccio, al valor mio!…  
    (Comparisce Calbo, e avandandosi con fierezza  
    e dignitoso:) 
 
CALBO   Io, tiranno, e trema. 
 
MAOMETTO      Audace!… 
    Ma al fratel d’Anna perdono. 

                                                
461 None of the other productions of the Neapolitan version carry forward the text of 
the final scene as it appeared in the Neapolitan printed libretto.  The librettos of these 
other productions follow closely the text Rossini set. 
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ERISSO    È suo sposo… 
 
MAOMETTO   (colpito, fremente) 
      Che dicesti? 
 
CALBO   Fremi, sì: suo sposo io sono: 
    N’ebbi già la fede, il cor.462 
 
 
MAOMETTO:  Where is [the man] who could contend with my valour for 
Anna’s hand [in marriage]?  (Calbo appears, and advances proudly and with 
dignity.)  CALBO:  I [am such a man], tyrant, and tremble.  MAOMETTO:  
Rash man!  But I forgive Anna’s brother.  ERISSO:  He is her husband… 
MAOMETTO: (astonished, trembling) What did you say?  CALBO:  Yes, 
tremble: I am her husband: I already have her promise, and her heart.  

 
 

The production for Palma de Mallorca included this scena, and the Venetian terzetto 

for Calbo, Erisso and Maometto (“Pria svena con ferma ciglia”) that it prepared.  It did 

not, though, retain the modified Venetian ending in which Anna survives.  Instead, in 

the final scene in Palma de Mallorca, Anna gets to reveal to Maometto that Calbo was 

her husband for a second time, and Maometto “covers” for the revised opera: in the 

final scene, he says that “Erisso had told me, and I did not believe it.”463     

 While the revenge motive is clearly stated in Le siège de Corinthe, the revenge 

goes unaccomplished.  In the Neapolitan ending, Anna blocks Maometto’s advance by 

threatening to take her own life; Pamyra and Mahomet do the same.  In Naples, this 

pause in the action initiates the short dialogue in which Anna reveals her revenge, but 

in Paris, no dialogue develops: Mahomet has only a single, inert line in response 

(“Pamyra!  Heavens!… what a storm!”), while Pamyra—at least in the printed 

orchestral score—says nothing further.  In the “Hymn to courage” that appears in the 
                                                
462 II, vi. 
463 “Calbo dicesti?  Erisso / Mel disse e nol credei.”  Maometto Secondo (Palma, 
1827), 47; II, ix. 
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livret, Pamyra does refer to a wedding but it is not the wedding to Néocles, which is 

never mentioned:       

 
 
PAMYRA   Entends les chants de notre fête; 
    Vois les flambeaux de notre hymen. 
 
ISMÈNE et CHOEUR Chantons, chantons l’hymne au courage! 
DE FEMMES   Un Dieu nous voit du haut des cieux; 
    Pour fuir les fers de l’esclavage, 
    Corinthe expire dans les feux. 
 
PAMYRA   Chantons, chantons l’hymne au courage! 

   Un Dieu nous voit du haut des cieux; 
    Pour fuir les fers de l’esclavage, 
    Ce fer sacré reste à mes voeux. 
    (elle se frappe) 
 
MAHOMET   Cruel délire! aveugle rage! 
    Nuit sanglante! désastre affreuux! 
    Pour fuir les fers de l’esclavage, 
    Corinthe expire dans les feux. 
 
CHOEUR DE   Heureux délire! ô douce image! 
MUSULMANS  Corinthe expire dans les feux. 
    Tous ces malheurs sont notre ouvrage, 
    Le sort enfin comblé nos voeux.464 
 
 
PAMYRA:  Listen to the songs of our celebrations; look at the torches for our 
wedding.  ISMÈNE and CHORUS OF WOMEN:  Let us sing, let us sing a 
hymn to courage!  God sees us from on high in the heavens; in order to flee the 
chains of slavery, Corinth expires in flames.  PAMYRA:  Let us sing, let us 
sing a hymn to courage!  God sees us from on high in the heavens; in order to 
flee the chains of slavery, this sacred weapon remains [to accomplish] my 
wishes.  (She stabs herself.)  MAHOMET:  Cruel delirium!  Blind rage!  
Bloody night!  A ghastly tragedy!  In order to flee the chains of slavery, 
Corinth expires in flames.  CHORUS OF OTTOMAN SOLDIERS:  O happy 
delirium!  O sweet image!  Corinth expires in flames!  All of these misfortunes 
are our work, fate has finally accomplished our desires.  

 

 

                                                
464 III, ix. 
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The livret provides separate four-verse stanzas for Ismène and the Greek women, 

Pamyra, Mahomet, and the Ottoman soldiers.  The verses for Pamyra and the Greek 

women only diverge at the last, when the women speak of the end of Corinth—a verse 

common to the stanzas for Mahomet and the Ottoman soldiers, too—and Pamyra 

speaks once again of the weapon she still has.  While the stage direction in the livret 

indicates that she stabs herself, no one in either the livret or the printed orchestral 

score seems to notice; at least, no one says anything.  Gerhard points out the staging 

manual for Le siège de Corinthe does not mention Pamyra’s suicide either, preferring 

in its last instruction to describe how “the Musulmans are seen pursuing the Greeks 

and slaughtering them furiously.”465  Pamyra’s plan to “deceive a jealous tyrant” is 

likewise something the opera turns away from. 

                                                
465 “A travers les flames et les décombres, on voit les musulmans poursuivre les Grecs 
et les égorger avec rage.”  See H. Robert Cohen (ed.), Dix livres de mise en scène 
lyrique datant des créations parisiennes, 1824-1843 = The original staging manuals 
for ten Parisian operatic premières, 1824-1843: in facsimile (Stuyvesant, N.Y., 
Pendragon Press: 1998), 181-205.  Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera, 78. 
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AFTERWORD 

 

 In seventeenth and eighteenth-century accounts of the fall of Negroponte, 

Anna Erisso dies as a saint would have, refusing Maometto’s advances and insisting 

that she is both a Christian and a virgin.  Her refusals of the wishes of the sovereign 

are public speech: in Andrea Celesti’s painting, twenty figures crowd around her, at 

least five of them holding weapons.  As examples of female public speech, her 

refusals conform to a category of exceptions described by Mary Beard where female 

public speech is not prohibited, and is even sanctioned: “women are allowed to speak 

out as victims and as martyrs — usually to preface their own death.”466   

The Neapolitan version of Maometto secondo might seem to tell this story: but 

a sleight-of-hand has taken place, and the story of Anna’s martyrdom is supplanted by 

one in which the scope of her agency is greater, and her actions as a public speaker 

exceed the actions of a martyr.  In Act I, Anna’s contributions to the public debate 

concerning the fate of the women conform to a second category of sanctioned speech 

Beard proposes: “in extreme circumstances [women may] publicly defend their own 

sectional interests, but cannot speak for men or the community as a whole.”467  Anna’s 

argument that the women should join in the retreat to the Citadel, and even participate 

in the fighting, may go unheard; nonetheless her participation in the debate broaches 

the separation of the sexes her father’s argument is predicated upon.  In the Act I 

finale, Anna comes before the victorious Ottomans as a supplicant, but her petition for 

mercy for the captured Venetian leaders is quickly overshadowed as she and 

                                                
466 Mary Beard, “The Public Voice of Women,” The London Review of Books (March 
20, 2014), 11-14. 
467 Beard, “The Public Voice of Women,” 11. 
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Maometto recognize each other.  Act II is organized around the invented heroic action 

for Anna that enables Erisso and Calbo to return to battle, an action that (for the 

theatre audience) plays out in a symbolic realm by sparing the fictional Erisso the 

miserable death in captivity his historical counterpart is said to have suffered.  Anna’s 

invented heroic action is coupled with the private revenge she takes against Maometto 

by marrying Calbo, another victory in the symbolic realm—one which allows the 

fictional Anna to deceive her deceiver, and so strike out against her historical 

antagonist. 

 In fashioning the female protagonist of Le siège de Corinthe from the materials 

of Maometto secondo, Rossini cut almost all of the narrative and musical markers of 

Anna’s exceptional agency.  The heroic action is gone; Pamyra never advoctaes on 

behalf of the “sectional interests” of the women of Corinth, as the public debate never 

takes place; Pamyra marries, but does not accomplish her revenge.  In Naples, the 

formal distension of the Terzettone reflects Anna’s persistence in securing a place for 

herself and the other women in the Citadel; when this debate is cut, the number that 

remains takes on much more conventional dimensions.  Pamyra cedes other discursive 

occasions (which were once Anna’s) to Néocles and Hiéros.  The off-stage chorus that 

had staged Anna’s turn away from prayer (and displayed her difference from the other 

women) becomes part of a lyric vehicle for Néocles, in which he insists that Pamyra 

“lifts her voice in prayer” with the other women—describing, in essence, what Pamyra 

and the other women will do once the patriarch Hiéros and the other men depart.  

Moreover, none of the recitatives for Anna that drew on the wider orchestra survives 

intact in the Parisian revisions.  The scoring of Erisso’s recitatives in the Introduzione 

is unchanged, but Rossini does not use the full orchestra in Le siège de Corinthe to 
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amplify Pamyra’s public voice as he had used it to amplify Anna’s voice in Naples.  

It’s as if the Parisian revisions were undertaken under the influence of the warning 

Beard recalls from the opening scenes of the Odyssey, the warning the adolescent 

Telemachos gave Penelope in their own home: “[public] speech will be the business of 

men.”468 

 The state of the sources of Le siège de Corinthe limits the kinds of interpretive 

claims which can be made about the opera.  Nevertheless, even in their current state 

the sources reveal the reduction—and what we might call the gender rehabilitation—

of the role of Anna Erisso for Paris.  It is striking that among the new materials 

Rossini and his librettists crafted for Pamyra, there is a clear and cogent example of a 

parlar ampio gesture.  In Act I, Pamyra promises her father that she has understood 

him when he has given her the dagger, telling her that it “may respond to him [for 

her].”  In effect, his remark reflects how little she has had to say in the revised version 

of this scene.  Rossini’s setting of Pamyra’s promise is consistent with what we 

observed in Beghelli’s work on the musical emblems of ritual: these emblems have a 

different use when female characters are the speakers, and in the case of Pamyra’s 

promise, her vocal gesture is a sign of subordinate rather than authoritative speech.  In 

this detail, Anna’s disruptive agency collapses back into Pamyra’s compliant and 

easily legible consent. 

 Pamyra’s promise is more legible, too, than the inscrutable parlar ampio 

gestures that Desdemona takes up in the Act II finale of the Rossini Otello.  Elmiro’s 

intervention is built out of parlar ampio gestures, and even if these gestures align with 

grammatically incomplete parts of his utterances rather than setting a series of discrete 

                                                
468 Beard, “The Public Voice of Women,” 11. 
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performatives, the ritual character of his remarks is unambiguous.  But when 

Desdemona mirrors his gestures (however briefly), her line is submerged in a dense 

orchestral and choral counterpoint.  Moreover, she takes up these gestures despite the 

words she has, and despite the fact that she is ordering no one, commanding no one, 

threatening no one.  Desdemona had been addressing Elmiro—but when she protests 

his severity, she addresses no one; and where Rossini provides caesuras in the texture 

which would help a theatre audience to hear her words, Desdemona turns instead from 

the rhetoric of heightened speech to a florid cadenza.  In this instance, Desdemona’s 

turn to parlar ampio might be construed as a change of tactics, marking the moment 

when she quits the posture of devotion; its appearance would coincide with a failure, 

but not in the sense that the invocation of parlar ampio gestures by Armida, Ermione, 

Teodora and Leonora were failures.  Armida, Ermione, Teodora and Leonora sought 

to assert their authority, and their attempts to do so failed.  If this moment in Otello 

represents a failure, it is because Desdemona sought her father’s permission to speak, 

and he refused it—a replay of the moment Delacroix and Ducis had each depicted.  

Gossett suggested once that in the Act II finale of Otello, Rossini had lost his sense of 

proportion.  We might say, instead, that the problem was Desdemona’s, a problem of 

permission to speak denied, as if the lyric contours of the theatrical spectacle were in 

this instance constrained by consent withheld within the on-stage world.              

 When women are the speakers, the musical emblems of ritual are used to 

different purposes: this is one element in an argument about the gendered norms of 

public discourse in nineteenth-century Italian opera.  Desdemona’s aria—which is 

protracted in one sense, and truncated in another—indicates another element in this 

argument, namely, that the occasion for an aria in the theatre must be sanctioned 
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within the on-stage world.  The rondò finales of La donna del lago and Matilde di 

Shabran proceed on this basis, too.  In the mixed-genre giocoso atmosphere, Matilde 

speaks fearlessly from the time of her first entrance, but her most extensive lyric 

number only unfolds once Corradino’s stifling sovereignty has been upended.  In the 

closing scenes of La donna del lago, the King is informed of Elena’s arrival, and he 

withdraws, so that he may sing for her from the off-stage—in essence, pretending to 

be overheard.  He sings without permission.  However, when Elena sings for the King 

and the gathered court, it is in response to his command to disclose all of her wishes; 

her song is licensed to go ahead.  We might say that the theatre audience and the 

production audience whose interests go no further than cantilena—whatever the text 

and whatever the details of the situation in the on-stage world—are looking for the 

experience the King simulates for Elena; such song just happens to be overheard.  We 

stumble upon Armida’s realm, and there just happens to be a concert.  For the women 

in the on-stage world, though, the situation is more complicated: given the rules 

governing female public speech, they have to decide what to do—when to sing, and 

when not to. 
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APPENDIX: MUSICAL EXAMPLES 
 
 
Example §1-1: Matilde di Shabran, II, xvii (N. 13, Scena e Rondò Matilde e Finale 
Secondo).  The transition from “staccato” to legato vocal ensemble writing. 
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Example §1-2: Matilde di Shabran, II, xvii (N. 13, Scena e Rondò Matilde e Finale 
secondo).  The two-measure instrumental elision at the close of the tempo di mezzo. 
(second system) 
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Example §1-3: Matilde di Shabran, II, xvii (N. 13, Scena e Rondò Matilde e Finale 
secondo).  The reprise of the §1-2 elision at the close of the ritornello. 
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Example §1-4: La donna del lago, II, i (N. 10, Scena e Terzetto) 
Uberto’s struggle to “recompose his emotions” during Elena’s serene prayer.  (m. 124 
and following) 
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Example §1-5: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
Varied accompanimental timbres off-set Elena’s repeated phrase addressed to the 
King, “Tu sapresti a me donar.”  (mm. 19-22) 
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Example §1-6: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
The single appearance of Elena’s lines, “Deh! il silenzio fia loquace… / Tutto dica un 
tronco accento…”  (mm. 12-16) 
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Example §1-7: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
The initial three iambic chord pairs: non-functional voice-leading in the bass, and a 
registral-timbral shift in the strings.  (mm. 1-3) 
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Example §1-8: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
The fanfare at the close of the primo tempo.  (mm. 29-31) 
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Example §1-9: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
The close of the tempo di mezzo.  (mm. 53-58)   
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Example §1-10: La donna del lago, II, vii (N. 13, Rondò finale) 
An orchestral gesture at the edge of the first cadenza within the cabaletta.  (mm. 76-
79) 
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Example §1-11: Bianca e Falliero, II, xiv (N. 11, Rondò ed Aria Bianca e Finale 
Secondo)  The iambic chord pairs of the primo tempo from La donna del lago in 
another context.  (mm. 12-15) 
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Example §2-1: Otello, II, xi (N. 9, Finale secondo) 
Within the ritornello of the stretta, Desdemona’s interjections (mm. 209-215) 
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Example §2-2: Otello, II, xi (N. 9, Finale secondo) 
Within the stretta, Desdemona’s new contrapuntal line (mm. 223-234) 
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Example §2-3: Il bravo, II, iv (Stretta del Finale II) 
Teodora denounces the nobles.  Her parlar ampio gestures begin in the fifth system. 
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Example §2-4: La forza del destino, IV, ix (N. 18, Scena e Terzetto finale) 
Leonora tries to warn off an unknown penitent; Don Alvaro hears through her 
disguise. 
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Example §2-5: Armida, III, vii ([Recitativo] Dopo il Terzetto [N. 14]) 
Armida’s attempt to summon the Furies fails.  (mm. 56-61) 
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Example §2-6: Ermione, II, vi (N. 11, Scena e Duetto - Finale Secondo) 
Ermione curses Oreste as he flees; she faints.  (mm. 433-448) 
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Example §2-7: Armida, III, ix (N. 15, [Finale terzo]) 
Armida denounces Rinaldo and his birth. 
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Example §2-8: Otello, II, x (N. 9, Finale secondo) 
Desdemona privately denounces “barbarous Heaven.”  (mm. 35-37) 
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Example §2-9: Zelmira, II, iv (N. 10, Quintetto) 
Zelmira asks her antagonist, Antenore, to spare others, and kill her alone.  (mm. 64-
77)  
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Example §2-10: Semiramide, II, vii (N. 11, Duetto Semiramide, e Arsace) 
Semiramide asks her son, Arsace, to strike her down.  (esp. mm. 11-17) 
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Example §2-11: Otello, III, iii (N. 10 [Scena e duetto Desdemona – Otello]) 
Desdemona invites Otello to “satiate himself  at last.”  (mm. 561-568) 
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Example §3-1: La clemenza di Tito, I, xiii (N. 12, Quintetto con coro) 
“Oh giorno di dolor,” the final scene of the first act.  (mm. 137-144) 
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Example §3-2: Maometto secondo, II, vi (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
The citation from La clemenza di Tito.  (mm. 488-498) 
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Example §3-3: Otello, III, i (N. 10) 
The orchestral intrusion of the “colpo di vento.”  (mm. 197-207) 
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Example §3-4: Maometto secondo, II, iii (N. 9, Scena ed Aria Calbo) 
The orchestral frame for Erisso’s arioso, “Tenera sposa! / In ciel riposi or tu.” 
(mm. 98-120) 
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Example §3-5: Mosè in Egitto, I, ii (N. 2, [Invocazione e] Quintetto) 
The opening of Mosè’s Invocazione.  (mm. 1-12) 
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Example §3-6: La donna del lago, I, x (N. 7, Finale primo) 
The leader of the Scottish rebels, Rodrigo, administers an oath.  (mm. 416-424) 
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Example §3-7: Maometto secondo, II, v (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
Anna’s monologue, “Vinto i Veneti han dunque?”  (mm. 103-124) 
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Example §3-8: Maometto secondo, I, ii (N. 3, Scena e Terzettone) 
The three local figures for full orchestra in Anna and Erisso’s first dialogue.  (mm. 1-
23) 
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Example §3-9: Maometto secondo, I, ii (N. 3, Scena e Terzettone) 
Anna’s soliloquy. (complete) 
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Example §3-10: Maometto secondo, I, i (N. 1, Introduzione) 
Orchestral envelopment in Erisso’s opening recitative.  (esp. mm. 105-123) 
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Example §3-11: Maometto secondo, II, v (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
Anna’s recitative line during the off-stage preghiera.  (mm. 44-46) 
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Example §3-12 and Example §3-13: Maometto secondo, I, iii (N. 3, Scena e 
Terzettone)  Anna’s first argument (mm. 469-478) and second argument. (mm. 479-
505) 
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Example §3-14: Maometto secondo, II, v (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
Anna “unheard” by the other women, “Il dover compiuto omai.”  (mm. 146-156) 
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Example §4-1: Le siège de Corinthe, I, iv (N. 2, Scène et Trio) 
Pamyra, Cléomène and Néocles react to news of an Ottoman advance.  (complete) 
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Example §4-2: Le siège de Corinthe, I, iv (N. 2, Scène et Trio) 
Pamyra’s parlar ampio gesture.  (first three measures) 
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Example §4-3: Le siège de Corinthe, I, iv (N. 2, Scène et Trio) 
Within the ritornello of the cabaletta, Pamyra prays with the women’s chorus.  
(begins in the seventh measure of the example) 
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Example §4-4: Maometto secondo (Naples), II, ii (N. 8, Scena e Aria Maometto) 
The ritornello of Maometto’s cabaletta: Anna’s aside.  (mm. 117-129) 
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Example §4-5: Maometto secondo (Venice), II, ii (N. 8, Scena e Duetto Anna-
Maometto)  Anna receives the ring. (stage direction not shown in source)  
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Example §4-6: Le siège de Corinthe, II, iii (N. 7, Duo) 
The musical material of §4-4 repurposed as wedding music.  (complete) 
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Example §4-7: Maometto secondo (Naples), II, ii (N. 8, Scena e Aria Maometto) 
Short vocal phrases for Maometto in the opening section of the cabaletta.  (mm. 90-
92) 
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Example §4-8: Le siège de Corinthe, II, v (N. 10, Final) 
Cléomène calls out to Pamyra.  (stage direction “di dentro” not shown in source) 
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Example §4-9: Maometto secondo (Naples), II, iii (N. 9, Scena ed Aria Calbo) 
Calbo drops into chest register to impersonate Anna.  (fourth system) 
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Example §4-10: Maometto secondo (Naples), II, v (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
Anna’s recitative during the women’s off-stage preghiera.  (mm. 44-46) 
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Example §4-11: Le siège de Corinthe, III, iii (N. 11, Récit et Prière) 
Néocles’s countermelody to the women’s off-stage prière.  (sixth measure and 
following)  
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Example §4-12: Il pianto delle Muse  
Apollo’s first verse, and the countermelody to the choral entry that anticipates 
Néocles’s line in §4-11.  (esp. mm. 54-57) 
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Example §4-13: Maometto secondo (Naples), I, ii (N. 3, Scena e Terzettone) 
Anna’s soliloquy, detail.  (mm. 117-119)  The complete recitative is shown as 
Example §3-10. 
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Example §4-14: Maometto secondo (Venice), II, vii (N. 12, Scena e Finale secondo) 
Anna’s new scena, using accompanimental material derived from §4-13. 
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Example §4-15: Maometto secondo (Naples), II, v (N. 11, Scena e Finale secondo) 
The elision of Anna’s Andante to the vocal entrance of the Ottoman soldiers.  (mm. 
169-170) 
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Example §4-16: Le siège de Corinthe, III, vii-viii (N. 15, Récit et Prière and N. 16, 
Final)  An elision removed: the close of Pamyra’s Prière.  (between eighth and ninth 
measures of the example)  
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